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PREFACE

THIS volume is a careful revision, with many

changes, corrections, and additions, of my Elements

of Rhetoric and English Composition (first and second

high school courses), published in 1899 and 1900. It

now contains all the material necessary, in my judg-

ment, for secondary school training in this subject.

For advice and assistance in the revision, I am

particularly indebted to Mr. George A. Sawyer, M.A.,

instructor in English in the De Witt Clinton High

School, New York City, who has revised almost all

the exercises in Chapters I to X, as well as to Miss

Ellen E. Garrigues, of the same school; Mr. Theo-

dore C. Mitchill, of the Brooklyn Boys' High School;

Mr. John D. Haney, of the Wadleigh High School
;

Mr. W. D. Crockett, of the State Normal School,

Mansfield, Pa.
;
and to many others.

G, R. C.

NEW YORK CITY,

August, 1906.
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RHETORIC AND ENGLISH

COMPOSITION

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. Definition of Rhetoric. Rhetoric is the art of

effective communication by means of language ; or,

more simply, it is the art of expressing, by words,

precisely what we mean.

2. The Definition Explained: Rhetoric is an Art.

First, notice that we call rhetoric an art, not a

science. The meanings of these two words often

come very close together, but the main distinction

between them is that science implies knowledge
and art implies skill. Chemistry, for instance, is

an important science, the aim of which is an under-

standing of the composition of material things. One

may understand the laws or principles of chemistry
without acquiring any skill in their application. The
various branches of engineering, however, as well as

music, dancing, painting, swimming, and many similar
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kinds of activity, are arts. The engineer, to a

very great extent, and even the swimmer, to

a very small extent, must understand the principles

on which their arts rest, and these principles may
be considered as constituting the science of engineer-

ing and the science of swimming ;
but the success of

the practising engineer and the practical swimmer

depends upon the skill with which they apply these

principles. Now, rhetoric is essentially an art. In

order to write well we must, of course, follow con-

sciously or unconsciously certain principles ;
but

the knowledge of these principles is not the main

thing. The essential part of rhetoric is that we

shall act, that we shall acquire skill in the application

of the principles we study, in the practice of the art

we are learning.
1

3. The Definition Explained : an Art of Communica-

tion. Second, notice that the art we are to study

involves communication, the telling of something to

persons other than ourselves. Simple as is this con-

ception of rhetoric, it is one hard to keep in mind.

A speaker or writer is often tempted to feel that his

duty is done when his thoughts are so expressed that

he himself understands them, forgetting that what is

1
Sculpture, music, painting, and architecture are frequently called

fine arts, because they aim not only to express thought or emotion, but

to give pleasure to the ear or to the eye. Rhetoric may be called a

fine art in so far. as beauty is its object, though that is obviously not

always the case. Rhetoric differs from the technical or practical arts,

e.g. engineering, in that it is an art of communication. It differs from

the fine arts in that it communicates ideas and emotions by means of

language, not by means of lines, colors, or musical sounds.
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of real importance is that the reader or the hearer

shall understand them.

4. The Definition Explained: an Art of Effective

Communication. Third, notice that rhetoric is the

art of effective communication by language, the art

of expressing precisely what we mean. The art of

expressing ourselves fairly well we have all acquired

already. Even a young child can make his thoughts

and feelings known roughly. What we are to study

is the art by means of which we shall be helped in

conveying to the mind of a reader or a hearer as

nearly as possible our exact thoughts and feelings,

in order that he may understand completely what

we think, and realize fully what we feel.

5. Rhetoric; English Composition; Grammar.

Though rhetoric is essentially an art, it is, to some

extent, a science. In general, we use the term rheto-

ric to include both the principles upon which the art

is based and practice in the art itself. Sometimes,

particularly when speaking of rhetoric and compo-

sition as parts of an educational system, we use the

term rhetoric to cover the principles of the art, and

the term composition, or English composition, to

cover the practical exercises by which we acquire

skill in applying these principles. In this sense

rhetoric may be called a science, and composition

may be regarded as an art. In this same sense

rhetoric is sometimes called formal rhetoric
;

that

is, rhetoric considered as a set of scientifically

arranged definitions, rules, and principles.
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Grammar deals with the mutual relations of words

in a sentence. If these relations are in accordance

with English custom, we say that a sentence is gram-

matically correct. Rhetoric assumes, as a rule, that

the sentences witl.. which it has to do are gram-

matically correct, and concerns itself with their

effectiveness and beauty, and with the accuracy with

which they express certain ideas. That is, rhetoric

asks, with regard to a piece of writing : do the words

mean what the writer intended them to mean ? are

they so put together as to express in the best way
the ideas the writer had in mind ?

6. The Two Sides of our Work. There are two

sides of our work, the study of definitions, rules,

and principles, and the acquiring of skill in apply-

ing them. Both these sides are important, and

neither should be neglected. The cases are indeed

rare in which a pupil can excel in composition with-

out a clear understanding of the formal side of

rhetoric; and an understanding of the formal side

of rhetoric, however useful it may be as mental

training, is of little value when compared with skill

in composition.

7. Thought the Basis of Expression. The student

must bear in mind that thought is the real basis

of expression. He who continues to think clearly

and forcibly will, in most cases, succeed in acquir-

ing the power of expressing himself clearly and

forcibly. We should be wrong were we to lay such

stress on the study of rhetoric that students would
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believe expression more important than thought,

or power over words more important than power
over ideas. It is thought that is the real basis of

rhetoric. That which is empty { of thought is com-

paratively worthless, no matter ''how beautifully it

is expressed. The first and most important step

towards writing is thinking.

8. The Habit of Good Writing and Good Speaking.

Few men in any generation can be great authors,

because few men have ideas that interest large bodies

of people. But every one should acquire the power
of expressing his thoughts clearly and forcibly. The

acquiring of this power is largely a question of habit,

based at first on intelligent direction. It is the aim

of this book to aid teachers in supplying such direc-

tion to pupils in the secondary schools. It must be

kept in mind, however, that the power of writing

well is closely akin to the power of speaking well.

We speak more than we write, and he who can learn

to express himself well orally may be sure that it

will not be a hard task to acquire a similar habit in

written composition. On the other hand, a person

who allows himself to fall into slovenly and ineffec-

tive habits of speech will have great difficulty in

ridding himself of these habits when he turns his

attention to written composition.

9. The Importance of Composition Work. From
what has been said above it is evident that work in

composition should accompany and supplement work

in formal rhetoric. All the author of this book can
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do is to put down in the clearest way and in the

best order possible the elementary rules and prin-

ciples of rhetoric, and to provide good exercises for

the application of these rules. All that the teacher

can do, in this part of his work, is to see that the

pupil masters the rules and principles and applies

them intelligently in the given exercises. But the

work of applying principles goes further than this.

Each pupil should write a short composition, as

a rule, at least twice a week, and should there

apply, more independently than in an exercise, the

whole group of principles which he is studying.

10. How to Choose a Subject. In order that com-

position work be carried on successfully, without

unnecessary labor on the part of the teacher, it

is indispensable that the pupil should become ac-

customed to choosing his own subjects for com-

positions. Subjects may be chosen from many
sources, as will be shown below. From what-

ever source the pupil chooses a subject, however,

he should make certain (i) that he has some defi-

nite ideas about the subject, and (2) that he is

interested in the subject. It is impossible to write

well when one has nothing to say, and it is very

difficult to write well when one feels that a subject

is stupid.

11. Subjects from the Course in English Literature. -

In many or most schools the course in rhetoric is

carried on at the same time with a course in the

study of selected English classics. Wherever this
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is the case, the pupil can readily find excellent

subjects for many of his compositions. If, for ex-

ample, he is reading, in such a course, The Sir

Roger de Coverley Papers, he can readily sum-

marize any of the papers, sketch any one of the

characters introduced, make a short biography cf

Steele or Addison, write a page on the political

parties of the time, or the coffee-houses, or any
similar subject that would naturally be suggested

by the class work or by his own thought.

12. Subjects from Other Studies. With a little

practice, the student will find it no less easy to

get good subjects from the other topics included in

his work. Nothing could be more sensible to write,

and few things more interesting to read, than a

pupil's composition based on one of the battles so

well described in Caesar's Gallic War, or on an

incident in American, English, or Roman history,

or on an experiment or process or principle in

natural science. Wherever in his school work the

pupil feels that he has got hold of a definite idea,

and one that interests him, he can be pretty cer-

tain that he has also got hold of a good subject

for a composition.

13. Subjects from Home Reading and from Life.

Many schools supplement their courses in English

literature by prescribing a certain amount of home

reading in the English classics. Here again the

student has a wide range of subjects for composition,

particularly as here, when reading more at leisure
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and for his own pleasure, he will feel more at

liberty to write about his own impressions, his

likes and dislikes, the character in a novel which

he admires most or least, the scenes that are most

interesting, the part of the book that is to him

least attractive. Equally rich in the material it

affords for subjects is the field of the pupil's natural

reading, apart from what is prescribed by the

school authorities, the newspapers, the magazines,

the books of travel or adventure or science, to which

he turns of his own accord. Equally rich, too, is

the whole field of the student's actual life. Nothing
can be more interesting to read or more pleasant

to write about than experiences in shooting or fish-

ing, sports, journeys, or even the more prosaic sides

of life, the houses in which we live, the sights

and sounds with which we are familiar, the little

things we do.

14. Too Ambitious Subjects. It is well, however,

during the first year of high school work in rhetoric,

to place two limits upon work in composition. It is

best (i) that a pupil should write only short essays,

rarely exceeding two pages, and (2) that he should

not often undertake fictitious narratives. An abun-

dance of practice in short compositions on definite

subjects yields at first better results than long,

vague, and rambling attempts at original stories.

There will be ample opportunity later on for longer

and more original work, and the ambitious stu-

dent will profit by restraining his zeal until he has
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thoroughly mastered the elementary principles of the

art.

NOTE. Students should be encouraged to keep lists of

good subjects.

15. The Form of a Composition. The student

should observe with care the school regulations with

regard to the form of compositions. The following

general rules are in force in some schools, and are

printed here for convenience, in case the instructor

may wish to adopt some or all of them :

1. Use paper about eight by ten inches in size.

2. Use black ink and write legibly.

3. Write only on one side of the paper.

4. On the left-hand side of each page leave a margin of

at least one inch.

5. Number each page of your composition, if there be

more than one, in the upper right-hand corner, and put the

pages together in the order in which they are to be read.

6. Fold the paper once lengthwise. Write at the top of

the outside page your name, the section or course in which

you belong, and the date on which the composition is due,

thus :

J. Q. ANDERSON,

Section 4,

October 6, 1906.

For the sake of uniformity and for the convenience of the

instructor, this information should be written on the side of

the folded theme that corresponds to the side of a book

cover on which the title is sometimes printed. That is, the
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crease of the paper should be on the left side. Nothing

except this information should be written on the outside of

the theme.

7. At the top of the first page, and in the middle, should

be written the title. Each noun, adjective, and other im-

portant word in the title should begin with a capital letter.

Between the title and the beginning of the composition there

should be a blank space, equal to at least the space between

two of the lines usually ruled on such paper.

8. Each line of the composition, except the first line of a

paragraph, should begin at the margin mentioned in 4. The

first line of each paragraph should begin about an inch far-

ther to the right. By this means we " indent " a paragraph.

16. The Use of Capitals in Titles. It is customary
to begin with a capital letter the first word of a title

and every noun and adjective in the title, but not

other words, e.g. The Historical Development of

Modern Europe. Is not the Mortality from Surgical

Disease Larger than is Necessary ? When a verb or

an adverb is a prominent or important word in the

title, it may also be begun with a capital, e.g. Teach-

ing Requires Knowledge and Skill. Recently the

practice of using no capitals in titles, except for the

first word and for proper nouns and adjectives, has

been adopted in many library catalogues and in some

periodicals, but it is not to be recommended in com-

position writing unless it is a part of the school

regulations.

EXERCISE i. I. Write a title in the proper place, on a

sheet of paper of the proper size. Write two or three words
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at the beginning of each line on the page, in such a way as

to indicate the proper margin and the proper indentation

of paragraphs. Fold the composition properly and indorse

it according to the directions given in 15, 6.

II. Write, with the proper capitalization, the following

titles :

i. the celebrated jumping frog. 2. innocents abroad.

3. sketches, new and old. 4. punch, brothers, punch, and

other sketches. 5. a Connecticut yankee in. king arthur's

court. 6. the spy ;
a tale of the neutral ground. 7. does

prohibition prohibit ? 8. shall we annex the Philippines ?

9. how to punctuate correctly. 10. where the battle was

fought. ii. under the red robe. 12. a scene in i4th

street. 13. municipal ownership of street railroads. 14. a

walk up second avenue. 15. the boy's king arthur. 16. the

days of auld lang syne. 17. the parting of the ways in the

foreign policy of the united states. 18. the bow of orange

ribbon. 19. ballads and barrack room ballads. 20. the

dangers of imperialism. 21. a history of modern times.

22. the day's work. 23. the seven lamps of architecture.

24. eighteenth century essays. 25. goethe's correspondence

with a child. 26. what katy did at school. 27. round

the world in eighty days. 28. a little book of western verse.

29. tales of mean streets. 30. my experience in public

school no. 79. 31. how to make a kite. 32. a literary

curiosity from charles lamb's library. 33. are horse- cars

still useful? 34. the future relations of great britain and

the united states. 35. working under water : the story of

an amateur pearl fisher. 36. san francisco's struggle for

good government. 37. life in manila : a trooper's diary.

38. the pacific ocean and our future there. 39. how can

the air in the subway be improved? 40. mosses from an
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old manse. 41. a tale of two cities. 42. the dramatic

works of william shakespeare from the text of the corrected

copies of steevens and malone, with a life of the poet.

43. much ado about nothing.

17. The First Essentials of a Good Composition.
-

Clear handwriting arid correct spelling are the first

essentials of a good composition. The pupil who

writes a distinct, legible hand and spells correctly

may indeed make serious rhetorical blunders and

express his ideas in a confused way ;
but he has at

least made sure of two important and gentlemanly
habits. The pupil who writes a sprawling, indistinct

hand and spells badly may indeed be a genius ;
but

he has acquired two ungentlemanly and wholly use-

less habits, habits born, in all but very rare cases,

of indolence
;
habits which will do much to perplex

his fellow-mortals and make him a laughing-stock

among them. A little common sense will often suffice

to change bad handwriting and bad spelling into

good. Bad writing may be due to unavoidable

physical causes, tremor or stiffness of the muscles,

for instance
;
but it is more likely to be due to a bad

position, to inattention, or to the use of the sort of

pen, paper, or ink that goes least well with the

writer's physical peculiarities. Bad spelling is due

(i)in rare cases, to defective 'eyesight ;
or (2) more

commonly, to a deficiency in the writer's power of

visualizing, that is, his power of reproducing the

form of a word before his mind as if by actual sight ;

or (3) to a habit of slovenly pronunciation. Those
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whose eyes are good and who are good visualizers

commonly spell well. Those whose eyes are defec-

tive should wear glasses ;
those who are poor visual-

izers, as are many of us, including the present

writer, or who pronounce carelessly, should en-

deavor to make up for the defects or peculiarities

of nature by sheer force of attention, will, reason,

and habit 1

18. Hints as to Spelling. A few hints may help

those who have much difficulty in learning to spell

correctly :

1. Always look through your composition before

you hand it in, in order to correct any blunders you

may have made. If possible, do this some hours, at

least, after the writing of the composition. After

such an interval you are more likely to notice your
mistakes.

2. Have at your desk a good abridged dictionary,

and use it.

3. If possible, keep a list of the words you mis-

spell, and practise yourself on them.2

1 The student's attention should be called to the efforts that are being
made by individuals and by learned societies to make English spelling

more uniform and rational.

2 In some high schools and academies the excellent plan is followed

of giving the whole school each day a five-minute written exercise in

spelling from dictation. The words are taken from a spelling-book or

from any ordinary prose work, but lists of words actually misspelled in

various written exercises may often be used to great advantage. If

possible, the exercises should be written on narrow slips of paper with

numbered lines. Ten words at least can be dictated and written, and

the papers collected, in five minutes. The labor of reading the exer-

cises is not great, unless there are several hundred pupils.
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4. If you have difficulty in remembering what

words are spelled with ei and what with ie, you may
be helped by the convenient "

rule of thumb "
that,

when the two letters are pronounced as ee, i or e

comes first according as- the preceding consonant is

nearer i or e in alphabetical succession. Thus, yield,

siege, chief, piece, believe ; but perceive, receive, con-

ceive, ceiling. Exceptions xtz, field, financier, leisure,

seize, neither, weird.

5. If you have studied Latin, and have difficulty

in remembering whether words are spelled with ant

or ent, able or ible, notice that when such words are

derived from the Latin, the English spelling usually

follows the vowel of the Latin conjugation, thus

adjutant, mendicant ; agent, delinquent, dependent,

convenient ; impeccable, mutable, tractable ; fallible,

invincible.

6. Notice that " verbs of one syllable, ending with

a single consonant, preceded by a single vowel (as

plan), and verbs of two or more syllables, ending in

the same manner, and having the accent on the last

syllable (as regret), double the final consonant of the

verb on assuming an additional syllable ;
as plan,

planned ; regret, regretted; but if a diphthong pre-

cedes the last consonant (as mjoin), or the accent is

not on the last syllable (as in suffer), the consonant

is not doubled; as join, joined ; suffer, suffered"

Verbs ending in / are usually spelled with // when an

1 Worcester's Dictionary ofthe English Language,
" Rules of Orthog-

raphy."
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additional syllable is assumed
; e.g. traveller (but

paralleled}. Many, however, follow Webster in writ-

ing traveler, etc.

The following list includes many words which

young students are likely to use and likely to mis-

spell.

Abbreviate, abhorrence, accede, accessible, accommodate,

accumulate, acknowledgment, acquaintance, adjutant, admis-

sible, advantageous, aggravate, agreeable, all right, athletics.

Annually, anxiety, apparatus, assassin, ascertain, auxiliary,

banana, battalion, beginning, benefited, boisterous, bouquet,

bulletin, business, casualty.

Changeable, Christian, circuit, civility, cleanliness, colonel,

column, commemorate, committee, commodity, comparative,

complement, compliment, correlative, corroborate.

Counsellor, council, consul, crystallize, curiosity, deference,

definite, dependence, descendant, develop, development,

describe, description, despair, disappear.

Disappoint, dissatisfy, divisible, eligible, embarrass, espe-

cially, etc., exaggerate, exceedingly, excellence, exhibit,

extraordinary, fallible, familiar, fascinate.

Feign, fidgety, financier, flannel, forbade, forcible, foreigner,

forfeit, forty, fulfil, generally, government, grandeur, guardian,

harass.

Hemorrhage, holiday, hugely, humorous, hygiene, hypoc-

risy, icicle, illegible, imagine, immediately, incessant, incon-

ceivable, incorrigible, incredible, indictment

Inflammation, ingenious, instalment, intercede, interroga-

tion, irascible, irrelevant, its, judgment, laboratory, languor,

led, lien, lieutenant, likelihood.

Liquefy, liquidate, lose, loose, lullaby, maintenance, mar-
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riageable, marvellous, medicine, memorize, mercantile, mile-

age, milliner, mimic, mimicking.

Miniature, miscellaneous, mischievous, missile, monarchy,

moreover, necessary, neuralgia, ninetieth, noticeable, obei-

sance, obliging, occasionally, occurrence, one's.

Opposite, origin, original, parallel, participle, peaceable,

perseverance, perform, pervade, physician, possessive, posi-

tively, precede, preeminent, preferable.

Prejudice, principal, principle, privilege, precede, pro-

ceed, professor, pursue, recommend, reservoir, rhythm,

sacrilege, salable, seize, separate.

Several, siege, sieve, similar, stationary, stationery, sover-

eign, specialty, stratagem, strategy, succeed, symmetry,

tangible, thorough, temperament.

Till, together, tranquillize, truly, tyranny, until, vacillate,

village, villain, volume.

19. The Importance of Accuracy. It is worth the

student's while, for three reasons, to make it his

ambition to be accurate in spelling and in similar

matters. First, accuracy in such small points will

help him greatly in all his written work. Spelling

belongs to the rudiments of education, and it is hard

to teach higher things to a pupil not thoroughly

grounded in the rudiments. Second, accuracy in de-

tails is a part of character. We feel that we can

depend upon the man whose knowledge is accurate,

and we are apt to suspect that the man who is slip-

shod in details is intellectually weak. Youth is the

time to build up habits of patience, perseverance,

and accuracy, and the study of English composition
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is one of the best means to that end. Third, the

pupil who has to make a conscious effort to spell

correctly must necessarily be obliged to withdraw a

considerable part of his attention from more impor-

tant matters.

20. Paragraphs. One further matter pertaining to

the general subject of compositions must be con-

sidered. The idea that printed matter is divided

into paragraphs is familiar to all, but the young
writer is often at a loss to know at what points he

should break up his composition into paragraphs. For

the present, it will be sufficient for him to notice that

in the ordinary printed essay the paragraphs average

at least one hundred and fifty words each. This

means that it is usually not worth while to subdivide

an idea that can be stated as a whole in one hundred

or one hundred and fifty words.



CHAPTER II

ENGLISH USAGE

21. The Importance of Usage in Language. The

expression of thought by language involves a certain

relation between two persons or sets of persons, a

speaker or writer on the one hand, and a listener or

reader on the other. It is by words that thought

is conveyed from one person to another. It is plain,

then, that whether the exact thought of one person

reaches the eye or ear of another person, depends

upon an agreement between them as to the meaning
of the words used. Now, words have the meaning
that usage gives them. They change from century

to century in force and value. It is clear, therefore,

that it is of the first importance in the study of

rhetoric that we realize what meanings, in our time,

are given to words by people with whom we commu-

nicate. It is equally clear that among the millions

of English-speaking people scattered over the face

of the globe we must expect to find at least slight

differences of opinion as to the meaning or force of

certain English words.

22. Literary Usage, Colloquial Usage, and Vulgar

Usage. Questions of usage are sometimes hard to

[8
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settle, for the reason that usage varies slightly with

different localities. The English spoken in Australia

or India, the English spoken in the United States,

and the English spoken in England, Scotland, or

Ireland, are not precisely the same. Usage varies

to some extent also even in the same locality. In the

first place, written English differs in some slight par-

ticulars from spoken English. In conversation, for

example, we habitually use such contractions as don't,

shan't, and won't, and many familiar words and ex-

pressions which are rarely found in more dignified

discourse or in print. In the second place, there are

many English words and expressions; such as hain't,

worser, which are not employed, even in conversa-

tion, by educated speakers. We have, then, in any

given English-speaking district or country, three

kinds of English, each differing to a certain degree

from the others :

1. Literary English, or the words and construc-

tions used in reputable literature.

2. Colloquial English, or the forms which edu-

cated people use in conversation.

3. Common or vulgar^- English, i.e. English used,

whether in speech or in writing, by the great mass of

the uneducated, on whom the words and constructions

used in literature have no great influence.2

1 From the Latin vulgus,
" crowd."

2
Vulgar English also includes dialect. A dialect, such as Scotch^ is

a local form of a language, greatly at variance with ordinary usage and

spoken throughout a district. There are a number of dialects in Great

Britain, and there are several forms of local speech in America, that
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Of these three kinds of English, the first varies

least, in different districts or countries, and the third

most.

23. Correct English. We call words or expres-

sions "correct" when they are widely used in writing

and conversation by people of intelligence and educa-

tion. We call words or expressions "incorrect "when

they are not used by such people, and are associated

in our minds with ignorance or bad manners. It is

obvious, however, that opinions may frequently differ

as to what is correct or incorrect. The distinction is

in many cases a question of taste, and some people

of good judgment call incorrect what others of

equally good judgment call correct. There is a

school of rhetoricians and grammarians, for example,

sometimes called
"
purists," who take in such mat-

ters the extreme position that certain words can be

considered incorrect, notwithstanding the fact that

they are widely used by people of intelligence and

education. That is, they hold that words are not

necessarily correct when used in the meanings given

them in reputable current literature and conversation,

but only in the meanings given them by the most fas-

tidious writers of the period. In this book, the tests of

correctness will be construed somewhat more liberally.

of the Southern negroes, for example, which differs in many particulars

from ordinary usage. Dialectic expressions are often very beautiful

and interesting, especially when they are dear to us by association, or

have been consecrated, as it were, by centuries of local usage. Vulgar

English is sometimes, too, a survival of what was in its day good literary

and colloquial English.
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24. Local Usage. Often words or expressions

perfectly familiar in one locality, and currently used

there by intelligent and educated people, are not used

throughout the country, or by other bodies of English-

speaking people. In the United States, for example,

we say elevator, baggage, editorial, whereas in Great

Britain the same ideas are expressed by the words

lift, luggage, leader. The first set of words we may
call Americanisms; the second, Briticisms. Similarly,

an Englishman may say
"

I fancy
"

in the sense of

"think," where a Yankee might say "I guess," and

a Southerner,
"

I reckon." It would be straining a

point to call such local expressions incorrect. Slight

differences of this sort often add a pleasing individu-

ality to local speech. In writing to the public at large,

however, one should obviously be careful not to allow

such peculiarities to become so prominent as to render

him laughable or unintelligible.

25. Authority as to Usage. The student will natu-

rally ask how he can discover whether any particular

word is correctly or incorrectly used in any particular

sense. It may be replied that he must depend upon

observation, inquiry, and his own good sense. Obvi-

ously, his first source of information and authority will

be the body of intelligent and educated people with

whom he comes in contact. If he follows their usage

in matters of language, he cannot go far astray. A
surer test is that of usage in literature. Words or

expressions which a number of reputable writers delib-

erately use can surely not be called wrong. Diction-
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aries are also useful, for they are the great storehouses

of English usage. Finally, whenever usage seems to

differ, one's own taste and sense must be called into

play. The present writer pleads for a considerable

degree of tolerance in such matters. If we know what

a man means, and if his usage is in accordance with

that of a large number of intelligent and educated

people, it cannot justly be called incorrect. For lan-

guage rests, at bottom, on convention or agreement,

and what a large body of reputable people recognize

as a proper word or a proper meaning of a word can-

not be denied its right to a place in the English vocab-

ulary. Particularly in questions of pronunciation,

where our language frequently recognizes two usages,

we should be careful not to assume that the usage

which custom or taste has made natural to us has any

authority beyond that of local or individual preference.

26. Dictionaries. The best English dictionaries

for school use are Webster's, Worcester's, the Cen-

tury, and the Standard. Each has peculiarities that

render it particularly valuable
;
each is a thoroughly

reputable authority. Whatever any of them says as

to the pronunciation, meaning, or use of a word is

sure to represent a usage sanctioned by a large body
of intelligent and educated people. Wherever they

differ, all are likely to be right ;
that is to say,

wherever usage differs, these dictionaries may differ.

Abridged editions of Webster's, Worcester's, and

the Standard, especially adapted for the use of pupils,

are also issued. If possible, one dictionary should,
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as a matter of convenience, be chosen as a standard

in each school.

EXERCISE 2. Write out answers to the following ques-

tions. Each answer should consist of at least two complete

sentences.

i. How do words get their meanings? 2. Do all Eng-

lish-speaking people use the same words in the same senses?

3. What is the difference between literary English and

colloquial English? 4. Between colloquial English and

vulgar English? 5. Is // is hern vulgar or colloquial ?

6. Is that's a cinch vulgar, colloquial, or literary? 7. What

is a dialect ? 8. Is the language employed in Lowell's

verses given below, vulgar, colloquial, or literary?

" Zekle crep' up, quite unbeknown,

An' peeked in thru the winder,

An' there sot Huldy all alone

'ith no one nigh to hender."

9. How are we to know when our expressions are correct?

10. How are we to decide in disputed cases?
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INCORRECT ENGLISH

27. New Words. As language exists for the pur-

pose of communication, it is plain that a new word

runs a great risk of not being understood by the

general public. Like novel or striking things in

dress or custom, it runs also the risk of seeming
indecorous or vulgar. Almost every family has in

its private vocabulary certain words of domestic

manufacture which are understood perfectly by the

members of the family, but which would be puzzling

to other people. In the same way new words appear

from time to time among larger groups of men,

and attain a wider currency. Sometimes such words

are caught up by the general public, and made a part

of our ordinary language ;
sometimes they continue for

a time to exist in vulgar or colloquial English, but die

out before gaining even a foothqld in literary English.

These new words (technically called barbarisms, i.e.

foreign or barbarian words) are of three kinds :

i. Words arising as jocose expressions, just as

nicknames do
; e.g. dude, swipe (college slang), bull-

doze, boycott.
1 Of these examples, dude, which ap-

a From Captain Boycott, the first prominent victim of the system.

The first three examples are of unknown or uncertain origin.

24
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peared about 1885, and swipe retain their place in

vulgar and local English ;
bulldoze has become

established in colloquial English, and boycott has

even reached literary usage. Under this heading

may also be classed many of those violently figura-

tive slang expressions which lend so much color to

colloquial and vulgar English at the present time,

particularly in America
; e.g. a cinch, a corker, a snap.

Most of these slang expressions, to be sure, are not

based on words that are absolutely new to the

language, but they give to old words such totally

new meanings as to render them practically new.

2. Words made necessary by new inventions or

circumstances
; e.g. cablegram, typewriter, electrocute.

It should be noticed that it is acceptance by the

public that makes such words valid. Much objection

was made by scholars, for instance, to telegram,

which does not mean, according to the Greek words

from which it is derived, precisely what we wish it to

mean. Telegram has, however, been received into

literary English merely because it was the name

which the people adopted. Cablegram has also

been objected to by purists, and has not yet gained

the widest currency in literary English. Electrocute,

a word of very recent origin, has not come into

very general favor, partly on account of its false

derivation;
1 but if the method of capital punishment

1 Electrocute is formed on the basis of execute, as if cute meant " to

kill." But cute is merely a fragment of the Latin secutus (compare

persecute), which means. M
follow,"
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thus described comes to be regularly used, it is

obvious that some word must be adopted to designate

it; and electrocute, in spite of its absurdity, has as

yet no strong rival

3. Words employed, as a sort of abbreviation, for

longer and more roundabout English expressions ;

e.g. enthuse, for "grow enthusiastic over"; burglar-

ize, used of the entering of a house by burglars;

banjoist, for
"
player on the banjo." Such words

are born of good intentions. They cannot, however,

be regarded as belonging to colloquial or literary Eng-

lish, any more than could the obviously impossible

words spas, for "go into spasms"; policemanize, for

"
guard by a policeman

"
; chairist, for

" chair-maker."

EXERCISE 3. I. The following words are all of compara-

tively recent origin. Do they belong to literary, colloquial,

or vulgar usage ;
that is, do you, on the whole, associate

them with intelligent and educated people, or with unin-

telligent and uneducated people? Answer by writing the

number of each word and after it the word "
literary,"

"
collo-

quial," or "
vulgar."

i. Typewriter. 2. A combine. 3. Wheatena. 4. A

permit. 5. A walkist. 6. To wholesale. 7. An exhibit.

8. A faddist. 9. An invite. 10. X-rays, n. Auto-truck.

12. Garage. 13. To paper-knife a book. 14. Artistry.

15. Tony. 1 6. To dynamite. 17. To scrap a car (i.e.

to send it to the scrap-heap). 18. Agent. 19. To en-

thuse. 20. Yeggman.
II. The italicized words in the following sentences do

not belong to literary English. Are they in good colloquial
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use ? Answer Yes or No. If you are in doubt, see if you

can find the word in a dictionary.

i. When it came to business he was a hustler. 2. Al-

though his house had been burglarized, he still enthused over

his prospects. 3. I insist that electrocution is as good an

English word as "
telegram." 4. I should like a photo of

that gent. 5. The Glee Clubbers were late. 6. The biggest

steal ever heard of was that at the Maytown bank. 7. Wage-

earner H. M. Mack is at the front. 8. He is a famous base-

ballist. 9. The money bequested to Harvard from the

Smith estate must be over fifty thousand dollars. 10. The

motorneer can stop an electric within two rods.

28. Misused Words. To use English words with

meanings which wide usage has not given them is

also a marked disadvantage in communication. Such

misuses of words (technically called improprieties)

are of three sorts :

1. Mere blunders of ignorance or carelessness,

which consist in confusing words somewhat similar

in form or sound; e.g. accept and except, affect and

effect.

2. Mistakes in English idiom. According to Eng-
lish usage certain words can be used -together, and

certain words cannot. We say, for instance,
" the

effect of a law," not " the effect by a law
"

;

" char-

acterized by" not " characterized with." By idiom

we mean the law or custom of our language whereby
certain words are regularly used with each other, in

order to convey a particular meaning.

3. Uses of words with meanings which are familiar
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in vulgar English, but which are not recognized in col-

loquial or literary English ; e.g. party for "
person,"

as in "\.}\Q party with the tall hat."

EXERCISE 4. In the following sentences choose the cor-

rect word from those inside the marks of parenthesis.

i. He was sentenced to (expatiate, expiate) his crimes

on the gallows. 2. He (expatiated, expiated) about the

beauty of the scenery. 3. How will the new regulations

(effect, affect) your school ? 4. This treatment will (effect,

affect) a cure of the disease. 5. He (depreciated, depre-

cated) the attempt made by the last speaker to excite a

prejudice against the company. 6. The property has

greatly (depreciated, deprecated). 7. The (observation,

observance) of these simple rules would have prevented all

difficulty. 8. The matter escaped his (observance, obser-

vation). 9. I am not (liable, likely) to have any such

good luck. 10. The railroad company was (liable, likely)

to be sued for damages, n. I had an (elegant, good)

time. 12. Addison's style is (elegant, good). 13. We
must (eliminate, make out) the truth from these scattered

details. 14. We must (eliminate, make out) one unknown

quantity in this equation. 15. Is the (party, person) that

wants a carriage downstairs or in his room? 16. Mr. A
was a (party, person) to this contract. 17. Not having a

pencil, he merely gave the boy a (verbal, oral) message.

1 8. There were several (verbal, oral) errors in his state-

ment. 19. He fails (most, almost) every time. 20. When

does the wedding (occur, transpire) ? 21. During the after-

noon it (occurred, transpired) that Mr. B had left town.

22. It rained (real, very) hard. 23. I could not see you

yesterday, because I was (by, with) Dr. B.
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29. Disputed Words. It is often a very delicate

matter of taste to decide whether certain words or

uses of words have been recognized in colloquial

and literary English. Donate, for example, has been

long regarded as a barbarism, but it is a perfectly

intelligible word, and is not uncommon in colloquial,

and even in literary English. Aggravate we are per-

fectly familiar with in the sense of " tease
"

; but,

though it has long been in good local use, it can

scarcely be said to have been admitted (in this sense)

into literary English. It is plain that many such

words as these we are now discussing must be ac-

cepted or rejected on grounds of personal preference.

Whenever the accepted meanings of words are in

dispute, the student is advised to observe the usage

of reputable people in conversation and in compo-

sition, and to be guided by their practice as well

as by his own taste. It is especially important that

he should not accuse others of using incorrect Eng-
lish when they are merely following another form

of usage, which has been recognized by large num-

bers of reputable people. A list of words fre-

quently misused is given in the Appendix for

purposes of reference.

EXERCISE 5. By reference to the Appendix ascertain the

various uses of the following words, and construct a sentence

to illustrate an authorized use of each word.

i. Aggravate. 2. Balance. 3. Calculate. 4. Claim.

5. Definite. 6. Definitive. 7. Demean. 8. Depot.

Q. Don't. 10. Endorse, n. Firstly. 12. Got. 13. Guess.
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14. Mutual. 15. Nice. 16. Plenty. 17. Posted. 18. Pro-

pose. 19. Purpose. 20. Quite. 21. Stop.

[This exercise can be profitably continued and supple-

mented by the use of the Appendix.]

30. Incorrect Grammar. Grammar, as well as

rhetoric, depends upon usage, although almost all

points of inflection and syntax are now so thoroughly

settled as not to be in doubt. Common faults in

grammar are of two sorts :

1. Faults in the form of words, i.e. in inflection;

e.g. hisn for his, ain't for isn't, dumb for climbed.

2. Faults in relations between words, i.e. in syn-

tax
; e.g.

"
you was "

for
"
you were."

The following sections will be found to include all

or nearly all common errors in grammar. They are

placed here because it is important that the pupil

should, at the outset, rid himself of the habit of using

bad grammar. Errors in the use of single words can

be dealt with at any time, but errors in grammar dis-

turb the relations between words or groups of words,

and are hence of more importance. The student

should be carefully tested on each of the following

sections. If any errors 'of the kinds there indicated

are still found in his speech or writing, means should

be employed to convince him that they are errors,

and care should be taken to rid him of the habit of

employing them.

31. Articles. The article should not be omitted

when the sense requires its use
; e.g. we should say

" the secretary and the treasurer," not " the secretary
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and treasurer," unless both offices are supposed to be

held by the same person.

32. Nouns : Formation of the Plural. Care should

be taken to form properly the plural of foreign nouns,

compound words, and other words which present

slight difficulties.

1. It is natural that foreign words much used in

English should make their plurals as English words

do, and this tendency toward uniformity should be

encouraged as much as possible. From this point

of view, we should say bandits, formulas, memoran-

dums rather than banditti, formula, memoranda,

though the latter forms are all allowable. A few

foreign nouns, however, still retain their foreign plu-

rals
; e.g. phenomenon, phenomena. These the student

must eventually learn by heart, if he does not know

the languages to which the foreign words belong.

2. Words in which a noun is compounded with an

adverb or 'a prepositional phrase, add the plural sign

to the original noun
; e.g. lookers-on, men-of-war, sons-

in-law.

In the rare compound nouns (all military or judicial

titles of French origin) in which a noun is followed

by an adjective, as knight-errant, major-general, it was

formerly the custom to add the plural sign to the

noun
;

as knights-errant, majors-general, courts-mar-

tial. It is now more usual, however, to treat these

nouns without regard to the relative value of their

component parts, and to add the plural sign at the

end
;
as knight-errants, major-generals, court-martials.
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In several compounds in which the component

parts are both nouns and not easily merged together,

such as knight-templar, man-servant, woman-servant,

the plural sign is added to each word; as knights-

templars, men-servants, women-servants.

It should be added that, though journey-man and

similar nouns have the plurals journeymen and the

like, such nouns as German, Norman, Mussulman,

Ottoman, talisman, are not nouns compounded with

the English word man, and so form the plurals Ger-

mans, Normans, talismans, etc.

3. Other words which present slight difficulties

are nouns ending in/, y, and o.

Some nouns ending in f follow an old English

usage in changing/to v in the plural; e.g. calf, calves;

elf, elves.

Nouns ending in y preceded by a consonant

change y to i before adding es, as body, bodies. Nouns

ending in quy follow the same rule, as soliloquy, so-

liloquies, qu being regarded as a consonant. Nouns

ending in y preceded by a vowel, on the contrary,

form their plural regularly by adding s, as boy, boys;

valley, valleys.

Nouns ending in o are somewhat peculiar in the

formation of their plurals. Those longest estab-

lished in the language, cargo, negro, hero, volcano,

potato, tomato, etc., form their plurals in es; those

which seem most like foreign words as they in

reality are form their plurals by adding s, as piano,

soprano.
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33. Nouns : Formation and Uses of the Possessive. i.

The possessive singular is formed by adding s, pre-

ceded by an apostrophe, to the nominative singular ;

thus, boy, boy's. The apostrophe denotes that a

letter is here omitted in spelling, for the Old Eng-
lish possessive added es to the nominative singular.

2. The possessive plural is formed by adding 's to

the regular plural form, if that does not end in s;

e.g. men, men's. If the plural ends in s, the possessive

adds only the apostrophe ; e.g. dogs, dogs'.

3. Sometimes, when the singular ends in a hissing

sound, we omit the s, especially if the next word also

begins with a hissing sound, adding as the sign of

the possessive only the apostrophe, as in
"
for Jesus'

sake," "for conscience* sake," "for old acquaintance'

sake." In the same way, proper names of three or

more syllables ending in s usually omit the s of the

possessive; thus, Themistocles'
,
Hercules'. But proper

names of one or two syllables ending in s usually

take both the apostrophe and the s of the possessive;

thus, Miles' s, Keats's, Dickens's.

4. A compound noun forms the possessive singular

by adding 's at the end, as man-of-war's. Names of

firms and similar phrases follow the same principle ;

e.g.
" Park and Tilford's coffee,

"
the governor of

Kentucky's policy."

5. In .prose the possessive is regularly used only

with nouns denoting persons ;
e. g.

" the man's head,"

but " the top of the house." But we often use the

possessives of neuter nouns when the objects they
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represent may easily be regarded as persons ; e.g.
" the ship's decks." Of recent years, particularly in

America, there has been a growing tendency to

employ the possessive with names of cities, coun-

tries, colleges, etc.
; e.g. "Columbia's crew "

for
" the

Columbia crew." But this usage has not yet been

accepted in the best literary prose. Whether it be

accepted or not, however, there is no defence for the

vulgar use of the possessive in such expressions as
" Boston's great fire" for " the great fire in Boston"
"
sugar's rise" for "the rise of sugar."

6. In "
I saw John climbing the hill," climbing is

a participle or verb-adjective, which both describes

John .and represents an action. After a preposition,

however, we use, not a participle but a verbal noun

(or gerund or participial infinitive); e.g.
"

I see no use

in John's doing this." In such expressions the noun

or pronoun representing the actor must be in the pos-

sessive, not the objective case.

34. Pronouns : Nominative and Objective Cases.

The most common errors under this head are :

1. The use of the objective for the nominative

after is, was, etc.
; e.g.

"
I thought it was her."

2. The use of the nominative for the objective

after a preposition or the predicate objective; e.g.

"between you and /"; "I supposed it to be she."

3. The use of who for whom or whom tor who ;

e.g.
"

I gave it to the man who I chose."

4. The use of the wrong case after than; e.g.
" he

is older than me "
for

" he is older than / [am]."
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It should be observed that in such constructions as "
I

gave it to the man who they say is the right one," they say

is parenthetical and has no influence on the construction ;

who is the subject of is.

It must be borne in mind that there is considerable

authority for the colloquial (not the literary} use of who

as an interrogative pronoun in the objective case, in such

questions as " w/io'did you see?
" and of me in

"
it is me"

EXERCISE 6. I. Form the plurals of the following

nouns :

Dwarf, wharf, handerchief, thief, brief, chief, half, calf,

money, cherry, chimney, folly, valley, soliloquy, genus,

stratum, memorandum, phenomenon, hanger-on, break-down,

forget-me-not, chief of police, alumnus, alumna, buffalo,

piano, cargo, bacterium.

II. Form the possessives, singular and plural, of:

Child, man, woman, lady, baby, boy, dog, man-servant,

man-of-war, prince, princess.

III. Turn into possessives the nouns used with of in the

following phrases :

A journey of an hour and three-quarters, the salary of the

President of the United States, a portrait of Mr. Howells.

> IV. Which pronoun should be used in the following sen-

tences ?

i. I had rather it were (he, him) than (/, me). 2. I was

surprised to find it was (she, her). 3. You must under-

stand that this is between you and (/, me}. 4. I found

nobody there except (he, him}. 5. I found nobody there

but (he, him}.
1

6. I saw no one but (he, him). 7. He
1 But in this construction can be treated as a preposition, i.t.

" but

him" or as a conjunction, i.e. "but he [was there]." The former is

preferable.
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said he would never have believed it of (we, us) boys.

8. It was a present to (we, us) girls. 9. They say it was

(we, us). 10. He was taller than (/, me).
1 n. You had

rather believe him than (/, me). 12. He supposed it to

be (she, her). 13. No one believed it to be (/, me).

14. No one thought of its being (she, her).
2

15. It was

clearly (she, her) that started it. 16. I feel that I am as

good a man as (he, him) . 1 7. It might have been (she, her) .

18. It could have been (me, I). 19. It must have been

(he, him).

V. Supply -who, whom, or which in the following sen-

tences :

i. He was a quiet boy, I believe was never in mischief.

2. She was vexed at the presence of Tom, her brother had

asked to dinner. 3. I was delighted to find my old dog,

I had supposed to be dead. 4. I was delighted to find my
old dog, I supposed was dead. 5. The woman I ex-

pected to take the place of a trained nurse was more of a

hindrance than a help. 6. There stood Francis, they

both hate, and I thought was not coming. 7. Even

Harry, she told me she had left at home, appeared shortly

after. 8. I am anxious to know you refer to. 9.

was it written by ? 10. I insist upon knowing you mean.

ii. I will give it to ever comes first.
3 12. I will give it

to ever I choose.

VI. Are the italicized forms correct ? Correct those that

are not.

1 Some defend the use of than, in such constructions, as a preposi-

tion, but the weight of authority favors treating it as a conjunction.
2 Use the objective. The principle is the same as in 12.

8 Notice that the antecedent is omitted :
" I will give it to [him]

whoever comes first."
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I. I saw John driving. 2. I object to John's driving.

3. I see no sense in him coming. 4. I saw him looking

out of the window. 5. What is the use of me spending my
time here? 6. He is in favor of the city owning the street

railways. 7. On account of // being rainy, we did not go.

VII. Correct the errors in the following sentences :

i. A Yale and Harvard man show the effects of different

training. 2. It is rare to hear of an Atlantic steamer's loss.

3. Brooklyn's latest murder is the talk of the town. 4. I

had not heard of Smith's robbery. 5. This is something for

you and I to decide. 6. It make we poor people rejoice.

35. Pronouns: the Possessive case. Care should be

taken not to insert the apostrophe in the possessive

case of pronouns ; e.g. it's, tier's.

It should be noticed that whose is generally used

as the possessive of who, not of which. That is, we

say "the man whose son I know," but "this plan,

the results of which are still uncertain." Whose is,

however, sometimes used as the possessive of which

when of which would be awkward, or when the object

referred to is easily personified ; e.g.
" the mountain

whose white peak still gleamed in the distance."

36. Relative Pronouns. It is better not to use con-

structions such as the following :

These are subjects difficult to comprehend, and which I

scarcely venture to treat.

They were men ragged in appearance, but who were

noble in bearing.

Here and which and but who imply a preceding

which and who. The constructions should be :
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These are subjects which are difficult to comprehend,
and which I scarcely venture to treat.

They were men who were ragged in appearance, but

who were noble in bearing.

Though the usage objected to is accepted in other

modern languages, and has long had a certain au-

thority even in English, it is wise, on the whole, to

avoid it.

37. Pronouns: Number. Avoid errors in agreement
as to number between noun and pronoun; e.g. "if

the public submits to such an imposition, they will re-

gret it." Here public, as the subject of a verb in the

singular, must be taken as a singular noun, and can-

not be referred to by a plural pronoun.

Notice, also, that in referring to every one, every-

body, any one, etc., the pronoun he or she is employed,

according to the context
; e.g.

"
I shall be glad, gen-

tlemen, to help every one of you in whatever project

he undertakes," or "
I shall be glad, ladies, to help

every one of you in whatever project she undertakes."

If the sex is not determined, we may use (a) the mas-

culine singular pronoun as covering both genders, or

(b) both the masculine and the feminine singular pro-

nouns
; e.g. (a)

"
every one here may ask me any ques-

tions he chooses," (b)
" he or she chooses." (a) is the

form preferred in literary English, unless it is neces-

sary to throw emphasis on the fact that the statement

applies equally well to both sexes (b}. The plural

pronoun referring to every one, etc., is condemned by
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rhetoricians, and is to be avoided
;
but it is common

in vulgar and colloquial speech, and is not infrequent

in literary English.

EXERCISE 7. I. In the following sentences is whose or of

which correct?

i. It was a man whose name I -could not remember.

2. It was a town whose name I could not remember. 3. It

was a project whose results could easily be imagined.

II. In the following sentences is which or and which

correct?

i. Such are a few of the paradoxes one could cite from

his writings and which are now before me. 2. When I saw

her again, she was laid up with a fever she had caught at

the camp, and which proved fatal. 3. It is a subject not

often talked about and which I propose now to discuss

with you. 4. This is the best part of the story, which is

full of interest and which the reader will not willingly lay

down.

III. In the following sentences make sure that the itali-

cized pronouns and verbs are in the proper number :

i. The committee reports that it had no difficulty in

ascertaining the facts, but that they were at a loss to know

how to deal with the facts. 2. This is one of the most

extraordinary sights that has * ever been seen. 3. The plan

is one of the boldest that has ever been brought forward.

4. He is one of those good-natured people who let others

alone and have no thought of interfering with any one else,

as long as no one else interferes with him. 5. That night

every one of the crew, except him, were down with the

fever. 6. He took it for granted that everybody near him

1 That is the subject of has. The antecedent of that is sights.
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were his friends. 7. One fine afternoon everybody was on

deck amusing themselves as best they could. 8. Nearly every

one of the compositions had mistakes in them. 9. The firm

has set a good example by dealing fairly with every one in

their employ. 10. The assembly expresses its sense of the

loss they have sustained.

38. Verbs : Number. It is sometimes difficult to

decide whether a verb should be in the singular or

the plural number.

A singular verb is used when the subject is singu-

lar, or may be appropriately regarded as singular;

a plural verb when the subject is plural, or may

appropriately be regarded as plural.

A subject may be regarded as singular:

1. When it is a collective noun; e.g. "the com-

mittee makes its report."

2. When it is the title of a book
; e.g.

"
his Lives

of Celebrated Criminals is sold for four shillings."

3. When it is composed of two or more nouns,

connected by and or unconnected, but of such a

sort as to be considered as a single idea.

EXAMPLES :
* The language and history of the Lithuanians

is closely akin to that of the Greeks. The very scheme and

plan of his life differed from that of other men. To recover

Silesia, to humble the dynasty of Hohenzollern in the dust,

was the great object of Maria Theresa's life.

4. When it is composed of two singular nouns

connected by or or nor; e.g. "he or his
.
brother is

coming."
1
Quoted from Bain's Higher English Grammar, page 303.
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On the other hand, it is also perfectly consistent

with good usage :

1. To regard a collective noun as plural when it

is desired to emphasize the individuals that compose
the group ; e.g.

" the committee differ as to what

report they shall make."

2. To regard as plural such a book title as Lives

when the singular would be awkward or harsh in

sound
; e.g.

"
Johnson's Lives have long been famous."

Many doubtful cases occur, and great latitude of

choice is allowed. The only safe guide is that of

singular and plural meaning.

Of the errors illustrated in the following exercise,

two deserve special mention :

1. The use of the plural after singular nouns

connected by or or nor ; e.g.
" neither his father nor

his mother are alive."

2. The use of the plural after a singular noun

followed by as well as, together with, or similar

phrases ; e.g.
"
John, as well as his sister, are com-

ing ;

" "
John, together with his sister, are coming."

Notice thaty<?/m is the subject of the verb in both

the examples given.

EXERCISE 8. Make sure that the italicized verbs are in

the proper number.

i. Their special resort, I hear, are the small lakes to the

north. 2. To Washington and his devoted generals are due

the honor of having made it possible. 3. In these few sen-

tences are to be found the root of the whole matter. 4. The

poetical associations with which the coming of spring are
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associated were not, in this case, present. 5. Rattlesnakes

start from the cavities of the rocks, and the scream of eagles,

soaring among the whirlwinds of eddying vapors, announce

that the waters have hurled some bewildered animal over

the precipice. 6. I learned from him that not a line of the

lectures were written. 7. I thus obtained a reputation for

powers of mind and body which I could not disprove, and

yet which I felt were undeserved. 8. A life of many years

among the rocks and caverns of the mountains have made

him silent and reserved. 9. Increase of ease and fame have

strengthened his inclination to accept things as they are.

10. Since the outbreak of the war the moral and

physical condition of the soldiers have occupied public

attention, n. Both his and their safety were at that time

endangered. 12. Behind the house stands a well-stocked

barn and several sheds. 13. His conduct in the whole

matter, together with the letters I have received, prejudice

me in his favor. 14. My son as well as my sister were

on the boat. 15. Neither my friend nor his sister were

in the least afraid.

39. Verbs: Sequence of Tenses. The student must

be on his guard against inconsistencies in tenses.

Thus, he must be careful to say,
"

I shall be obliged

if you will do it," or "
I should be obliged if you

would do it
;

"
but not,

"
I shall be obliged if you

would do it." Again, he should say,
"

I expected to do

it," and not "I expected to have done it," because what

he expected was " to do it," and not "
to have done it."

NOTE. The choice of tense depends upon the meaning ;

hence the writer must look to his own thought for guidance

rather than to a rule. In general, however, the student will be
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helped by thinking of tenses in two classes, primary tenses and

secondary tenses. The primary tenses are the present, the

future, the perfect, and the future perfect. The secondary tenses

are the preterite and the pluperfect. In complex sentences, a

primary tense in the principal clause is usually accompanied by
a primary tense in the subordinate clause

;
and a secondary tense

in the principal clause by a secondary tense in the subordinate

clause. This rule is derived from Latin Grammar, and does

not always hold in English, but it is very frequently serviceable,

and is worth bearing in mind, particularly with reference to the

sequence of auxiliary verbs.

EXAMPLES. I ( speak i

plainly, so that he may under-
shall speak \

stand me.
.
have spoken J

I f spoke I plainly, so that he might

\ had spoken J
understand me.

40. Verbs : may, can ; lie, lay ; sit, set ; rise,

raise. May, not can, is used to ask permission ; e.g.
"
may I go ?

" Can implies ability ; e.g.
" can I be

of any service to you ?
" " can you get there in time ?

"

This distinction, however, is not often observed in

negative statements ; e.g. we may answer the ques-

tion "may I go?" either by "no, you may not," or

"no, you can not." The latter is the more usual.

Lie is intransitive. Its principal parts are lie, lay,

lain. Lay is transitive. Its principal parts are lay,

laid, laid. The statement that lie is used of persons
and lay of things is misleading.

Sit is intransitive. Its principal parts are sit, sat,

sat. Set is transitive, and does not change its

form in the past tense or the past participle.
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Rise (rose, risen) is intransitive
;

raise (raised,

raised] is transitive
; e.g.

" he rises at seven ;

" " he

raises corn."

EXERCISE 9. I. Why are the italicized forms wrong?

Correct them.

i. I should be astonished if you succeed in doing any-

thing of the sort. 2. He would be thankful if you will pay

him even a part. 3. He will be thankful if you would pay

pay him even a part. 4. If you would take pains enough,

you will succeed. 5. I intended to have insisted on it.

6. I expected to have seen you before you left. 7. I should

like to have been there. 8. I meant to have written to you

before. 9. Almost all the parades that took place in the

last ten years pass through 5th Avenue. 10. His first jest

occurred when his master scolds Gurth. n. I was born in

the city of New York, where I lived up to this time.

12. When we were here six months, my mother sent me to

a kindergarten. 13. He has been there yesterday. 14. He
has been here during the last period. 15. I was never

there yet. 16. He was here since the beginning of school.

17. When Cedric was prisoner, Wamba saves his life by

going into the castle in disguise.

II. Construct sentences illustrating the use of can, can-

not, may, may not, and the present tense, the past tense,

and the past (or perfect) participle of lie, lay ; sit, set; rise,

raise; flee, fly ; flow, overflow.

41. Other Common Errors. Avoid the following

common errors :

1. The adjective instead of the adverb; e.g.
" he

discovered it easy
;
'

for " he discovered it easily."

2. The adverb instead of the predicate adjective
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after verbs of incomplete predication ; e.g.
"

it smells

sweetly" for "
it smells sweet." After feel and look,

however, we are accustomed to use both bad and

badly.
" Look badly

"
is generally understood to

mean "
to look ill." (" To look bad

"
might sometimes

be understood to be the equivalent of "wicked.")

In such cases badly must be regarded as an adjec-

tive, in spite of its termination (compare lowly}.

3. The double negative; e.g. "I didn't see him

nowhere." The Old English usage of making a

negative statement emphatic by employing two or

more negative words, has survived only in vulgar

English. In modern literary or colloquial English,

two negatives are equivalent to an affirmative.

4. Without for unless, as in "
I will not go with-

out you do."

5. The so-called split infinitive, as in "to thor-

oughly convince." This placing of an adverb or

adverb-phrase between the sign of the infinitive (to)

and the infinitive was very uncommon up to twenty

or thirty years ago. Since then the split infinitive,

though violently attacked by purists, has come to

be widely used in colloquial and newspaper Eng-

lish, and is sometimes employed by writers of

repute. In some cases, it has the distinct advantage

of bringing an adverb into an emphatic position ;

e.g. "I wish to thoroughly understand the matter."

In most cases, however, it is exceedingly awkward,

and the pupil is advised regularly to avoid it.

6. The superlative for the comparative; e.g. "the
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best of the two
"

for " the better of the two." The

distinction between the comparative and the superla-

tive in such phrases is often ignored in good collo-

quial and even in literary English.

Notice that in stating a comparison we must avoid

comparing a thing with itself; e.g. "New York is

larger than any city in the United States," for " New
York is larger than any other city in the United

States."

7. Either or neither for any; e.g. "either of the

three
"

for "
any of the three."

8. Different than for differentfrom,, as in "
it seems

different than the one I saw yesterday."

9. The false position of only, as in
"

I only received

it yesterday
"

for
"

I received it only yesterday."

Only immediately precedes the word or group of

words that it modifies.

10. The position of the correlatives either or,

neither nor, both and, not only but also, etc.,

as in " he neither offended him nor his brother
"
for

" he offended neither him nor his brother."

11. Don't for doesn't, as in "he don't want to go."

The expression has, however, some authority on its

side, and may possibly be accepted in colloquial (not

in literary*) English.

12. A false participial construction; e.g.

"
finding

him at home, it was decided not to go further," for

"finding him at home, we decided not to go further."

See 53, 3.

13. The use of like for as; e.g. "he does not
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swim like you do "
for

" he does not swim as you
do." Like has the force of a preposition, and is

properly used only with nouns and their equiva-

lents
; e.g.

" he looked like you," but " he looked as

you used to look."

EXERCISE 10. Correct the italicized errors in the follow-

ing sentences :

i. He would have laid there till now if we hadn't helped

him up. 2. Can I have the key to your room, or shall I ask

the janitor for it? 3. The studio's artistic owner is famous

among her friends. 4. If it dorft come before five, I shall

have to go for it myself. 5 . Have either of you a copy of

this morning's paper ? 6. It is just as good, if not better,

than *

any other brand in the market. 7 . I have no doubt

but what- he meant to have told you so long ago. 8. Every

intelligent student ought to use their influence in behalf of

such a scheme. 9. The old method is quite different in

character than that now in use. 10. He knew, as even a

boy younger than him would have known, that he was only

admitted on certain conditions.

ii. Freeing himself with a great effort, the blow was

warded off, and Harold escaped unharmed. 12. We are

very careful who we let in the club, for we want to keep it

very select. 13. A house built in frosty weather, or which

has bad bricks and mortar, is likely to be damp. 14. He reads

his speeches like a curate reads the lessons. 15. But I am

sure that every one likes it, whether they saw it by day or

night. 1 6. All around the room is a wainscoting of cherry

1 Notice that if not better is parenthetical, and that as good than is

not an English idiom.

2 A possible construction. Doubt but or doubt that ii prefer^
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wood and which extends halfway up to the ceiling.

17. Each of these windows are hung with blue and old-gold

draperies. 18. Alone stands Andover's paper, on a height

to which only four of the college journals have attained.

19. I said I would not go without he promised to pay all

my expenses. 20. After a time, she with her aunt and a

guide and Quentin are sent away to a castle.

21. A woman who voted differently than her husband

did would be an exception. 22. Brandy sets in motion the

functions of the body that fatigue or emotion have paralyzed.

23. We have the most highly wrought state of individual-

ism of all other countries on the face of the globe. 24. To

fully understand the position of the Acadians, we must go

back and examine the previous forty years. 25. All Nova

Scotia or Acadia, comprehended within its ancient bounda-

ries, as also the city of Port Royal, were ceded to the English.

26. She said that she had lain the book on the table.

27. Four voted in the negative and one member was

absent, whom it is claimed by the opposition would have

also voted in the negative. 28. I won't go without one of

the servants comes. 29. Neither Senators Dawes nor Hoar

were in their seats to-day. 30. She was smaller in stature

than either of her three sisters.

31. He set down again. 32. This is a phenomena com-

mon to an immense number of diseases. 33. The seven-

teenth century evidently had a different notion of books and

women than that which flourishes in the nineteenth.

34. Other people have troubles, I suppose, as well as me.

35. lago was Othello's ancient and in whom he placed the

greatest confidence. 36. In intellectual and moral strength

Maggie Tulliver is what George Eliot was
;

in physical

beauty she is what George Eliot would have chosen to have
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been. 37. Hospitality was one of Addison's characteristics,

and he rarely met a friend but what he asked him to his

lodgings to have a talk over a bottle of wine. 38. The

wealth of the many make a very little show in statistics ;

the wealth of the few make a great show in statistics.

39. There are points where in my mind Wordsworth reaches

as high if not higher than any other poet of his time.

40. Presidents McCosh and Eliot, each of whom was a

member of the university crew of their colleges, excelled in

athletics.

41. Charlemagne patronized not only learned men but

also established educational institutions. 42. Mrs. Jones,

who is now eighty-four, gave her first ball more than sixty years

ago, at her house in Bowling Green, which shows the rapid

growth of the city. 43. A convent, a lunatic asylum, or a

husband either will do. 44. One alumna recently pledged

$5000 for improvements in the opportunities for physical cul-

ture at Vassar, on condition that $5000 should be raised by

others. 45. He considered it his duty to remonstrate with a

woman whom he plainly saw was very much out of place

there. 46. Moliere's plot and idea is often taken from other

writers, which he does not attempt to deny. 47. Language

of that sort, profane and illiterate, and which I am ashamed

to repeat, could have been used only by a member of a

very low strata of society. 48. The then monarchies are

strongly in contrast with the now democratic governments.

49. A more startling phenomena than this upturned strata

has never been observed in geology's whole history.

50. Much as I had hoped to have seen him, he don't seem

to in the least regret missing me.

51. Neither his father nor he were willing to b*ve any-

thing to do with a man who treated them so sha\ 'ly.

E
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52. I neither attempted to conceal from myself nor from

him that the enterprise would be a dangerous one. 53. He
had two son-in-laws. 54. Give me three spoonsful.

55. He owes six months interest. 56. It was a three years

course. 57. Mens' shoes mended here. 58. The history

of the epoch centres on the lives of the king and queen.

59. Mine is larger than ycur's. 60. She forgot her's but

brought their's.

6 1. There are three places open to me, but I don't care

for either of them. 62. This is the man as saw the fire

first. 63. Can I go this afternoon? 64. He left it laying

on the ground. 65. *Ko\\finely you look. 66. How sweetly

it smells. 67. He went a different way than I did.

68. Why don't he come? 69. How sadly they must have

felt. 70. Neither of them are coming.

71. Neither toil nor grief have killed him. 72. Nothing

but misfortunes await me. 73. I don't believe that he said

any more than he expected to have said. 74. He can

choose whoever he pleases. 75. Everybody has gone ex-

cept you and /. 76. Who did you see ? 77. Between you
and /, I can't understand it. 78. There is no sense in me

going. 79. Is there any chance of the legislature passing

such a bill? 80. I told those who I met.

8 1. A bacteria cannot be seen with the naked eye.

82. It was an interesting phenomena. 83. A lieutenant

and captain were wounded. 84. Sugar's rise was not

unexpected. 85. It is not tier's. 86. The fire totally

destroyed the building, whose contents alone were worth

half a million dollars. 87. I never knew him to behave

himself so bad. 88. She looked beautifully. 89. Can I

borrow your pencil ? 90. I laid down for a while.

91. He was found laying on the ground. 92. Set down
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here. 93. I sat the child on the grass. 94. I won't have

nothing to say to you. 95. It was a conception founded

mainly on his earlier work and which presents him as a

refined and idyllic poet. 96. The writer, himself a scholar,

and whose long and devoted labors have added to scientific

knowledge, denies the fact. 97. A witness who the lawyer

expected to be present was kept away. 98. She was en-

gaged to a man whom they say is very wealthy. 99. No
one has come except you and /. 100. No one but officers

were allowed inside the lines.

101. Patience, as well as knowledge, are required in such

an undertaking. 102. Neither the officer nor his com-

panion were allowed to enter. 103. Every one should

attend to their own affairs. 104. I should be obliged to

you if you will help me in this matter. 105. The roads

are bad and the weather disagreeable, ivhich accounts for

his absence. 106. The Eagle has a larger circulation than

any paper in Brooklyn. 107. He received the highest

mark oj any boy in the class. 108. I like tennis better

than all the sports I know of. 109. We have made the

best record of any team in the country.

42. Shall and Will, Shall and will are used with

the infinitive to form (i) the future tenses of all verbs,

and (2) verb-phrases of various kinds. The distinc-

tion between shall and will in the future tenses and

in these verb-phrases is a very delicate one, and

should be carefully studied. The failure to make

the distinction is generally regarded as a sign of

imperfect education, though it is commonx

intelligent and educated people in the United
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Scotland, and Ireland, and is by no means unknown

in England. Indeed, some philologists affirm that

the distinction is an artificial one, and cannot be

expected long to survive, in all its rigor, even in lit-

erary English. The student can, however, easily

master the main differences between the uses of

shall and will, if they are not already familiar to

him, and it is his duty to do so.

43. Shall and Will in Future Tenses. The future

tenses of all verbs employ shall in the first person,

and will in the other two persons; e.g. "I or we

shall go," "you, he, or they will go." This is the

invariable usage in all expressions denoting merely a

future state or action. It should be noticed that "
I

shall go
"
does not mean "

I am resolved to go ;

"
it

is merely equivalent to
"

I am going."
" He will

go
"

does not mean " he is willing to go ;

"
it is

merely equivalent to
" he is going."

EXERCISE n. In which of the following sentences are

shall and will used in forming future tenses ?

i. I shall come if possible. 2. I will be there. 3. You

shall not go. 4. You will come, I hope. 5. He shall not

go, I say. 6. He will be here by night. 7. They shall

start early. 8. I will make no attempt of the sort. 9. I

shall do nothing of the sort. 10. They will have a long

journey.

44. Shall and Will in Verb-phrases. Shall and will

are used to form verb-phrases in which the original

meanings of shall (obligation) and will (inclination)
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are prominent. In these verb-phrases the use of

shall and will is exactly the opposite of that in the

future tenses
;
that is, will is used with the first per-

son, .$//#// with the second and third persons. "/ will

go," then, is equivalent to
"

I intend to go ;

" "
you

shall go
"
or "

they shall go
"

is equivalent to
"
you or

they are obliged to go."

The distinction between the meaning of shall and

will in the future tense and their meaning in verb-

phrases is shown in the following table :

FUTURE TENSE

I shall come = I am going to come.

You will come = You are going to come.

He will come = He is going to come.

We shall come = We are going to come.

You will come = You are going to come.

They will come = They are going to come.

VERB-PHRASES

I will come = I intend to come.

You shall come = You must come.

He shall come = He must come .

We will come = We intend to come.

You shall come = You must come.

They shall come = They must come.

EXERCISE 12. In Exercise n substitute "going to" for

shall and will when they are used in future tenses, and
" must "

or " intend to
" when they are used in verL ^rases.

45. Shall and Will in Questions. Inquest!
f

the first person will is not used. We say
"
shall we
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go ?
"

but not " will we go ?
" We may use will,

however, when the verb is, as it were, quoted from a

preceding affirmative statement; e.g. "we will go,

won't we ?
"

In questions of the second and third

persons either shall or will is used, according to the

answer expected.
" Shall you go ?

"
implies the

answer "
I shall (not)."

" Will you go ?
"

implies

the answer "I will (not)."

EXERCISE 13. Insert shall or will:

i. we go if it rains? 2. you believe me if

I tell you? 3. the prisoner succeed in escaping?

4. The question before us for decision is, the prisoner

be discharged? 5. you be there? 6. you

meet me there? 7. you be able to come? 8.

we ask him to dinner? 9. not you help me?

10. not you ask him?

46. Mistakes in the Use of Will. The most common
mistakes in the use of will are the following :

1. The use of will for shall in the first person in

declarative sentences
;

i. e.
"

if I am not careful, I will

fall
;

"
that is,

"
if I am not careful, I intend to

fall."

2. The use of will for shall in questions of the

first person; e.g.
" will I go ?

"
that is, "do I intend to

go ?
"

a question which is absurd, because no one

but the questioner can know his own intention.

Foreigners interchange the two auxiliaries freely,

sometimes with a ludicrous effect, as in the oft re-

peated incident of the man who fell into a river, and,
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not receiving prompt assistance, cried,
" Alas ! I will

drown
; nobody shall help me." But it should be

noticed that people who have spoken the language

from infancy almost never use shall incorrectly for

will. Their mistakes are almost invariably in the

use of will for shall.

EXERCISE 14. I. Are shall and will used correctly in

the following sentences?

i. We have decided that we will not be able to go.

2. It is likely that I will be gone before you return. 3. Will

we attack the city to-night? 4. Americans will be inter-

ested to learn from what sources our navy has been in-

creased. 5. I fear that we shall not arrive in time. 6. I

am replying that we will be glad to accept the invitation.

7. I hope that we shall not be late. 8. I doubt whether I

will be able to come. 9. You will do nothing of the sort.
1

10. I fear that I ze>z//not return alive.

II. In the following sentences should shall or will be

used? Why? If both forms could be used, state what the

difference in meaning would be.

i. No matter what you say, I not go another

step. 2. By to-morrow morning I be far away. 3. I

not listen to you. 4. I be glad to have you

come. 5. You not go : that was his explicit command.

6. You be sixteen to-morrow. 7. You not go,

I hope, under any circumstances. 8. You go, or you

be sorry for it. 9. Thou not steal. 10. We
be there at eight, n. We be there

promise you. 12. We be late, he says. 1 3

they are fools, they not go on any such errand,

1 A polite way of expressing a command.
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is my intention that they start at once. 15. we

join them? 16. not we go too? 17. they be

allowed to enter? 18. you be allowed to enter?

19. you join us?

47. Should and Would. The various uses oishould

and would are even more difficult to explain clearly

than those of shall and will. Fortunately, there is

less need of explaining them, for they are, in great

part, familiar to all who are well acquainted with

English speech and literature. In general, the uses

of should and would are parallel to those of shall

and will. Should is also used to express duty or

obligation, as in
" he really should go

"
,
and would

to express habitual action, as in " he would often

go-"

There are, however, two common errors in the use

of would, precisely parallel to the errors in the use

of will mentioned in the last section :

i. In the first person woutd(\ike will) usually im-

plies intention or inclination a state of wzV/ingness.

In the following sentences, therefore, would is incor-

rect :
1

"
I was afraid that we would freeze to death."

"
I doubted if I would arrive, in time."

" If we had another war, it is unlikely that we would have

trouble in getting recruits."

J In the same way,
" I would'like to hear his opinion,

" or " I would

prefer not to go," are theoretically incorrect. Practically, however,

they are constantly used by reputable speakers. It would certainly

seem that such expressions have become good English idioms.
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2. In questions of the first person, moreover, the

use of would (like that of will ) is inappropriate and

incorrect :

" Would I be of any service if I came at once ?
"

" Would we go under any circumstances ?"

EXERCISE 15. Are should and would used correctly in

the following sentences ? Why ?

i. Under the circumstances, he should certainly not risk

a single dollar. 2. I would be greatly disappointed if he

did not come. 3. If I had known it, I would not have

gone. 4. If that were true, we would expect to find many
of the same opinion. 5. I would, therefore, venture to

suggest that we change our constitution. 6. How would

you feel under the same circumstances? 7. Would you go

if you were I? 8. Should you go if you were I ? 9. Would

we be justified in such an attempt? 10. I realized at last

that I would never succeed.



CHAPTER IV

THE SENTENCE : ITS GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE

48. Our Method of Procedure. The principles of

rhetoric are of two sorts, those that concern the

choice of words and those that concern the arrange-

ment of words. We shall assume for some little time

that the pupil chooses the words best suited for his

purpose, and confine ourselves for the moment to

helping him to arrange his words in the most effec-

tive manner. Later we shall return to the matter of

the choice of words.

49. The Sentence, the Clause, and the Phrase. It

is impossible to understand the rhetorical principles

that govern the arrangement of words without hav-

ing clearly in mind the grammatical principles that

govern sentence-structure. It is of the utmost im-

portance that the pupil should be able to analyze

sentences readily, distinguishing modifiers from the

words or phrases they modify, and subordinate

clauses from principal clauses. In order to make

sure that the pupil is fully acquainted with the

process of analysis, some time must be spent in

reviewing certain essential parts of English gram-

mar, beginning with the following points :

I. A group of words containing a subject and its

58
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predicate is called a clause; e.g. that he should be

there ; if he comes ; whoever he is.

2. A principal, or independent, clause is one that

makes by itself a complete statement
; e.g. I shall

go.

3. A subordinate, or dependent, clause is one that

does not make by itself a complete statement
; e.g. if

Igo.
4. A sentence must contain at least one principal

clause ; e.g.
"
If he comes, I shall leave the room."

5. A group of related words that does not contain

a subject and its predicate is called a phrase; e.g.

at last, to conclude the matter.

6. A clause or a phrase may be classified as equiva-

lent to a noun, an adjective, or an adverb. A group
of related words may also constitute a verb-phrase.

EXAMPLES : [Noun-clause] That he should be there sur-

prises me greatly.

[Noun-phrase] To find him there surprises me greatly.

[Adjective-clause] The watch that I bought has been

stolen.

[Adjective-phrase] A friend of long standing called at

my house.

[Adverb-clause] I saw him when he came.

[Adverb-phrase] I saw him by accident.

[Verb-phrase] He couldhave gone before noWx

EXERCISE 16. I. In the following passage the .ords

in certain groups are connected by hyphens. Tell which

groups are phrases and which clauses. Classify each group

as equivalent to a noun, an adjective, or an adverb.
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Within-our-beds awhile we heard

The wind that-round-the-gables-roared,

With now-and-then a ruder shock,

Which-made-our-very-bedsteads-rock.

We heard the loosened clapboards tost,

The boardnails snapping in-the-frost ;

And on us, through-the-unplastered-wall,

Felt the light sifted snowflakes fall.

But sleep stole on as-sleep-will-do

When-hearts-are-light and [when]-life-is-new.

WHITTIER : Snow-Bound.

II. In the following sentences pick out (a) the phrases,

(b) the subordinate clauses.
1 To what parts of speech are

they equivalent ?

i. That you were there is well known. 2. Bunyan has

told us, with very pardonable vanity, that in New England

his dream was the daily subject of the conversation of thou-

sands. 3. He who hesitates is lost. 4. There I saw a

sight that cannot be well described. 5. The spot where I

stood I remember distinctly. 6. As he walked on, he

stopped his song. 7. If you are responsible for it, I advise

you to be careful. 8. Seeing the hill, he stopped. 9. It is

hard to understand you. 10. Practise until you become

perfect.

III. Construct (i) three sentences with no dependent

clauses; (2) three consisting each of one principal and two

subordinate clauses
; (3) three consisting each of two prin-

cipal and two subordinate clauses.

1 If further practice be necessary, a similar exercise may be based on

any of the passages quoted elsewhere in this book.
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50. Simple, Complex, and Compound Sentences.

Sentences may be classified according to their form

as simple, complex, or compound.
1. A simple sentence contains only a single state-

ment, command, or question.

(a) The rain is falling.

(b~) Rain and hail were pouring down.

(c) It thunders and lightens terribly.

(d) The rain and hail began in an instant and poured

down incessantly.

It should be noticed that in a simple sentence there

may be more than one subject, as in ($); more than

one predicate, as in (V); or even both, as in (d\
Even in the last case, however, the form of a simple

statement is preserved, for each subject applies to

each verb, and vice versa.

2. A complex sentence contains one principal

clause, and one or more subordinate clauses
; e.g.

"the rain fell so fast that we were drenched through

before we could reach home."

3. A compound sentence contains two or more

principal clauses, frequently united by conjunc-

tions
; e.g.

" the rain descended, and the floods

came, and the winds blew." Each principal state-

ment may, however, be modified by subordinate

clauses.

EXERCISE 17. I. Are the following sentences simple,

complex, or compound? In the complex and compound

sentences, point out the principal and the subordinate
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clauses. Classify each subordinate clause as adjective, ad-

verb, or noun, and give a reason for each classification.

In the short action and pursuit, the French lost fifteen

hundred men, killed, wounded, and taken. Of the re-

mainder, some escaped within the city, and others fled across

the St. Charles to rejoin their comrades who had been left

to guard the camp. The pursuers were recalled by sound

of trumpet ;
the broken ranks were formed afresh, and the

English troops withdrew beyond reach of the cannon of

Quebec. Bougainville, with his corps, arrived from the

upper country, and, hovering about their rear, threatened

an attack
;
but when he saw what greeting was prepared for

him, he abandoned his purpose and withdrew. Towns-

hend and Murray, the only general officers who remained

unhurt, passed to the head of every regiment in turn, and

thanked the soldiers for the bravery they had shown;

yet the triumph of the victors was mingled with sad-

ness, as the tidings went from rank to rank that Wolfe had

fallen. PARKMAN : Conspiracy of Pontiac.

II. Write three complex sentences; a compound sen-

tence with two principal clauses, each of which contains a

subordinate clause ;
and two other compound sentences.

51. Analysis of Simple Sentences. To analyze a

simple sentence, it is necessary to find :

1. The subject.

2. The predicate.

3. The object or predicate complement.

4. The modifiers of the subject.

5. The modifiers of the predicate.

6. The modifiers of the object or predicate complement
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Modifiers of the subject and the object must be

adjectival, answering the question "what kind of,"

and may be adjectives or adjective-phrases. Modi-

fiers of the predicate must be adverbial, answering

the question "how," "when," "where," "to what

degree," or "what for," etc., and may be adverbs or

adverb-phrases. Modifiers of the predicate comple-

ment are adjectival if that predicate complement is a

substantive, and adverbial, if it is an adjective. The

analysis of a sentence may be performed mentally, or

indicated on paper by some convenient arrangement

of lines or columns.

NOTE. There is some danger that the pupil will learn to

depend too much on graphical representations of analysis.

These methods are often convenient in dealing with intricate

sentences, but the student should make it his ambition to

acquire the power of holding in his mind the mutual rela-

tions of the parts of a sentence. He will find it of great

advantage in the study of rhetoric and literature and of the

grammar of other languages.

EXERCISE 18. Analyze the following simple sentences :

i. Be not disturbed at trifles, or at accidents common or

unavoidable. 2. With all his reflective habits, he never

made up his mind on a subject. 3. His adherents ac-

counted for this by the astonishing magnitude of his ideas.

4. He was exactly five feet six inches in height, and six

feet five inches in circumference. 5. He daily took his

four stated meals, appropriating exactly an hour to each.

6. The Governor, twirling up his mustaches, ordered the

culprit to proceed. 7. They sun themselves in the great
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man's light, and feel it to be their own element. 8. They
cast the dignity of man from their downtrod selves upon the

shoulders of a hero, and will perish to add one drop of

blood to make that great heart beat, those giant sinews com-

bat and conquer. 9. The world-wide swell of solemn music,

with the clang of a mighty bell breaking forth through its

regulated uproar, announces his approach. 10. He comes,

a severe, sedate, immovable, dark rider, waving his

truncheon of universal sway, and passing along the length-

ened line on the pale horse of the Revelation.

52. Analysis of Complex and Compound Sentences.

i. To analyze a complex sentence, first divide it

into its principal clause and its subordinate clause

or clauses
;
then determine whether each subordi-

nate clause is a noun-clause, an adjective-clause,

or an adverb-clause, and what is its relation to

the principal clause. If necessary, each clause,

principal or subordinate, may then be analyzed in

detail.

EXAMPLES : (a) What had long been concealed was then

apparent. [The subordinate clause is a noun-clause; sub-

ject.]

() I said that I was glad to see him. [Noun-clause ;

object.]

(c) The true reason is that Idid not want to go. [Noun-

clause
; predicate complement.]

(d} We then came to the edge of the desert, which

stretched away for a hundred miles. [Adjective-clause,

modifying desert."]

(e) When I turned round my camel, the officer had
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passed me by twenty yards. [Adverb-clause, modifying

had passed^

2. To analyze a compound sentence, divide it into

its principal clauses
;
determine whether each of these

is accompanied by subordinate clauses
;
and proceed

as before.

EXERCISE 19. I. Analyze the following complex and com-

pound sentences :

i. It had been arranged with my Arabs that they

were to bring with them all the food which they

would want for themselves during the passage of the desert.

2. Just before we encamped for the night, they announced

that they had not brought with them one atom of food.

3. That they had really mistaken the agreement was by no

means sure. 4. They had a good bag of meal, which they

had contrived to stow away under the baggage, upon one

of the camels, in such a way as to escape attention.

5. About an hour before dawn I rose and made the most of

about a pint of water, which I allowed myself for washing.

6. As soon as the beasts were loaded, I mounted my camel

and pressed forward. 7. My poor Arabs, being on foot,

would sometimes moan with fatigue and pray for rest, but I

was anxious to reach Cairo, and I did not therefore allow a

halt until the evening came. 8. As long as you are journey-

ing in the interior of the desert, you have no particular point

to make for as your resting-place. 9. You look to the sun,

for he is your taskmaster, and by him you know the measure

of the work that you have done and the measure of the work

that remains for you to do. 10. There, where you will, you

pitch your solitary tent.
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II. Analyze the sentences in the following passage :

The boy, who was staggering under the weight of his

melodious instrument, had been expecting this command,
and without waiting for the midshipman to communicate

the order, he commenced that short rub-a-dub air, that will

at any time rouse a thousand men from the deepest sleep,

and cause them to fly to their means of offence with a com-

mon soul. The crew of the Ariel had been collected in

groups, studying the appearance of the enemy, cracking their

jokes, and waiting only for this usual order to repair to the

guns ;
and at the first tap of the drum, they spread with

steadiness to the different parts of the little vessel, where

their various duties called them. The cannon were sur-

rounded by small parties of vigorous and athletic young

men; the few marines were drawn up in array with mus-

kets
;

the officers appeared in their boarding-caps, with

pistols stuck in their belts, and naked sabres in their

hands. COOPER : The Pilot.

NOTE. Teachers will find it advantageous to supplement

Exercises 16, 17, 18, and 19 by sentences taken from other

parts of this book, and especially from good sentences taken

from the compositions of their students.

53. Fundamental Errors in the Construction of Sen-

tences. Now that the pupil, by practice in analysis,

has refreshed his knowledge of the relation of part to

part in simple, complex, and compound sentences, he

cannot fail to understand the nature of certain funda-

mental errors. These errors are of four sorts :

1. Errors in the construction of principal clauses.

2. Errors in the construction of subordinate clauses.
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3. Errors in the relation of participial phrases to the

words or phrases they modify.

4. Errors in the relation of principal clauses to

each other in compound sentences.

1. A common error in the writing of the ignorant

is the omission of (a) the principal verb, or of (b) the

whole principal clause :

(a) Business training, in that it gives the editor an in-

sight into the financial workings of a paper, with its possible

income and its natural expenses.

() When, at the end of his journey, covered with dust

and completely exhausted, the messenger stood at the foot

of the low hills that separated the city from the sea.

It is, however, wholly proper to omit the verb when

(a) it can be readily supplied by the mind from the

context, or when () the group of words is rather

an exclamatory phrase than a principal clause
; e.g.

(a) "First [let us consider], the points on the other

side." (&) "At last." "To be sure." "A shout, a

wild rush, a struggle, and the fort was taken."

2. Writers not trained in the logical and gram-
matical analysis of sentences frequently destroy the

sense of subordinate clauses by omitting essential

words or confusing different constructions :

(a) It is proposed by General Garcia when each soldier

leaves the service he shall obtain a certified statement of

the amount of money due him.

(b) Although having been open less than a week, a
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gymnasium is already an established factor in the student's

life.

In (a) a that before when is essential to the sense

and the grammatical structure. In (b) the writer

confounds having been open and although it has been

open.

3. Participial phrases are sometimes made, gram-

matically, the modifiers of nouns or other words to

which they do not relate in sense
; e.g.

"
Running

as fast as possible, the burning building was at last

reached." Here, grammatically, the building appears

to be the thing that was running. The sentence

should read,
"
Running as fast as possible, they at last

reached the burning building." Compare 31, 12.

4. A fundamental error, likewise, is that which

we may call the " comma sentence." When two or

more principal clauses occur in the same sentence,

they must, as a rule, be connected by conjunctions or

separated by semicolons or colons. They should not

be separated by commas. For example :

[Correct.] He was allowed to have no counsel in his

defence, and his request to see Bonaparte was again

refused.

[Correct.] He was allowed to have no counsel in his

defence ;
his request to see Bonaparte was again refused.

[Correct.] He was allowed to have no counsel in his

defence : even his request to see his brother, who was a

lawyer, was sternly refused.
1

1 For the difference in effect between a semicolon and a colon, see

56 and 57.
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[Incorrect.]
" He was allowed to have no counsel in his

defence, even his request to see his brother, who was a

lawyer, was sternly refused."

The practice of separating by commas principal

clauses in a compound sentence is allowable, however,

in a series of comparatively simple clauses similar in

construction ; e.g.
"

I came, I saw, I conquered."
" The birds sang sweetly, the river rippled by, the

clouds sailed on."

Nothing, except habitual bad spelling, can give a

stronger impression of illiteracy than the use of the

comma in separating clauses which either should be

made independent sentences, or, if they can be con-

sidered as belonging to the same sentence, should be

separated by semicolons. The fault is particularly

common among students who have not profited by
their instruction in grammar.

EXERCISE 20. On the basis of what is stated in the pre-

ceding section, correct orally the mistakes in the following

sentences :

I. i. From this time on he had a series of conflicts

with the French. Until now, old and a captive, he had come

to the end of his active career. 2. This university is

cramped for room. Since, in the first place, it has not room

enough for a large dormitory, which is one of the elements

of college life. 3. If we imagine a weak, simple, effeminate

man, a good idea of Price is obtained. A thorough coward,

and, on the whole, a fellow to be pitied. 4. A man without

any conscience, almost an assassin, one who delighted in

cruelty, and hesitated to do nothing so long as it would
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benefit himself. 5. There are several changes that should be

made in the Freshman course.. That the entrance examina-

tion should be so conducted as to require only the subjects

which the student intends to pursue during his college edu-

cation. 6. This year many of the old favorites have again

entered the ring ;
also many new men. Among the latter

several Freshmen, from whom great things are expected.

7. When a man is left penniless and sees no other way out

than to steal in order to get into prison where he will be well

cared for. 8. I suggest three essentials for a rhetoric

course. All can be easily instituted. A competent instructor,

a one-hour course, and consultations on essays. 9. Nothing

of importance happened after that until nearly two months

later. Then the battles of San Juan Hill and El Caney, the

great naval victory of Santiago, and finally the capture of

Santiago itself. 10. Guards on each side with duties indi-

cated by the name, a tackle next to each guard, who, when

playing on the defensive, breaks through the opposing line

to seize the player having the ball, and two end men free in

action, n. When she struck her staff against the ground

and produced an olive tree, and told the people that the

olive tree was good for healing wounds, and that it was the

emblem of peace, while the horse was the emblem of strife

and bloodshed.

II. i. Although causing many complaints because of

the oppressive air, the Subway is extensively patronized. 2.

It was not until I had finished the book when I could lay it

down. 3. Apply this preparation so it extends over the

edges of the wound. 4. No lives were lost, except that a

child was burned about the body. 5. Our director was

absent, so one of the boys acted as chairman. 6. When he

was approached by Front-de-Bceuf and was told that, if he
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were willing to pay a certain sum of money, he would be re-

leased, and he did not yield until Front-de-Boeuf threatened

to burn him, but, luckily for Isaac, the sound of the bugle

ended the conversation. 7. The result was a great deal of

trouble arose from this occurrence and many riots. 8. The

reason I am now writing is because wishing to give certain

information a wider circulation than would be given by

speaking. 9. My reason for writing the early occurrences

ofmy life is, although I hope people may know me in time

for something noteworthy, still I fear there is doubt of my
ever being what some people expect. 10. It does seem

like the great weakness of the Russian Empire lies in the

fact that it cannot mobilize troops like it can mobilize mobs.

ii. I remember seeing him in 1860 when he was a mere

child and that even then his peculiar characteristics were

well developed.

III. i. Losing my way in the forest, it was dinner time

when I reached home. 2. Catching the train at last, it

seemed that his trials were ended. 3. Riding on a car,

there was a beautiful view, just entering the gate at Prospect

Park. 4. Turning around and going through the busy part of

New York, there were ferryboats and ships carrying loads.

5. Asking a sailor some question about it, he told me that

the vessel had Served during the recent war. 6. Not know-

ing how to manage the boat, it capsized. 7. Being dark,

the lady did not see the coin. 8. When watching the ball,

good judgment must be shown.

IV. i. The cause is obvious, recently some liquor-

sellers were arrested, and the chief of the tribe wanted

to testify against them. 2. The climate of Porto

Rico is comparatively good, better, indeed, than that of

Cuba, consequently it will become a favorite resort for
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American tourists during the winter. 3. We are glad to

note the liberal policy the authorities have adopted in laying

down a set of rules for the use of the gymnasium, yet there

is one regulation which should certainly be put into force,

this is requiring visitors to keep off the floor. 4. The sea-

son has been a disgrace both to the president of the League

and to the men who have taken part in the games, hardly a

day has passed without rowdyism. 5. The advantages of

this compulsory physical course are, I might say, almost self-

evident, while the school was situated down town, they had

no gymnasium, and physical education was entirely neglected.

6. The fellows as a result took but little exercise, in fact,

most of them took absolutely none. 7. Contrary to the

weather probabilities, the next day began with a drizzling

rain, which lasted until the middle of the afternoon, there-

fore we did not go. 8. When any one refused to pay the

extra five cents, he was thrown off the car, sometimes even

women were treated in this way.

EXERCISE 21 (Review). Which of the following sentences

are correct, and why? Correct those that are incorrect.

i. Take any of the large universities, such as Yale or

Harvard, we find that they cover many times more ground

than Columbia does. 2. I carried off two prizes. One for

shop work, the other for the best decorative design. 3. Tak-

ing Sir Roger as a man, we think that he is very amiable.

4. This morning, while sitting at my desk, studying my
English lesson, the maid handed me a letter. 5. At the

game, however, there is a large crowd of anxious spectators

who are watching for a lively scrap; the more roughness

and brutality that are shown, the more the fun and excite-

ment for those looking on. 6. His principal reason for

going to college was, that he might get on the football team.
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7. I take up my pen to write as much of my past life as my

knowledge will permit, so if, in future, any question about

the events of my life should arise, it may be settled.

8. Crossing the river this morning, the fog was so dense

that traffic was almost entirely suspended. 9. At the age

of six I was sent to a primary school, here I had much fun,

especially during the so-called recess-period, which lasted

about twenty minutes. 10. Although having been in this

country hardly four years, he speaks English remarkably

well.



CHAPTER V

PUNCTUATION

54. The Theory of Punctuation. Punctuation is a

system for indicating, by various points, the gram-
matical structure of written language. In punctuat-

ing, the student should bear in mind that his object

is to divide words into groups according to their gram-
matical relations.

55. The Period. The period is used :

1. To mark the end of a declarative or imperative

sentence.

2. To show that a letter or combination of letters

is not a real word, but an abbreviation.

The pupil is already familiar with common abbre-

viations of English words, and he will have little or

no difficulty in ascertaining the meaning of any
with which he is not yet acquainted. With abbrevia-

tions of foreign words he may have more difficulty.

In the following list are given those he should cer-

tainly be able to understand and use. The list also

includes a few abbreviations of English words.

A.B. or B.A. (Latin, Artium A.D. (Latin, anno domini),

Baccalaureus), Bachelor in the year of our Lord,

of Arts.

74
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A.M. or M.A. (Latin, Artium

Magister) ,
Master of Arts.

set. (Latin, estate), aged.

a.m. (Latin, ante meridiem),

before noon.

B.C., before Christ.

B.S., Bachelor of Science.

C.E., Civil Engineer.

cf. (Latin, confer), compare.

C.O.D., collect on delivery.

D.D., Doctor of Divinity.

D.V. (Latin, deo volente),

God willing.

e.g. (Latin, exempli gratia),

for example.

etc. (Latin, et cetera), and so

forth.

H.R.H., His Royal High-

ness.

ibid. (Latin, ibidem, "in the

same place "), a term used

in footnotes, in reference

to a book just mentioned.

i.e. (Latin, id est), that is.

inst. (Latin, mense instante),

the present month.

LL.B. 1

(Latin, Legum Bacca-

laureus), Bachelor of Laws.

LL.D., Doctor of Laws.

M. (Latin meridies), noon.

1 The double letter denotes that

and MSS.

M. (French, Monsieur), Mr.

M.A., Master of Arts.

M.D. (Latin, Medicines Doc-

tor), Doctor of Medicine.

Mgr. (French, Monseigneur),

an ecclesiastical title.

Mile. (French, Mademoi-

selle), Miss.

MM. (French, Messieurs'),

used as the plural of M.

Mme. (French, Madame),
Mrs.

M.P., Member of Parliament.

MS., manuscript.

MSS., manuscripts.

Ph.D. (Latin, Philosophic

Doctor), Doctor of Phi-

losophy.

N.B. (Latin, nota bene), mark

well.

p.m. (Latin, post meridiem),

after noon.

p.p.c. (French, pour prendrc

conge), to take leave.

pro tern, (Latin, pro tern-

pore), for the time being.

prox. (Latin, proximo), next

month.

P.S. (Latin, postscriptum))

postscript,

the word is in the plural. Cf. MS.
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Q.E.D. (Latin, quod erat ult. (Latin, ultimo), last

demonstrandum), which month.

was to be proved. vid. (Latin, vide), see.

q.v. (Latin, quod vide}, which viz. (Latin, videlicet), to wit,

see, i.e. refer to that. namely.

EXERCISE 22. Construct sentences illustrating the use

of such of the abbreviations mentioned in the preceding

section as your instructor may designate.

56. The Semicolon. Semicolons have two uses :

i. To separate the principal clauses in a compound
sentence.

To our left we beheld the towers of the Alhambra beetling

above us
;

to our right we were dominated by equal towers

on a rocky eminence.

Some suppose them to have been built by the Romans;

others, by the Phoenicians.

He received only ten guineas for this stately, vigorous

poem ;
but the sale was rapid and the success complete.

There was now a sound behind me like a rushing blast ;

I heard the clatter of a thousand hoofs
; and countless

throngs overtook me.

When his men had thus indemnified themselves, in some

degree, for their late reverses, Cortes called them again under

their banners
; and, after offering up a grateful acknowledg-

ment to the Lord of Hosts for their miraculous preservation,

they renewed their march across the now deserted valley.

The principal clauses in a compound sentence may
also be separated by a comma, provided that a coordi-

nate conjunction is present. (See 53, 4, and the

exception there noted.)
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It was a moonlight night, and the fresh north wind rustled

solemnly in the palm trees.

We examined their sculptures by the aid of torches, and

our Arab attendants kindled large fires of dry corn-stalks,

which cast a strong red light on the walls.

The forehead and nose approach the Greek standard,

but the mouth is more roundly and delicately carved, and

the chin and cheeks are fuller.

When a coordinate conjunction is not present, it is

incorrect to separate such clauses by a comma.

(See 53, 4, and the exception there noted.)

When a coordinate conjunction is present, and the

choice lies between a comma and a semicolon, the

semicolon is to be used :

(a) When the writer wishes the break or separation

between the principal clauses to be emphatic.

(6) When the principal clauses are long and

already divided into their parts by commas.

2. To separate clauses or phrases from each other

in a series of similar phrases or subordinate clauses,

when commas would not be sufficient to indicate

clearly where each clause or phrase began and ended.

We hold these truths to be self-evident : that all men are

created equal ;
that they are endowed by their Creator with

inherent and inalienable rights ; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ;
that to secure these

rights governments are instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the governed ;
that when-

ever any form of government becomes destructive of these

ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it,
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and to institute new government, laying its foundations on

such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to

them shall seem most likely to effect their happiness.

EXERCISE 23. (i) Find three sentences in which the

principal clauses are separated by the semicolon. (2) Write

three such sentences of your own composition. (3) Write

three sentences in which the semicolon is used to separate

similar phrases or subordinate clauses in a series. Let the

sentences be of your own composition.

57. The Colon. The colon indicates that what

follows it is an explanation or specification of what

precedes it. It is used:

1. To introduce a list, a quotation, or an explana-

tory proposition. When the explanation begins a

new paragraph, a dash is usually placed after the

colon, as in the second sentence of this section.

He provided himself with the following books : Worces-

ter's dictionary, a Latin grammar, an atlas, and a Bible.

We hold these truths to be self-evident : that, etc. See

example under 56, 2 above.

He read, on a marble tablet in the chapel wall opposite,

this singular inscription :

" Look not mournfully into the past."

2. In a compound sentence in which the principal

clauses are not connected by a conjunction, to show

that the following clause explains or illustrates the

preceding clause.

I am no traveller : it is ten years since I have left my

village.

The general refused to believe him : the risk was too great.
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3. After such phrases of address as Dear Sir,
1

Ladies and Gentlemen, etc.

EXERCISE 24. Write five examples, of your own com-

position, of i
;
five of 2 ;

and three of 3.

58. The Comma. As we have seen, the period is

used to close a declarative sentence, and the semi-

colon and colon to mark off the greater divisions of

a sentence. The office of the comma is to point off

the smaller divisions of a sentence. It is used in the

following ways :

1. In a compound sentence, to separate the dif-

ferent clauses, when there is not a sufficient break in

the thought to make the semicolon necessary. See

above, 56, i.

He rested himself in the Chancellor's room till the debate

commenced, and then, leaning on his two relatives, he

limped to his seat.

His exertions redeemed his own fame, but they effected

little for his country.

2. To separate the different parts of a compound

predicate, unless the connection between them is

very close.

The slightest particulars of that day were remembered,

and have been carefully recorded.

1 At the beginning of a letter, Dear Sir may be followed by (i) a

comma, (2) a comma and a dash, or (3) a colon. It should never

be followed by a semicolon. (3) is more formal than (2) and (i).
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He lost the thread of his discourse, hesitated, repeated

the same words several times, and was so confused that, in

speaking of the Act of Settlement, he could not recall the

name of the Electress Sophia.

I see and hear you.

3. In a complex sentence in which the depend-

ent clause precedes, to separate the dependent
clause from the principal clause. When the de-

pendent clause follows, the comma is, as a rule, not

needed.

If you are wise, you will trust him implicitly.

Although I saw him, I could not wait.

I would not stop until he called out to me.

4. To mark off an explanatory relative clause.

NOTE. Relative clauses may be roughly divided into

explanatory clauses and restrictive clauses. An explanatory

relative clause describes or gives information about its

antecedent. A restrictive relative clause narrows the

meaning of its antecedent. An explanatory clause might

usually be omitted without affecting the thought of the

principal clause. A restrictive clause cannot usually be

omitted without affecting the thought of the principal

clause. No comma is used before a restrictive clause.

EXAMPLE : (a) Explanatory Clauses. i. The twenty-

four columns, each of which is sixty feet in height, are

oppressive in their grandeur.

2. Beyond lay various other apartments, which receive no

light from without.
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3. This churchman rode upon a well-fed, ambling mule,

whose bridle was ornamented with silver bells.

4. His companion, who was a man past forty, was tall

and muscular.

(b} Restrictive Clauses. i. The two who rode foremost

were persons of importance.

2. This is not the book that I ordered.

3. There is no reason which can be urged in favor of

such a bill.

4. Such was the appearance of the man who was about to

receive into his hand the destinies of half the world.

5. We walked through the inner halls under the spell of

a fascination which we had hardly power to break.

5. In general, to indicate the beginning and the end

of a group of words, whether a phrase or 'a clause,

which must be regarded as a unit, particularly if it

occurs parenthetically.

Let us go together through the low gateway, with its

battlemented top and small window in the centre, into the

inner road.

And now I wish that the reader, before I bring him into

St. Mark's Place, would imagine himself in a little English

town.

6. To separate similar words or phrases used, in a

series, in the same construction, and not joined by

conjunctions.

It was done quickly, neatly, artistically.

It was done quickly and neatly.

He was a big, hearty, happy fellow.
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The horse was a quiet, sensible old beast. [Here quiet

and sensible limit old beast, not beast alone.]

He was gay and jovial, gloomy and despondent, as the

weather indicated.

If the members of the series are joined by con-

junctions, commas are unnecessary. When, however,

a conjunction joins the last two members of the

series, the comma is employed.
1

Bread and butter.

She was good and true and beautiful.

They visited Rome, Florence, and Venice.

7. To indicate the omission of words logically

necessary to the construction.

One was tall
;

the other, short.

Admission, twenty-five cents.

8. To mark off phrases when they open a sen-

tence, or are not closely connected with the context.

Phrases occurring in their usual places and closely

connected with the context are, however, not marked

off by commas.

Following the dim path, we proceeded slowly.

On his arrival in England, he found himself an object of

general interest and admiration.

With rare delicacy, he refused to receive this token of

gratitude.

The case was heard, according to the usage of the time,

before a committee of the whole house.

1 The usage of many writers and publishers, however, is to omit

commas in such cases; that is, they prefer "a, b and c,
" to "a, b, and

c.
" The latter usage, as described above, is followed in this book.
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From a child he hated the English.

He refused with emphasis this token of gratitude.

9. To mark off adverbs and adverb-phrases which

have a connective force. Notice the difference be-

tween (a) "you will see, then, that you have been

misled," and (U]
"
you will then see that you have

been misled."

This, on the other hand, was his purpose.

My mission, too, is one of peace.

He recalled, however, his motive.

10. To mark off words or phrases (a) in direct

address or () in apposition. Notice, however, that

in expressions like
" the Emperor William," William

is' rather a noun limited by Emperor than a noun in

apposition with Emperor.

(a) I do not understand you, sir.

I apologize, ladies and gentlemen, for my discourtesy.

() His novel, the Castle of Otranto, is now unread.

He is like me in this, that he cannot resist entreaty.

11. Before a direct quotation. See the more

formal use of the colon, 57, i.

He kept crying,
" On ! on !

"

As he fell, he heard some one say,
" There goes another."

12. In dates and addresses, as in the following

examples :

Jan. i, 1899.

Dr. C. H. Smith, Salem, Essex County, Mass.1

1 On an envelope it is-becoming customary to omit all punctuation
at the end of lines, except periods after abbreviations.
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13. To prevent ambiguity or to make a sentence

more easily understood.

EXERCISE 25. (i) Write two sentences (of your own

composition) illustrating each of the uses described in the

preceding section. (2) Give reasons for the punctuation of

the extract on pages 128-130. (3) Write a short passage

from dictation, paying especial attention to punctuation.

59. The Question Mark. The question mark is

placed at the end of every direct question. It is not

used with indirect questions.

Shall I go?

I ask you, "Shall I go?"
I asked whether I should go.

60. The Exclamation Point. The exclamation point

is used after exclamatory words, phrases, and sen-

tences. When an exclamatory sentence begins with an

interjection, it is usually sufficient to place a comma

after the interjection and to reserve the exclama-

tion point until the end of the sentence. When an

unemphatic interjection begins a declarative sen-

tence, it is frequently possible to omit the exclamation

point entirely. As a rule O is used only in direct

address.

Help ! You rascal ! Be off with you !

Ah, you are back again 1

Oh, what a mess I have made of it !

Oh, I didn't see you.

Hear me, O King ! Oh ! I am wounded !
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61. Parentheses and Brackets. Parentheses are used

to enclose explanatory matter which is independent

of the grammatical construction of the sentence.

Brackets have the same general office, but are gener-

ally used only to enclose corrections, explanations, or

similar matter, introduced by the author into the

statement of some one else.

Prescott (1796-1859) was a brilliant historian.

It is said (and I can believe that it is true) that many
still believe in witches.

It was at that moment [10 A.M.], the colonel goes on to

say, that his superior officer [General Smith] met him.

62. The Dash. The dash is used to indicate a sud-

den change in thought or construction. Two dashes

have the general effect of parentheses.

Yes no I scarcely know what to say.

You were saying that

I suppose but -why should I tell you ?

His father, his mother, his brothers, all are dead.

He succeeded in opening the box and found in it nothing.

He had two constant motives love of man and love of

God.

The two motives love of man and love of God were

constant.

63. The Apostrophe. The apostrophe is used (i)

to indicate the omission of a letter or letters, (2) in

forming the possessive case, and (3) in forming the

plurals of letters and figures.

Don't, shan't, o'er, John's, horses', his abc's.
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64. Quotation Marks. Double inverted commas

indicate that the enclosed matter is a quotation. Sin-

gle inverted commas indicate a quotation within a

quotation. Double quotation marks are also some-

times used to indicate the title of a book, magazine,

or newspaper, or the name of a ship. See also 65.

"To be or not to be."

"
Sir," said I,

"
you insult me."

The word " coward " has never been applied to me.

This was his reply :

"
I tell you that he said only last

night,
' You will never see me again.'

"

This "
History of English Literature

"
is worth reading.

The wreck of the " Polar Star."

When a direct quotation is broken by words that

are not quoted, each part of the quotation should be

enclosed in quotation marks. When the words quoted

constitute a sentence, the first word should begin

with a capital letter. When a quotation is broken, the

second part should be preceded by the same mark of

punctuation as would have been used had the quota-

tion been given without interruption.

"Run along," said the woman, kindly; "carry your

bread home, child."

"Boast not thyself of to-morrow," said Solomon; "for

thou knowest not what a day will bring forth."

A short quotation is usually preceded by a comma
and a dash. When, however, a quotation is long or

is introduced in a formal way, it is preceded by a

colon or a colon and a dash. (See 57, i.)
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I inquired,
" Does your wife know all this ?

"

I put him this question,
" Will you swear that this is

true?"

Nathan Hale, before he was executed, spoke the follow-

ing words :

"
I regret that I have only one life to give for

my country."

EXERCISE 26. (i) Write the following conversation

between Tom and Philip without quoting the exact words of

either speaker, and hence without using quotation marks :

"
I can't think why anybody should learn Latin," said

Tom. "
It's no good."

"It's part of the education of a gentleman," said Philip.

"All gentlemen learn the same things."
" What ! do you think Sir John Crake, the master of the

harriers, knows Latin ?
"
said Tom, who had often thought

he should like to resemble Sir John Crake.
" He learned it when he was a boy, of course," said

Philip.
" But I dare say he's forgotten it."

"
Oh, well, I can do that, then," said Tom.

(2) Rewrite the following, using what you suppose to be

the exact words of each speaker :

It had been arranged with my Arabs that they were to

bring with them all the food which they would want for

themselves during the passage of the Desert. But just

before we encamped for the night, my four Arabs came to

Dthemetri, and formally announced that they had not

brought with them one atom of food, and that they looked

entirely to my supplies for their daily bread. This was

awkward intelligence. We were now just two days deep in

the Desert, and I had brought with me no more bread than

might be reasonably required for myself and my European
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attendants. I believed at the moment that the men had

really mistaken the terms of the arrangement, and I at once

told Dthemetri to assure them that my bread should be

equally shared with all. Dthemetri, however, did not

approve of this concession
;
he assured me quite positively

that the Arabs thoroughly understood the agreement, and

that if they were now without food, they had wilfully brought

themselves into this strait for the wretched purpose of bet-

tering their bargain. This suggestion made me look at the

affair in a new light. After thoroughly satisfying myself,

from Dthemetri's clear and repeated assertions, that the

Arabs had really understood the arrangement, I determined

that they should not now violate it by taking advantage of

my position in the midst of their big Desert
;
so I desired

Dthemetri to tell them that they should touch no bread of

mine. We stopped, and the tent was pitched ;
the Arabs

came to me and prayed loudly for bread ; I refused

them.
" Then we die !

"

"God's will be done."

I gave the Arabs to understand that I regretted their

perishing by hunger, but that I should bear this calmly, like

any other misfortune not my own that, in short, I was

happily resigned to their fate. The men would have talked

a great deal, but they were under the disadvantage of

addressing me through a hostile interpreter. They looked

hard upon my face, but they found no hope there, so at last

they retired, as they pretended, to lay them down and die.

In about ten minutes from this time I found that the

Arabs were busily cooking their bread ! Their pretence of

having brought no food was false, and was only invented for

the purpose of saving it. A. W. KINGLAKE : Eothen.
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65. Italics. The term "
italics

"
refers to a special

kind of type used in printing ; thus, italics. Ordi-

nary type is referred to as " roman." In writing, a

single line drawn underneath a word is understood

to be the equivalent of italics. Italics are used for

(i) words especially emphasized, (2) words from a

foreign language, and, sometimes, as in this volume,

(3) names of books, newspapers, magazines, and ships.

See 64.

To his amazement, he saw footprints.

The carriage rolled away from the porte-cochere.

His History of English Literature.

The wreck of the Polar Star.

66. The Hyphen. The hyphen is used as fol-

lows :

1. Between the parts of some compound words,

son-in-law, simple-hearted, vice-president. With re-

gard to many words, usage varies. The tendency is

to omit the hyphen and write the words as one, e.g.

football, horsecar. Compound numerals and fractions

retain the hyphen, e.g. twenty-nine, one hundred and

thirty-first, two-thirds.

2. To separate two vowels which are not pro-

nounced together, e.g. pre-eminent, co-operation. The

diaeresis is frequently used for the same purpose, e.g.

preeminent.

3. To mark the division of a word at the end of a

line. Usage varies as to the way in which many
words shall be divided. The subject can be best
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studied by noticing the practice of good printers.

The pupil may bear in mind, however, (a) that he

should not divide words of only one syllable ; (<) that

he should be guided by pronunciation ; (c) that syl-

lables should begin, if possible, with a consonant.

For example, photog-raphy, Napo-leon* litera-ture.

EXERCISE 27. Make up three illustrations each of

proper uses of the question mark, the exclamation point,

parentheses, brackets, the dash, the apostrophe, double quo-

tation marks, single quotation marks, italics, the hyphen.

67. Capitals. The pronoun /and the interjection

O are written with capital letters. Capital letters are

used at the beginning of words as follows :

1. The first word of a sentence, a line of poetry,

and a direct quotation.

"Making his rustic reed of song

A weapon in the war with wrong."

His last words were :

" Mother is coming."
"
Run," he said,

" there is still time."

2. Names and titles of the Deity and personal pro-

nouns referring to Him, e.g. the Almighty, the Holy

Spirit, Ipray that He will aid me.

3. Proper nouns and adjectives, including names of

streets, the months, the days, races, sects, parties,

nations, and parts of the country. For example,

John Smith, Broadway, New York City, February,

Sunday, Christmas, Indian, Episcopalian, Democrat,

English, the South. Notice that negro and gypsy are

not begun with capital letters.
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4. Personal titles, whenever they are equivalent to

proper nouns. In compound titles, each part begins

with a capital.

The President and the Governor of Rhode Island are here.

The Attorney-General of the United States.

For titles of books, see 16.

5. Personified nouns, and names of great events or

bodies of men.

" While sallow Autumn fills thy lap with leaves."

It was a cool day in autumn.'

At the beginning of the Revolutionary War.

While the Legislature is sitting.

EXERCISE 28. I. Construct sentences containing in all

twenty words that should begin with capital letters.

II. WT

hich words in the following sentences should begin

with capitals ? Why ?

i. He added, with a look of curiosity,
"
you must be a

stranger." 2. "I like," said he, "to lie down upon the

grass." 3. In 1827 he entered the senate, serving there

until the president appointed him secretary of state. 4. At

length I reached fourth street. 5. It was caster morning.

6. He has always voted the republican ticket. 7. There

are more negroes in the south than in the west. 8. No
one imagined that he would make a good emperor.

9. The king died on tuesday. 10. I shall see you this sum-

mer.

1 Notice that the names of the seasons do not begin with capitals

unless they are personified.
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EXERCISE 29 (Review). Insert in the following sen-

tences the proper marks of punctuation :

i. It was a dull dark gloomy day. 2. He was a rosy

faced smiling and cheerful young gentleman. 3. Some

of us were disappointed others overjoyed. 4. A pretty

little white dog came running up to me. 5. Samuel

the youngest of the three was by far the tallest. 6. My
letters have brought no response consequently I have ceased

writing. 7. Well Philip I am glad to see you again.

8. With hearty thanks for your kindness to me a stranger I

am my dear sir your obedient servant John Smith. 9. Now

Wegg said Mr. Boffin hugging his stick closer I want to

make an offer to you. 10. The champion moving onward

ascended the platform.

ii. At the flourish of clarions and trumpets they started

out at full gallop. 12. The lake greatly to my surprise

seemed as far off as before. 13. Terrible as was his anger

he still spoke calmly. 14. To make a long story short I

could never find a trace of him again. 15. His expressions

too were frequently incorrect. 16. After the fourth en-

counter however there was a considerable pause. 17. How-

ever strong you may be you must not waste your strength.

1 8. My friend who is called Sir Roger came at once to

see me. 19. The person who comes last must start first.

20. He that read loudest was to have a half-penny.

21. None was so dissatisfied as Cedric who regarded the

whole scene with scorn. 22. The message which I wished

to send is simply this. 23. I will never do not interrupt

me I will never consent to such a plan. 24. As often as he

came and he came very often he stood long at the gate before

entering. 25. Though they dwelt in such a solitude these

people were not lonely. 26. Ifyou insist I will speak frankly.
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27. At ten o'clock the great war-chief with his treacherous

followers reached the fort and the gateway was thronged with

their savage faces. 28. Some were crested with hawk eagle

or raven plumes others had shaved their heads leaving only

the fluttering scalp-lock on the crown while others again

wore their long black hair flowing loosely at their backs

or wildly hanging about their brows like a lion's mane.

29. Their bold yet crafty features their cheeks besmeared with

ochre and vermilion white lead and soot their keen deep-set

eyes gleaming in their sockets like those of rattlesnakes gave

them an aspect grim uncouth and horrible. 30. For the

most part they were tall strong men and all had a gait and

bearing of peculiar stateliness.



CHAPTER VI

THE SENTENCE: ITS RHETORICAL STRUCTURE

68. Rhetorical Structure a Question of Judgment and

Taste. In a preceding chapter we discussed the laws

of grammatical construction, laws which, to insure

correctness, must be followed in every sentence. But

sentences may be grammatically correct and yet be

obscure or ineffective. We must now see how sen-

tences may not only be correct, but satisfy the judg-

ment and the taste.

69. The First Essential : the Grammatical Structure

must be Evident. The essential parts of a sentence

are, grammatically, the subject and the predicate. It

must not be forgotten that these parts of a sentence

are essential to its grammar only because they are

essential to its thought. With very few exceptions,

all thoughts that are expressed in language must be

expressed in just this way, by an assertion made by
means of a verb about a something which is repre-

sented by a noun or its equivalent. It is therefore of

the utmost importance that sentences should be con-

structed in such a way that these essential parts

the subject and the predicate shall stand out

clearly, for they are the parts on which the thought

94
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chiefly depends and to which the mind must be mainly

directed.

70. When the Grammatical Structure is most Evident.

It is obvious that the most satisfactory sentence,

from this point of view, is the simple sentence. In

the simple sentence, unless there are many modifying

phrases, it is almost impossible for the subject and

the predicate not to stand out clearly. Next in order

come the short complex sentence and the short com-

pound sentence
;
and last the more intricate complex

and compound sentences. As an illustration of the

value of the more simple sentence-forms in making

thought clear, notice the ease with which the mind

grasps the essential elements of the thought in (a)

below, and the difficulty, comparatively speaking, with

which the same process is carried on in (b). The

second passage is magnificent, in its way; but the

sentences are intricate in structure.

(a) Such language, in letters the most private, never

meant to be seen by other eyes than those to which they

were addressed, gives touching testimony to the sincere piety

of his [William of Orange's] character. No man was ever

more devoted to a high purpose, no man had ever more

right to imagine himself, or less inclination to pronounce

himself, entrusted with a divine mission. There was nothing

of the charlatan in his character. His nature was true and

steadfast. No narrow-minded usurper was ever more loyal

to his own aggrandizement than this large-hearted man to

the cause of oppressed humanity. Yet it was inevitable

that baser minds should fail to recognize his purity. While
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he exhausted his life for the emancipation of a people, it was

easy to ascribe all his struggles to the hope of founding a

dynasty. It was natural for grovelling natures to search in

the gross soil of self-interest for the sustaining roots of the

tree beneath whose branches a nation found its shelter.

What could they comprehend of living fountains and of

heavenly dews ? MOTLEY : The Rise of the Dutch Republic.

(V) Let us, for a moment, try to raise ourselves even

above the level of their flight, and imagine the Mediterra-

nean lying beneath us like an irregular lake, and all its

ancient promontories sleeping in the sun : here and there

an angry spot of thunder, a gray stain of storm, moving

upon the burning field
;
and here and there a fixed wreath

of white volcano smoke, surrounded by its circle of ashes
;

but for the most part a great peacefulness of light, Syria and

Greece, Italy and Spain, laid like pieces of a golden pavement

into the sea-blue, chased, as we stoop nearer to them, with

bossy beaten work of mountain chains, and glowing softly

with terraced gardens, and flowers heavy with frankincense,

mixed among masses of laurel, and orange and plumy palm,

that abate with their gray-green shadows the burning of the

marble rocks, and of the ledges of porphyry sloping under

lucent sand. Then let us pass farther towards the north,

until we see the orient colors change gradually into a vast

belt of rainy green, where the pastures of Switzerland, and

poplar valleys of France, and dark forest of the Danube

and Carpathians stretch from the mouths of the Loire to

those of the Volga, seen through clefts in gray swirls of rain-

cloud and flaky veils of the mist of the brooks, spreading low

along the pasture lands : and then, farther north still, to see

the earth heave into mighty masses of leaden rock and
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heathy moor, bordering with a broad waste of gloomy

purple that belt of field and wood, and splintering into

irregular and grisly islands amidst the northern seas, beaten

by storm and chilled by ice-drift, and tormented by furious

pulses of contending tide, until the roots of the last forests

fail from among the hill ravines, and the hunger of the north

wind bites their peaks into barrenness
; and, at last, the wall

of ice, durable like iron, sets, deathlike, its white teeth

against us out of the polar twilight.

JOHN RUSKIN : Stones of Venice.

71. Rule for Avoiding Intricate Constructions. The

following rule will be of great service to the inex-

perienced writer in helping him to avoid intricate

constructions :

Until you have attained considerable skill in framing sentences,

use only simple sentences, and complex and compound sentences

in which there are only one or two subordinate clauses.

EXERCISE 30. The following sentences are intricate.

Rewrite them, expressing the same ideas in shorter sentences,

more simple in structure, as in the example given below :

INTRICATE

As the process went on,

the house, which had at first

been concealed by clouds

hanging over the surface of

the water that lay in the hol-

low of the rocks, where the

slopes came together to form

a basin, came into view in the

clear light of the sun.

REWRITTEN

Where the slopes came to-

gether to form a basin, the

water lay in the hollow of

the rocks. The house was at

first concealed by the clouds

that hung over the surface.

As the process went on, how-

ever, it came into view in the

clear light of the sun.
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1. They urged him to read the article he had just written,

though it had not been prepared for just such an audience,

the old trait that his friends always counted on of doing

whatever he thought others wished was once more shown.

2. Let me caution persons grown old in active business,

not lightly, not without weighing their own resources since

there may be danger in it to forego their customary em-

ployment all at once.

3. Among the strange fancies he had at the beginning of

his freedom fancies strange and various and unaccount-

able as are our dreams and the visions of the night which

come to us without discoverable cause, though psychologists

tell us that each one really had its cause, was the belief that

he had already spent a long time in searching for the missing

papers.

4. During Marner's early life, he belonged to a religious

sect whose beliefs were entirely foreign to those of an inhab-

itant of New England, practising his religion in everything

he did, which is quite foreign to the average Yankee farmer,

who on Sunday goes to church with his family, and becomes

apparently thoroughly religious, but on Monday, or rather as

soon as his store suit is off, he believes in the survival of the

fittest, and does not scruple to stick a man with a broken-

down horse or if need be to sell wooden nutmegs.

5. The government which has protected us thus far,

which has guarded our interests, encouraged our endeavors,

avenged our wrongs, which has grown and grown great

through all the changes that have come to us in our history

which to be sure is not of long duration but still has

lasted for more than a century will not fail us now.

6. A paragraph is one distinct part of a composition

that is composed of one or more sentences, all of which re-
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late to the general thought treated by the paragraph, but

which is distinct from the thoughts expressed in the other

paragraphs of the composition.

7. The elements, too, have to be considered, for light ob-

jects can be photographed better on a dull day than they

can on a bright day, as also is the case of dark objects

which take a better picture on a bright day than on a dark day.

8. The engineers, wishing to be absolutely sure of the

safety of the structures they designed, and since there were

few measurements that had been made with mathematical

accuracy, calculating the strongest possible strains that could

be brought to bear upon their structures by ordinary forces,

multiplied the result by six, and made the bridge or building

strong enough to bear the sixfold load.

9. The tiny income that was gained by renting one of

the unused apartments to a daguerreotype artist who had

lately come to town, insufficient as it was to meet even the

modest requirements of such a simple woman as the Miss

Hepzibah that we have seen, had to be increased by the

opening of a small store.

10. The main office of the magazine in the rifle is to

supply the bore with fresh cartridges so the person has not

to put a fresh cartridge into the bore every time he wishes to

shoot but fills his magazine full which in most cases holds

fourteen cartridges, and then he can shoot accurately by

pulling down the lever without reloading.

11. On a dark, cloudy, dismal night in the month of

July, the inhabitants of a small town in the eastern part of

Connecticut (family prayer having been duly and reverently

offered around each altar) had retired for rest, and for

several hours all were wrapped in profound repose when

suddenly, soon after midnight, the slumbers of the peaceful
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inhabitants were disturbed by a most terrific noise in the sky,

right over their heads, which, to many, seemed the yells and

screeches of infuriated Indians, and others had no other

way of accounting for the awful sounds, which still kept

increasing, but by supposing that the day of judgment had

certainly come, and to their terrified imaginations, the awful

uproar in the air seemed the immediate precursor of the

clangor of the last trumpet.

12. It was told me by my reverend grandmother, as it has

been confirmed by many other aged and venerable inhabit-

ants of the town, both male and female, that the minister of

the parish, surrounded by his trembling family, fell on his

knees in an agony of prayer, and (as expressed in the verses

which follow) in his garden among the bean-poles (but this is

probably an embellishment of the poet) and that by a simul-

taneous movement, a great part of the inhabitants resorted to

the same expedient for succor.

72. The Second Essential : A Sentence must not be too

Long. In order to impress a reader favorably, a

sentence must not be too long. The different effects

produced by long and by short sentences will be dis-

cussed in the following sections.

73. The Good Short Sentence. Short sentences are

most natural and effective when we are treating a

subject simply and rapidly. The virtue of the short

sentence is that it gives one's writing simplicity and

rapidity of movement, as may be seen from the first

passage quoted in 70.

74. A Series of Short Sentences. A succession of

very short and very simple sentences, however, has
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the effect of a passage from a child's primer. The

thought seems to move on only by jerks and starts,

and the reader is tantalized by getting only a small

part of an idea at a time. Notice the effect of such

a succession of sentences in the following passage,

taken from an abridged translation of Victor Hugo's

Ninety- Three :

They lay down side by side on the seaweed bed. The

beggar fell asleep immediately. The marquis, although very

tired, remained thinking deeply for a few moments. To lie

on that bed was to lie on the ground. He could hear a

strange buzzing underground. We know that sound

stretches down into the depths ;
he could hear the noise of

bells. The tocsin was still sounding. The marquis fell

asleep. It was daylight when he awoke. The beggar was

standing up not in the den but without, on the sill.

The sun shone upon his face. He indicated a point in the

horizon. "
I am going that way." He pointed in the

opposite direction. " Go you this way." A moment after,

he disappeared among the trees. The marquis arose

and departed in the direction which he had indicated.

It was that charming hour called in the old Norman

peasant dialect " the song-sparrow of the day." The finches

and the hedge-sparrows flew chirping about. The marquis

passed out of the thicket and found himself at the fork of

the road, marked by the stone cross. The placard was still

there. He remembered that there was something at the

bottom which he had not been able to read the evening

before. He went up to the pedestal of the cross. Under

the signature there were yet two other lines in small char-

acters.
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75. The Good Long Sentence. The advantage of

the long sentence is that by it we are able to state in

the same breath, as it were, or at least in the same

grammatical unit, a complete idea, with all its neces-

sary modifications. The following sentences, for

example, although considerably longer than those

which one would usually write, would have distinctly

lost in force had they been broken up into shorter

sentences :

(a) On this question of principle, while actual suffering

was yet far off, they raised their flag against a power, to

which, for purposes of foreign conquest and subjugation,

Rome, in the height of her glory, is not to be compared,

a power which has dotted over the surface of the whole globe

with her possessions and military posts, whose morning drum-

beat, following the sun, and keeping company with the

hours, circles the earth with one continuous and unbroken

strain of the martial airs of England.

DANIEL WEBSTER : The Presidential Protest.

(ff)
Let their last feeble and lingering glance rather

behold the gorgeous ensign of the republic, now known and

honored throughout the earth, still full high advanced, its

arms and trophies streaming in their original lustre, not a

stripe erased or polluted, nor a single star obscured, bear-

ing for its motto, no such miserable interrogatory as

" What is all this worth ?
" nor those other words of delu-

sion and folly,
"
Liberty first and Union afterwards

"
; but

everywhere, spread all over in characters of living light,

blazing on all its ample folds, as they float over the sea

and over the land, and in every wind under the whole
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heavens, that other sentiment, dear to every true Ameri-

can heart, Liberty and Union, now and forever, one and

inseparable !

DANIEL WEBSTER : Second Speech on Footers Resolution.

76. The Bad Long Sentence. Unless, however,

one's hand is skilful, the long sentence is likely

either to be obscure or to impress the reader with

its length and intricacy.
1 The following quaint sen-

tence from Cotton Mather's Magnalia (1702), for

example, would nowadays be broken up into several

sentences :

In June next ensuing, a great thunder-storm arose out

of the northwest
;

after which (the hemisphere being serene),

about an hour before sunset a ship of like dimensions with

the aforesaid, with her canvas and colors abroad (though

the wind was northernly), appeared in the air coming up

from our harbor's mouth, which lies southward from the town,

seemingly with her sails filled under a fresh gale, holding

her course north, and continuing under observation, sailing

against the wind, for the space of half an hour.

77. Rule as to the Length of Sentences. In general,

the long sentence should be used with great modera-

tion. Often unnecessarily complicated, it overstrains

the attention of the reader, who at the end of the

sentence can sometimes scarcely remember what the

*At this point the teacher is advised to anticipate a little the subject

of unity in the sentence, treated in Chapter VII. Sentences that are

too long very frequently lack unity of thought. A few hints on the

topic may prove of much help to the pupil.
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beginning was. The inexperienced writer will profit

by observing the following rule :

Unless for very good reasons, do not allow a sentence to exceed

thirty words.

EXERCISE 31. I. Write a composition of about ten

sentences, in which most of the sentences shall not contain

more than twenty words, but in which one sentence shall be

considerably longer.

II. Break up each of the following long sentences into two

or more good short sentences.

1. The weather has to-day the feeling of early spring,

while only last Wednesday it was clear and crisp, a typical

winter day; the sky was clear, a good brisk breeze was

blowing, and everywhere there were signs of hurrying

bundles of humanity, to-day there seems to be little life in

the air, the sky is clouded over, and people go about

their work in a half-listless, languid fashion.

2. This kind of weather takes people unprepared for

they dare not change their weight of clothing and thus they

go about feeling uncomfortable all day, food is liable to

spoil because merchants and buyers are not prepared,

disease germs are bred in such weather, and we see what

trouble and inconvenience one bad day will put a whole city

to.

3. If he should ever be upon the water and through some

accident or carelessness be thrown into the water, unless he

had near at hand a friend that could swim, his life would

not be worth much ;
and his friend, if he could not swim,

would have the sorrow of seeing him drown, and would

then wish for a knowledge of the art of swimming.

4. It was a great pleasure to receive your letter, I have
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just read it again for I had forgotten the name of the people

you met at that luncheon, but now as I think of it again, I

believe they are the very same family I met two winters ago

at Lakewood when I was there so long.

5. Miss Toosey used to sit on the left-hand side of the

church in a pew which had been rented by her for many

years, and which, being directly in front of the church-

wardens' seat, was within easy reach of their long tithing

rods, though Miss Toosey was far from dreading any touch

of them.

6. Ruskin says that a newspaper may be proper at

breakfast time, but it is not reading for the whole day, and,

though bound up in a volume, a book which gives such a

pleasant account of the inns and roads, and weather last

year at such a place or gives the real circumstances of

certain events, however valuable for occasional reference, may
not be in the real sense of the word a " book "

at all, for a

book is not a talked thing but a written thing and written

with a view to permanence.

7. We drove first to Daytona along a beautiful river road

we thought that was rather nice but the climax was reached

when we crossed the Halifax and came home on the beach,

which was a most wonderful sight, the moonlight streaming

down, the ocean roaring on one side within a few feet of us

and high sandbanks rising on the other.

8. We have had one lesson in bicycle riding and expect

to try again next week, didn't make much of a success of it

and really don't care about learning, as we wouldn't care for

it North, but every one rides here, the roads seem specially

made for it, and we are advised on all sides to learn.

9. His love for money was shown when he would rather

be roasted alive than pay the sum asked by Front- de-Bceuf,
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although in this case he had also another reason besides his

love of money, his love of money was also shown in the

forest and in his house.

10. At last I reached West Farms and I walked into the

woods and I met a farmer boy and I asked him to take me

to a pear or apple tree and I would give him something, and

he took me to a pear tree and I gave him five cents.

11. The only thing I remember was, that I used to go

with my father and sister in a carriage and ride about half

an hour until we reached the schoolhouse where my sister

used to go, and there we would leave her, and come back

for her when school was out in the afternoon and take her

home.

12. One day some small boys and I were sitting in a

hammock, and we were swinging backward and forward,

when all of a sudden the limb from which the hammock

hung broke and we all fell out, but I was the unlucky one

who was hurt by striking my head against the stump of a

tree, in consequence of which my head was kept bandaged

for two weeks and I was not allowed to play.

78. The Effective Use of Short and Long Sentences in

Combination. It is often wise to follow up and com-

plete short pithy sentences of statement or assertion

with longer sentences of explanation, illustration, or

limitation, and to sum up a long sentence or a series

of long sentences in one or two short sentences.

Notice how skilfully this is done in the following

extracts from Macaulay's Essay on Hampden : -

(a) Hampden determined to leave England. Beyond

the Atlantic Ocean, a few of the persecuted Puritans had
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formed, in the wilderness of Connecticut, a settlement which

has since become a prosperous commonwealth, and which,

in spite of the lapse of time and of the change of govern-

ment, still retains something of the character given to it by
its first founders.

(b) The tide of public affairs was even now on the turn.

The king had resolved to change the ecclesiastical constitu-

tion of Scotland, and to introduce into the public worship

of that kingdom ceremonies which the great body of the

Scotch regarded as popish.

(c) Charles had now a last chance of regaining the

affection of his people. If he could have resolved to give

his confidence to the leaders of the moderate party in the

House of Commons, and to regulate his proceedings by

their advice, he might have been, not, indeed, as he had

been, a despot, but the powerful and respected king of a

free people. The nation might have enjoyed liberty and

repose under a government with Falkland at its head,

checked by a constitutional opposition under the conduct

of Hampden. It was not necessary that, in order to

accomplish this happy end, the king should sacrifice any

part of his lawful prerogative, or submit to any conditions

inconsistent with his dignity. It was necessary only that he

should abstain from treachery, from violence, from gross

breaches of the law. This was all that the nation was then

disposed to require of him. And even this was too much.

EXERCISE 32. I. Write three short compositions of six

sentences each. Let the first begin with short sentences

and close with a long sentence. Let the second begin with

a comparatively long sentence and close with short sen-

tences. Let the third combine long and short sentences

in whatever way the writer pleases.
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II. Find in your reading several examples to illustrate

the principle stated in the preceding section.

79. The Third Essential : the Form of the Sentence

should often Stimulate the Reader. Loose structure

tends to fatigue the mind
; periodic structure tends

to stimulate the mind. On the student's knowledge

of this principle, and on his skill in applying it, de-

pends to a great degree his success in writing forcible

English.

80. The Periodic Sentence and the Loose Sentence :

Definitions. A periodic sentence is one in which the

grammatical structure is not complete until at the

very end. This is equivalent to saying that a periodic

sentence does not make sense until the last word is

reached. A loose sentence is one in which the gram-

matical structure is complete at one point at least

before the end.

EXAMPLES: i. A perfectly healthy sentence, it is true,

is extremely rare. [Periodic. The grammatical structure

is concluded only with the last word of the sentence.]

2. For the most part we miss the hue and fragrance of

the thought ;
as if we could be satisfied with the dews of the

morning or evening without their colors, or the heavens

without their azure. [Loose. With hue the grammatical

structure of the sentence is complete.]

3. There, too, hung a tattered and shrivelled roll
|

* or

canvas, which on inspection proved to be the forcibly wrought

1 In these and other examples of sentence-structure, we shall use a

vertical line to indicate the spot at which a sentence becomes loose.
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picture of a clergyman, in wig, band, and gown, holding a

Bible in his hand.

4. The original had been pastor |

of the parish more than

a century ago, a friend of Whitefield, and almost his equal

in fervid eloquence.

5. The beams and rafters, roughly hewn, and with strips

of bark still on them, and the rude masonry of the chimneys,

made the garret look wild
|

and uncivilized an aspect un-

like what was seen elsewhere in the quiet and decorous old

house.

6. How gently, too, did the sight of the Old Manse, best

seen from the river, overshadowed with its willow and all

environed about with the foliage of its orchard and avenue,

how gently did its gray, homely aspect rebuke the specu-

lative extravagances of the day. [Periodic. The grammatical

structure closes with extravagances, but the final phrase is

virtually indispensable to the sense.]

7. Under an absolute despotism, such as that of the

Sultan of Morocco or the Khalifa of the Sudan, under which

all property is held only at the will of the ruler, and every

distinction or public station proceeds solely from him

and may be at any moment withdrawn by him, a kind of

equality may exist among all the subjects of the despot.

[Periodic.]

EXERCISE 33. In the passage quoted on pages 128-

130, which sentences are loose and which periodic? Mark

with a vertical line the spot at which each sentence becomes

loose.

81. How to Make a Loose Sentence Periodic. The

following examples will show how simple a matter it

usually is to make a loose sentence periodic :
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LOOSE

He had an unusually happy

life, in spite of some grievous

disappointments and bereave-

ments.

He had taught himself how

to be idle elegantly, but he

had never planned how to

earn his own living.

I closed the door behind

me softly and sped swiftly

down the 'Street.

Still he pressed forward,

waving his sword and- cheer-

ing his soldiers to the attack,

but a third shot lodged deep

within his breast.

Abandon your plan or

comply with my wishes.

The soldier was brave and

he was discreet.

I would go to prison rather

than leave him.

Honesty is the best policy,

it is true.

Human life was held cheap

at that time.

PERIODIC

In spite of some grievous

disappointments and be-

reavements, he had an un-

usually happy life.

Though he had taught him-

self how to be idle elegantly,

he had never planned how to

earn his own living.

Closing the door behind

me softly, I sped swiftly

down the street.

As he still pressed forward,

waving his sword and cheer-

ing his soldiers to the attack,

a third shot lodged deep

within his breast.

Either abandon your plan

or comply with my wishes.

The soldier was not only

brave but discreet.

Rather than leave him,

I would go to prison.

It is true that honesty is

the best policy.

It was a time when human

life was held cheap.

As a compound sentence is, by its grammatical

structure, loose, a periodic sentence must be either

complex or simple. In changing a sentence from
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loose to periodic, the following hints may prove of

value :

1. If the loose sentence is compound, change it

either to a complex sentence or a simple sentence.

2. To make a complex sentence periodic, begin it

with a subordinate clause
;
or let a subordinate clause

come between the subject and the predicate of the

principal clause.

3. To make a simple sentence periodic, begin it

with an adverb-phrase or an adjective-phrase ;
or

insert an adverb-phrase or an adjective-phrase be-

tween the subject and the verb.

4. Make use of correlative words or phrases, such

as both, and ; either, or; on the one hand, on the other

hand, etc.

5. Make use, also, of the anticipatives it and there,

and of any similar device of style that serves to sus-

pend the thought.

EXERCISE 34. I. Change the following loose sentences

into periodic sentences, taking such slight liberties with the

sense as is necessary for that purpose :

i. After the second night at Goliad, Benjamin and I

started to make the remainder of the journey alone. 2. We
reached Corpus Christi just in time to avoid " absence with-

out leave." 3. We met no one not even an Indian

during the remainder of our journey, except at San Patricio.

4. A new settlement had been started there in our absence

of three weeks, induced possibly by the fact that there were

houses already built, while the proximity of troops gave pro-

tection against the Indians. 5. On the evening of the first
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day out from Goliad we heard the most unearthly howling of

wolves directly in our front. 6. The prairie grass was tall

and we could not see the beasts, but the sound indicated

that they were near. 7. To my ear it appeared that there

must have been enough to devour our party, horses and all,

at a single meal. 8. The part of Ohio that I hailed from

was not thickly settled, but wolves had been driven out long

before I left. 9. Benjamin was from Indiana, still less

populated, where the wolf yet roamed over the prairies.

10. He understood the nature of the animal and the capac-

ity of a few to make believe there was an unlimited number

of them. ii. He kept on toward the noise, unmoved.

12. I followed in his trail, lacking moral courage to turn

back and join our sick companion. 13. If Benjamin had

proposed returning to Goliad, I should not only have

"seconded the motion" but have suggested that it was very

hard-hearted in us to 'leave Augur sick there in the first place ;

but Benjamin did not propose turning back. 14. Finally

he did speak, and asked me :

"
Grant, how many wolves do

you think there are in that pack?" 15. I knew where he

was from, and suspected that he thought I should overesti-

mate the number. 16. I determined to show my acquaint-

ance with the animal by putting the estimate below what

possibly could be correct, and answered :

"
Oh, about

twenty," very indifferently. 17. He smiled and rode on.

1 8. In a minute we were close upon them and before they saw

us. 19. There were just two of them after all. 20. They
were seated upon their haunches, with their mouths close

together, and they had made all the noise we had been

hearing for the past ten minutes. 21. I have often thought

of this incident since, when I have heard the noise of a

few disappointed politicians who have deserted their asso-
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ciates. 22. There are always more of them before they are

counted.

II. Change the following periodic sentences into loose

sentences :

i. When we consider the magnitude of the prize we con-

tended for, the doubtful nature of the contest, and the

favorable manner in which it has terminated, we shall find

the greatest possible reason for gratitude and rejoicing.

2. The citizens of America, placed in the most enviable con-

dition, as the sole lords and proprietors of a vast tract of con-

tinent, comprehending all the various soils and climates of

the world, and abounding with all the necessaries and con-

veniences of life, are now, by the late satisfactory pacifica-

tion, acknowledged to be possessed of absolute freedom and

independency. 3. A weird twilight that did not come from

the outer world but seemed lord of the wood itself slowly

filled and possessed the aisles. 4. The sudden influx of so

much wealth, and that, too, in so transferable a form, among
a party of reckless adventurers little accustomed to the pos-

session of money, had its natural effect. 5. Whilst I was in

this learned body, I applied myself with so much diligence

to my studies that there are very few celebrated books,

either in the learned or modern tongues, which I am not

acquainted with. 6. It happened at Athens, during a public

representation of some play exhibited in honor of the com-

monwealth, that an old gentleman came too late. 7. When
the good man made his way toward the boxes occupied by

the Lacedaemonians, that honest people, more virtuous than

polite, rising up all to a man, with the greatest respect re-

ceived him. 8. I think that, if keeping holy the seventh day

were only a human institution, it would be the best method

that could have been thought of for the polishing and civil-
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izing of mankind. 9. When a man deliberately decides to

build up his fortune by taking advantage of practices against

which the moral sense of his day has pronounced, of prac-

tices to which he knows the moral law is opposed, he must

not only have the courage of his decision, but also be pre-

pared to sustain his determination. 10. Not content with

adopting the general rule debarring athletes who shall at

any time have received for taking part in any athletic

sport or contest any pecuniary gain or emolument what-

ever, direct or indirect, the conference added a special

provision proscribing summer ball.

82. The Good Periodic Sentence. The advantage

of the periodic sentence is that its essential charac-

teristic the suspension of the sense serves to

excite the attention and interest of the reader. For

this purpose, it is enough 'that the structure be

periodic whether the sentence itself be long or short.

EXAMPLES :

1. The eloquent voice, on which the souls of the listening

audience had been borne aloft as on the swelling waves of

the sea, at length came to a pause.

HAWTHORNE : The Scarlet Letter.

2. Now, the highest representatives of men who have

thus endeavored, during the Christian era, to search out

these deep things, and relate them, are Dante and Milton.

RUSKIN : Sesame and Lilies.

3. When in the course of human events it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands
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which have connected them with another and to assume

among the powers of the earth the separate and equal

station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God

entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind

requires that they should declare the causes which impel

them to the separation.

JEFFERSON: Declaration of Independence.

4. And, O my brethren, O kind and affectionate hearts,

O loving friends, should you know any one whose lot it has

been, by writing or by word of mouth, in some degree to

help you thus to act; if he has ever told you what you

knew about yourselves, or what you did not know
;
has read to

you your wants of feelings, and comforted you by the very

reading ;
has made you feel that there was a higher life than

this daily one, and a brighter world than that you see
; or

encouraged you, or sobered you, or opened a way to the in-

. quiring, or soothed the perplexed ;
if what he has said or

done has ever made you take interest in him, and feel well

inclined towards him; remember such a one in time to

come, though you hear him not and pray for him, that in all

things he may know God's will, and at all times he may be

ready to fulfil it. NEWMAN : The Parting of Friends.

EXERCISE 35. Write a composition of seven sentences

which shall be at least twenty words in length, and let three

of the sentences be periodic.

83. The Bad Periodic Sentence. The long periodic

sentence is inappropriate when it is Obscure or

merely produces a pompous effect. In (a), for exam-

ple, the grammatical construction is so long held in

suspense that the reader has difficulty in grasping
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the sense. In (b) the words so long reserved for the

climax are unworthy of their place, and are laughable

rather than impressive.

(a) Much as a story which, passing from mouth to

mouth, and securing a slight exaggeration at each repetition,

comes round to the original narrator in a form scarcely to

be recognized ; so, by a little improper influence on the

part of the landowners, a little favoritism on the part of

members of Parliament, a little intriguing of lawyers, a little

manoeuvring by contractors and engineers, a little self-seek-

ing on the part of directors, a little understatement of esti-

mates and overstatement of traffic, a little magnifying of

the evils to be avoided and the benefits to be gained, it

happens that shareholders are betrayed into ruinous under-

takings by grossly untrue representations, without any one

being guilty of more than a small portion of the fraud.

() Through great, low-lying fields of golden grain, over

which the evening breezes swept with impetuous, light feet,

blending the radiant yellow of the corn and the bright blood-

red of the poppies in a glorious arabesque of gold and green

and scarlet, past dark green woods and gently rising knolls

of grassy green, away round moss-lichened boulders topped

by dark-green firs, through which gleamed the red berry of

the rowan, circling round towering crags, from whose frown-

ing peaks ivy-mantled ruins of hoary castles stood out boldly

against the glorious autumn sky, the river stole.

84. The Good Loose Sentence. The loose sentence

lacks all pomposity of structure and is appropriate in

simple, unaffected writing, especially in narrative.

The thought runs along easily and naturally. The
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writer makes his principal statement first, instead of

reserving it for the end, and is then at liberty to

expand, define, limit, or illustrate it by successive

phrases or clauses. The following illustrations show

how well adapted the loose sentence is to ordinary

uses :

At a little before ten, the British could see that Mont-

calm was preparing to advance, and, in a few moments, all

his troops appeared in rapid motion. They came on in

three divisions, shouting after the manner of their nation,

and firing heavily as soon as they came within range. In

the British ranks, not a trigger was pulled, not a soldier

stirred ; and their ominous composure seemed to damp the

spirits of the assailants. It was not till the French were

within forty yards that the fatal word was given, and the

British muskets bfezed forth at once in one crashing explo-

sion. Like a ship at full career, arrested with sudden ruin

on a sunken rock, the ranks of Montcalm staggered, shivered,

and broke before that wasting storm of lead. The smoke,

rolling along the field, for a moment shut out the view
;
but

when the white wreaths were scattered on the wind, a

wretched spectacle was disclosed
;
men and officers tumbled

in heaps, battalions resolved into a mob, order and obedi-

ence gone ;
and when the British muskets were levelled for

a second volley, the masses of the militia were seen to cower

and shrink with uncontrollable panic. For a few minutes

the French regulars stood their ground, returning a sharp

and not ineffectual fire. But now, echoing cheer on cheer,

redoubling volley on volley, trampling the dying and the

dead and driving the fugitives in crowds, the British troops

advanced and swept the field before them. The ardor of
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the men burst all restraint. They broke into a run, and

with unsparing slaughter chased the flying multitudes to the

gates of Quebec. Foremost of all the light-footed High-
landers dashed along in furious pursuit, hewing down the

Frenchmen with their broadswords, and slaying many in the

very ditch of the fortifications. Never was victory more

quick or more decisive. PARKMAN : Conspiracy of Pontiac,

EXERCISE 36. i. Mark with a single line the spots at

which the sentences quoted in the preceding section be-

come loose. 2. Write a speech of about ten sentences in

length. Be careful that each sentence rings well, that it

satisfies your taste as you read it aloud. 3. Mark the place

at which each sentence in your theme becomes loose.

85. Suspension of Thought even in the Loose Sen-

tence. Even in the loose sentence, however, the

interest is often stimulated by partly periodic struc-

ture. This is done in four ways :

i. By dividing \ht phrases that modify the subject

and predicate in a simple sentence, and placing one

or more of them in a periodic position. Compare,
for instance, the two forms of the same sentences

given below.

i. Rip had unconsciously

scrambled to one of the

highest parts of the Kaatskill

Mountains in a long ramble

of the kind on a fine autum-

nal day. 2. He threw him-

self, late in the afternoon, on

a green knoll, panting and

i. In a long ramble of

the kind on a fine autumnal

day, Rip had unconsciously

scrambled to one of the

highest parts of the Kaatskill

Mountains. 2. Panting and

fatigued, he threw himself,

late in the afternoon, on a
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fatigued. 3. He could over-

look all the lower country for

many a mile of rich woodland

from an opening between the

trees.

green knoll. 3. From an

opening between the trees he

could overlook all the lower

country for many a mile of

rich woodland.

2. By placing one or more clauses in a periodic

position, allowing other phrases or clauses to follow

the principal statement. Notice, for instance, the

italicized clauses in the following sentences :

i. As he was about to descend, he heard a voice from a

distance, holloing,
"
Rip Van Winkle ! Rip Van Winkle."

2. While Governor Manco, or " the one-armed," kept up a

show of military state in the Alhambra, he became nettled

at the reproaches, continually cast upon his fortress, of being

a nestling-place of rogues. 3. When within a few yards

of the cover, he fitted an arrow to the bow with the utmost

care, while the antlers moved, as if their owner had snuffed

an enemy in the tainted air.

3. By inserting parenthetical phrases or clauses

in periodic positions. Compare the two forms of the

same sentences given below :

i. It is true, indeed, that in the beginning we aimed not

at independence. 2. The war, then, must go on. 3. Let

me not, however, lose the historian in the man. 4. These,

I say to myself, are but frail memorials of mighty men.

5. Already, as I observed at the close of my last book, they

had awakened the attention of the mother-country.

i. It is true that in the beginning we aimed not at inde-

pendence, indeed. 2. The war must go on, then. 3. Let
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me not lose the historian in the man, however. 4. These

are but frail memorials of mighty men, I say to myself.

5. Already they had awakened the attention of the mother-

country, as I observed at the end of my last book.

4. By giving a periodic form to one or more of the

members of a compound sentence. A compound
sentence must necessarily be loose, but its principal

clauses may be fully or partly periodic. In the follow-

ing examples the periodic part of each member is

printed in italics :

i . Though rather shy and distrustful of this new acquaint-

ance, Rip complied with his usual alacrity ;
and mutually

relieving one another, they clambered up a narrow gully,

apparently the dry bed of a mountain torrent. 2. Banished,

moreover, by the pitiless English persecution, the Puritans,

exiles andpoor in a foreign land,. a colony in Holland before

they were a colony in America, were compelled to self-govern-

ment, to a common sympathy and support, to bearing one

another's burdens ;
and so, by the stern experience of actual

life, they were trained in the virtues most essential 'for the

fulfilment of their august but unimagined destiny. 3. Early

in the century a score of settlements beyond the Alleghanies

bore the name of Salem, the spot where first in America the

Puritans of Massachusetts Bay set foot
;
and in the dawn of

the Revolution the hunters in the remote valley of the Elk-

horn, hearing the news of the \qth of April, called their camp

Lexington.

EXERCISE 37. i. Find, from your own reading, three

instances of the employment of each of the four methods

described in the preceding section. 2. Construct five other
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instances of the employment of each method. 3. Write a

composition of about ten loose sentences, in each of which

one at least of the methods is employed.

86. The Bad Loose Sentence. As has been shown

in the preceding sections, there is no objection, in

the abstract, to the use of the loose sentence. As a

rule, however, it is at its best when it is not entirely

loose, when it is partly periodic in its structure.

It is likely to be at its worst when it is entirely loose,

when the grammatical structure is completed early

in the sentence, and all the rest is a mere series of

modifying phrases and clauses, as in the following

example :

I saw clearly a large deer|, who was feeding quietly|, when

he was disturbed by the noise of a twigj, which was broken

by the tread of my friend), who had accompanied me against

my will on this trip], which was the last I could makej, for

my vacation was drawing to a close.

EXERCISE 38. Reconstruct the following loose sen-

tences :

i. Some people would not think of going into a gymna-

sium unless they were compelled, nor would they exercise

their bodies, preferring to stay in the house and take life

easy. 2. The students begin to study about October first,

and work pretty hard until Christmas, when comes a much-

needed rest, as both the brain and the eyes have become

tired by that time. 3. Yesterday the sun was out as bright

and warm as any one could wish, in fact, it reminded one of

spring very much, inasmuch as the walking was exceptionally

muddy, the frost coming out of the ground. 4. It is abso-
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lutely necessary for the pupils to have some exercise after

sitting still all day, in order to preserve their health, for is

not health the basis of all life? 5. Of course health with-

out knowledge would make a man helpless, and therefore

the combination of health and knowledge should be looked

to in the schools, to make sure that the pupils get a proper

amount of both. 6. Two old ladies come first, arm in arm,

stooping slightly, walking very slowly, carrying small black

parasols. 7. A comparatively young man has just passed

escorting an old lady evidently mother and son
;
a pleasant

sight to see a man strong and proud helping his mother to

worship in her old age in the house of God. 8. Next

comes along a widow, by her dress and careworn face, gen-

erally near the last, because of her manifold duties at home
;

she can scarcely spare the time. 9. They walk along

leisurely to their churches and go in one by one at first until

the service is nearly ready to begin when the people come

in great crowds to church. 10. On the ocean we have

those huge, swift, palatial steamships, an outcome of the

old-fashioned sailing vessels, which made ocean travel

tedious and a dangerous undertaking, so that comparatively

few ever ventured to cross the sea. n. He was going

quite fast and he could not stop himself and so he ran into

the railing and the force of the collision threw him over

into the yard. 12. The inspectors do not require proper

life-preservers, because it has never been customary to in-

sist upon that point, because they are afraid that if they

made trouble, captains would go to other ports for their

annual inspection and so reduce the business and the pay

of the inspectors, and because they have feared that if

they offended powerful interests, they would endanger their

jobs.
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87. Rule as to the Periodic and the Loose Sentence.

-We are now in 'a position to sum up the results of

our discussion of the periodic and the loose sentence

in the following rule :

Give force to your sentences by making a large proportion of

them periodic, either as a whole or in part.

EXERCISE 39. (i) Choose, from your own reading, ten

sentences which seem to you particularly well made. State

whether each is wholly periodic, partly periodic, or wholly

loose. (2) Write a composition of about ten sentences, pay-

ing particular attention to their form. State, at the end of

the composition, whether each sentence is wholly periodic,

partly periodic, or wholly loose.

88. The Fourth Essential : Parallel Structure
;
the Bal-

anced Sentence. We have seen that it is well fre-

quently to stimulate the reader's mind by the use of

the periodic form. It is also well to make the read-

er's task easier and his pleasure greater by expressing

similar ideas in similar ways. The mind naturally

expects that clauses or phrases which are parallel in

thought shall be parallel in form.

EXAMPLES : i. Broad in the shoulders, deep in the chest,

thin in the flanks, very muscular in the arms and legs, he had

been able to match himself with all competitors in the ring,

and to vanquish the bull with his own hand in the favorite

national amusement of Spain.

2. Let us, for a moment, try to raise ourselves above the

level of their flight, and to imagine the Mediterranean lying

beneath us like an irregular lake, and all its ancient promon-

tories sleeping in the sun.
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3. It was a beautiful day so warm that every window

was open ;
and so perfectly still that the gentle ripple of the

Tweed over its pebbles was distinctly audible.

4. If I have had my share in any measure giving quiet

to private property and private conscience
;

if by my vote I

have aided in securing to families the best possession, peace ;

if I have joined in reconciling kings to their subjects, and

subjects to their prince ;
if I have assisted to loosen the

foreign holdings of the citizen, and taught him to look for

his protection to the laws of his country, and for his comfort

to the good-will of his countrymen ;
if I have thus taken rny

part with the best of men in the best of their actions, I

have not lived in vain.

The kind of sentence-building in which similar

ideas are expressed in similar forms may be called

parallel, or balanced, structure. The stimulating ef-

fect of such structure may be more clearly shown in

the following passage, in which the beginning of each

important set of parallel phrases or clauses is indi-

cated by the same number :

If ignorance and corruption and intrigue (i) control the

primary meeting and (i) manage the convention and (i)

dictate the nomination, the fault is (2) in the honest and

intelligent workshop and office, (2) in the library and the

parlor, (2) in the church and the school. (3) When these

are as constant and faithful to their political rights as the

slums and the grog-shops, the pool-rooms and the kennels
;

(3) when the educated, industrious, temperate, thrifty citi-

zens are as zealous and prompt and unfailing in political

activity as the ignorant and venal and mischievous, or (3)
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when it is plain that they cannot be roused to their duty,

then, but not until then if ignorance and corruption al-

ways carry the day there can be no honest question that

the republic has failed. But let us not be deceived. While

good men sit at home, (4) not knowing that there is any-

thing to be done, nor (4) caring to know
; (4) cultivating a

feeling that politics are tiresome and dirty, and politicians

vulgar bullies and bravoes; (4) half persuaded that a re-

public is the contemptible rule of a mob, and (4) secretly

longing for a splendid and vigorous despotism then re-

member (5) it is not a government mastered by ignorance,

it is a government betrayed by intelligence; (5) it is not

the victory of the slums, it is the surrender of the schools
;

(5) it is not that bad men are brave, but that good men are

infidels and cowards.

G. W. CURTIS : The Public Duty of Educated Men,

A sentence like those just quoted, in which par-

allel structure predominates, and one part of which

is balanced, as it were, against another part, is fre-

quently called a balanced sentence. The term is

more especially applied to a compound sentence of

which the members are similar in form, particularly

when they express contrast or antithesis.

EXAMPLES: i. A soft answer turneth away wrath; but

grievous words stir up anger.

2. In theory, he was a man of honor
;

in practice he was

a swindler.

3. Some books are to be tasted
; others to be swallowed

;

and some few to be chewed and digested.
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4. Reading maketh a full man
;
conference a ready man

;

and writing an exact man.

5. There is a working-class strong and happy among
both rich and poor ;

there is an idle class weak, wicked,

and miserable among both rich and poor.

EXERCISE 40. I. Find, from your own reading, five sen-

tences in which the structure is noticeably parallel.

II. Write a short composition, of which five sentences

shall be noticeably parallel in structure.

III. In the following sentences, make phrases and clauses

that are parallel in thought parallel also in form :

i. The physical training a man gets in this as in football

makes him strong, and teaches him perseverance, stability,

and how to think quickly. 2. Automobiles and bicycles are

slowly crowding out the horse and carriage, for people find

them less trouble, less expensive, and of much greater speed.

3. The only exercise these children get is walking twice a

day the few short blocks to school and the games on Satur-

days or at recess time. 4. After the middle of the week, the

terrible strain and want of sleep begin to show visible effects

in the hallucinations which the men have and by their crazy

actions in general. 5. To live a quiet peasant girl in the

little village of Domremy, to find herself at the head of vic-

torious legions, marching on' to victory, and then death at

the stake, this was the history of Jeanne D'Arc. 6. Hop-

ing to finish the work in a short time and also that it might

not be called for, he put off writing his theme until the day

before it was due. 7. Much space is given to a review of a

new book published by some Western house and which we

have not seen mentioned elsewhere. 8. The nurse moved

about the room swiftly, without noise, and deftly. 9. Think-

ing that he should find Mary at the house, and in the ex-
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pectation of arranging matters satisfactorily, George strolled

in leisurely fashion up the street. 10. His daily programme
consists in taking a walk early in the morning, then he eats

breakfast and goes to school. 1 1. She was not put to death,

because of her coolness and how fearlessly she acted.

12. He was the greatest of Roman historians from the point of

literary excellence, not because he was accurate. 13. This

caused him to undertake that tedious task of conquering

Palestine and to convert the people there into Christians.

14. The poem tells about a young man that had come to the

earth and who had very slender hands which were not fit for

the plough, neither to sow nor to reap.

89. Rule as to Parallel Structure. We may now
add another rule to our list:

Add to the clearness and force of your sentences by making

frequent use of parallel structure.

90. The Value of Imitation. We have now care-

fully explained several methods by which sentences

may be made clear and effective. The pupil who
has mastered the theory of these methods will be

greatly helped in this fundamental element of his

composition work. He will also be greatly helped by

reading again and again a pleasing passage from

a good writer, getting in his mind the sound and

rhythm of the sentences, and then trying to imitate,

in a general way, that sound and that rhythm.

EXERCISE 41. Read aloud, several times, the following

narrative of Braddock's defeat, then write, (i) a composi-

tion of about ten sentences on the march, (2) one on the
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ambuscade, (3) one on the defeat. Do not hesitate to use

Parkman's words or phrases from time to time, in the first

composition, if necessary. In the second and third com-

positions use your own words to a greater extent. Try to

make all your sentences "
ring

"
in the same way that Park-

man's do.

It was past noon of a day brightened with the clear sun-

light of an American midsummer, when the forces of Brad-

dock began, for a second time, to cross the Monongahela,

at the fording-place which to this day bears the name of

their ill-fated leader. The scarlet columns of the British

regulars, complete in martial appointment, the rude back-

woodsmen with shouldered rifles, the trains of artillery and

the white-topped wagons, moved on in long procession

through the shallow current, and slowly mounted the oppos-

ing bank. Men were there whose names have become

historic. Gage, who twenty years later, saw his routed

battalions recoil in disorder from before the breastwork on

Bunker Hill
;
Gates the future conqueror of Burgoyne ;

and one destined to a higher fame, George Washington,

a boy in years, a man in calm thought and self-ruling

wisdom.

With steady and well-ordered march, the troops ad-

vanced into the great labyrinth of woods which shadowed

the eastern borders of the river. Rank after rank vanished

from sight. The forest swallowed them up, and the silence

of the wilderness sank down once more on the shores and

waters of the Monongahela.

Several engineers and guides and six light-horse men

led the way ;
a body of grenadiers under Gage was close

behind, and the army followed in such order as the rough
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ground would permit, along a narrow road, twelve feet wide,

tunnelled through the dense and matted foliage. There

were flanking parties on either side, but no scouts to scour

the woods in front, and with an insane confidence Braddock

pressed on to meet his fate. The van had passed the low

grounds that bordered the river, and were now ascending a

gently rising ground, where, on either hand, hidden by thick

trees, by tangled undergrowth and rank grasses, lay the two

fatal ravines. Suddenly, Gordon, an engineer in advance,

saw the French and Indians bounding forward through the

forest and along the narrow track, Beaujeau leading them

on, dressed in a fringed hunting-shirt, and wearing a silver

gorget on his breast. He stopped, turned, and waved his

hat, and his French followers, crowding across the road,

opened a murderous fire upon the head of the British

column; while, screeching their war-cries, the Indians

thronged into the ravines, or crouched behind rocks and

trees on both flanks of the advancing troops. The aston-

ished grenadiers returned the fire, and returned it with good

effect, for a random shot struck down the brave Beaujeau,

and the courage of the assailants was staggered by his fall.

Dumas, second in command, rallied them to the attack
;

and while he, with the French and Canadians, made good
the pass in front, the Indians from their lurking places

opened a deadly fire on the right and left. In a few mo-

ments, all was confusion. The advance guard fell back on

the main body, and every trace of subordination vanished.

The fire soon extended along the whole length of the army,

from front to rear. Scarce an enemy could be seen, though

the forest resounded with their yells; though every bush

and tree was alive with incessant flashes ; though the lead

flew like a hailstorm, and the men went down by scores.
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The regular troops seemed bereft of their senses. They
huddled together in the road like flocks of sheep ;

and

happy did he think himself who could wedge his way into

the midst of the crowd, and place a barrier of human flesh

between his life and the shot of the ambushed marksmen.

Many were seen eagerly loading their muskets, and then

firing them into the air, or shooting their own comrades in

the insanity of their terror. The officers, for the most part,

displayed a conspicuous gallantry ; but threats and com-

mands were wasted alike on the panic-stricken multitude.

It is said that at the outset Braddock showed signs of fear
;

but he soon recovered his wonted intrepidity. Five horses

were shot under him, and five times he mounted afresh.

He stormed and shouted, and, while the Virginians were

fighting to good purpose, each man behind a tree, like the

Indians themselves, he ordered them with furious menace

to form in platoons, where the fire of the enemy mowed

them down like grass. At length, a mortal shot silenced

him, and two provincials bore him off the field. Washing-

ton rode through the tumult calm and undaunted. Two

horses were killed under him, and four bullets pierced his

clothes
;

but his hour was not come, and he escaped

without a wound. Gates was shot through the body, and

Gage also was severely wounded. Of eighty-six officers,

only twenty-three remained unhurt ;
and of twelve hundred

soldiers who crossed the Monongahela, more than seven

hundred were killed and wounded. None suffered more

severely than the Virginians, who had displayed throughout

a degree of courage and steadiness which put the coward-

ice of the regulars to shame. The havoc among them

was terrible, for of their whole number scarcely one-fifth

left the field alive. PARKMAN : The Conspiracy of Ponfiac.
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91. Imitative Practice in Sentence-building. Pupils

may get excellent practice in sentence-building by

putting together in their own way the rough elements

obtained by the analysis of a well-constructed sen-

tence, and then comparing their results with the

original. These, for instance, are the elements of

which was made the opening sentence in the extract

from Parkman quoted in the preceding section. To

put these together for one's self and then to compare
the result with the original is to gain a real insight

into the balance and rhythm and force which that

great author gave to every sentence he wrote.

It was past noon. The

day was brightened with the

clear sunshine of an American

midsummer. The forces of

Braddock began to cross the

Monongahela. It was for

the second time. It was at

the
, fording-place which to

this day bears the name of

their ill-fated leader.

It was past noon of a day

brightened with the clear

sunlight of an American mid-

summer, when the forces of

Braddock began, for a second

time, to cross the Monon-

gahela, at the fording-place

which to this day bears the

name of their ill-fated leader.

EXERCISE 42. I. Bring to the class room a copy of a

thoroughly well-constructed sentence, chosen from your own

reading, and an analysis, similar to that given in the first

column above, of the same sentence. The members of the

class should then exchange analyses, and spend five or six

minutes in framing them into sentences. The original sen-

tences should then be read and the results compared. The
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purpose of this exercise is to encourage the pupil to learn

sentence structure by imitation, an excellent method.

II. Construct good sentences from the analysis given

below :

J

i. It was an evil hour for Canada. Samuel de Cham-

plain departed from the hamlet of Quebec. He went to

follow a war-party of Algonquins against their hated enemy
the Iroquois. It was the twenty-eighth of May, 1609.

2. He ascended the Sorel. He passed the rapids at

Chambly. He embarked on the lake which bears his name.

He steered southward with his savage associates, toward the

rocky promontory of Ticonderoga. With him were two

French attendants. 3. They moved with all the precaution

of Indian warfare. At length they descried a band of the

Iroquois. They were approaching through the gloom. They
were in their large canoes of elm-bark. Night was closing

in. 4. The discovery was mutual. It was announced by

wild yells from either side. 5. The Iroquois hastened to

the shore. All night long the forest resounded with their

discordant war-songs and fierce whoops of defiance. 6. Day
dawned. The fight began. 7. The Iroquois bounded from

tree to tree. They pressed forward to the attack. Cham-

plain advanced from among the Algonquins. He stood full

in sight before them, with his strange attire, his shining

breastplate, and features unlike their own. They saw the

flash of his arquebuse. They beheld two of their chiefs fall

dead. They could not contain their terror. They fled for

shelter into the depths of the wood. 8. The Algonquins

pursued. They slew many in the flight. The victory was

complete.

1 Parkman's Conspiracy of Pontiac, Chapter III.
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92. Summary. What has been said in this chap-

ter may be summarized thus. A well-constructed

sentence must, as a rule, have the following charac-

teristics :

(1) Its grammatical structure should be evident.

(2) In many cases its structure should be partly or

wholly periodic.

(3) In many cases some of its parts should be

parallel in form.

EXERCISE 43. I. Write three compositions of about ten

sentences each, explaining, in your own words, the three

points mentioned in the preceding section.

II. Correct and improve the following sentences :

i. Here weary travellers lay aside their burdens, here

careworn toilers forget the duties of the workaday world,

here students, weary of the endless search for knowledge,

put aside the thought of bookish lore, and this is the place

where all are young and happy. 2. He still went to the

post-office every day from force of habit, and wishing to

persuade himself that he had not quite lost hope. 3. Yet

the decision had been rendered and he knew his failure and

that his rival was triumphant. 4. The foregoing is the

smallest part of the work for the photographer, as the pic-

ture has yet to be developed and printed, which is the most

difficult and slowest part of the operation. 5. It is best to

be dependent on no one at any time, and especially in time

of danger ; especially is this true for the man who cannot

swim, as he has to leave himself to the mercy of others, and

in case of shipwreck promptness is the only thing that will

save, for as that old proverb says, the man who hesitates is
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lost. 6. The ambition of a great conqueror to widen his

dominions never allows him to take his ease until there are

no lands left to conquer, yet he knows not why. 7. Silas

Marner was a man with prominent, short-sighted brown

eyes, and much bent. 8. You may be sure that however

good you may be, you have faults
;
that however dull you

may be, you can find out some of them ;
and that even if

they are slight, you had better try to cure them. 9. The

writer became acquainted with his genial host, and smoking

one of his good Havanas, and while he sipped a glass of

Tokay, heard all about the opening of the cafe. 10. This

and much more he told of the beginning, and of to what

proportions his venture had grown, but we had not long to

talk. ii. The bamboo is used in a variety of ways, build-

ing material, cooking utensils, eaten, the fibres twisted into

rope, and many others. 12. He was popular enough, for he

was one of those taking fellows, young, good-looking, and

that had lots of money. 13. His writings covered many

fields, criticism, history, scientific, philosophical, biography.

14. Aside from learning to swim because of the healthy ex-

ercise and the enjoyment there is something more to be

considered, and that is that only once in your life may the

art be necessary, but that one time may save your life.



CHAPTER VII

THE SENTENCE: ITS RHETORICAL STRUCTURE
(continued)

93. The Fifth Essential: Unity. A sentence has

unity when it expresses clearly a single thought,

excluding all that does not have directly to do with

that thought. In the following passage, for instance,

it is evident that the first, second, and third sentences

each make a distinct point as to the character of a cer-

tain morning, and the fourth and fifth sentences each a

distinct point with regard to the actions of the author.

When I awoke in the morning, a brilliant autumnal sun

'.vas shining in at my window. The merry song of birds

mingled sweetly with the sound of rustling leaves and the

gurgle of the brook. The vintagers were going forth to

their toil
;

the winepress was busy in the shade, and the

clatter of the mill kept time to the miller's song. I loitered

about the village with a feeling of calm delight. I was un-

willing to leave the seclusion of this sequestered hamlet
;
but

at length, with reluctant step, I took the cross-road through

the vineyard, and in a moment the little village had sunk

again, as if by enchantment, into the bosom of the

earth. LONGFELLOW : Outre-Mer.

94. Lack of Unity in Substance : too much in a Sen-

tence. Sometimes the substance of a sentence lacks

'35
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unity ;
it consists of two or more thoughts rather than

one. Notice the following examples :

BAD

The perpendicular height

of the falls is fifty feet; the

immensity and awfulness of

the scene make us marvel at

the handiwork of the Crea-

tor. [Here are two thoughts :

(i) that the falls are fifty

feet high ; (2) that the scene

is extraordinarily impressive.

Thes3 two thoughts are not

dependent on each other :

the falls may be fifty feet

high, and still not awful.]

It is just a year since the

foundations were laid, and the

cost of the whole building and

its furnishings is five hundred

thousand dollars. [Here there

are two thoughts : (i) that the

building was completed in a

certain time; (2) that it cost

a certain amount. These two

thoughts are not dependent

on each other and do not be-

long in the same sentence.]

This discovery of Harvey's

GOOD

The perpendicular height

of the falls is fifty feet. The

immensity and awfulness of

the scene make us marvel at

the handiwork of the Creator.

Although the perpendicular

height of the falls is only fifty

feet, the immensity and aw-

fulness of the scene make us

marvel at the handiwork of

the Creator. [Here there is

only one thought : that, in

spite of the fact that the falls

are not very high, the scene

is impressive.]

It is just a year since the

foundations were laid. The

cost of the whole building and

its furnishings is five hundred

thousand dollars.

Although only a year has

passed since the foundations

of the building were laid, five

hundred thousand dollars have

already been expended on

it. [Here there is only one

thought.]

This discovery of Harvey's
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is perhaps the most important

that has ever been made in

the science of medicine, the

next at which we shall look

being that of respiration.

[Two thoughts.]

is perhaps the most important

that has ever been made in

the science of medicine. The

next at which we shall look is

that of respiration.

95. The Unity of the Complex Sentence. It should

be noticed that the complex sentence, which neces-

sarily has only a single principal verb, has naturally

more unity than a compound sentence, which must

have at least two principal verbs, and hence must

include at least two statements.

EXERCISE 44. -Rewrite the following sentences, taking

care that each of your sentences contains only one main

thought, and that that stands out plainly :

i. It was the funeral of an old man, once great as his

noble face showed, but in the latter years of his life, his

mind had gone back to the time when his mother cared for

him. 2. Then every one began teasing them and telling

others to hit them, and the people called Beelzebub, the

head man of the fair, and he came quickly and commanded

some of his best friends to have the travellers beaten, cov-

ered with mud, and put into a cage where every one could

see and taunt them, and all the while Beelzebub sat looking

at them and laughed. 3. When Odysseus heard this, he

was very angry and walked with very long strides toward the

palace ;
when he got there, he went in and put on his best

clothes, and took a bag of salt, and went out and harnessed

an ox and an ass together to a plough, and then he began to

plough the sand, scattering salt on each furrow. 4. Tom,
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though in love with Rose himself, has tried to bring them

together again, showing his love to be entirely noble and

disinterested. 5. There are fine bits of description through-

out, and in style it may be compared with any of Scott's

works.

6. Their descent was along a narrow and winding path

from which the Tengis could be distinctly seen
;
not only the

lake was seen by the Chinese soldiers, however, but also

thousands of human beings were seen rushing into the shal-

low water, and madly drinking the polluted liquid. 7. There

are a great many objections raised to this plan ;
it will cer-

tainly increase the taxes
;
some of our statesmen declare

that we shall soon develop into a power, and that, if we

have a standing army, we shall not stop at the Philippines,

but seek other colonies. 8. We only hope that the money

resulting from the sale of the property may be employed in

the purchase of the large field opposite the library, and with

dormitories erected in each corner of it, do not doubt that a

very great increase of students will be noticeable next year.

9. At the given signal a wrestle began for the mastery of the

stick, and with each man trying to keep both feet on the

ground and both hands on the stick there was not likely to be

any personal damage. 10. The prince wished now to claim

the princess as his bride, and went to her father's court to

inquire of her whereabouts, and on being told that she had

set up a woman's college, went with two friends, Florian and

Cyril, in search of her.

ii. The fire-escape is made of iron to prevent it from

burning, though in many cases it becomes red hot and useless

and extends along the outside of a window, like a platform.

12. The next night we got up about one o'clock and we

went down to the ferry and got on board the boat, and we
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soon landed on the Jersey side. 13. We should both have

been killed had we not thought of bringing some knives to

cut chestnuts, and taking the knives from our pockets, we

cut the snake in eight places. 14. Tin is ductile at two

hundred and twelve degrees, when it can be drawn into wire

which is not very tenacious
;

it melts at four hundred and

forty-two degrees and at a very high temperature burns with

a brilliant white light. 15. The first of these men to whom

the invention of the camera is credited is Roger Bacon, who

is supposed to, have invented it in the thirteenth century,

and after him comes Alberti about a century later.

1 6. At the age of four I went to the kindergarten, those

were happy days, the school began at nine, but as they were

not strict, ten o'clock would do. 17. When I was six years

of age, my mother took me to school and I always liked

horses and wanted to drive
;
the reason why I liked horses

was that I once went to my father's factory where a truck

was standing and the driver let me go with him
;

after this,

I went with him every time he shipped goods and I always

said, "I want to be a truckman." 18. We had to be in

school at half-past eight, if we were not there on time, we

were detained after school as many minutes as we were

late
;
we had a recess from half-past ten to eleven, during

this period we were allowed to play games that suited our

taste. 19. This excess balance is the weight necessary to

put into the driving-wheels to prevent the disagreeable fore

and aft motion of the engine caused by the movement of the

piston and its connections ;
it is weight over and above that

necessary to balance the revolving parts attached to the crank-

pin and does no harm at moderately high speeds, except

possibly to the rails and bridges, but may do harm to the en-

gine and train if the speed becomes very high. 20. In the
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afternoon my friend asked me whether I should like to take a

walk
;

of course I was delighted with the proposal and we

soon started
;
as we went along the highway, I was surprised

to find that from every hedge or fence there were two or

three heads peering out that I feared had evil designs on my
friend, which I at once mentioned to him, but he did not

seem to be very much concerned about his safety.

96. Lack of Unity in Form. Sometimes the form

of a sentence lacks unity ;
the substance expressed

constitutes a single thought, but the form does not

allow the thought to appear clearly and definitely.

This may be due to one of several causes.

97. Intricate Construction. (See also 70.) Com-

pare the pairs of sentences below. In the former of

each pair the structure is so intricate that the unity

of the thought is obscured
;
in the latter the structure

is simplified, and unity is secured.

Early in the morning of

May i, long before sunrise,

Admiral Dewey, with his fleet

of eight ships, consisting of the

Olympia, which was the flag-

ship, the Boston, the Petrel,

the Concord, the Philadelphia,

the Baltimore, the Raleigh,

and the revenue cutter Mc-

Culloch, silently entered the

harbor of Manila, and was not

detected by the Spaniards un-

til he was well past the forts

Long before sunrise on the

morning of May i, Admiral

Dewey silently entered the

harbor of Manila. His fleet

consisted of eight ships, etc.

Not until he was well past the

forts guarding the entrance

did the Spaniards detect him.
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guarding the entrance. [This

sentence treats of a single

idea, Dewey's entering the

harbor of Manila; but there

are so many details to be

stated that the central fact is

obscured. In such cases it

is better to express one's

meaning in two or more sim-

ple sentences.]

However, this defeat was

no dishonor to Cervera, as he

did the most manly thing to

do under the circumstances,

and even though he is cen-

sured by his own countrymen

his conduct will always be

considered with admiration

and respect, and he will hold

an honored place in the hearts

of the justice-loving people

against whom he so bravely

fought.

However, defeat was to

Cervera no dishonor. Under

the circumstances, he did the

most manly thing there was

to do. Even though he is

censured by his own country-

men, his conduct will always

be considered with admira-

tion, and he will hold, etc.

98. Lack of Parallel Structure. Unless the thought

makes it necessary, it is unwise to change the con-

struction in the course of a complex or compound
sentence. If the sentence concerns A, and A is the

subject of the first clause, let A, and not some other

person or thing, be the subject of the other clause or

clauses. Notice the difference in this respect between
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the sentences in each of the pairs below. Compare
88, on parallel structure.

Suddenly she thought she

heard something move be-

hind her, but nothing could

be seen.

After showing this remark-

able production, these words

were once more pointed out,

and the poet offered to ex-

Suddenly she thought she

heard something move behind

her, but she could see noth-

ing.

After showing this remark-

able production, the poet

pointed out these words, and

offered to explain them.

plain them.

EXERCISE 45. Rewrite the following sentences, improv-

ing them as much as possible :

1. A deep sense of obligation to my country and an

American's duty to defend an insulted, threatened, and

struggling American colony, planted as righteously and firmly

on the North Pacific isles as our pilgrim fathers established

themselves on Plymouth Rock, demand that I shall make an

answer to the astounding misrepresentations and untruths of

Commissioner Blount's report on Hawaiian affairs, a copy

of which I first obtained with difficulty, Saturday evening,

November 25.

2. In a short while after the men had been discharged,

there was a Gerry agent at my office and would ask me

about family so and so, I would tell him they were a good

family, but times were very hard and I had to let the father

go-

3. Dr. McCosh was a Scotchman by birth, and be-

fore he came to this country he had achieved widespread

fame as a philosophical writer, an organizer of the Free

Church, and a. professor in Queen's College, Belfast, where
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he wrote his Intuitions of the Mind Inductively Investigated,

which gave him a leading position as a metaphysical writer.

4. Mr. Taylor was questioned in regard to the accuracy

of the statement contained in the despatch yesterday from

San Sebastian to the Temps of Paris, purporting to give the

substance of the interview which took place on Sunday last

between Minister Woodford and the Duke of Tetuan, the

Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs, in which General Wood-

ford is said to have insisted upon the necessity of terminating

the war in Cuba, and to have declared that, if it is not ter-

minated by the end of October, the United States will feel justi-

fied in taking measures to secure the independence of Cuba.

5. On investigation it was found that the hoppers were

attacked by a small blue fly, with white wings, which de-

posited several eggs on the hopper that soon hatched small

white worms, which ate the hoppers' vitals and killed them.

6. Great Britain cannot offer a market for the sugar of

the West Indian colonies while the continent pays a bounty

on the best sugar produced in her countries, thus offering it

to Great Britain and the world for next to nothing, unless

she imposes a heavy duty on sugar imported from the con-

tinent, or induces the continent to withdraw the bounty.

7. He is stout, large, light complexion, white hair and

blue eyes.

8. She also persuaded her father to take Ivanhoe, who

was wounded in the lists, and giving him medical care.

9. When his master was a prisoner, he saves his life by

disguising himself and goes to Cedric and exchanges clothes

with him.

10. The shock of the collision carried away more than

half of the ladies' cabin and ramming a large hole deep

below the water line.
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11. Thus it comes about that, though the first gropings

for the truth did not proceed from the medical profession

which thus resembles all other institutions and authorities

and established things and though the first few medical

men who, sixty years ago, stood up against alcohol and lies,

were laughed at and branded, like the worthy of all ages, as

cranks, yet recently some fifteen thousand doctors presented

a petition to the Government, praying that the truth about

alcohol be taught in our schools, while the leaders of the

profession in this and every other country have declared

themselves against alcohol, and last week there was held in

London a medical conference, presided over by the king's

physician, at which it was resolved that the profession must

set its shoulder to the almost superhuman task of educating

the Board of Education in this matter.

12. The employees of the railroad companies went out on

a strike on account of not receiving enough wages and had

to work too many hours.

13. A few years ago the cars were drawn by horses, they

were badly lighted, kerosene oil lamps were used, poorly

heated by a stove in the middle of the car, and extremely

uncomfortable.

14. After all, is it not strange that noble and moving

deeds make so little permanent impression upon us, and how

quickly we really forget their occurrence.

15. The suggestion has been made that it is practically

impossible for a man to prepare eight good sermons each

month, and let him limit himself to a single effort.

99. The Sixth Essential : Emphasis. In a well-

made sentence the more important parts should

be so placed as to occupy conspicuous or em-
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phatic positions. The emphatic positions are, es-

pecially, the beginning and the end, either of a

sentence or of a clause. Compare the following

examples :

His wife, a hard woman of

the world, never cared for

him, and the expression on

her face was one more of joy

and relief than of sorrow and

remorse as she looked at him

for the last time. [Here it is

not the last time that is im-

portant, but/0y and reliefI\

The interest one takes in

this novel centres in the stir-

ring times and events there set

forth more than in anything

else.

Arcite manages to escape

and become employed in the

king's service so he could see

Emily. In the meantime

Palamon is trying to escape

and finally succeeds.

His wife, a hard woman of

the world, never cared for

him, and the expression on

her face, as she looked at him

for the last time, was one less

of sorrow and remorse than of

joy and relief.

The interest one takes in

this novel centres, more than

in anything else, in the stir-

ring times and events there set

forth.

In order to see Emily, Ar-

cite manages to escape and

become employed in the

king's service. Palamon, in

the meantime, succeeds in

escaping.

EXERCISE 46. Rewrite the following sentences, correct-

ing or improving the emphasis in each :

i. Far more important is this local election, which will

show whether we are to retain the power that we have gained

by so much toil, than the national election. 2. At last he

was found in a travelling theatrical company, by his father.
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3. What fun they would have in keeping their dignified

bearing and also a proper adjustment of the cap and gown,

when the wind was whistling between buildings as it is this

morning, for instance. 4. No longer paying any attention

to the approach of the Russians, they rush down into the lake

crazed by the heat. 5. He therefore urged that a new calcu-

lation be made, since the latest one is incorrect, incomplete,

and unsatisfactory in many ways. 6. The game of football

may be truthfully said to be the most popular sport in the

United States to-day. 7. Their son studied for the ministry,

but he has never preached that I know of. 8. A great many
trees are being chopped down, but a great many are being

planted also. 9. Many thousands of soldiers on each side are

killed every day, which causes each side to become weaker

daily.

100. The Seventh Essential: Coherence. Last of

all, it is essential to a well-made sentence that the

relations between the parts of the sentence shall be

clearly indicated. When the parts of a sentence are

so placed that their relation to each other is clearly

evident, and when each part supplements the other

parts in thought and form, we say that the sentence

is coherent, that is, that it is a whole made up of

well-adjusted parts.

101. Incoherence. Incoherence, or lack of proper

adjustment in the parts of a sentence, is due to one

of two causes: (i) a fault in the position of the parts ;

or (2) a fault in the use of words that bind the parts

of a sentence together, or that refer from one part of

a sentence to another.
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102. Incoherence due to False Position. In English

we depend largely upon the position of words,

phrases, and clauses, for our knowledge of their rela-

tions. The parts of a sentence that are the most

closely related in thought must, as a rule, stand near-

est each other.

EXAMPLES :

There have been several

mass-meetings held in the

gymnasium for this purpose,

which have been largely at-

tended.

.Tin horns were blown by

youths in their teens, with the

wildest enthusiasm, all of

whom were unable to vote.

Several mass-meetings,
which have been largely at-

tended, have been held in the

gymnasium for this purpose.

Tin horns were blown with

the wildest enthusiasm, by

youths in their teens, all of

whom were unable to vote.

Particular attention should be paid to the position

of correlative words, such as either . . . or, neither . . .

nor, not only . . . but also, on the one hand . . . on the

other hand. Correlatives must stand just before the

words, phrases, or clauses which they connect.

Either you must go at once

or be prepared to spend the

night here.

I neither saw him nor his

brother.

He was not only the pride

of the house but also of the

whole village.

You must either go at once

or be prepared to spend the

night here.

I saw neither him nor his

brother.

He was the pride not only

of the house but also of the

whole village.
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These exercises harden not

only the muscles but also

train the mind.

These exercises not only

harden the muscles but also

train the mind.

EXERCISE 47. Improve the following sentences:

i . When we reached the Oregon, I alighted from the rowboat

and climbed up the side of the warship, which was swinging

at anchor by a sort of ladder. 2. A warship seems to the

visitor a miniature world, which acts of its own accord, with

everything for the welfare and comfort of its occupants aboard,

bent on destruction. 3. Some plan must be agreed on by

which questions that may be submitted to the convention, of

jurisdiction, shall be decided. 4. When through her course

in the gymnasium, the student not only is healthy but also is

agile and graceful. 5. When a ball goes over the home-

plate at which the batter did not strike, it is called a strike.

6. If the voters throughout the state would consider this,

they would realize the necessity of not only voting down the

governor but the whole ticket. '7. If a man is sick 'in many

trade-unions, his doctor's bills are paid for him. 8. In voting

for Smith they are neither helping the Democrats nor the

Republicans. 9. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that

in the near future it will not be necessary to instruct college

students in the first rudiments oftheir native language, matters

which they should have mastered long ago, as in the past.

10. There is a very promising lot of candidates who are try-

ing for the crews, both the Freshman and 'Varsity. 10. The-

seus, the king of Athens, was returning home after many
victories with his wife. 1 1 . Professor Smith reports that he

counted twenty meteors last night, sitting on his piazza.

12. Mr.Howard, Mrs. Howard, and Miss Wilson, her sister, left

for New York in a private car attached to the Cleveland and
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New York Special on the Lake Shore Road where they will

spend the winter. 13. Hunting for pearls is both uncertain

in regard to profit and safety.

103. Incoherence due to a Fault in the Use of Reference

Words or Conjunctions. We have seen how the false

position of words, phrases, or clauses may destroy

the sense or effectiveness of the sentence by obscur-

ing the relation between the various parts of the sen-

tence. It now remains to be seen how a similar

result is brought about by false reference and false

connection.

104. False Reference : Pronouns. The following

examples illustrate incoherence due to faults in the

use of pronouns :

(a) He told the coachman that he would be the death

of him if he did not take care what he was about and mind

what he said. [Does he refer throughout to the same per-

son or to different persons?]

(I)) Description plays very little part in the book, and

those that do occur are not interesting. \_Those what?]

(c) If an individual or a corporation had managed an

undertaking as this has been managed, they would have been

discredited years ago. [To what plural noun can they refer?

Cf. 37-]

'

(d) The most important question that has ever come up

for debate, to which the majority is opposed, and from which

the workingman shrinks, is this. [ Which is too far from its

antecedent. Corrected : The most important question

that has ever come up for debate, a question to which the
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majority is opposed, and from which the workingman shrinks,

is this.]

EXERCISE 48. Correct the following sentences :

i. He proposed a glass of soda water, to which I as-

sented. 2. The Merrimac having been stripped of every-

thing except her machinery, two torpedoes were placed under

her hull, which would sink the ship. 3. Here were long

planks, placed across horses, which were used as mess-table's.

4. His wife had a deadly fear of snakes, which no persuasion

could diminish. 5. There is no doubt that the University

should have more land. They should buy the next block.

6. Above the keystone is carved a large and beautiful eagle,

which seems as if it spread its wings over those who pass

through it. 7. Goldsmith met Dr. Johnson at a party given

at his house. 8. A great deal depends on a player's run-

ning abilities. They are shown principally when on the

bases. 9. Lenses are made by melting together lead oxide,

potassium carbonate, and silicon dioxide. Owing to its high

refracting power, it is largely used in the manufacture of

lenses. 10. The feedbar is a long, narrow piece of rubber

through which the ink passes into the point-section. It is

made of rubber because it is not porous, n. The proprie-

tors will not be
'

responsible for valuables left in their

rooms as we have a safe for that purpose. 12. Chinese

immigration should not be prohibited for it is founded on

race-prejudice. 13. If a plebeian owed some money to a pa-

trician, and he did not pay him, he could go into his house

and take away his property. 14. We examined the flowers

and vegetables and also saw them milk the cow. 15. This

bottle will give universal satisfaction. When the baby has

finished drinking, it should be unscrewed and laid in a

cool place under the hydrant. If the baby does not thrive
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on fresh milk, it should be boiled. 16. When I arrived in

Albany, I went to the Capitol and stayed there about two

weeks. 17. The committee was not ready with their

report.

105. False Connection: Participles. As the adjec-

tive form of the verb, the participle must modify a

noun or its equivalent. A participial phrase is thus

connected with the rest of the sentence by the parti-

ciple. Incoherence occurs when the participle does

not grammatically modify the noun or pronoun which

it should modify according to the sense. 1 See 53, 3.

Returning to the attack

with renewed vigor, the fort

was at last captured by the

army.

Returning to the attack

with renewed vigor, the army
at last captured the fort.

106. False Connection : Conjunctions. In no way
can the sense or structure of a sentence be made more

incoherent than by an indefinite use of connectives.

The pupil should make sure, especially in complex

sentences, that the relations between the clauses are

clearly indicated. He should be particularly on his

1 The nominative absolute with a participle is sometimes used in

English, with the force of a causal clause, but it is not nearly so common

as in Latin, and should be used sparingly. E.g.
" My teachers in this new

school were first-class instructors, two having had a call within the last

two years to teach in colleges." Many writers would feel that in such

a sentence the relation of the thoughts should be more sharply defined.

E.g. "My teachers in this new school were excellent instructors; indeed,

two of them had been called within the last two years to teach in

colleges."
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guard, in writing, against the colloquial use of so * in

the sense of
"
accordingly." Careless speakers use

it with great frequency, and inexperienced writers

find it convenient as a loose connective.

He did not return, so I

went on without him.

As [since, or finding that]

he did not return, I went on

without him.

He did not return, and I

went on without him.

EXERCISE 49. Correct the incoherence of the following

sentences :

2

i. In reply to your letter of the 2yth in regard to roast

beef, we first began packing it twenty-five years ago.

2. Answering your question in regard to foreign ingredients

and scraps being used in putting up this meat, will say that

we used nothing but good, wholesome, sound beef. 3. This

assured her that she was being watched, so very slowly she

left the room. 4. In the cities all is uncertainty, therefore

money is not invested and business is not transacted, so

men have no work. 5. His arms and legs were strong and

muscular, being accustomed to handle rough and heavy

materials. 6. The "gym" proper is on the ground floor,

1 While is also often loosely used. It is certainly best used to indi-

cate that two processes are going on at the same time; e.g. "I will do

this while you are doing that." It may also have the sense of "
al-

though
"

; e.g.
while I believe you, I can scarcely realize that you are

telling the truth." It is least well used when it is merely equivalent to

" and " or "
but," or when it may be omitted without changing the

sense; e.g. "Olivia was boisterous, while Sophia was quiet and re-

served."

2 To do this it will sometimes be necessary to make the structure

parallel (see 88), or to recast the thought in two or more sentences.
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taking up half the oval ;
the other half being given up to

dressing rooms. 7. One afternoon, while walking along a

business avenue, my attention was attracted by a crowd.

8. In the meantime we went bathing, very few of us knew

how to swim, but the soldiers saw that we were anxious to learn,

so they taught us. 9. The chief opinion among newspaper

editors was, that the bill was harmful to the press, while

politicians thought it would benefit the public. 10. Going

on the boat, the man in charge landed me in Long Branch

for nothing, n. Every one had a camera, so we took some

pictures. 12. When focussing by means of the finder, the

object focussed is made to appear in the centre of the finder.

13. He had been employed to assist in arranging the

house for its mistress and had contrived this hiding-place for

the purpose of rifling my aunt's strong box when everybody

in the house should be asleep, having secreted himself there.

14. Having been informed that the Spanish fleet was hug-

ging the coast of Spain and that a large army was to be

sent to Cuba, it became the Admiral's duty to return to

Havana. 15. It was not yet five o'clock, so we chased

butterflies,

107. Summary. What has been said in this chap-

ter may be summarized thus. A well-constructed

sentence must have the following characteristics:

(1) Its parts, when taken together, must express one,

and only one, thought (Unity).

(2) Its parts must be so arranged that the important

parts will stand in prominent places (Emphasis).

(3) Its parts must be so shaped and arranged that their

relation to each other, both in form and in sense, is perfectly

clear (Coherence).
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EXERCISE 50 (REVIEW). Which of the following sen-

tences possess unity, emphasis, and coherence? Correct

those that do not.

i. In both countries the law of society demands that only

a few be permitted to prosper while the great
" other half"

must struggle for a mere existence. 2. The character of

Antonio attracts us while that of Shylock has the contrary

effect. 3. She lived alone in the House of the Seven Gables,

with small means and having too much pride to accept assist-

ance. 4. Owing to the fact that the company will appear

in many new places next season with the exception of a new

cover and a few additions, there is little change from the

pamphlet used during last season. 5. She surprised him by

opening the lattice that led to the battlements and standing

on the edge of the parapet.

6. After having visited all the publishers in the city, who

each in turn told him that his poem was not worth publish-

ing in a manner which was far from begin polite, so he had

to do it himself. 7. When once people begin to say, "To-

morrow will do," they are very apt to forget it or have some-

thing happen to prevent them on the other days, and it is

not necessary to show to every upright man in the state that

this election is of momentous importance, and it is their duty

to register, for they cannot vote without doing it. 8. This

frightened us greatly, so that we left everything and ran.

9. When one is focussing by means of the ground glass, the

back part of the camera and the head of the operator are

covered with a cloth. 10. We went to the fire down the

street in the old store next to the Gardner house that has

been empty so long, but everything was quiet again by the

time we got there and we had to come home, which was just

what we might have expecteJ, for it's always our luck.
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ii. As he was the younger son of an Englishman of title,

it would have been considered below his rank to have en-

gaged in mercantile life, for which he was well fitted. He
had tried unsuccessfully the various professions that were

open to him. Having no patrimony, he fell into a mode of

life which, though kindly and simple in character, had noth-

ing broad or ennobling in it, and so he became dwarfed and

narrow. 12. It should be known that the limits of the Paris

Exposition grounds are fixed by inflexible boundaries

streets, avenues, boulevards, business houses, and private

residences and are situated in the centre of the city, thus

making it impossible to extend the grounds in order to se-

cure more space with which to satisfy the demands of a

foreign country, so that the additional allotment of space

made to the United States after the whole amount had

been apportioned out to the various nations of the earth

required more than an ordinary effort upon the part of the

French exposition authorities, and demonstrates their gener-

osity and good feeling toward us as a nation. 13. The first

two named only went to the top ;
the others remained below.

14. The footwalks are free, and if you wish to ride across,

you must pay five cents for a ticket. 15. We had to get our

examination card the day before the examination which was

yellow and had on it the number of the seat, and room, the

number of days for the examination, what studies each day,

and the time for each study.

1 6. He not only lent me his carriage but also his horses.

17. The papers spoke in high terms of Mr. Moore's powers,

not only as a critic but also as a writer. 18. Although a

law definitely settling Chinese immigration has been passed,

it has not ceased to be the subject of very much discussion.

19. A few individuals have headed the movement from the
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first and given it consistency and dignity, among whom I can

mention none more influential than our honored president.

20. She was allowed to choose a champion and he won the

fight for her, so it showed that she was no witch.

21. He only carried a small flag denoting what college he

belonged to. 22. He often recalled the first time that he

drove over this beautiful country with his wife who has since

gone to heaven in a buggy. 23. I studied the lives of these

authors and the works of each, but spending most of my time

on Milton and Shakespeare. 24. I spent my childhood in

this country, running over the fields, playing various games

with my companions, and seeing how the farmers tilled the

soil
;
and the thing I was the most interested to see was the

way they learned to read and write. 25. We respectfully

request ladies and gentlemen intending to purchase to allow

us the privilege of trying on a pair ; to see and feel this shoe

upon the foot is to make a customer for us.

26. Henry Smith, attorney for the Merrimac Valley Navi-

gation Company, stated in behalf of that company the

objections to the proposed buoy, and the construction of

a fender pier was strenuously advocated by him. 27. Being

too great a distance for us to walk on such a hot day, I bor-

rowed my uncle's horse and wagon. 28. I have been looking

for you to play tennis all the morning. 29. They ran out of

ammunition which caused them to lose the battle. 30. He

had taken the farm in the early part of the winter, and it had

been a bad season, and everybody was suffering from malaria,

a disease which is said by some people to be caused by bad

air, and others account for it differently.



CHAPTER VIII

THE PARAGRAPH

108. Plan of Procedure. We must now see how

sentences may be combined into paragraphs, and

paragraphs into longer compositions. The word, the

sentence, the paragraph, and the whole composition

may be properly regarded as an ascending series.

A sentence combines words
;
a paragraph, sentences

;

and a whole composition, paragraphs.

109. The Importance of the Paragraph. From one

point of view, a paragraph is a group of sentences

in which a single topic is developed. But as a para-

graph is usually one of a series of paragraphs,

together constituting a whole composition, it is, from

another point of view, a logical division of a larger

topic, treated separately. When we see a paragraph,

therefore, we suppose that the sentences in it are

placed together because we can thus best understand

and appreciate the logical development of the author's

thought.

110. The Paragraph by Itself. We shall see later

(Chapter IX) what principles govern the paragraph

when it is a logical part of a larger piece of writing.

We are now concerned with the paragraph standing

by itself. If we turn to the editorial page of a good
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newspaper, we shall see that there are several short

articles there of a paragraph each. These one-para-

graph editorials will serve as good examples of para-

graphs complete in themselves. They are really

little essays. Each has as its basis a single definite

idea, and this idea, omitting all unnecessary details,

it expresses .in two hundred words or so. The idea

thus expressed must be a simple one, a single point,

in fact, which the writer thus impresses clearly on the

reader's mind. If we compare these one-paragraph

editorials with the more important editorials, or

"leaders," which consist usually of several para-

graphs, we shall understand how important it is that

larger ideas, or ideas involving several "
points," each

of which needs separate explanation or discussion,

should be expressed in a series of paragraphs rather

than in a single paragraph. At this stage in his

training it is necessary that, so far as possible, the

student should confine his compositions to single

paragraphs, each complete in itself, trying in each

to make one point and one point only, and to make

that point so clear and striking that one cannot help

understanding its meaning and appreciating its

force.

111. Three Great Principles of Composition : Unity,

Emphasis, and Coherence. In discussing the arrange-

ment of words in a sentence, we made use of three

important principles of composition, unity ( 93),

emphasis ( 99), and coherence ( 100). These

three principles apply equally well to the paragraph.
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In the sentence, unity requires that words be so

arranged as to express a single thought ; emphasis,

that words be so arranged as to give prominence to

the more important parts of that thought ; coherence,

that words be so arranged that their mutual relations

can be clearly and quickly recognized. Similarly, in

the paragraph, unity requires that sentences be so

arranged as to express a single thought ; emphasis,

that sentences be so arranged as to give prominence
to the more important parts of that thought ;

coher-

ence, that sentences be so arranged that their mutual

relations can be clearly and quickly recognized.

In other words, every piece of good writing must

centre about a single point (unity) ;
that point must

stand out clearly (emphasis) ;
all the necessary details

bearing on the point must be so arranged and bound

together that they shall form a chain, as it were, of

thought (coherence).

112. Unity. Unity demands that a paragraph ex-

press a single thought, or, in other words, that it be

the development of a simple theme or topic.

(a) It is evident that the United States government does

not intend to let the claim against Turkey fall into abeyance

through lack of energy. Another despatch has been sent

to our Minister at Constantinople, asking him to urge more

positively upon the Sultan the necessity of making a formal

and direct reply to our request for payment. Meanwhile

the Porte has again approached the United States with a

proposition to pay the $100,000 indirectly and by a subter-

fuge; Mr. Cramp, the shipbuilder, has been offered repair
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contracts on two old Turkish warships at a high price, with

the understanding that he should pay the $100,000 (or less)

claimed by those whose property was destroyed during the

Armenian riots. Naturally, our government altogether de-

clines to sanction such a proceeding ;
in time Turkey may

learn that the United States is not concerned so much for

the comparatively small sum of money involved as for the

public acknowledgment that American citizens have been

ill-treated and deserve indemnity and reparation.

The Outlook, June 2, 1900.

{b} The effect of the news of the relief of Mafeking on

the ordinarily sober, phlegmatic Londoners was remarkable.

The streets were instantly thronged with multitudes waving

flags, cheering, and singing. All night long and the day

following great crowds surrounded and serenaded the royal

residences Buckingham Palace, Marlborough House, and

St. James's Palace together with Colonel Baden-Powell's

residence, Charterhouse School, where he was educated,

and the Mansion House, the official residence of the Lord

Mayor. The display of enthusiasm was greater even than

that which greeted the news of the relief of Ladysmith ;
the

scenes were unprecedented in the annals of the metropolis.

The event was also remembered religiously ;
on Saturday a

solemn Te Deum service was held at St. Paul's Cathedral,

and on Sunday the national anthem and hymns of thanks-

giving were sung in every church. Ibid., May 26, 1900.

(c) It was a burning hot day. Yan was wandering in

pursuit of birds among the endless groves and glades of the

Sandhill wilderness about Carberry. The water in the nu-

merous marshy ponds was warm with the sun heat, so Yan

cut across to the trail spring, the only place in the country
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where he might find a cooling drink. As he stooped beside

it, his eye fell on a small hoof-mark in the mud, a sharp and

elegant track. He had never seen one like it before, but it

gave him a thrill, for he knew at once it was the track of a

wild deer. SETON : The Trail of the Sandhill Stag.

The first example treats of a demand made on

Turkey by the United States
;

the second, of the

enthusiasm in England at the relief of Mafeking;
the third, of a boy's first sight of a deer's track. The

first and second examples are one-paragraph edito-

rials. All treat a single topic with great defmiteness.

113. The Test of Unity. A paragraph has unity,

as a rule, if it can be summed up in a single sentence.

The paragraphs quoted in the preceding section, for

instance, can be summed up as follows :

(a) This is the status of the claim of the United States

against Turkey.

(b) The relief of Mafeking was thus enthusiastically cele-

brated in London.

(f) Under such circumstances the young hunter first saw

the track of a deer.

It will be found impossible, or at least exceedingly

difficult, to sum up any of the following paragraphs

in a single sentence :

i. Of all the uncertain and capricious powers which

rule our earthly destiny, Fortune is chief. Who has not

heard of the poor being raised up, and the rich being laid

low? Alexander the Great said he envied Diogenes in his
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tub, because Diogenes could have nothing less. We need

not go far for an instance of fortune. Who was so great as

Nicholas, the Czar of all the Russians, a year ago, and now

he is fallen, fallen from his high estate, without a friend to

grace his obsequies. The Turks are the finest specimens of

the human race, yet they too have experienced the vicissi-

tudes of fortune. Horace says that we should wrap ourselves

in our virtue when fortune changes. Napoleon, too, shows us

how little we can rely on fortune ; but his faults, great as they

were, are being redeemed by his nephew, Louis Napoleon,

who has shown himself very different from what we expected,

though he has never explained how he came to swear to the

Constitution, and then mounted the imperial throne. From

all this it appears that we should rely on fortune only while

it remains, recollecting the words of the thesis, Fortes

fortuna adjuvat ; and that, above all, we should ever cul-

tivate those virtues which will never fail us, and which are

a sure basis of respectability, and will profit us here and

hereafter.1

2. A high-school education, to be thorough, must give

full play to the principle of election in studies. A cast-iron

curriculum induces shallowness, rushing pupils from subject

to subject without allowing time to master any. But the

course must be an elective system, not a confused mass.

Let each student's subjects be allied, so that each may aid

the other in training the mind. Again, an elective system

works badly if the privilege is accorded to pupils before

they are intellectually of age. Then again an elective

system of studies has the great advantage of unity.

3. Front de Bceuf 's castle of Torquilstone, not v.ery far

1 A burlesque of a schoolboy's theme on " Fortune aids the Brave "

{Fortesfortuna adjuvaf), in Newman's Idea ofa University.
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from Rotherwood, was one of the old feudal castles of Eng-

land. It was large and massive, and appeared to have been

built more for strength than beauty. It was flanked by high

walls, and at the corners were large towers. Around the

castle was a moat which could be crossed at two places :

one at the front, where there was a portcullis and draw-

bridge, so general in the castles of the time
;
the other at a

small plank which crossed the moat at the rear and could

easily be pulled across.

Inside was a large hall surrounded by several smaller

ones. The castle also had some dungeons for prisoners.

4. Of all Scott's novels of adventure Ivanhoe seems to

me to be by far the best, both in its power to hold the

reader's attention and in its accurate description of the

times.

A volume could be written on the good qualities of the

book, but I will speak only of one thing of small importance

which struck me very forcibly in reading the story. This is

the fitness of the names which Scott gives his characters.

Take Ivanhoe, for instance, the name of the hero of the

story. Ivanhoe, by its smoothness, always suggests to me

courtesy and polished manners
; by its swing, courage and

nobility.

Then Wamba and Gurth suggest the jester and the

peasant. Gurth sounds rough and harsh, while Wamba
seems to me to have a light, merry sound.

5. One of the most brilliant engagements of the lafe

war was the battle of San Juan.

Here it was that our regulars and volunteers alike exhib-

ited their dashing courage and superb military discipline.

After several skirmishes with the enemy, our troops had

advanced from Siboney to the foot of San Juan hill.
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There they were given a short rest, and, supplied with

three days' rations, they advanced.

Killed and wounded fell on all sides, while the deadly

Mauser rifles of the enemy continued to belch forth their

infernal torrent of steel
;
the air was filled with the shrieks

and groans of the wounded
; army surgeons and Red Cross

nurses flitted here and there; and above all this tumult,

now and again, sounded the mighty roar of the dynamite

gun in charge of the Rough Riders.

At length the summit was reached, and our men occupied

the trenches which had lately been filled with Spaniards.

Our victory was complete.

The first of these extracts is typical of the ram-

bling one-paragraph composition which an inexperi-

enced or indolent writer may produce, simply because

he does not force his thoughts to centre themselves

about a single topic. The second represents a

slightly higher stage of accomplishment. Here the

writer has a definite topic in mind, but has no one

definite point to make regarding it. The third ex-

tract, constituting a short composition on Torquil-

stone, the castle which plays so large a part in Scott's

Ivanhoe, has unity as a whole, for it deals with that

one subject. The writer blunders, however, in not

putting all that he writes into a single paragraph.

It would be perfectly possible, of course, to write at

length about the castle, presenting, in various para-

graphs, various points concerning it
;
but here his

one object is to give a brief general description of

the castle, and there is nothing to gain in isolating
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two minor facts from the main body of that descrip-

tion. Similarly, the fourth and fifth extracts should

each consist of a single paragraph.

EXERCISE 51. I. Express, in single sentences, the

thought of each of the following paragraphs. Under each

of these sentences jot down roughly the details which the

author uses in treating the topic in question.
1

(a) On entering the amphitheatre, new objects of wonder

presented themselves. On a level spot in the centre was a

company of odd- looking personages playing at ninepins.

They were dressed in a quaint, outlandish fashion
;
some

wore short doublets, others jerkins, with long knives in

their belts, and most of them had enormous breeches, of

similar style with that of the guide's. Their visages, too,

were peculiar ;
one had a large beard, broad face, and small

piggish eyes ; the face of another seemed to consist entirely

of nose, and was surmounted by a white sugar-loaf hat set

off with a little red cock's tail. They all had beards, of

various shapes and colors. There was one who seemed to

be the commander. He was a stout old gentleman, with

a weather-beaten countenance ;
he wore a laced doublet,

broad belt and hanger, high-crowned hat and feather, red

stockings, and high-heeled shoes, with roses in them. The

whole group reminded Rip of the figures in an old Flemish

painting, in the parlor of Dominie Van Shaick, the village

parson, and which had been brought over from Holland at

the time of the settlement. IRVING : Rip Van Winkle.

1 For example : In the amphitheatre Rip found a company of odd-

looking, quaintly dressed people. The details are, roughly, these :

Saw odd-looking people playing ninepins. Quaintly dressed. Queer

looking. The commander. All looked like old Dutch paintings.
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(b) It was about the time I conceived the bold and

arduous project of arriving at moral perfection. I wished to

live without committing any fault at any time; I would

conquer all that natural inclination, custom, or company

might lead me into. As I knew, or thought I knew, what

was right and wrong, I did not see why I might not always

do the one and avoid the other. But I soon found I had

undertaken a task more difficult than I had imagined.

While my care was employed in guarding against one fault,

I was often surprised by another ; habit took the advantage

of inattention
;
inclination was sometimes too strong for

reason. I concluded, at length, that the mere speculative

conviction that it was our interest to be completely virtuous

was not sufficient to prevent our slipping; and that the

contrary habits must be broken, and good ones acquired

and established, before we can have any dependence on a

steady, uniform rectitude of conduct. For this purpose I

therefore contrived the following method.

FRANKLIN : Autobiography.

(f) I made a little book, in which I allotted a page for

each of the virtues. I ruled each page with red ink, so as to

have seven columns, one for each day of the week, marking

each column with a letter for the day. I crossed these col-

umns with thirteen red lines, marking the beginning of each

line with the first letter of one of the virtues, on which line,

and in its proper column, I might mark, by a little black

spot, every fault I found upon examination to have been

committed respecting the virtue upon that day. Ibid.

(d) Parkman's descriptions seem like the reports of an

eye-witness. The realism is so strong that the author seems

to have come in person fresh from the scenes he describes.
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with the smoke of the battle hovering about him and its

fierce light glowing in his eyes. Parkman did not feel ready

to write until he had visited nearly all the localities that form

the scenery of his story, and studied them with the patience

of a surveyor and the discerning eye of a landscape painter.

His love of nature added keen zest to this sort of work. To

sleep under the open sky was his delight, and his books

fairly reek with the fragrance of pine woods.

JOHN FISKE : Francis Parkman.

(<?) Over all emotion he [the Indian] throws the veil of

an iron self-control, originating in a peculiar form of pride,

and fostered by rigorous discipline from childhood upward.

He is trained to conceal passion, and not to subdue it.

The inscrutable warrior is aptly imaged by the hackneyed

figure of a volcano covered with snow; and no man can

say when or where the wild-fire will burst forth. This shallow

self-mastery serves to give dignity to public deliberation, and

harmony to social life. Wrangling and quarrel are strangers

to an Indian dwelling ;
and while an assembly of the ancient

Gauls was garrulous as a convocation of magpies, a Roman
senate might have taken a lesson from the grave solemnity

of an Indian council. In the midst of his family and friends

he hides affections, by nature none of the most tender, under

a mask of icy coldness ;
and in the torturing fires of his

enemy the haughty sufferer maintains to the last his look of

grim defiance. PARKMAN : Conspiracy of Pontiac.

II. Clip from a good daily or weekly newspaper two

one-paragraph editorials of about two hundred words

each, and one editorial of several paragraphs. Write,

in a single sentence, below each of the one-paragraph

editorials, what seems to you the substance of the para-
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graph. Do the same for each of the paragraphs in the

longer editorial.

III. Find five topics, each of which can be appropriately

treated in a single paragraph. Indicate the details which

you would use in treating each of these topics.

114. Emphasis. In the building of a paragraph
the principle of emphasis guides us in so arranging

sentences that what is important in thought becomes

prominent to the eye or ear. The important thought

can be made prominent in several ways :

i. By stating early in the paragraph, and thus

giving prominence to your statement, what part

of your subject you are to treat, i.e. by the topic

sentence.

2. By devoting the la'st sentence of a paragraph
to a statement of the point of the whole paragraph,

i.e. by the summary sentence.

3. By being careful to give to various details

their relative importance, i.e. by giving the main idea

its proper development.

115. Emphasis : the Topic Sentence. Nothing could

be more natural to a thoughtful writer than the use

of the topic sentence. It furnishes so clear a guide

to the main thought of a paragraph that one who is

consulting a chapter or essay for some particular fact

can usually, if the paragraphs are well made, discover

by glancing at the beginning of a paragraph where to

find that which he seeks. It is especially valuable

in writing which consists of a single paragraph, where

it is absolutely essential that, at the very outset, the
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north-wind, coming up the Nile, rustled solemnly in the

palm trees. We trotted silently to Karnak, and leaped our

horses over the fragments until we reached the foot of the

first obelisk. Here we dismounted and entered the grand

hall of pillars. There was no sound in all the temple, and

the guide, who seemed to comprehend my wish, moved

behind me softly as a shadow, and spoke not a word. It

needs this illumination to comprehend Karnak. The un-

sightly rubbish has disappeared : the rents in the roof are

atoned for by the moonlight they admit
;

the fragments

shivered from the lips of the mighty capitals are only the

crumpled edges of the flower
; . a maze of shadows hides the

desolation of the courts, but every pillar and obelisk, pylon

and propylon is glorified by the moonlight. The soul of

Karnak is soothed and tranquillized. Its halls look upon

you no longer with an aspect of pain and humiliation.

Every stone seems to say :

"
I am not fallen, for I have

defied the ages. I am a part of that grandeur which has

never seen its peer, and I shall endure forever, for the world

has need of me."

BAYARD TAYLOR : A Journey to Central Africa.

[Here the topic is Karnak by moonlight, as is hinted in

the second sentence.]

(e) Since his death the popularity of his works the

Lives of the Poets, and, perhaps, the Vanity of Human

Wishes, excepted has greatly diminished. His Dictionary

has been altered by editors till it can scarcely be called his.

An allusion to his Rambler or his Idler is not readily appre-

hended in literary circles. The fame even of Rasselas has

grown somewhat dim. But though the celebrity of the writ-

ings may have declined, the celebrity of the ivriter, strange to
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say, is as great as ever. Boswell's book has done for him

more than the best of his own books Could do. The mem-

ory of other authors is kept alive by their works. But the

memory of Johnson keeps many of his works alive. The

old philosopher is still among us in the "brown coat with

the metal buttons and the shirt which ought to be at wash,

blinking, purring, rolling his head, drumming with his fingers,

tearing his meat like a tiger, and swallowing his tea in oceans.

No human being who has been more than seventy years in

the grave is so well known to us. And it is but just to say

that our intimate acquaintance with what he would himself

have called the anfractuosities of his intellect and of his

temper, serves only to strengthen our conviction that he

was both a great and a good man.

THOMAS BABINGTON MACAULAY : Life of SamuelJohnson.

[Here the topic is the permanency of Johnson's celebrity

as a man rather than as a writer, as indicated in the fifth

sentence.]

(/) We now found ourselves in a deep narrow ravine, filled

with beautiful groves, with a steep avenue, and various foot-

paths winding through it, bordered with stone seats, and

ornamented with fountains. To our left we beheld the

towers of the Alhambra beetling above us ; to our right, on

the opposite side of the ravine, we were equally dominated

by rival towers on a rocky eminence. These, we were told,

were the Torres Vermejos, or vermilion towers, so called

from their ruddy hue. No one knows their origin. They
are of a date much anterior to the Alhambra : some suppose

them to have been built by the Romans ; others, by some

wandering colony of Phoenicians. Ascending the steep and

shady avenue, we arrived at the foot of a huge square Moor-
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ish tower, forming a kind of barbican, through which passed

the main entrance to the fortress. Within the barbican was

another group of veteran invalids, one mounting guard at the

portal, while the rest, wrapped in their tattered cloaks, slept

on the stone benches. This portal is called the Gate of

Justice, from the tribunal held within its porch during the

Moslem domination, for the immediate trial of petty causes :

a custom common to the Oriental nations, and occasionally

alluded to in the Sacred Scriptures.
"
Judges and officers

shalt thou make thee in all thy gates, and they shall judge

the people with just judgment."

WASHINGTON IRVING : The Alhambra.

.[Here the topic is the approach to the Alhambra, but it is

nowhere specifically indicated.]

EXERCISE 52. I. Find, in the extracts quoted else-

where in this book, three topic sentences.

II. Find, in a newspaper or in a text designated by the

instructor, five paragraphs beginning with topic sentences.

III. Write short paragraphs to develop three of the fol-

lowing topic sentences :

1. From the summit of the hill they saw the sun set.

2. When the flames were out, we saw how great a loss

we had suffered.

3. In a moment the storm was upon them.

4. It was a beautiful little craft.

5. There stood Lincoln, a remarkable figure.

6. It was market day.

7. Close by the road stands a little schoolhouse.

8. In the year 1776 a remarkable event occurred.

9. My favorite study is .

10. It was one of the happiest days in my life.
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IV. Write five topic sentences on which you could

develop good paragraphs, adding after each notes of the

details you would use.

116. Emphasis : the Summary Sentence. The sum-

mary sentence at the end of a paragraph is also an

excellent way of securing emphasis, though it is less

frequently employed than the topic sentence. Just

as in rapid reading we sometimes glance at the be-

ginning of a paragraph, to see what topic it is to treat,

so we naturally glance at the end of a paragraph,

feeling that we shall be likely to catch the thought

in its most pointed or concentrated form and thus

determine what topic the paragraph has treated.

A paragraph that does not open with a topic

sentence, and that leads up, as it were, to a summary
sentence, has the further advantage of holding the

thought suspended for a time, as does the periodic

sentence ( 80), stimulating the reader's attention by

withholding the full thought until it appears as a

climax in the summary sentence.

(a) The death of Holmes in the fall of 1894, following

fast upon the deaths of Whittier, and of Parkman, and of

Lowell, marked the close of an epoch. The leaders of the

great New England group of authors had gone ;
and the

period of American literature which they had made illus-

trious was completed. In the first half of the nineteenth

century the literary centre of the United States had been in

New York, where were Irving and Cooper, Bryant, Halleck

and Drake. Toward the middle of the century the literary

centre had shifted to Boston, in which city and its immediate
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vicinity were the homes of Emerson, Longfellow, Whittier,

Holmes, Parkman, Lowell, and Thoreau. When these had

departed they left no one behind to continue their tradition.

The United States have been spreading so fast and the men

of letters are so scattered, that there is in the last years of

the nineteenth century no single group of authors whose

position at the head ofAmerican literature is beyond question.

BRANDER MATTHEWS : Introduction to American Litera-

ture.

() I should very imperfectly execute the task which I

have undertaken if I were merely to treat of battles and

sieges, of the rise and fall of administrations, of intrigues in

the palace, and of debates in the parliament. It will be my
endeavor to relate the history of the people as well as the

history of the government, to trace the progress of useful

and ornamental arts, to describe the rise of religious sects

and the changes of literary taste, to portray the manners of

successive generations, and not to pass by, with neglect,

even the revolutions which have taken place in dress, furni-

ture, repasts, and public amusements. / shall cheerfully

bear the reproach of having descended below the dignity of

history if I can succeed in placing before the English of the

nineteenth centujy a true picture of the life of their ancestors.

MACAULAY : History of England.

(c) Into this federation our Saxon ancestors were now

admitted. A regular communication was opened between

our shores and that part of Europe in which the traces of

ancient power and policy were yet discernible. Many noble

monuments which have since been destroyed or defaced still

retained their pristine magnificence ;
and travellers, to whom

Livy and Sallust were unintelligible, might gain from the
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Roman aqueducts and temples some faint notion of Roman

history. . . . The islanders returned, with awe deeply

impressed on their half-opened minds, and told the wonder-

ing inhabitants of the hovels of London and York that near

the grave of St. Peter a mighty race, now extinct, had piled

up buildings which would never be dissolved till the Judg-

ment Day. Learning followed in the train of Christianity.

The poetry and eloquence of the Augustan age was assidu-

ously studied in Mercian and Northumbrian monasteries.

The names of Bede and Alcuin were justly celebrated

throughout Europe. Such was the state of our country when,

in the ninth century, began the last great migration of

northern barbarians. Ibid.

It does not, of course, follow that every paragraph

should close with a summary sentence. Indeed, the

summary sentence, especially in narrative, is the ex-

ception rather than the rule. Whenever a paragraph

is short, and the thought is easy to follow, a summary
sentence is scarcely necessary, nor is it often neces-

sary when the paragraph begins with a topic

sentence.

EXERCISE 53. I. Find, in the extracts quoted in this

book, three paragraphs ending with summary sentences.

Do they also begin with topic sentences ?

II. Find, in a newspaper or in a text designated by the

instructor, five one-paragraph editorials ending with sum-

mary sentences. Do they also begin with topic sentences ?

III. After jotting down the facts which might form the

basis of a paragraph, write a summary sentence, and then

the paragraph itself.
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IV. What details would lead up to the following summary
sentences ?

1. [On Rip Van Winkle.] Not a dog would bark at

him throughout the neighborhood.

2. [On the battle of Hastings.] Harold's banner lay

low, all torn and soiled with blood, and the Duke's

flag, with three Norman lions on it, kept watch over the

field.

3. The lieutenant grasped his hand, saying,
" This night

you have proved yourself a faithful pilot, and such a seaman

as the world cannot equal."

4. [On St. Peter's, in Rome.] It seems as if human art

had outdone itself in producing this temple the grandest

which the world ever erected for the worship of the Living

God!

5. [On a prairie blizzard.] It seemed to him that no

power whatever could control such fury ;
his imagination

was unable to conceive of a force greater than this war of

wind and snow.

V. Write five summary sentences for as many imaginary

paragraphs. Let each sentence suggest the character and

serve as its climax. Write one or more paragraphs, com-

pleting such a summary sentence, prepared by you or one of

your classmates, as your instructor may direct.

117. Emphasis through Details. Emphasis is partly

attained by the use of the topic sentence or the sum-

mary sentence or both. But it can be fully attained

only when the facts or details contained in the body
of the paragraph aid in the process. Notice, in the

examples given below, how, after the topic is stated,

the writers go on to explain, illustrate, or prove it,
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until the points which they wished to make, stand out

clearly.

(a) I imagine that a few of the gentlefolks of Cranford

were poor, and had some difficulty in making both ends

meet; but they were like the Spartans, and concealed

their smart under a smiling face. We none of us spoke

of money, because that subject savored of commerce

and trade and, though some might be poor, we were all

aristocratic. The Cranfordians had that kindly esprit de

corps which made them overlook all deficiencies in success

when some among them tried to conceal their poverty.

When Mrs. Forrester, for instance, gave a party in her

baby-house of a dwelling, and the little maiden disturbed

the ladies on the sofa by a request that she might get the

tea-tray out from underneath, every one took this novel

proceeding as the most natural thing in the world, and

talked on about household forms and ceremonies as if we

all believed that our hostess had a regular servants' hall,

second table, with housekeeper and steward, instead of the

one little charity-school maiden, whose short ruddy arms

could never have been strong enough to carry the tray up-

stairs if she had not been assisted in private by her mistress,

who now sat in state, pretending not to know what cakes

were sent up, though she knew, and we knew, and she knew

that we knew, and we knew that she knew that we knew,

she had been busy all the morning making tea-bread and

sponge-cakes. ELIZABETH GASKELL : Cranford.

() His usual carelessness in money matters attended

him., Though his supplies from home were scanty and

irregular, he never could bring himself into habits of pru-

dence and economy ;
often he was stripped of all his pres-
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ent finances at play ;
often he lavished them away in fits of

unguarded charity or generosity. Sometimes among his

boon companions he assumed a ludicrous swagger in money

matters, which no one afterward was more ready than him-

self to laugh at. At a convivial meeting with a number of

his fellow-students, he suddenly proposed to draw lots with

any one present which of the two should treat the whole

party to the play. The moment the proposition had bolted

from his lips, his heart was in his throat.
" To my great

though secret joy," said he, "they all declined the chal-

lenge. Had it been accepted, and had I proved the loser,

a part of my wardrobe must have been pledged in order

to raise the money."

WASHINGTON IRVING : Oliver Goldsmith.

(f) Note broadly in the outset, Shakespeare has no heroes
;

he has only heroines. There is not one entirely heroic

figure in all his plays, except the slight sketch of Henry
the Fifth, exaggerated for the purposes of the stage ;

and the still slighter Valentine in The Two Gentlemen of

Verona. In his labored and perfect plays -you have no

hero. Othello would have been one, if his simplicity had

not been so great as to leave him the prey of every base

practice round him
;

but he is the only example even

approximating to the heroic type. Coriolanus Caesar

Antony stand in flawed strength, and fall by their vanities ;

Hamlet is indolent, and drowsily speculative ;
Romeo an

impatient boy ;
the Merchant of Venice languidly submissive

to adverse fortune
; Kent, in King Lear, is entirely noble at

heart, but too rough and unpolished to be of true use at the

critical time, and he s*mks into the office of a servant only.

Orlando, no less noble, is yet the despairing toy of chance,
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followed, comforted, saved, by Rosalind. Whereas there is

hardly a play that has not a perfect woman in it, steadfast

in grave hope, and errorless purpose ; Cordelia, Desdemona,

Isabella, Hermione, Imogen, Queen Catherine, Perdita, Syl-

via, Viola, Rosalind, Helena, and last, and perhaps loveliest,

Virgilia, are all faultless
;
conceived in the highest heroic

type of humanity. JOHN RUSKIN : Sesame and Lilies.

EXERCISE 54. i. Analyze the paragraphs quoted in

112 and Exercise 51, and show how the use of details

brings out the thought clearly.

2. Write several paragraphs, completing topic sentences

furnished by your instructor, trying in each to bring out the

thought clearly by the use of details.

118. Coherence. Unity of the paragraph implies

that the writer has determined specifically the subject-

matter of each paragraph ;
and emphasis, that he has

made prominent what is most important in it. Co-

herence prescribes an orderly and logical connection

and structure of thought within the paragraph. If a

paragraph be coherent, the reader not only will under-

stand in general the writer's point, but will appreciate

in detail the process of thought by which it has been

developed.
1 To gain coherence in the structure of

paragraphs three hints may be found valuable :

1 "
Every man, as he walks through the streets, may contrive to jot

down an independent thought; a short-hand memorandum of a great

truth. . . . Standing on one leg, you may accomplish this. The la-

bor of composition begins when you have to put your separate threads

of thought into a loom ;
to weave them into, a continuous whole; to

connect, to introduce them; to blow them out or expand them; to

carry them to a close." DE QUINCEV : Essay on Style,
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i.. Build your paragraph on some plan.

2. Notice, as you write, just what you have said

in each sentence, and decide what statement must

necessarily follow in order that your full thought

may be brought out.

3. Use freely conjunctions and conjunctive phrases,

such as though, while, hence, accordingly, yet, notwith-

standing, therefore, on the one hand, on the other hand,

on the contrary, for, indeed, but, and, moreover, how-

ever, etc. Such words bind together sentences and

parts of sentences, and help to make style coherent

and logical.

119. Coherence : the Plan. That the main thought

of a paragraph should be brought out clearlywe have

seen in 117. We must now notice how that thought

may be developed systematically. It is often possible

to state at the outset that the subject consists of two

or three or four parts, which are then considered in

regular order.

(a) Two general facts in regard to language become appar-

ent as the effect of the Conquest. One is, that though the

native tongue continued to be spoken by the great majority

of the population, it went out of use as the language of high

culture. It was no longer taught in the schools. It was no

longer employed at the court of the king, or the castles of

the nobles. It was no longer used in judicial proceedings;

to some extent even it ceased to be recognized in the

services of the church. This displacement was probably

slow at first; but it was done effectually at last. The

second fact is, that, after the Conquest, the educated classes,
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whether lay or ecclesiastical, preferred to write either in

Latin or French, the latter steadily tending to become more

and more the language of literature as well as of polite

society. We have, in consequence, the singular spectacle of

two tongues flourishing side by side in the same country, and

yet for centuries so utterly distinct and independent that

neither can be said to have exerted much direct appreciable

influence upon the other, though in each case the indirect

influence was great.

LOUNSBURY : History ofthe English Language..

When it is not necessary and it usually is not

to divide the subject into numbered points, it is always

possible to arrange the details in a succession of

orderly groups, as in the following illustration :

() There are, furthermore, certain great advantages which

the pulpit orator has over other speakers. The themes

which he treats are, for the audience he addresses, para-

mount to any other ; they deal not with aesthetic apprecia-

tion, or with earthly rights, but with the most momentous

questions of human conduct and a future life. The building

in which he speaks is specially adapted for the purpose for

which it is used. In a material way the acoustics and the

seating arrangements are as nearly perfect as they can be

made
;
no inclement weather or ill-lighted auditorium can

lessen the effect of the discourse. In a higher sense, the

stained windows, the music, the decorations of the chancel

add spirituality and reverence to the scene. In addition to

this, the preacher knows just when, under what circumstances,

and to whom he will make his address. No one can take

his time or interrupt him, and nothing can happen to vex or
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make impatient his congregation. In short, nearly every

condition which makes up two of the three essentials of

oratory the subject and the occasion the pulpit orator

has at his command.

R. C. RINGWALT : Modern American Oratory.

[Here the topic sentence states that the preacher has

certain advantages over other speakers. The following

sentences present these advantages successively.]

EXERCISE 55. i. Make plans for the treatment of three

topics, the details with regard to each of which can be

divided into three or four numbered groups, as in extract (a)

in 119. Write one of these paragraphs.

2. Make plans for the treatment of three topics, the

details with regard to each of which may be grouped in an

orderly fashion, as in extract (b) in 119. Write one of

these paragraphs.

120. Coherence : the Plan (continued). Several at-

tempts have been made by rhetoricians to describe all

the possible plans or methods by which the topic of

a paragraph may be developed. One of the most

interesting and satisfactory of these attempts
1 distin-

guishes eight such plans. You may develop a topic

by (i) repeating the thought in various forms
; by (2)

adding particulars and details, or (3) specific instances

or examples, or (4) proof, or (5) comparisons, or (6)

contrasts
;
or by (7) explaining a topic negatively, i.e.

telling what it is not ;
or by (8) following the order

of cause and effect ; or by combining two or more of

these methods. It is indeed possible, though with

1 In Scott and Denney's Composition- Rhetoric,
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difficulty, to classify many or most paragraphs under

these heads, but it is doubtful whether it is worth

while for the student to use such a classification in

connection with his own writing. The nature of his

topic, the character of his material, and his common

sense, will prove sure guides for him in the planning

of his paragraphs. It is, therefore, probably wiser for

us to follow the distinctions which we have made in

preceding sections, and to classify paragraphs, with

respect to their plans, as follows :

1. Paragraphs with a topic sentence (the most com-

mon type in exposition and argument). Here the

writer's concern is simply to make clear and striking

the topic thus announced, by repetition and positive

or negative explanation of the idea, by adding par-

ticulars and details, specific instances and examples,

proof, comparisons, or contrasts, as may seem natural

and proper. (The plan of division, described in the

preceding section, falls obviously under this head.)

2. Paragraphs with a summary sentence. Here

the writer's concern is simply to lead up, in whatever

way seems most natural and proper, to this climax or

culmination of his thought.

3. Paragraphs with neither a topic sentence nor a

summary sentence. Such paragraphs are usually nar-

rative or descriptive. In a narrative paragraph we

naturally follow the order of time (e.g. 115, d); in

a descriptive paragraph, the order of space (e.g.

"5,/>
In brief, so far as regards plan, the writer merely
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needs to decide, at the outset, in which of these ways
his topic can be best developed, and then to look

carefully at his material, noticing just what subordi-

nate points are essential to his task of bringing out

his main thought in a clear and effective manner.

EXERCISE 56. i. Read the paragraphs quoted on pages

62, 66, 87-89, 95, 96, and make a statement with regard

to the plan of each.

2. Make a similar statement with regard to such para-

graphs from a school text as the instructor may assign.

121. Coherence: Sequence. Whatever be the gen-

eral plan of the paragraph, the logical sequence of

the thought is of prime importance. The writer

must present the various details which he wishes to

introduce in such an order that one shall lead directly

to another. Any of the paragraphs previously quoted
will illustrate this, but it may perhaps be seen to bet-

ter advantage in an extract which you have not read

before.

A European cannot spend an evening in an American

drawing-room without perceiving that the attitude of men to

women is not that with which he is familiar at home. The

average European man has usually a slight sense of con-

descension when he talks to a woman on serious subjects.

Even if she is his superior in intellect, in character, in social

rank, he thinks that as a man he is her superior, and con-

sciously or unconsciously talks down to her. She is too

much accustomed to this to resent it, unless it becomes taste-

lessly palpable. Such a notion does not cross an American's
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mind. He talks to a woman just as he would to a man, of

course with more deference of manner, and with a proper

regard to the topics likely to interest her, but giving her his

intellectual best, addressing her as a person whose opinion is

understood by both to be worth as much as his own. Simi-

larly an American lady does not expect to have conversation

made to her. It is just as much her duty or pleasure to

lead it as the man's is, and more often than not she takes

the burden from him, darting along with a gay vivacity

which puts to shame his slower wits.

BRYCE : The American Commonwealth.

122. Coherence : Connectives. Finally, the logical

sequence of details should often be made more clear

by the use of connectives and reference words, as in

the following example :

In fact, the private schools for boys are, generally speak-

ing, not regarded with much respect in Germany. Nor is

there, for that matter, any great reason why they should be,

chiefly because there is no place for them in the general

scheme of education. There are, to be sure, a considerable

number of parents who do not wish to send their sons to the

gymnasium or other large public schools before they are

twelve or thirteen years old; but except for these very

young boys, the pupils in the private schools are almost

exclusively those who cannot find a place in the public

schools. That is, they are hopeless dunces, or foreigners, or

boys who, having left the gymnasium for the realschule, or

vice versa, are attending a private school as the best avail-

able means of effecting the transition. This last class is,

however, very small, leaving for the private schools few
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pupils except small children, dunces, and foreigners. This

state of things is easily accounted for by the fact that the

teachers in the public schools are not, like those of the

private schools, directly dependent upon their pupils for

their support, but are appointed by government authority.

Their discipline is, therefore, likely to be better, being ati-

ministered without fear or favor on account of the compara-

tive security of their tenure of office. It must also be borne

in mind that the gymnasia, realschulen, and realgymnasia,

though not actually free schools, are very nearly so, the

charge for tuition being merely nominal, while the private

schools must support themselves from the price of tuition.

EXERCISE 57. i. Read the paragraphs quoted on pages

159 and 182, and mark the connectives and reference words

which bind sentence to sentence.

2. Mark the similar connectives and reference words in

such paragraphs from a school text as the instructor may

assign.

123: Lack of Coherence : Connectives. Lack of

coherence occurs :

1. When not enough connectives are used. See

"8,3-
2. When wrong connectives are used. And, also,

and so are not good sentence connectives.

And is generally used to connect parts of a sen-

tence, and should be used sparingly at the beginning
of sentences. To employ it frequently is to give our

writing the effect of a child's prattle.

Also is not commonly used at the beginning of

sentences; e.g. it is awkward to write, "Also I gave
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him a quarter." It is better to write,
"

I also gave
him a quarter."

So is a very weak connective (see 106), and,

though much used colloquially at the beginning of

sentences, should in writing be avoided in this position.

EXERCISE 58. i. Find two paragraphs in which con-

nectives are used with skill.

2. Criticise the composition of one of your classmates,

pointing out the places where, if at all, his work is lacking

in coherence, and showing how the fault could be remedied.



CHAPTER IX

THE WHOLE COMPOSITION

124. The Whole Composition. Following our ascend-

ing scale (see 108), we now come to the largest unit

of style, the whole composition, by which we

mean a long theme, a book, a chapter of a book, a

speech, a sermon, or any other combination of para-

graphs developing a single larger idea. Let us apply,

first, to the whole composition the three principles of

unity, emphasis, and coherence which we have already

applied to the sentence and to the paragraph.

We must bear in mind, however, that, just as a

group of sentences having unity does not necessarily

constitute a paragraph having unity, so a group of

paragraphs having unity does not necessarily consti-

tute a whole composition having unity ;
and the same

is the case with the principles of emphasis and coher-

ence. (For unity, emphasis, and coherence in the

sentence, see 93, 99, 100; for unity, emphasis,

and coherence in the paragraph, see in, 112,

114, 118.)

125. Unity. The principle of unity prescribes that

the unit or element which is under consideration in

this case the whole composition shall concern one,

and only one, subject, and that there shall be in it

189
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no extraneous matter. There are several hints which

will help the student in applying this principle.

1. Choose a subject about which you know some-

thing, or can find out something. Avoid such vague
and unnatural subjects as "The Pleasures of Spring,"
" The Evils of War,"

"
Unity is Strength," or " Virtue

is its own Reward," in regard to which it is scarcely

possible for a young man to have knowledge or to

feel interest. Write within the limits of your own

experience, write earnestly, and it will not be hard to

stick to the subject which you have proposed for

yourself.

2. Limit your subject rigidly. Choose a small,

definite subject, and try to treat it thoroughly. With

a large or ill-determined subject the temptations to

stray aside are much greater. As the topic for a

short essay, for instance,
" Abraham Lincoln

"
is bet-

ter than "American Statesmen." Better than the

former would be " Lincoln as President
"

;
and even

further restriction might be advantageous.

3. Be sure that your title suggests your subject.

If, for instance, your essay is an account of the way
in which a humming-bird fed her young and taught

them to fly, your title should not be " A Widow
and Twins," but something which will indicate to

the reader what the subject-matter really concerns.

Plain, specific titles, for instance, are:
" On the Study

of Geography," "Rowing at Oxford," "What the

Southern Negro is doing for Himself," "Classical

Literature in Translation." Be sure, too, that your
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title is not a mere catchpenny, sensational heading

of the sort common in certain newspapers.

4. The subject once definitely determined, and a

plain, appropriate title chosen, be sure that every

sentence and every paragraph have a distinct bear-

ing on that subject and come rightfully under that

title.

126. Emphasis. In the whole composition em-

phasis prescribes that important ideas should occupy

prominent places. With this result in view the

writer should bear in mind the following hints :

1. Treat at length what is important or significant.

Pass rapidly over or omit entirely what is relatively

unimportant or insignificant. Many a theme, for

instance, which purports to give an account of a

day's fishing is spoiled because the writer expends

four-fifths of his time and space in relating how he

got up and off in the morning, and leaves only a

remnant of them for the more important part of his

narrative. Many a theme on the life of Napoleon,

or some other historical character, has proved worth-

less because the writer has wasted his strength on

the insignificant details of his subject's childhood,

instead of economizing rigorously on time and space

in order to state adequately the important facts of

his manhood and great career.

2. Let your beginning indicate clearly what your

subject is, and how you mean to treat it. Notice

the two following examples, the first of which is the

opening of Lord Macaulay's History of England.
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(a) I purpose to write the history of England from the

accession of King James the Second down to a time which

is within the memory of men still living. I shall recount the

errors which, in a few months, alienated a loyal gentry and

priesthood from the house of Stuart. I shall trace the course

of that revolution which terminated the long struggle between

our sovereigns and their parliaments, and bound up together

the rights of the people and the title of the reigning dynasty.

I shall relate how the new settlement was, during many
troubled years, successfully defended against foreign and

domestic enemies
; how, under that settlement, the authority

of law and the security of property were found to be com-

patible with a liberty of discussion and of individual action

never before known
; how, from the auspicious union of

order and freedom, sprang a prosperity of which the annals

of human affairs had furnished no example ;
how our country,

from a state of ignominious vassalage, rapidly rose to the

place of umpire among European powers ;
how her opulence

and her martial glory grew together; how, by wise and

resolute good faith, was gradually established a public credit

fruitful of marvels which to the statesmen of any former age

would have seemed incredible ;
how a gigantic commerce

gave birth to a maritime power, compared with which every

other maritime power, ancient or modern, sinks into insig-

nificance
;
how Scotland, after ages of enmity, was at length

united to England, not merely by legal bonds, but by indis-

soluble ties of interest and affection
; how, in America, the

British colonies rapidly became far mightier and wealthier

than the realms which Cortez and Pizarro had added to the

dominions of Charles the Fifth
; how, in Asia, British ad-

venturers founded an empire not less splendid and more

durable than that of Alexander.
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(b) For twenty-six years the negro has had his freedom,

and now the question is, What use has he made of it? I

have just returned from an extended trip through the South,

arranged and made solely for the purpose of getting an

answer to the question, What is the colored man doing for

himself? I have travelled through Virginia, the Carolinas,

Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, returning through

Tennessee, the District of Columbia, and Maryland. In the

course of this journey, covering thirty-five hundred miles, I

have visited schools, colleges, and industrial institutions in

most of the large centres of the South, from Baltimore to

New Orleans. I have gone through the Black Belt, inspected

the agricultural districts, visited farms and cabins, and have

seen every phase of negro life, from the destitution of the

one-room cabin to the homes of the comfortable and pros-

perous, and every degree of social standing, from the convicts

in the chain-gang in the New Orleans Parish Prison and the

Birmingham mines to ministers, lawyers, doctors, and bankers

on the top round of the social ladder. As a result of this

observation and experience, I have some clearly defined

impressions and some interesting evidence as to what the

negro is doing for himself.

BARROWS : What the Southern Negro is doingfor Himself,

3. Look no less carefully to the end than to the

beginning. Be sure that the reader leaves your work

with a clear idea of what your main points are.

To sum up, then, the facts which show what the negro

is doing for himself, it is clear that the new generation of

Afric-Americans is animated by a progressive spirit. They
are raising and following their own leaders. They are rapidly
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copying the organic, industrial, and administrative features

of white society. They have discovered that industrial re-

demption is not to be found in legislative and political

measures. In spite of oppressive usury and extortion, the

colored man is buying farms, accumulating property, estab-

lishing himself in trade, learning the mechanic arts, devising

inventions, and -entering the professions. Education he sees

to be the pathway to prosperity, and is making immense

sacrifices to secure it. He is passing into the higher states

of social evolution. In religion, the " old timer
"

is giving

way to the educated preacher. Religion is becoming more

ethical. The colored people are doing much to take care

of their own unfortunate classes. The cooperative spirit is

slowly spreading through trades-unions, building associations,

and benevolent guilds. In no way is the colored man doing
'

more for himself than by silently and steadily developing a

sense of self-respect, new capacity for self-support, and a

pride in his race, which, more than anything else, secure for

him the respect and fraternal feeling of his white neighbors.

Ibid.

127. Coherence. Coherence of the whole com-

position is strictly analogous to coherence of the

sentence and of the paragraph. We must bind our

words together logically into sentences, our sentences

together logically into paragraphs, and our para-

graphs together logically into the whole composition.

The only quality indispensable in serious writing is

order. As the chief aim of all composition is usually

to tell the reader something which he presumably did

not know before, it is obvious that to impart to him
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this new information we must begin where we and

the reader have some knowledge in common, and

then lead him by consecutive logical stages to that

which he is to understand. For that purpose it is

absolutely necessary that our work be carefully

planned. We can no more write successfully with-

out a definite conception of what the structure of our

composition is to be, than an architect can build with-

out having in mind a well-defined and well-organized

structure.

EXERCISE 59. i. Select five definite subjects; tell why

you think you have sufficient information to write on them

or how you propose to obtain the necessary information;

choose an appropriate title for each subject.

2. What fault do you find with the following subjects for

short themes?

Heat. Light. Sound. Mineral Deposit. Photography.

The Future of our Republic. Harvard University. Youth's

Best Lesson. Proverbs of the World. The Indians. His-

tory. Literature. New York City.

Suggest in each case modifications that would make the

subject a suitable one.

3. Examine the titles and head- lines in several current

newspapers in order to see whether they suggest or repre-

sent the substance of the articles -adequately and without

vulgarity.

4. Examine such texts or articles as your instructor may

direct, with reference to unity, emphasis, and coherence.

5. Criticise in point of emphasis and coherence the fol-

lowing theme, and indicate the plan on which it should be

rewritten :
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A CRUISE IN A YACHT

Living on a large river, with the ocean very near, makes

yachting very handy for me. Two weeks at least of my sum-

mer holidays are spent on board a yacht. This last summer

I cruised down the Delaware and outside the Capes as far

as Barnegat.

Two boy friends, the captain, the cook, and myself com-

posed the crew.

We started one dismal Sunday with a howling east wind

that took us down the river at steamboat speed. That night

it was very foggy, so we had to keep blowing a horn every

half-minute. Blowing a fog-horn is no joke, and after keep-

ing it up half an hour your head feels all mouth.

To cook in rough weather is difficult and funny. The

cook generally spills the coffee down somebody's neck, and

hurls the steak at your head.

Rather than cook anything we lived on dried beef and

crackers for two days.

The next day it cleared off, and while we were anchored

for dinner a police boat came up and ordered us away. We
had unintentionally anchored over some oyster beds and

were taken for pirates.

The sixth or seventh day out it rained, and drenched us

all so that we had to take our clothes off to dry them.

Our five pairs of trousers were dangling in the air when a

strong puff of wind came and seemed to pick them off the line

one at a time, and walk away with them. We wore blan-

kets the rest of the cruise, and when we got back to the wharf

we sent a small boy to a store to buy us some overalls.

The next cruise I take will be with two pairs of trousers

at least.
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128. The First Step : the Plan. The first step in

the planning of a good piece of writing a school

composition, for instance is the preparation of a

plan or skeleton tha't shall indicate the main points.

The following will serve as illustrations :

(a) MY FONDNESS FOR THE SEA

I. Genuineness of my feeling.

II. Early associations with the sea.

III. Later associations with the sea.

IV. My work and life to have some connection with the

sea.

(<$)
A TYPICAL DAY IN MY SUMMER VACATION

I. General circumstances.

II. The forenoon.

III. The afternoon.

IV. The evening.

V. Effects on my health and happiness.

(f) How TO SWIM

I. Importance of learning.

II. General principles.

III. The dog stroke.

IV. The breast stroke.

V. Other strokes.

VI. Pleasure and benefit derived from swimming.

129. The Second Step : the Details. The next step

in the planning of a composition is to fill out this

scheme roughly in a running outline, and to determine

about how much space shall be given to each head.
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(a) Subject : My Fondness for the Sea.

I. I really am fond of the sea. A good many people say

they are. They merely like to sit on the piazza of a sea-

shore hotel or go out on a sailboat for a forenoon. I like it

winter and summer, in storm and sunshine. Enjoy living

on it or by it.
. Partly due to the fact that I like fishing,

sailing, swimming. Partly to my associations with the sea.

[100 words.]

II. I was born by the sea. I lived by it. Father a sea-

captain. How I learned to swim and sail a boat. Friends

I had among sailors. [150 words.]

III. Later I made several long coasting trips and once

crossed the ocean on a sailing-vessel. [150 words.]

IV. The consequence is that I am so attached to the sea

that I really feel homesick when away from it. I am going

to be a lawyer and shall probably have to live in the city.

But I mean to have as much to do with the sea as possible.

Perhaps make a specialty of marine law. At any rate, a

cottage at the seashore, as soon as I can afford it, and a

good sailboat. [200 words.]

() Subject : A Typical Day in my Summer Vacation.

I. We always spend the summer at the seashore. House

large, and I am allowed to have at least one guest all the

time. Good sailing on the harbor. Good sailboat. Three

objects I have in summer : to have all the fun I can, to get

plenty of exercise, and to do two hours of reading each

day. This is how I arrange it. [150 words.]

II. Up at six in morning. Get cook to give me a cup of

coffee. Reading done by time rest of family are ready for

breakfast. Usually sail until twelve, then go in bathing.

Dinner at one. [100 words.]

III. Loaf round for an hour or two. Father likes to have
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me play a game of chess with him. At three we row over to

town for the mail, then take a long walk along the beach.

[100 words.]

IV. After supper somebody reads a good novel aloud
;

or we tell stories, or sing, or play games; or, sometimes, if

it is moonlight, go rowing. Get to bed early. [100 words.]

V. The result is that at the end of the summer I am

always in good condition, and have had the very best of

times. Last summer I gained fifteen pounds. I read

Motley's Rise of the Dutch Republic and Prescott's Con-

quest of Peru. This winter I have not had a single day of

illness. [125 words.]

After such a plan has been made and the main

details jotted down under each head, there is nothing

to do except write a first draft of the composition.

Success in an essay lies largely in the planning.

The simple outline suggested will be found suffi-

cient for ordinary short compositions of several para-

graphs.
1

130. The Formula for a Composition. It seems ab-

surd to speak of a formula for a composition, and yet

there is one very simple and natural way of arrang-

ing material for a short essay. It is very frequently

employed by experienced writers, and young writers

should be familiar with it and use it. It is this :

state in the first paragraph what the general subject

is and what the heads are under which you will take

1 The whole subject of outlines is treated very definitely and mi-

nutely, so far as concerns exposition, in Mitchill and Carpenter's

Exposition in Class-Room Practice, Chapters I and II.
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it up ;
take up the heads in that order, giving to each

a paragraph or a group of paragraphs ;
in a conclud-

ing paragraph show what light you have thrown on

the subject

EXERCISE 60. i . Draw up a plan for a composition of

about a thousand words, in at least five paragraphs, adding

the details under each head. Write the first paragraph,

the last paragraph, and the first sentence of each of the

other paragraphs.

2. Criticise the plan of a composition by one of your

classmates.



CHAPTER X

WORDS

131. Plan of Procedure. Now that we have studied

the arrangement of words in sentences, of sentences

in paragraphs, and of paragraphs in a whole composi-

tion, we must return to the subject of words. Since

all these groupings that make up composition depend

ultimately upon separate words, let us determine

what kinds of words are most serviceable.

132. The Extent of the English Vocabulary. We
have already seen the dangers attending the use of

words that are not, strictly speaking, English words,

and the use of words in senses not properly English.

But other points about words still remain to be con-

sidered. Granted that all our words are English and

are used in proper English senses, what sort of words

shall we use, of what words shall our vocabularies

consist ? English has, by the accidents of history,

a total vocabulary of more than three hundred thou-

sand words. To the primitive Anglo-Saxon of our

Germanic ancestors were first added, by slow degrees,

words from the Celtic, the Danish, and the Latin.

The conquest of England by the Normans Scan-

dinavians who spoke French resulted in the addi-
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tion of a large French vocabulary to the homely
treasures of the Anglo-Saxon tongue and created

our English language. And then, as civilization

grew, and as knowledge of antiquity and intercourse

with other nations increased, came new ideas and

experiences, new arts and sciences, and a multitude of

new words from Latin and Greek, as well as from

Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, Hebrew, Arabic,

Hindustani, Persian, Malay, and other languages.

With a vocabulary so large and rich as that of Eng-

lish, what are we to do ? In this chaos of strange

and familiar words, how are we to pick and choose?

133. The Extent of the Individual Vocabulary.

When we examine the situation, however, we find

that no one uses all these three hundred thousand

words, any more than he makes friends with all the

people in the city where he lives. 1 Even Shakespeare's

vocabulary had not more than about twenty thousand

words; and that of the English Bible is less than

seven thousand. We need not be ambitious, then, to

use all the words in the dictionary. What we should

try to do is to increase our vocabularies until they

are adequate to our needs
;
and that, it is to be feared,

they are not now.

We recognize a comparatively large number of

words when we see them or hear them, but we are

by no means in the habit of using them in our own

1 For a clear statement of the controversy as to the extent of the

individual vocabulary, the instructor may care to consult Jespersen's

Growth and Structure ofthe English Language, Chapter IX.
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conversation and writing. Now, communication. of

some sort can be carried on with even a very small

number of words. A foreigner may manage to make
known his ordinary wants with only a few hundred

;

the average vocabulary of the Italian opera is said to

be less than a thousand. But a small stock of words

is a cruel limitation on one's thinking, and especially

on one's talking or writing. To have only a few

words at our command means that we have curtailed

ourselves in much that makes life worth living, in

freshness and keenness of sensation, and in breadth

and depth of thought. The difference between a

wide-awake, energetic man, with an acute, well-dis-

ciplined mind, and a dull or stupid man, is largely

due to a state of mind of which the best sign is a

limited or hackneyed vocabulary. The dull man

does not discriminate
;
he lumps a dozen things

together under one name : all things which are at all

alike are to him exactly alike. Nice, fine, good, for

instance, do duty for a score of adjectives with more

special meanings.

134. How to Increase the Individual Vocabulary.

The following advice will aid students in enlarging

their vocabularies :

i. Have a good dictionary by you and use it fre-

quently.
1

1 Worcester's Dictionary, the International, the Century, and the

Standard are the best English dictionaries for ordinary use, and at

least one of them should be accessible in every school library. The

Century has the advantage of giving a number of examples under each

word, illustrating the precise sense which usage gives to it. This plan
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.2. Use new words, even if it takes an effort to do

so, until they become familiar to you.

3. Beware of using the same words too constantly.

A hackneyed vocabulary, or the careless and unnec-

essary repetition of a word in a single sentence or in

several successive sentences, detracts greatly from

the force of what you write.

4. If possible, get a sound elementary knowledge
of Latin, not only because the study of Latin trains

the mind, but because Latin is the basis on which a

large number of important English words are formed.

5. Read as much as you can in good English

authors of all kinds. Read carefully ;
do not skip or

pass lightly over words the meanings of which you

only half know or do not know at all. Read aloud,

in order that words may be the better impressed upon

your memory ; and, from time to time, memorize

passages of unusual power or beauty.

6. In all your writing try to express yourselves

exactly ;
realize what it is which you want to express,

and do not be satisfied until you have found the word

or words that express your meaning adequately.

is followed much more elaborately in the largest and best dictionary of

the language, the New English Dictionary. The great size of this

work, which after many years of labor still remains incomplete, pre-

vents it from being used largely by younger students, but it is to be

hoped that teachers will see that their school libraries and town libra-

ries possess itj and from time to time refer pupils to it, with a view to

giving them a clear idea of the extent and variety of the English

vocabulary, and the numerous shades of meaning to which usage lends

authority.
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7. Write frequently. It is by use that a vocabu-

lary grows rich and keeps vigorous.

EXERCISE 61. I. Read carefully the following passage,

underscoring the words or phrases with which you are not

so familiar as to use them naturally. Make sure of their

meaning and construct sentences which will illustrate their

use.

Although-as boys we had been even intimate associates,

yet I really knew little of my friend. His reserve had been

always excessive and habitual. I was aware, however, that

his very ancient family had been noted, time out of mind,

for a peculiar sensibility of temperament, displaying itself,

through long ages, in many works of exalted art, and mani-

fested of late in repeated deeds of munificent yet unobtru-

sive charity, as well as in a passionate devotion to the

intricacies, perhaps even more than to the orthodox and

easily recognizable beauties, of musical science. I had

learned, too, the very remarkable fact that the stem of the

Usher race, all time-honored as it was, had put forth at no

period any enduring branch
;
in other words, that the entire

family lay in the direct line of descent, and had always, with

very trifling and very temporary variation, so lain. It was

this deficiency, I considered, while running over in thought

the perfect keeping of the character of the premises with

the accredited character of the people, and while speculating

upon the possible influence which the one, in the long lapse

of centuries, might have exercised upon the other it was

this deficiency, perhaps, of collateral issue, and the conse-

quent undeviating transmission from sire to son of the patri-

mony with the name, which had, at length, so identified the

two as to merge the original title of the estate in the quaint
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and equivocal appellation of the "House of Usher" an

appellation which seemed to include, in the minds of the

peasantry who used it, both the family and the family

mansion. POE : The Fall of the House of Usher.

II. Choose at random a page from an unabridged

dictionary, and notice (i) how many of the words there

defined you know the meaning of, and (2) how many you

actually use in speech or composition.

III. Write as many words as possible that name :

i. Various trades and professions. 2. Vehicles used

on land. 3. Boats. 4. Buildings. 5. Parts of a bicycle

or a sewing-machine. 6. Tools. 7. Birds. 8. Flowers.

9. Colors. 10. Musical instruments.

IV. Notice the following words which might be used in

describing some one's appearance, and make a similar list

to describe a person's disposition, ability, conversation :

Eyes : bright, dull, sparkling, clear, heavy, close-set, shift-

ing, narrow, honest, gentle, penetrating, keen, kindly, ex-

pressive, lovely, hard.

Forehead: noble, high, receding, low, broad, narrow,

well-shaped.

Figure: muscular, wiry, broad-shouldered, well-propor-

tioned, slender, thick-set, stout, short, tall.

135. Synonyms. Strictly speaking, synonyms are

words with the same meaning ; practically, however,

we use the term to cover words of nearly the same

meaning, or of much the same meaning. In order to

increase your vocabulary, you will find it advisable

to pay considerable attention to the matter of syno-

nyms. A knowledge of synonyms will be helpful to

you in two ways. First, it will often enable you to
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give variety to your writing by using now one, now

another equivalent term, in cases where it would

be awkward or inelegant to repeat the same

word. Second, it will enable you to express your

thought with more exactness; for there is often a

slight but distinct difference in sense or use between

synonyms.

EXERCISE 62. In each of the following fill each blank

with an appropriate synonym of the italicized word in the

same sentence :

i. Be astir at
, then, and receive the greeting of that

lover of the dawn, the blackcap. 2. The thickened,

so that now you waded through a condensation of gloom.

3. The thrush filled every lone pathway with its sweet

music, and I wondered that the world should hear so little

of this woodside . 4. The sobering silence of the

night was the subject of our conversation, when suddenly a

sad, sweet song broke the . 5. In the city, these con-

ditions are not so well marked
;
but beyond the limits,

nature still rules. 6. It was just the day for a ramble, and

I was off early for an all-day . 7. The gale died away,

and he tried to go northward again ;
but again came the

and swept him back into the waste. 8. And what

became of the little
,
the poor boy in the pretty town

of Marbach ? 9. He comes up the stairs and opens

the door noiselessly. 10. When the first week had passed,

the queen took little Eliza into the country, and but a short

month had before the king had entirely forgotten his

little daughter.

II. In the following use a synonym in place of one of

the italicized words :
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1. He has many wealthy friends, although he is not a

wealthy man himself. 2. At his first glimpse of the coun-

tenance, Ernest did fancy that there was a resemblance be-

tween it and the familiar countenance upon the mountain

side. 3. Celia considered that it would be unsafe for two

young maids of rank to travel in their rich clothes
;
she

therefore proposed that they should dress like country

maids. 4. When the servant of the house of Montague
met the servant of the house of Capulet, a quarrel ensued

;

and frequent were the quarrels from such accidental meet-

ings. 5. Portia dressed herself and Nerissa in men's ap-

parel, and putting on the apparel of a counsellor, she took

Nerissa with her as clerk and set out for Venice. 6. Portia

now desired Shylock to let her see the bond
;
and when she

had read it she desired him to be merciful. 7. The im-

portance of the arduous task Portia had engaged in gave

her courage, and she boldly proceeded to perform the task

she had undertaken. 8. The lady expressed great sorrow

at hearing this, and said she wished to see the father of

Helena, a young lady who was present. 9. The mourners

sat in silence, with only a smothered sob now and then to

break the silence. 10. She tried to comfort the sorrowful

girl, but could think of nothing that would comfort her.

EXERCISE 63. i. Give one or more synonyms for each

of the following words. Consult your dictionary.

Dawn, neglect, perform, astonish, collect, bestow, appeal,

destroy, attend, grieve, joy, brilliance, gloomy, happy, gentle,

calm, excitable, fond, sweet, simple, just, honorable, gloam-

ing, bewilder.

2. Do you see any difference in meaning in the pairs of

words given below? Write sentences using each correctly.

Artist, artisan ; healthy, healthful
; bring, fetch ; applause,
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praise ; propose, purpose ; in, into
; distinct, clear

; few,

little
; defend, protect ; thankful, grateful ; right, privilege ;

occasion, opportunity ; custom, habit
; brutal, brutish

;
tem-

perance, abstinence
; exile, banish

; excuse, apology ; duty,

obligation ; doubt, suspense ; price, worth
; interfere, in-

terpose ; surprised, astonished
; flexible, pliable.

3. Criticise the vocabulary of the following passages :

(a} The wind even took up the sand and gravel, and

carried it away with the snow. On the side it piled up the

snow till the houses were almost covered up. No one

ventured out, even on snow-shoes
;
but the wind came in

where it could, and sifted in the fine snow about windows

and under doors : and the snow that came down the chim-

neys melted and stained the walls.

(b) The next step is to put this photograph into words.

Care should be used in the selection of words. A few well-

selected, expressive words are a great deal more valuable in

description than two or three pages of words that are not

forcible, and not characteristic of the subject.

(c~)
It is not of that class of writing that finds a lasting

place in literature that I am writing, for few of us can

ever write real literature ;
but of writing that, while not

necessarily possessing literary finish, is nevertheless capable

of conveying to the reader the idea that the writer had in

mind.

136. Too Many Words. One of the most important

principles of rhetoric is also one of the most obvious :

we should not use more words than those which

express our meaning adequately. Obvious as it is,

this principle is one of the hardest to put into prac-

tice. The habit of writing compactly, of going
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straight to the point, of saying just what one has to

say and then of stopping, is not easy to acquire.

The opposite and more frequent habit, the vice of

using too many words, usually appears in one of

three forms :

1. Useless repetition of an idea, as in the following

sentence,
" Hence the universal testimony which all

the nations of the earth have conspired to give to

some few works of genius." Here the relative clause

merely repeats the idea of universal.

2. Useless words, which, though not repeating any

preceding thought, add nothing to the sense. For

example, (a) can, by the omission of superfluous

words, be reduced to (b).

(a) One hundred dentists sat in Berkeley Hall last night

and listened to a paper by Dr. Smith on the subject of the

development of the enamel in the teeth.

() In Berkeley Hall last night Dr. Smith lectured to

one hundred dentists on the development of the enamel.

3. Useless details or prolixity. Prolixity is most

easily illustrated by the rambling story, in which

unnecessary facts obscure the real point.

137. How to Secure Compactness. Compactness in

writing is to be secured chiefly by keeping upper-

most in mind the precise point which the writer

wishes to make. 1 To this end, any piece of writing

1 The following verses from the Atlanta Constitution contain the

proper dogma in a somewhat unconventional form :

" When you've got a thing to say,

Say it ! Don't take half a day.
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should be carefully planned, so as to avoid useless

detours. Economy of time for both the reader and

the writer demands that the writer should stick

closely to his point, and should reach it by simple

and natural steps. If prolixity can be avoided, mere

wordiness can be easily dealt with by the combined

efforts of the teacher and the pupil. When, how-

ever, a theme is prolix, the best thing to do with it is

to destroy it. Correction will not help it much.

138. Too Few Words. Young writers are often as

likely to use too few words as too many. It is not,

of course, sufficient to state what you mean hi a bare,

disconnected fashion; you must be sure that your
reader understands you fully, and for that purpose

you must add, by way of explanation, illustration, or

expansion, whatever details are necessary to make

your whole meaning quite clear. "Brevity," said an

old and experienced lawyer,
"

is sometimes overrated.

The number of a man's words should be like the

length of a blanket, enough to cover the bed and

to tuck in besides."

In the following examples, (a) represents a state-

When your tale's got little in it,

Crowd the whole thing in a minute.

Life is short a fleeting vapor;

Don't you fill the whole blamed paper
With a tale which, at a pinch,

Could be cornered in an inch !

Boil her down until she simmers;

Polish her until she glimmers.

When you've got a thing to say,

Say it ! Don't take half a day."
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ment of fact so incomplete that its bearing is nol

easily seen
; (^)is the same statement in an expanded

and more comprehensible form :

(a) President Eliot has entered upon a crusade, which,

I think, is a step in the right direction. He proposes that

certain of the languages be commenced before entering the

high school, so that on entering college one will have fin-

ished all preliminary work on them.

() President Eliot has started a movement which is, I

think, in the right direction. He has proposed, in a recent

article and in several addresses before educational bodies,

that the pupil should begin the study of one or perhaps two

foreign languages French, German, Latin, or Greek in

the grammar school, at least a year before entering the high

school. By the time he enters the high school, then, the

student will have finished much of the elementary work in

the languages which he, or his parents for him, shall have

chosen. Before he leaves the high school he will, under

this system, have obtained such a mastery over them as to

read them, to understand them when spoken, and to express

himself, to a certain degree, in them.

139. The Scale of Composition. Faults with regard

to the number of words are often caused by failure

to notice the scale on which a piece of writing is to

be done. The battle of Bunker Hill can be described

in a sentence or in ten thousand words. In treating

any subject it is important that we should notice the

physical limits of our work; that is, to what space

we are restricted. With these limits in mind it is

usually not difficult to decide into how much de-
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tail it is necessary to go in any given part of our

essay.

EXERCISE 64. Rewrite the following passages in fewer

words :

i. What the outcome of the Peace Conference will be is

as yet a matter of doubtful conjecture, but one thing is sure,

and that is that the conference will gain time for the Czar.

2. England has been acknowledged for the past four or five

centuries to be the ruler of the ocean, the greatest naval

power in the world; and indeed this seems to be true.

3. After long weeks of waiting, after many nights passed in

sleepless watchfulness, the Spanish fleet finally steamed forth

on a day in the early part of July when the sun was sending

down his rays with all the fierceness of a tropic climate.

4. The Confederacy had been very successful in its warfare

on the sea, and with the introduction of the Merrintac it

had almost turned the fortunes of the South against the

North. Hitherto all the vessels of both sides had been

made of wood with no protection against shot or shell.

But when the Merrimac was turned out with its protecting

coat of iron, it was well-nigh invincible, and none of the

ordinary wooden war-ships had any chance against it. It

destroyed some of the North's finest vessels, and every one

trembled at what it might do. 5. The library owns many

costly and valuable works which are not shown, except by

special permission.

6. On February 15, 1898, while our battleship Maine

was anchored in Havana Harbor, it was blown up and

destroyed, and nearly two hundred and fifty sailors and men

on board lost their lives. 7. Prior to Burke's speech for

many years the American people had resented and objected
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to many bills which the English Parliament had passed

relative to the American colonies, until it reached its cul-

minating point in revolution and the loss to England of the

American colonies. The Navigation Act, the Stamp Act,

the tax on tea, the Boston Port Bill, and lastly the quarter-

ing of troops in America, irritated and aroused the people

to the sense of their wrongs, until, pressed and oppressed

beyond all endurance, they revolted, and after years of

struggle won their independence. 8. This defeat ruined

the Spanish power, and from this time it steadily declined.

9. Ellsworth climbed to the tower or roof and captured the

flag, and the men proceeded down the stairs, when they met

on the landing the owner of the flag, who, without a word

of warning, shot Ellsworth dead through the heart with a

shot-gun which he carried in his hand. Thus in the very

beginning of what promised to be a glorious life Ellsworth

was cut off in the prime and health of manhood. 10. On
the other hand, the firing of the guns of the Constitution

was excellent, and almost every shot took effect. The masts

of the Guerriere were in a tottering condition, and some of

them fell, dragging the Guerriere up, so that she came

alongside of the Constitution.

ii. Finally, when the smoke had at last cleared, and the

roar of the cannon had ceased, and the terrible silence,

broken only by the lapping of the waves and groans of

dying men, seemed to enwrap everything, the fleet of the

Spaniards, once so proud and mighty, lay scattered along the

rock-strewn beach, with their sides rent with gaping holes,

dismantled, and smoking where the American shells had

ignited their woodwork. 12. It was now our part to cut

the tree down. Two members of our party now used their

axes at the foot of the tree to cut it down. 13. We took
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with us to the camp all the requirements that were needed.

14. The directors' seats, where these officials were to sit,

were not yet occupied. 15. Everything he was to do he

always talked it over with his daughter Rebecca. 16. The

piece of paper was square in shape and brown in color.

EXERCISE 65. Increase the number of words in the fol-

lowing passages until the thought is adequately expressed :

[SUGGESTIONS. i. The short statements seem unrelated :

supply connections and amplifying phrases to show that the

colonies were ready for freedom because (a) they no longer

needed the protection of England, which had been neces-

sary in time of war; and (b) England had neglected to

maintain strong royal authority, and had permitted popular

government. 2. Show that in 1775 it was necessary to

decide on a policy of colonial government (sentences i and

2) ;
and prepare for the statement of Burke's attitude by

telling what alternatives were presented. 3. What is meant

by
" rather condensed "

? What connection is there between

the brevity of the prescribed sonnet-form and the kinds

of themes for which it is most used? 4. We are not told

that the Spanish Armada leaves the English coast. Make

a less abrupt transition to "the harbor of Calais." 5. Show

the relation of the parenthetical clause to the assertion.

6. Show fully the relation of cause and effect existing be-

tween the conditions of imprisonment and the death of

the prisoners. 7. Where were the fortifications built, and

why did Colonel Prescott stop to build them on Bunker

[Breed's] Hill? 8. Make definite the inference that the

retention of the same ministers in office for so long a time

shows their great influence over the king.]

i. The colonies were in a state ripe for freedom. The

French and Indian wars were over. The colonies felt no
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need of England for protection. They had been neglected

by England. Their governments were chiefly popular.

2. Burke's speech was given to the English Parliament

in the year 1775. The time had come when some govern-

ment must be decided upon for the colonies, and Burke

did his best to persuade Parliament toward reconciliation.

3. The sonnet is a short poem consisting of one stanza

of fourteen lines. It is usually rather condensed, on ac-

count of its definite limits. It is often used for subjective

poetry, and is useless for any narrative.

4. The fleet was first sighted from the English coast on

July 19, 1588. The English ships sent out to intercept the

Spanish vessels were so much lighter and smaller that they

would get around a large Spanish ship like a flock of king-

.
birds around an eagle, and after destroying her would go

after another. And so it continued for some time, the

Spaniards sustaining severe losses. Then when the Spanish

fleet was in the harbor of Calais, the English sent fire-ships

against it, and almost destroyed it.

5. The subject on which he was going to speak was a

very important one it was just a week before the battle

of Lexington as the American colonies were very valu-

able possessions.

6. His orders were carried out. The poor men were thrown

into a dungeon about forty feet square. The windows were

small; it was the height of the Indian summer ;
and when the

guards came back in the morning only twenty-three pris-

oners out of one hundred and forty-three were left alive.

7. On his way to Charlestown, Colonel Prescott came to

a hill, called Bunker Hill, which sloped down gently to the

south. All that night, and till eleven the next day, he kept

his men at work building fortifications.
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8. George III was really king only in name, for he was

ruled by his ministers. He had had six ministers in office

twenty years.

9. I was up at five o'clock and, after packing my trunk

and a hearty breakfast, I walked to our club-room.

10. He must be quick to strike, ability to judge whether

to lock up a person, and wisdom to serve as a witness.

11. Another great essential for a policeman is to abstain

from liquor, because a man does not know what he is doing.
1

12. A great improvement was made by attaching wooden

tires weighing half as much as an ordinary wagon.
2

13. His complexion is not so dark as his brother.3

14. His blood was up, and swore that he would never be

the slave of Cedric.

15. His complexion is dark and has piercing black eyes.

1 6. He cared more for money than his daughter.
8

17. He was driving a pony to a buckboard, and I could

watch his old, bent form.

1 8. This poor old man was murdered instead of a suicide.

140. Long Words and Short Words. Long words

should not be used because they are long words, nor

short words merely because they are short. If the

word you want to express your meaning exactly is a

long word, use it, but do not hunt for long and pom-

pous words. As a rule, say what you have to say as

simply as possible, preferring, for the sake of brevity,

short words to long words.

1 Insert a phrase or clauses making clear the connections between

the main and the subordinate clause of this sentence.
2 Make the comparison clear.

3 Add words that will remove the ambiguity of this sentence.
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Notice, for instance, the simplicity and directness

of the following passage, an effect largely produced

by the use of short words :

And when they told it to Jotham, he went and stood in

the top of Mount Gerizim, and lifted up his voice, and cried,

and said unto them, Hearken unto me, ye men of Shechem,

that God may hearken unto you. The trees went forth on

a time to anoint a king over them
;
and they said unto the

olive tree, Reign thou over us. But the olive tree said unto

them, Should I leave my fatness, wherewith by me they

honor God and man, and go to be promoted over the trees ?

And the trees said to the fig tree, Come thou, and reign over

us. But the fig tree said unto them, Should I forsake my
sweetness, and my good fruit, and go to be promoted over

the trees ? Then said the trees unto the vine, Come thou,

and reign over us. And the vine said unto them, Should I

leave my wine, which cheereth God and man, and go to be

promoted over the trees? Then said all the trees unto the

bramble, Come thou, and reign over us. And the bramble

said unto the trees, If in truth ye anoint me king over you,

then come and put your trust in my shadow : and if not, let

fire come out of the bramble, and devour the cedars of

Lebanon. Judges'.. 7-15.

141. Anglo-Saxon Words and Latin Words. Closely

connected with the difference in effect between short

words and long words is that between words of

Anglo-Saxon origin and words of Latin origin. Of

the difference between these two kinds of words

it is essential that the pupil should have a clear

idea.
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142. The Anglo-Saxon Element in English. The

original inhabitants of England belonged to the

Celtic race, were called Britons, and spoke a language

somewhat like Welsh. They were conquered by the

Romans, who made Britain a province of the Roman

Empire, built roads and towns, and carried on min-

ing and a considerable commerce. The great bulk

of the Celtic population, however, was uninfluenced

by Roman civilization, and only slight traces of Latin

were left in the British language. In the fifth cen-

tury, when the Roman military occupation ceased,

the island relapsed into its previous condition of bar-

barism, and was in the course of a century overrun

and conquered by three closely allied Low German

tribes, the Jutes, the Saxons, and the Angles.

The Britons were driven into the west and north of

the island. Those who remained under English rule

were made slaves. The different dialects spoken by
the conquering tribes then became the language of

the country. Anglo-Saxon or Old English is the

English used before the French-speaking Normans

conquered the island and changed the language so

radically. It belongs to the Teutonic family of lan-

guages and is closely akin to the languages of the

Germans, Dutch, and Scandinavians.

143. The Latin Element in English. The Norman

conquerors of England (eleventh century) were Scan-

dinavians by origin, but they had been for a century
and a half settled in North France, had intermarried

with the people of the. country, and spoke a dialect
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of the French language. For a century and more

after the settling of the Normans in England, there

were two languages spoken there, French by the

Normans, English by the native English population.

Gradually, however, the two parts of the population

became less distinct, and the two languages were

fused into one. The new English which the amalga-

mated population spoke we call Middle English,

because it is the second of the three great historical

divisions of the language, i.e. Old English, Middle

English, and Modern English. Middle English is

most familiar to us through Chaucer, who wrote in

the fourteenth century, and was the greatest writer of

the period. Middle English is distinguished from

Old English by the loss of some of the older forms

of inflection and by the addition of a very large num-

ber of words derived from the French.

The importance of this last fact is great. Though
our language is the English language, there are more

words in it of foreign than of English origin. Many
of these words come directly from the Latin, which

has had a strong influence on English, but an even

greater number come to us indirectly, through the

French, which, on account of the supremacy of the

Normans, and on account of the close relations for

centuries between France and England, exercised a

very powerful influence on the English vocabulary.

Now, the French vocabulary comes, in great measure,

from the Latin, so that the majority of English words

are directly or indirectly of Latin origin. In such a
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The opposite effect, an effect of dignity and

grandeur, is illustrated by the passage from Poe

quoted on pages 205, 206. The long words there

employed are mostly words of Latin origin, as in-

deed are most of the long words in our language.

A happy balance between these two effects both of

which are secured, as we have seen, by the use of

different parts of the English vocabulary may be

seen in the passage quoted on page 128. It is such

a vocabulary, containing both the vigorous Anglo-

Saxon words and the more sonorous Latin words,

that the student is advised to acquire.

. EXERCISE 66. I. With the assistance of the teacher,

find the words of Latin origin in the following passage.

Can you think of any words of Anglo-Saxon origin that

are synonymous ?

But the fierce old hag began to get angry and show a

glimpse of her diabolic nature (like a snake's head, peeping

with a hiss out of her bosom), at this pusillanimous behavior

of the thing which she had taken the trouble to put together.
" Puff away, wretch !

"
cried she, wrathfully.

"
Puff, puff,

puff, thou thing of straw and emptiness ! thou rag or two !

thou meal bag ! thou pumpkin head ! thou nothing ! Where

shall I find a name vile enough to call thee by ? Puff, I say,

and suck in thy fantastic life along with the smoke ; else I

snatch the pipe from thy mouth and hurl thee where that

red coal came from." HAWTHORNE : Feathertop.

II. Give ten common names of tools or farm implements.

Are they of Latin or Anglo-Saxon origin ? Are the names
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of the parts of speech of Latin or Anglo-Saxon origin?

Why?

145. Simple Words and Affected Words. A frequent

vice of young or untrained writers is that technically

known as "
fine writing," that is, writing about plain

matters in an affected manner. It has its roots in a

mistaken idea that in order to produce any impression

we must write with great solemnity or pomposity.

The following extract from Lowell's preface to the

second series of Biglow Papers (1867) will give the

best idea of what "
fine writing

"
is, how common it

is, and how absurd it is :

It had long seemed to me that the great vice of American

writing and speaking was a studied want of simplicity, that

we were in danger of coming to look on our mother-tongue

as a dead language, to be sought in the grammar and

dictionary rather than in the heart. . . . While the school-

master has been busy starching our language and smoothing

it flat with the mangle of a supposed classical authority, the

newspaper reporter has been doing even more harm by

stretching and swelling it to suit his occasions. A dozen

years ago I began a list, which I have added to from time to

time, of some of the changes which may be fairly laid at his

door. I give a few of them as showing their tendency, all

the more dangerous that their effect, like that of some

poisons, is insensibly cumulative, and that they are sure at

last of effect among a people whose chief reading is the

daily paper. I give in two columns the old style and its

modern equivalent.
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OLD STYLE

Was hanged.

When the halter was put

round his neck.

A great crowd came to see.

Great fire.

The fire spread.

House burned.

The fire was got under.

Man fell.

A horse and wagon ran

against.

The frightened horse.

Sent for the doctor.

The mayor of the city in

a short speech welcomed.

NEW STYLE

Was launched into eter-

nity.

When the fatal noose was

adjusted about the neck of

the unfortunate victim of his

own unbridled passions.

A vast concourse was as-

sembled to witness.

Disastrous conflagration.

The conflagration ex-

tended its devastating career.

Edifice consumed.

The progress of the de-

vouring element was arrested.

Individual was precipi-

tated.

A valuable horse attached

to a vehicle driven by J. S.,

in the employment of J. B.,

collided with.

The infuriated animal.

Called into requisition the

services of the family physi-

cian.

The chief magistrate of the

metropolis, in well-chosen

and eloquent language, fre-

quently interrupted by the

plaudits of the surging multi-

tude, officially tendered the

hospitalities.
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I shall say a few words.

Began his answer.

Asked him to dine.

A bystander advised.

He died.

I shall, with your permis-

sion, beg leave to offer some

brief observations.

Commenced his rejoinder.

Tendered him a banquet.

One of those omnipresent

characters who, as if in pur-

suance of some previous ar-

rangement, are certain to be

encountered in the vicinity

when an accident occurs,

ventured the suggestion.

He deceased, he passed

out of existence, his spirit

quitted its earthly habitation,

winged its way to eternity,

shook off its burden, etc.

This list of Lowell's, drawn up many years ago,

still holds good; the fault he ridicules is still preva-

lent, and is especially characteristic of the lower

grades of American speech and composition.

EXERCISE 67. What are the equivalents, in plain Eng-

lish, of the following passages ?

1. While Mr. John Lyon was not, to use a vulgar phrase,
"
busted," three of the minutest coins of the realm were the

bulwarks which stood between him and a compound finan-

cial fracture.

2. Even his latest acquisition a sprained ankle had

been acquired by a chase after the elusive dollar or rather

dime which he with thirty or forty other mercenaries of

the park had seen fall from the hand of a news-purchaser.
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3. His latest attempt at epicurean satisfaction had been

a five-cent plate of ham.

4. John stopped in front of a second-hand book store

and varied the monotony of thinking by reading over the

titles of the highly inflammable literature externally exposed

for sale.

5. In the doorway of a neighboring confectioner's stood

one of those highly decorated machines of mystery, where,

by means of a copper coin placed in the proper aperture,

one may become the possessor of a tablet labelled either

"Pep." or "
Wint.," or some other delectable flavor.

6. Shivering at his own temerity in thus rashly hazarding

his fortune, he deposited one-third of his earthly possessions

in the all-devouring machine.

7. His face had enjoyed a two weeks' respite from a

razor.

8.
"

I am under the impression," said Mr. Micawber,
" that your peregrinations in this metropolis have not as yet

been extensive, and that you might have some difficulty in

penetrating the arcana of the Modern Babylon in the di-

rection of the City Road in short,-" said Mr. Micawber,

in another burst of confidence,
" that you might lose your-

self. I shall be happy to call this evening, and install you

in the knowledge of the nearest way."

9. Ex-Prize Fighter John L. Sullivan, at present posing

before the dazzling footlights as one of the heroes in an in-

teresting dramatic performance, was tendered a reception

in the City of Shoes last night that ought to make him a

pronounced success in the dramatic world.

10. Tremont Temple was filled from gallery to platform

yesterday with all the pedagogues of Middlesex County.

11. Cheer after cheer rent the air as the Republican
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nominee, the successful aspirant for senatorial honors, as-

cended the platform and, with his face wreathed in smiles,

bowed his acknowledgments.

12. Her lithe, willowy figure, mirror-like eyes, and ivory

teeth, together with her profusely luxuriant, deep auburn

tresses, made her a pretty Juliet, and secured her a grand

ovation.

13. Those present were mostly prominent business gen-

tlemen, who all say that they had an elegant time. Previous

to the festivities the band discoursed sweet music. The ex-

ercises themselves finished, as they had commenced, with a

collation and a brief performance in the shape of blue fire

and roman candles.

14. In Newburyport, the place of his nativity, he engaged

in commerce, erected a residence, and attained a high de-

gree of popularity among his fellow-townsmen.

15. As the bright portion of the moon diminished, those

who could view the spectacle from an elevation could per-

ceive the waters of the bay, that glittered so gayly in the

earlier evening, assume a darker hue, the lights of the city

shine out more brightly, and the faint stars that had shrunk

from sight in the presence of the queenly moon, now sparkle

as if pleased at their unexpected opportunity.

1 6. Tremont Temple presented yesterday afternoon a

wonderful scene, filled, as it was, with an immense audience

of men and women, gathered to hear Lady Henry Somerset,

the flower of England's Christian womanhood, preach to

the great dual convention of the World's and the National

Woman's Christian Temperance Union its annual sermon.

17. The representatives of the Republicans of the United

States, assembled in general convention on the shores of the

Mississippi River, the everlasting bond of an indestructible
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republic, whose most glorious chapter of history is the

record of the Republican party, congratulate their country-

men on the majestic march of the nation under the banners

inscribed with the principles of our platform in 1 888, vindi-

cated by victory at the polls, and prosperity in our fields,

workshops, and mines, and make, the following declaration

of principles.
1

1 8. The bar-room of the Commercial Hotel at an early

hour yesterday morning was enlivened by as animated an

event known as a "scrap" as has occurred in some time.

One of the participants appreciated at the finish that a

lemon-squeezer was a great deal harder than his head, which

was generously cut, while the wielder of the acidulous

weapon paid for amusing himself with it by getting adorned

with a pair ofwoe-hued optics. The other casualties were un-

important, and no police court vengeance has been invoked.

146. Specific or Definite Words. Words or phrases

applying to a large class of objects are called general.

Words or phrases applying to a single object or to a

comparatively small class of objects are called specific

or definite. In the following lists the expressions grow
less and less general and more and more specific :

Bird, bird of the thrush family, robin, young robin, young
robin with a broken wing.

Animal, vertebrate, horse, the old gray mare.

1 Contrast the above, from a rhetorical point of view, with the fol-

lowing : The representatives of the Democratic party of the United

States, in National Convention assembled, do reaffirm their allegiance to

the principles of the party as formulated by Jefferson, and exemplified

by the long and illustrious line of his successors in Democratic leader-

ship from Madison to Cleveland.
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When we are writing of general ideas we must of

course use general terms, but often our thought

allows us to make use of either general or specific

terms. It should be noticed that in such cases writ-

ing is more vivid when specific words are used, for

then the mind is furnished with a more definite pic-

ture. The more specific and definite writing is the

more likely it is to be understood and remembered.

Notice, for instance, the following two descriptions.

That in the second column makes use of much more

general terms than that in the first. The first version

is by far the more vivid.

A great roofless palace

crowned the hill, and the

marble of the courtyards and

the fountains was split, and

stained with red and green,

and the very cobblestones in

the courtyards where the

king's elephants used to live

had been thrust up and

apart by grass and young

trees. From the palace you

could see the rows and rows

of roofless houses that made

up the city, looking like

empty honeycombs filled

with blackness; the shape-

less block of stone that had

been an idol in the square

A great building was at

the top of the hill, and the

stone of the courtyards and

fountains was split, and

stained with various colors,

and the stones in the court-

yards where animals were

kept had been overgrown.

From the building you could

see the ruined houses of the

city ;
the stone that had

been worshipped in the

square ;
the places where

the walls once were, and

ruined temples with trees

sprouting on their sides.
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where four roads met
;
the

pits and dimples at street

corners where the public

wells once stood, and the

shattered domes of the tem-

ples with wild figs sprouting

on their sides. KIPLING :

The Jungle Book.

EXERCISE 68. I. Give five specific terms that fall under

each of the general terms given below :

J

Sound, ship, fiction, art, animal, mineral, vegetable, ve-

hicle, to move, red.

II. Rewrite the following sentences, using specific terms

instead of general :

i. The animal came toward him from the woods.

2. Some forms of art were helped by the spirit of the

sixteenth century. 3. People went into the building.

4. Bravery is an important thing in a fireman's character.

5. The light of the sun on the snow hurt my eyes. 6. Peo-

ple this street with numbers of swinging chairmen, with

servants calling to clear the way, with a clergyman in his

cassock, his servant going before him, or Mrs. Dinah going

to chapel, her footboy carrying her great prayer-book, with

tradesmen uttering their numerous cries.

III. Substitute general terms for the specific nouns and

verbs italicized. What is the effect? Are there other spe-

cific words in this passage ?

Sand-strewn caverns, cool and deep,

Where the winds are all asleep ;

Where the spent lights quiver and gleam,

1
E.g. light : gleam, twinkle, flash, glare, glow.
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Where the salt weed sways in the stream,

Where the sea-beasts, ranged all round,

Feed in the ooze of their pasture-ground ;

Where the sea-snakes o>//and twine,

Dry their mail and bask in the brine ;

Where great whales come sailing by,

Sail and sail, with unshut eye,

Round the world forever and aye.

ARNOLD : The Forsaken Merman.

IV. Select from your own reading several passages in

which specific terms are used effectively, and one passage

or more in which general terms are used with better effect

than specific words would have had.

147. Figures of Speech : the Metaphor and the Simile.

Very closely akin to the use of specific words is

that of figurative language or figures of speech. We
use language figuratively, instead of literally, when we

speak, as it were, by figures or parables ;
i.e. when

we do not state facts in their plain, natural, or ordi-

nary forms. Figures of speech are expressions that

represent one fact by means of another.

We say, for example, that a brave soldier "was a

lion." Of course, he was not a lion actually; he

merely had certain qualities which we think lions

have to a particularly great degree, that is, strength

and courage. In the same way, especially in joke,

we may speak of a person as an ass, a mule, a fox, a

goose, an elephant, etc. Or, instead of saying that a

soldier fought bravely, we may say that he fought

like a lion, and similarly, that he was as stubborn as a
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mule, as keen as a fox, etc. We thus say either what

a thing is not, or what it is like, instead of what it is.

In a metaphor, one thing is called by the name of an-

other. In a simile, one thing is said to be like another.

We use both the metaphor and simile quite fre-

quently and naturally in our ordinary speech and

writing, particularly when our feelings are aroused

in any way.

1. Bread is the staff of life. (Metaphor.)

2. The ground was an oven floor ;
and the breeze that

passed by, the breath of a furnace. (Metaphor.)

3. His eye glowed like a fiery spark. (Simile.)

4. The carded wool, like a snowdrift, was piled at her

knee. (Simile.)

EXERCISE 69. I. Pick out the metaphors and similes in

the following sentences :

i. In this world a man must either be anvil or hammer.

2. He beheld the lights in the houses, shining like stars in

the dusk and mist of the evening. 3. Hearty and hale was

he, an oak that is covered with snowflakes. 4. Their lives

glide on like rivers that water the woodland. 5. Their

hearts leaped like the roe, when he hears in the woodland

the voice of the huntsman. 6. Life is a sheet of paper

white. 7. Her eyes are stars; her voice is music. 8. A
fat little steamer rolled itself along like a sailor on shore.

9. He glared at us like a tiger out of a jungle. 10. Corn-

wallis, speaking of Washington, said he would "
bag the

old fox" in the morning, n. He is a little chimney and

heated hot in a moment. 12. John is the black sheep of

the family. 13. She is like a gleam of sunlight on a dark
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day. 14. Pleasant words are as a honeycomb, sweet to

the soul and health to the bones. 15. Her heart is as pure

as the lilies.

II. Change the following similes and metaphors to plain

language :

. i. He is a Sampson. 2. He is a wet blanket. 3. They
are a pair of turtle doves. 4. Never cross bridges until

you come to them. 5. He is a tower of strength. 6. You

are pure gold. 7. Night's candles are burnt out. 8. He
is unstable as water. 9. He carries the world on his shoul-

ders. 10. What a bear he is ! n. That is a hard nut to

crack. 12. Don't be a dog in the manger. 13. Mother

nature laughs around. 14. Don't rub him the wrong way.

15. The Roman mother said of her children, "These are

my jewels."

III. Find similes or metaphors to express the following :

i. Time passes quickly. 2. Her eyes are very bright.

3. The boat moved rapidly through the water. 4. She

sings very sweetly; 5. The wind makes a sound in the

tops of the pines. 6. He is very cross. 7. They are ex-

ceedingly poor. 8. Do not find fault with a gift. 9. Her

hair is fine and soft. 10. The night was very dark.

IV. Compare the two following passages. In what par-

ticulars does the account of the boat race lose in force by

the changes from figurative language to plain language ?

1. Hark ! the first gun. The report sent Tom's heart

into his mouth. The crowds on the bank began to be

agitated by the shadow of the coming excitement.

Long before the sound of the starting-gun can roll up the

river, the pent-up life and energy which has been held in

leash is let loose.

2. Hark 1 the first gun. The report made Tom nervous.
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The crowds on the bank began to be agitated by the

thought of the coming excitement.

Long before the sound of the starting-gun can be heard

up the river, the life and energy which has been checked

is released.

V. Rewrite the following, changing the similes and meta-

phors to plain language. Notice how much the paragraph

loses in force.

Isn't he grand, the Captain, as he comes forward like

lightning, stroke after stroke? As the space narrows, the

fiery little cockswain's eyes flash with excitement.

VI. Rewrite the following, using two or more similes or

metaphors :

The first snow came. It covered the brown fields and

green meadows. It protected the roots of the plants

hidden under it. It was very white and clean. It covered

the bushes and trees and fences with a soft white covering.

VII. Write sentences comparing the descent of an eagle

upon its prey to the fall of a thunderbolt
;
the falling of rain

to weeping ;
a cheerful face to a sunbeam

;
the loss of hope

to the setting of the sun
;
a modest little girl to a violet

;

a sailing vessel to a bird
;
dandelions to pieces of gold ; a

good book to a friend ;
a burst of anger to a storm

;
old

age to sunset.

VIII. Write a paragraph describing something you have

seen in nature, a brook, a meadow where cattle are graz-

ing, a field of daisies, a waterfall, or anything else you may
choose. Use at least one metaphor or simile.

148. Other Figures of Speech. The ancient rheto-

ricians distinguished more than two hundred figures

of speech besides metaphors and similes, but it is
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now agreed that it is unwise to attempt a minute

classification of such forms of expression. Figura-

tive language is at its best when it occurs to us

naturally and spontaneously, arising from the asso-

ciations by which things are connected in our minds

and, generally, from some excitement or unusual state

of feeling. It is worth while, however, to distinguish

the following figures, not so much because you will

conciously and deliberately use them in your own

writing as because the ability to recognize and name

them may be of service in connection with your

study of English literature.

1. Synecdoche uses the part for the whole, the

individual for the class, the concrete for the abstract.

All hands are at work.

A Daniel came to judgment.

There were roses on his cheeks.

2. Metonymy uses something associated or con-

nected with a thing instead of the thing itself.

Red tape.

He sets a good table.

The power of the press.

Give every man thine ear but few thy voice.

3. Personification refers to inanimate or imaginary

objects as if they were alive.

Earth, Ocean, Air, beloved brotherhood !

O wild West Wind, thou breath of Autumn's being.

Visit her, gentle Sleep, with wings of healing.
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4. Apostrophe addresses an absent or imaginary

person in the second person.

O mighty poet ! thy works are not as those of other men.

O eloquent, just, and mighty Death !

Call her, king of France, but she will not hear thee.

5. Exclamation uses the exclamatory form instead

of the direct statement.

Coronets for thee ! Oh, no !

What a piece of work is man ! how noble in reason ! how

infinite in faculty !

6. Interrogation, or the rhetorical question, asks a

question, not for the sake of obtaining information,

but in order to deny it or comment on it.

A fanatic ? Yes, in the high sense of unchangeable fidelity

to a sublime idea.

That which each can do best, none but his Maker can

teach him. Where is the master who could have taught

Shakespeare ?

7. Hyperbole exaggerates and litotes understates.

Rather than the Austrian flag should float in Milan, I

would destroy a hundred constitutions and a hundred

religions.

He is so stupid that he does not know his right hand

from his left.

He is no fool.

Climax and antithesis (see 156) are also some-

times classed as figures of speech, but they are more
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commonly regarded as merely methods of arrange-

ment or grouping.

Finally, it should be noticed that many familiar

words and expressions are figurative in essence, as,

for example, "understanding," "enlightenment,"

"culture." Indeed, a very large part of our vocabu-

lary was originally figurative.

EXERCISE 70. I. Name the figures of speech in the

following :

1. And so with regard to Macaulay's style there may be

faults, of course what critic can't point them out?

2. The survivors were mere shadows and ghosts.

3. The wave of the reconquest of the Netherlands ebbed

from that moment.

4. Thus the sceptre of the seas passed from Spain to

England.

5. He was the Solomon of the village.

6. I ask for bread and you give me a stone.

7. The pen is mightier than the sword.

8. When the sad news reached me, the flowers in an

instant lost their light, the river its music.

9. Swiftly walk over the western wave,

Spirit of Night.

10. The great brand

Made lightnings in the splendor of the moon,

And flashing round and round, and whirl'd in an arch,

Shot like a streamer of the northern morn,

Seen where the moving isles of winter shock

By night, with noises of the northern sea.

11. Find or* compose two illustrations of each of the

figures described in the text.



CHAPTER XI

THE QUALITIES OF STYLE

149 The Qualities of Style: Clearness, Force, and

Elegance. We have studied the word, the sentence,

the paragraph, and the whole composition, and

noticed how the lesser units may be most effectually

combined. We must now go a step farther, and ask

ourselves what, in general, are the ways in which we

most desire to affect a reader, or, in other words,

what the qualities are which a good style should have.

First of all, evidently, it is indispensable<
that the

writer should so express himself that the reader shall

understand him; second, the writer must hold the

reader's attention, and in one way or another interest

and move him; third, the reader must find himself

pleased or satisfied, so far as his taste is concerned,

with what he reads. A style, then, should have, first,

clearness the quality of being comprehensible;

second, force the quality of interesting or moving;

third, elegance the quality of pleasing or satisfying

the taste. The student will observe that clearness is

a matter of the intellect
;
we may understand without

being moved. Force appeals to the emotions or feel-

ings. Writing that is strong, forcible, sometimes

239
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moves us when we do not fully understand it. Ele-

gance appeals to the taste. Writing that is beautifully

polished may also please us when it is not wholly

clear to us and does not move us deeply. It is, there-

fore, not necessary that good writing shall possess all

three of these qualities at the same time. We shall

treat them separately.

150. How to Secure Clearness. Obviously, the first

thing necessary to make others understand what

we mean is to understand ourselves what we mean.

Until we have first mastered our own thoughts there

is little chance that we can express them clearly.

We should distrust, therefore, our knowledge of any

matter, simple or complex in nature, unless we are

able to give to ourselves or to others a plain and

straightforward account of it. We must cultivate at

all hazards the habit of looking for the gist, or what

we roughly call
" the long and short

"
of a matter,

and practise ourselves in all our work in expressing

simply and naturally the substance of the information

we have acquired.

151. Clearness is not Precision. We must be care-

ful, however, to distinguish clearness from precision

or technical accuracy. A dressmaker's description

of a new gown would perhaps puzzle a man as much

as his account of a baseball game or a yachting race

might bewilder a woman. An engineer's technical

description of a machine might be perfectly clear to

one man and absolutely obscure to another, though
both were equally intelligent and equally well
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educated. Obviously, clearness is a relative matter,

depending upon the audience or the reader which the

speaker or the writer addresses. To write clearly,

then, we must never lose sight of those for whom
we are writing. A man with special knowledge
must be able to communicate with those who share

his knowledge, in such technical language that they

will be in no doubt concerning the smallest detail.

He should, on the other hand, be able to communi-

cate with men expert in other arts or sciences, but

unskilled in his. In either case the manner of pro-

cedure is different: in the one, precise and technical;

in the other, more general, largely untechnical. Both

methods we should cultivate; but a great deal of our

success in writing depends on never confusing them.

The following extracts illustrate (a) precision as

distinguished from (b} clearness in treating subjects

which can be approached from both points of view:

(a) In my time it sometimes took all hands a ship's

company of thirty souls to close reef the fore and main

topsails one after the other. I have seen the whole watch

"tailing on" to the reef tackles, and scarcely able to make

."two blocks" of them. I have seen the topsail with the

yard on the cap blowing up bladder-shaped, hard as cast

iron, with men on the cloths dancing and stamping to bring

the reef-band down to the grip of the fellows on the yard,

with a seaman at the weather earing shrieking to the captain

on the poop to luff and shake it out of her, the captain

meanwhile, with a sullen nod,
"
holding on all," fearing not

only the weight of a green sea aboard, but the loss of half
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the men off the yard should he put the helm down by a

spoke or two. As with the studding-sail so with the single

topsail ;
the age of reefing in the full old sense of that word

is over
;

and let those who contemplate the ocean as a

career be thankful that it is so.

W. CLARK RUSSELL : The Life of the Merchant Sailor.

(V) We all know that if we " burn "
chalk, the result is

quicklime. Chalk, in fact, is a compound of carbonic-acid

gas and lime
;
and when you make it very hot, the carbonic

acid flies away and the lime is left. By this method of pro-

cedure we see the lime, but we do not see the carbonic acid.

If, on the other hand, you were to powder a little chalk and

drop it into a good deal of vinegar, there would be a great

bubbling and fizzing, and finally a clear liquid, in which no

sign of chalk would appear. Here you see the carbonic acid

in the bubbles
;
the lime, dissolved in the vinegar, vanishes

from sight. There' are a great many other ways of showing

that chalk is essentially nothing but carbonic acid and

quicklime. Chemists enunciate the result of all the experi-

ments which prove this, by stating that chalk is almost

wholly composed of " carbonate of lime."

HUXLEY : On a Piece of Chalk.

EXERCISE 71. I. Read the following passage carefully,

noticing where, if at all, the language is too precise, and.

hence not sufficiently clear :

In the phonograph the whole operation is mechanical.

A diaphragm is set vibrating by the voice as in the tele-

phone, but instead of being reproduced at a distance by

means of an electric current, it registers itself permanently

on a cylinder of very hard wax, as an indented spiral line.

This is effected by means of a fine steel point, like a grav-
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ing tool, connected by a delicate lever with the centre of

the diaphragm. The wax cylinder turns and travels onward

at a perfectly uniform rate, which can be delicately adjusted,

so that the steel point, if stationary, will cut in it a very fine

spiral groove, uniform in depth from end to end, the turns

of the groove being very close to each other. But when

the diaphragm is set vibrating by the voice of the speaker,

the steel point moves rapidly up and down, and the result-

ing groove continually varies in depth, forming a complex

series of undulations. If, now, the cylinder is shifted back

so that the steel point is exactly where it was at starting,

and the cylinder is then made to revolve and move onward

at exactly the same rate as before, the up and down motions

of the style, due to the irregular depth of the groove, set up
the very same series of vibrations in the diaphragm as those

which cut the groove ;
and these vibrations reproduce the

voice with marvellous fidelity, so that the most complex and

rapid speech, or the most exquisite singing, can be heard

quite intelligibly, and with all their modulations and ex-

pressiveness, though not in exactly the same tone of voice.

A. R. WALLACE : The Wonderful Century.

II. Write a paragraph on a somewhat difficult or techni-

cal subject, endeavoring to be clear rather than precise.

152. Devices for Securing Clearness. If being clear

merely means that we succeed in making the per-

son or persons for whom we write understand what

we mean, and if, as is evident, we address in almost

all our writing a certain fictitious person called the

average man, we have yet to see what devices we

can, in general, use in a task which, though often
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difficult, may well arouse one's greatest interest and

ambition. Among many devices three suggest them-

selves :

1. Decide just what you can expect your reader to

know already of the matter under treatment, and

make it a rule to go as steadily as possible from what

is known toward that which is unknown.

2. As you proceed in your task of informing the

reader, take care that by summaries, by diagrams, by

maps or plans, or by illustrations or anecdotes, you
take the reader along with you, so to speak, in each

successive step.

3. Avoid, on the one hand, unexplained technical

terms, of whatever sort, and, on the other, expressions

so vague as to be almost meaningless.

EXERCISE 72. I. Examine, under the direction of your

instructor, the whole or a special division of an expository

text read in connection with your work in English. Then

answer, in writing, these three questions :

1. Did the author begin in such a way as to make you

understand clearly his aim and his plan ;
and did he there-

after proceed to give necessary information in a method-

ical way? [If not, when and how did he fail to do

so?]

2. Did he make sufficient use of summaries, diagrams,

maps or plans, illustrations, etc. ?

3. Did he employ expressions that were too precise or

too general?

II. In the same way, comment on an expository theme of

your classmates'.
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153. Figures of Speech for the Sake of Clearness.

Figures of speech (see 147) are generally employed
for the sake of force, but they may also be an aid to

clearness
;
and similes and comparisons, in particular,

are sometimes employed mainly or entirely for the

sake of greater clearness. Thus Victor Hugo, in

describing the field of Waterloo, likens it to a gigantic

capital A, on the various lines of which the contend-

ing armies were drawn up. Thus, also, Carlyle, in

describing Silesia, in Germany, compares it to an

ellipse,
"
like the palm of a left hand well stretched

out, with Riesengebirge [a mountain range] for

thumb." Such comparisons are not uncommon in

description, and in explanation of tangible things,

where they serve the purpose of a rough diagram or

picture. In other forms of writing figures are used

rather more for force than for clearness, and in this

aspect we shall consider them a little later ( 157).

EXERCISE 73. I. Point out the figures in the following

passage. Do they make the explanation clearer?

Out of a cave of slag and cinders in the black hillside

rushes a golden river, flowing like honey, and yet so tough

that you cannot thrust a stick into it, and so heavy that great

stones (if you throw them on
it)

float on the top, and are

carried down like corks on water. It is so hot that you

cannot stand near it more than a few seconds
; hotter,

perhaps, than any fire you ever saw : but, as it flows, the

outside of it cools in the air, and gets covered with slags

and cinders, something like those which you may see thrown

out of furnaces in the Black Country of Staffordshire. . . .
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The stream slides down glens and fills them up ;
down the

beds of streams, driving off the water in hissing steam
;
and

sometimes (as it did in Iceland a few years ago) falls over

some cliff, turning what had been a water-fall into a fire-fall,

and filling up the pool below with blocks of lava suddenly

cooled,. with a clang and roar like that of chains shaken or

brazen vessels beaten, which is heard miles and miles away.

CHARLES KINGSLEY : Madam How and Lady Why.

II. Write a paragraph on one of the following topics,

making use, for the sake of clearness of one or more

similes or metaphors :

1. A town seen from a hill.

2. The contour of a state or country.

154. Lack of Clearness. The faults opposite to

clearness are technically known to the rhetorician as

ambiguity, vagueness, and obscurity. An ambiguous
word may be understood in either of two senses

;
an

ambiguous sentence may have either of two mean-

ings. A vague statement is not sufficiently precise

to yield any definite meaning. An obscure sentence

is simply unintelligible.

It is not worth while to attempt to distinguish

sharply between these kindred vices
;
but whenever

the student finds in his own writing anything that is

capable of a double meaning, or that yields only a

vague meaning, or no clear meaning at all, he must

set to work at once to remedy the difficulty. In

general, lack of clearness in sentences will be found

to be due to intricate structure ( 71) or to the want
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either of unity ( 94, 96-98) or of coherence (

101-106). In particular, it is well to take great care

that the antecedent of a pronoun should be perfectly

evident ( 104). Some writers go so far as to make

it a rule never to let any noun stand between a pro-

noun and the noun to which the pronoun really refers. 1

But the most frequent temptation not to be clear

that besets young writers is a lazy habit of thinking,

which does not lead to absolute obscurity, or even to

any puzzling ambiguity, but which results in a hope-

lessly vague manner of writing. Be explicit, be

specific, be definite, is a main principle alike of good

thinking and of good writing.

The following examples illustrate vagueness :

(a) Silas Marner t's first seen in Lantern Yard. [The

opening sentence of a composition on George Eliot's Silas

Marner. By whom was he "
first seen"? Better : "At the

opening of the story Silas Marner was living at Lantern

Yard." Notice that the passive voice is necessarily more

vague than the active voice.]

(<$)
I think that the natural choice of one reading Quen-

tin Durward would be the hero himself. [Why should

one "choose" at all? Better: "The reader of Quentin

Durward naturally prefers the hero to any of the other

characters. This is because," etc.]

(c) There had been a severe easterly storm for several

days, and we determined to take the yacht and go down to

1 Professor J. M. Hart, Prose Composition, page 43. Professor

Hart adds :
" Never permit any construction in which the pronoun may

refer to more than one antecedent in the same sentence, or even in

the same connection."
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Gardiner's Island to shoot snipe. [This is the entire in-

troduction to a narrative concerning several days' shooting.

The reader has necessarily many questions to ask, When

was this? What season of the year? Where? Who are

"we"? What yacht? Where is Gardiner's Island?]

(d) I was riding through a strip of woods on my horse.

It was an ideal night, and the road was a favorite one. [An
introduction to a ghost story. A long strip of woods?

Dense woods? What time of night was it? What sort of

an ideal night was it ? With whom was the road a favorite ?

The writer has obviously missed his chance of creating a

good situation for a ghost story.]

(e) My First Impressions of Boston. When a person is

about to visit a strange place he usually has formed an idea

of what he supposes the place to be like. Sometimes he is

disappointed and sometimes not, for the place usually turns

out to be different from the idea he had formed of it. When

I started for Boston I had formed an idea of the city as I

supposed it to 'be, but I was agreeably surprised when it

turned out to be contrary to my expectations.

Arriving here somewhat early in the morning, not many

people were stirring, and I therefore had ample time to

look around the city. The impression which Boston made

upon me was a very good one, and I took a liking to the

city at once.

One thing which pleased me very much was the varied

style of architecture. The style is not so monotonous as it

is in New York, where one may walk many blocks and see

one house built like another. But one thing seemed rather

strange, and that was the irregularity with which the streets

are built. A stranger need only walk a few minutes and he

hardly can find his way back again. But one gets used to
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this after a short time. Another thing which made a favor-

able impression upon me were the suburbs of Boston.

These are really beautiful, and a person will have to hunt

around a long time before he can find their equals.

The longer I remain in Boston the more I like the city.

[It was impossible to gain from this any but the vaguest

idea of what the writer's first impressions of Boston were.]

EXERCISE 74. I. Criticise a composition by one of your

classmates, pointing out every point where it is unneces-

sarily vague.

II. Write a short composition on your first impressions

of some city, town, or scene, avoiding vagueness.

155. Force. If clearness, the intellectual quality

of style, presupposes above all, on the part of the

writer, clear and sound thinking, force, the emotional

quality, demands sympathy and earnestness. To move

the reader to laughter or tears, to affect his acts or

his conduct, to inspire or repress any of his emotions,

or constantly to hold his attention, is an art too deli-

cate for us to analyze or describe here. What we

can be certain of, however, is that, in the writing

each one of us is inevitably called upon to do day

by day, our work will be strongest when (i) we are

most in sympathy with those we are addressing, and

(2) when we have the most hearty interest in what

we write. If we would not have our words fall with-

out effect, we must take pains to carry the reader with

us emotionally as well as intellectually. To accom-

plish this, interest and sympathy are the main quali-

ties necessary. What interests us deeply will surely
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not be without a similar effect on others
;
when we

can put ourselves into sympathy with our readers it

will not often be difficult to bring them into sympathy
with us. To attain a forcible style, however, we must

not forget that there is still another requisite, con-

stant practice. Mere strength of thought or of feeling

does not make a good writer any more than mere

brute strength, without the ready suppleness that

comes from thorough training, makes a good athlete.

If we are wise we shall never let a day of our lives

pass without writing something, long or short, and

writing it as well as we can. Practice tells; and a

letter, a leaf in a note-book or a diary, even a tele-

gram, may be so well composed that it sensibly or

insensibly leads us a step further in one of the most

important of our duties, that of so mastering the

art of thinking out into language that good methods

of expression become habitual.

156. Devices for Securing Force: Emphasis. We
must glance at two devices for securing force. The

first, that of emphasis, is already familiar to us (cf.

99, 114-117, and 126), and we need scarcely spend

further time on it than to remark the obviousness of

the fact that arranging the parts of a composition in

the order of relative strength and importance adds

greatly to the force of what one writes. Climax

and antithesis (from Greek words meaning, respec-

tively, "ladder" and "putting over against," i.e.

contrast) are special forms of emphasis.

In climax, statements are made in an ascend-
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ing scale, according to the interest or importance

of each, the strongest, or most impressive, last.

A good instance is the first paragraph of the extract

from Parkman on page 128. Here a general state-

ment as to the fording of the Monongahela is followed

by a particular statement as to the troops present ;
this

by a statement that there were individuals present in

whom we are deeply interested
;
and this by the

mention of Gage, Gates, and finally Washington.
In antithesis, opposite statements are placed side

by side, and gain force by contrast, as in the follow-

ing example :

But perhaps to people who live crowded together in

closely built cities the life of a Mount Desert family seems

solitary and dreary. They cannot hear the newsboys' and

hucksters' cries, the rattle of vehicles and clatter of hoofs

on stone pavements, the buzz and rumble of electric cars,

and the screaming of factory whistles. They cannot see

the thronged street and the gay shop windows, the electric

lights, the grand houses, and the public monuments. They
cannot ride on street-cars, parade on Main Street or Fifth

Avenue, and visit at pleasure the dime museum, the dog,

cat, horse, or baby show, or the negro minstrels. These,

indeed, are some of the sights, sounds, and social privileges

which are denied to a rural and seaboard population. Still

they have compensations. They hear the loud monotone

of the surf on the outes islands, the splash of the waves

on the inner beaches, the rushing of the brook, the cawing

of crows, the songs of robins and thrushes, and the rustling

of the leaves in the breeze. They see the sky, the sea,

the woods, the ponds, and the hills in all the varying lights
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and shadows of summer and winter, morning and evening,

sunshine and storm.

CHARLES W. ELIOT : The Forgotten Millions.

EXERCISE 75. I. From texts read in connection with

the work in English choose one (or a part of one) that

seems to you to have preeminently the quality of force.

Explain in a paragraph what feelings it arouses in you.

II. Write a paragraph distinguishing force from clearness,

illustrating your remarks by references to books or passages

familiar to the class.

III. Criticise the following composition as regards em-

phasis :

It was on a very warm summer's afternoon when we went

to the shore. While seated on the beach watching the

surf bathers, the heavy black clouds began to gather and

the distant roll of thunder soon sent the many pleasure

seekers away from the beach. The lightning now began to

flash, and we were forced to make a hasty retreat for the

hotel.

The storm now set in with all its fury, and our attention

was soon attracted to a small sailing vessel tossing up and

down upon the waves. Its only occupant appeared to be

an elderly man, and every now and then the wind would

make his cries for help more audible. At length two of the

Life Saving Crew rushed to the shore, jumped aboard their

boat, and with some difficulty rescued him and brought him

ashore.

IV. Find two passages in an essay of Macaulay's, or else-

where, which have gained in force by the use of antithesis.

V. Write a descriptive paragraph on one of the follow-

ing topics, making use of antithesis :
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i. A heavy draught horse and a race horse. 2. Your

class room when every one is busy and quietly studying,

when every one is just going away, and when it is deserted

after school hours. 3. A theatre full of people and bright

with lights, afterward darkened and deserted except for the

cleaning women. 4. A public square in its ordinary aspect,

and on the Fourth of July, or Decoration Day, or Election

Night. 5. A department store full of shoppers just before

Christmas, and early in the morning on a hot summer day,

with only the clerks and a few customers. 6. A railway

station, quiet and deserted, with only a few travellers wait-

ing silently, and when an important train arrives, bringing a

crowd of passengers.

157. Devices for Securing Force : Figures. The

second device for securing force is the use of figures

of speech. We have already seen ( 153) how the

simile and the metaphor may be used for the sake of

clearness. They are much more frequently used for

the sake of force, and it will be observed that nothing

is more natural than the instinctive employment of

figures for this purpose. Notice, for instance, the

following examples :

(a) The German princes, anxious to narrow the pre-

rogative of their head, the emperor, were the natural allies

of the pope, whose spiritual thunders, more terrible than

their own lances, could enable them to depose an aspiring

monarch.

(V) Asceticism of this sort is like the insurance which a

man pays on his house and goods. The man who has daily

inured himself to habits of concentrated attention and
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self-denial in unnecessary things, will stand like a tower

when everything rocks around him, and when his softer

fellow-mortals are winnowed like chaff in the blast.

(c) Good manners are essentially a disposition which

moulds conduct. They can be feigned, indeed, as gilt

counterfeits gold, and plate silver. But the clearest glass

is not diamond. A man may smile and smile and be a

villain.

(</)
Then felt I like some watcher of the skies,

When a new planet swims into his ken
;

Or like stout Cortez when with eagle eyes

He stared at the Pacific, and all his men

Look'd at each other with a wild surmise

Silent upon a peak in Darien.

KEATS : On First Looking into Chapman's Homer.

The real function of figures of speech is to stimu-

late the mind by awakening fresh associations. When
we say,

" Her eyes were bright and her hair dark,"

we arouse in the mind of the reader only a familiar

train of thought connecting
"
eyes

"
with "

bright

things" and "hair" with "dark things." When,

however, Wordsworth says,

" Her eyes as stars of twilight fair ;

Like twilight's, too, her dusky hair,"

he stimulates our fancy by awakening unusual and

yet fitting trains of ideas.

Figures should, as far as possible, arise in the

mind of the writer spontaneously. The inexperienced
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writer will, however, need to keep in mind the follow-

ing advice :

1. Figures should arouse appropriate associations.

When, for instance, Wordsworth describes a maiden as

" A violet by a mossy stone

Half-hidden from the eye 1

Fair as a star when only one

Is shining in the sky,"

he uses figures which impress us with her modesty
and beauty. Quite the opposite, however, is the

case in the following lines by an old New England
writer in the praise of a pious clergyman :

.

" A living, breathing Bible
;
tables where

Both covenants at large engraven were
;

Gospel and law in his heart had each its column ;

His head an index to the sacred volume
;

His very name a title-page ;
and next

His life a commentary on the text.

O, what a monument of glorious worth,

When, in a new edition, he comes forth,

Without erratas, may we think he'll be

In leaves and covers of eternity."
1

Here the trains of thought aroused are, under the

circumstances, more 'ludicrous than impressive.

2. Similarly, figures should not confuse several

incongruous trains of thought, as in the following
" mixed

"
figures :

1 From a poem on John Cotton by Benjamin Woodbridge (1607-

1675), in Stedman and Hutchinson's Library ofAmerican Literature,

Vol. I, page 360. Quoted also in Wendell's English Composition.
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(a) Italy is a narrow tongue of land, the backbone ot

which is formed by the Apennines.

(fr)
He unravelled all these obscurities and with his

penetrating illustrations threw light on all these unparal-

lelled complications.

We should be careful also not to jumble together

plain and figurative language, as in the often quoted

remark that a certain scientist was "the father of

chemistry and brother to the Earl of Cork."

3. The charm and value of figures depend largely

upon their freshness
; they throw new light, as it

were, on the subject. We must be careful, therefore,

to avoid figures so often used and well worn that

they have become meaningless. Slang, too, which

is largely figurative in character, is effective under

certain circumstances, because of the startling trains

of thought which it awakens. It is ineffective when

these trains of thought involve vulgar associations,

or when it has passed into a merely conventional

and meaningless form of expression.

EXERCISE 76. i. Analyze a strong newspaper editorial,

showing how the writer gives force to his remarks.

2. Analyze four current slang expressions, noting whether

they are similes or metaphors. Under what circumstances

are the figures of speech involved appropriate ?

3. Note the figures of speech in one of your favorite

poems. What appropriate associations do they awaken?

4. Criticise the figures of speech in the following

passages :
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(a) He flung aside the mask and showed the cloven foot.

(b) The heroic Spanish gunners had no defence but bags

of cotton joined to their own courage.

(c) The secretary said that the keynote of the govern-

ment's policy was wrapped in obscurity.

(//) If the Roman toga has been bedraggled in the filth

and the mire of the centuries, surely the cloak of senatorial

courtesy has been used to hide the infamy and the corrup-

tion which has dishonored and disgraced a body which was

once the proudest in the land. The cloak of senatorial

courtesy has become a stench in the nostrils and a byword

in the mouths of all honest citizens of the land.

158. Elegance. With a little care we shall dis-

tinguish the aesthetic quality of style, elegance, from

clearness, the intellectual, and force, the emotional

quality of style. A book may be clear and yet dull
;

it may, under some circumstances, be strong or in-

teresting and yet not altogether clear ;
and it may be

clear and interesting, and still unpleasant or unsatis-

factory to the taste. Work that is thoroughly pleas-

ing, thoroughly satisfactory to the taste, we shall call

elegant ; not of course in the vulgar and local sense of

the word,
1 but in its truer meaning, indicating some-

thing which is so select or so finely adapted to its uses

that it completely satisfies the taste. Such a quality

must obviously be determined rather by the par-

ticular circumstances of a given piece of composition

than by any generalization. The following hints,

however, may help us in many cases.

1
E.g. as in the incorrect expression,

" an elegant time."

s
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159. Preparation of Manuscript. Nothing is so sure

to displease even the most benevolent reader as bad

manuscript. What is worth doing at all is worth

doing with care, and care includes at least a plain

hand, good spelling, adequate punctuation, and neat-

ness of general appearance. He who habitually

forces another to read slovenly manuscript is answer-

able for a grave discourtesy.

160. Attention to Details. Elegance, however, pre-

scribes something more than neat and careful manu-

script; it prescribes a scrupulous care with regard

to the details of style. This implies, not fussiness,

but a constant effort to say what one has to say

adequately, not so much with regard to form, as with

regard to what the form is but the shadow of the

substance. Awkwardness, crabbedness, or mawkish-

ness of style, no less than sheer vulgarity, all alter the

very stuff of the writer's thought, and hinder him in

his task of communication. Here, as elsewhere, prac-

tice tells. Care begets ease
;
earnest attention to the

sound of the words one writes and to their rhythm
and balance produces at last a smoothly flowing style ;

accuracy of thought and feeling tends to the develop-

ment of taste, and good taste is at the root of what

we call elegance.

161. Good Taste. Good taste forbids above all

what is usually called "smartness." Whatever we

have to say should be said simply, directly, quietly,

without affectation, bombast, or bravado. As an ex-

ample of bad taste notice the following letter :
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DEAR SIRS : Once again as Father Time hobbles up to

the finishing post at the end of another short year, and

turns the sand-glass in his weary and wrinkled hand, and

gives the scythe a twist over to the other shoulder, we turn

reflectively to the days that he has mown off the field of

eternity since last we addressed you, and our musings and

ponderings are of a very pleasant nature. The old gentle-

man has dealt kindly by us
;
he has permitted us to carry

on the work we had hewn out in the sphere which we

specially considered worthy of better consideration; he

has allowed the sun of prosperity to cast its warming beams

over our heads, and our hands and hearts have been

strengthened anew by the praises and encouraging words

he has caused our friends to utter for the work we are

striving to do.

Still, notwithstanding all this, we are not yet satisfied.

You have never given a trial. Surely the Cana-

dian trade is worth something to you. Will you give us

something this year ? We are not particular as to the size

of the space. We want you represented in our columns.

Respectfully yours,

THE PUBLISHING Co.

162. Models. A word must be said here about the

models a student should have before him. There is

such a thing as aiming too high. De Quincey and

Landor and Bacon and Addison and all the so-called

classics are no doubt such great models of English

style that a persistent and intelligent study of them

will be of the greatest advantage alike to the young
and the old writer. But it is a fact of experience,
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to which teachers of English composition will testify,

that it is by no means every young student who has

imagination and literary skill enough to discover what

is really admirable in the style of men who wrote and

thought generations or centuries ago. For the ma-

jority of a high school class, it is, perhaps, to be

questioned whether familiarity with the works and

style of a good contemporary essayist Mr. John

Fiske, for instance, or any of several good writers who

contribute to the best American and English period-

icals would not help them more in composition than

the customary study of great masters. Such men may
not be great stylists, but they are safe models for any

boy or young man. The virtues that make their

writing praiseworthy he can scarcely help understand-

ing and appreciating, and these virtues, like those

of the good citizen, are not inimitable or inaccessible,

but within the reach of whoever thinks and feels

clearly, broadly, and finely.

163. Habits of Composition. You will be more

likely to attain the virtues (and to avoid the vices) we

have been pointing out in this chapter, if you follow

some such plan of composition as this. Choose first

the subject, and let the choice be made a day or two

in advance, if possible. If several subjects occur to

you, take the one which, after a short deliberation,

seems best, but do not try first one and then another,

thereby wasting time and strength. The subject

chosen, keep it in mind at odd moments and think

what in general it is that you will say. When the
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time for composition comes, make first a little plan,

paragraph by paragraph, jotting down in each section

notes of the details you expect to use there, and, if

there be time, defer the actual writing until another

sitting. When you again take up your plan, read it

over carefully, altering it if necessary, and then, as

rapidly as possible, write the whole essay. At a third

sitting, again look over your work, correcting and

polishing it, and make a clean copy of it. If you

can, look again over this copy, after an interval, be-

fore handing it in, to make sure that you have made

no minor error. Above all, do not worry over your

writing. Keep your head clear, avoid postponing

your task until the last moment, and do your best.

If your teacher or your classmates criticise your
work severely, take their comments calmly and thank-

fully. What you wish to learn is how to tell others

what you know, and if others do not understand you
or feel the force of what you say, you should be

interested in knowing why and how you have failed.

It may be added that you will be the gainer if you
can read your work privately to a friend before sub-

mitting it to your teacher and classmates. Ask him

whether he understands fully the point you mean to

make. If he does not, find out why, and mend your

work accordingly. You will also be helped by read-

ing your work aloud to yourself after you have fin-

ished it, making sure that it sounds well, and by

cultivating, in general, the habit of realizing, as you

write, how the words would sound if spoken.
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EXERCISE 77. i. From, texts read in connection with

the work in English choose one (or a part of one) that seems

to you to have preeminently the quality of elegance. In

a single paragraph, explain why.

2. Write a paragraph distinguishing elegance from force

and clearness, illustrating your remarks by references to

books or passages familiar to the class.

3. Choose from the editorials in the daily papers one

that exemplifies the quality of elegance and one that is

not so satisfactory. In a single paragraph, explain why.

4. tylake a similar comparison between two news articles,

one of which shows a tendency toward " smartness."



CHAPTER XII

MINOR FORMS OF COMPOSITION

164. Note-taking. No one will learn to write well

who does not regard all pieces of composition as

alike worthy of careful attention. We may, of

course, jot down addresses or memoranda on the

back of an old envelope without much concern as

to the form of our expression ;
and in taking rough

notes of a lecture it is sufficient to put down only
such words as will best recall to our own minds a

few hours later what were the speaker's main ideas.

But it is another matter when what we write is in-

tended for the eye of another, or even when it is to

be preserved for our own permanent use. In such

cases care and skill are necessary. Notice, for ex-

ample, the following extracts from a student's labora-

tory note-book in physics, written expressly for the

information of his instructors or examiners :

i. The ivory balls rebounded the greatest distance.

Showing that ivory was the most elastic substance of the

three. Then the wooden balls rebounded the next longest

distance, showing that wood was the second most elastic

substance of the three. Then the rubber was the least

elastic of the three.

263
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2. I took a long glass tube and put one end in water

and the other in my mouth. By expanding my lungs, the

air was rarefied and the water rushed into the tube. If

you close one end with your finger, the water will not flow

out at the other, because the outside pressure is too great.

As soon as the finger is removed, the water will flow out, as

on one end there is gravitation and air pressure, while on

the other is only air pressure.

[Here the omission of the verb in the second sentence of

(i), and the general awkwardness of construction through-

out both (i) and (2), produce an impression of ignorance

and carelessness, even when the facts are in themselves

correct.]

An even worse fault in note-books than that of

careless composition is that of careless thinking and

the muddled expression dependent thereon. Notice

the complete absence of this fault in the following

set of notes, made from an interesting article by Mr.

Charles Francis Adams, on the battle of Bunker

Hill, in the American Historical Review for April,

1896:

The success of the American cause was due to luck.

Luck a "
balancing of blunders

" turned the occupation

of Breed's Hill to American advantage.

(a) American blunders forces put into a trap. Cut

off from mainland by Charlestown Neck. On lower ground

than Bunker Hill. Original plan, to fortify Bunker Hill and

high land on mainland side of Charlestown Neck. This

would have secured command of Boston and kept com-

munication open with main forces.
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(<5) British blunders failure to take advantage. Proper

course, occupation of the Neck by the British. Americans

must then either fight against heavy odds or surrender.

Result of the surrender or defeat, demoralization of the

patriot army. Further attack by British on Americans near

Cambridge. Both these courses urged by Clinton but dis-

regarded. Actual course Breed's Hill stormed from the

front
;
Americans driven out of their own trap back to the

mainland.

(<:) Luck shown in the American commander. Prescott

a fighter; moved to Breed's Hill, thus bringing on the

engagement there
; kept the militia under control through

two charges by British.

(d) Luck shown in the fact that ammunition failed

before a third repulse. If the British had been repulsed

again, undoubtedly the next day they would have attacked

the Americans in the rear and forced a surrender. Prescott

wished the next day to return to the trap ; no realization of

his luck.

The essential quality in these notes is that of

order. The note-taker has caught the author's di-

visions, and thus has been able to present the ideas

in a clear and methodical fashion. In taking notes

of a speaker, in particular, you must take special

pains to get in mind the plan of his discourse. Do
not try to write down everything that is said. Get

the plan in mind, and then jot down only the impor-

tant points under each heading.

EXERCISE 78. i. Rewrite extracts (i) and (2) in 164.

2. Criticise, under the direction of the instructor, your
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own note-books, or those of your classmates, from the point

of view of clear and adequate expression.

3. Write a paragraph, based on your own experience,

on the main things to be borne in mind in keeping a good
note-book in history, or chemistry, or English literature.

4. Take rough notes of a sermon, lecture, or address,

and write them up carefully before submitting them for

criticism to your instructor.

165. Answers to Questions. Nowhere is skill in

English composition more of service than in a written

examination. The pupil has before him blank paper.

By marks upon that paper he must convince another

person, frequently one who is not acquainted with his

previous work or character, that he understands thor-

oughly the principles involved in certain questions.

Unless the answers consist largely of dates or for-

mulae, here is a situation that must be faced and con-

quered by knowledge of facts, united with skill in

stating facts. The pupil must write a clear hand;

he must spell correctly ;
his sentences must be fairly

short, and always to the point ;
he must write con-

cisely and definitely ;
he must be able to plan a clear,

methodical answer. It would obviously be absurd,

in most cases, to spend precious time on mere polish

of diction
;
but the writer is usually rewarded for his

pains who forms the habit of using, under such cir-

cumstances, every device that leads to clearness and

accuracy of thought and expression.

Notice, for example, the following answers to the

question,
" What qualities does Burke, in his Speech
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on Conciliation, attribute to the American colonists
;

to what causes were they due ?
"

1. Burke said that the colonists were a liberty-loving

people, and that they were mostly all lawyers.

He said there were more of Blackstone's books sold

in America than in England. These qualities he said were

due to their ancestors, the English race. He said that an

Englishman was the unfittest person to argue an American

into slavery.

Of course this last statement favored Burke immensely in

his argument, as another Englishman could not contradict

him nor any one else.

[Note, first, that this does not fully answer either part of

the question ; second, that the points mentioned are not so

expressed as to show their relation to each other, and to the

questions ; and, third, that such matters as sentence struc-

ture and paragraph structure are neglected.]

2. Burke describes the colonists as a straightforward,

peace-loving people ;
fond of justice and filled with a spirit

of independence, which he ascribes to six causes : their

origin, being mainly Englishmen, form of government, the

religion in the Northern colonies, the customs in the South-

ern, their education, and the distance of the colonies from

the mother country.

[This answer is better in substance, but it is faulty in form.

Note the irregular and inconsistent use of commas and semi-

colons and the awkward structure of the second part of the

sentence.]

3. Characteristics : love of liberty, shrewdness, fore-

sight.

Causes : colonial assemblies
;

distance from England :
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English descent
;
form of religion (North) ; slavery (South) ;

numbers.

[Not wholly accurate and somewhat overcondensed, but

quite clear.]

4. Burke attributes to the colonist these qualities : a

fierce love of liberty, characterized by a desire for self-

government ;
an indomitable perseverance, which has made

them masters of the American forests, and has increased

fisheries and commerce to a marvellous extent
;
an affection

for the mother country which will continue as long as they

feel their interests to be one with hers.

The causes of the fierce love of liberty are :

a. The descent of the colonists from Englishmen.

b. The popular forms of government.

c. The religion of the Northern colonies. Nearly all are

Dissenters, and religious liberty is followed by desire for

political liberty.

d. Slavery in the Southern colonies. Where there is

slavery, freemen are more jealous of their freedom than in

countries where everybody is free.

e. Education, particularly in law
; number of lawyers

and the spirit of inquiry and smartness of debate acquired

through knowledge of law.

f. The distance of the colonies from the home govern-

ment. In parts remote from the seat of government there

must be laxity and more freedom, in order that the ruler

may govern at all.

[One may criticise (4) in certain details, but it is in the

main an accurate statement of Burke's thought, and it is

so good in point of form that an examiner would have no

difficulty in seeing at once the extent and character of

the student's knowledge.]
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EXERCISE 79. i. Criticise, under the direction of the

instructor, examination papers written by yourself or your

classmates, from the point of view of clear and adequate

expression.

2. Write a thoroughly good answer to a question set by

the instructor. The question, it is suggested, should be

such that an adequate answer must consist of about two

hundred words, and must be carefully planned.

166. Translation. Scholars and men of letters

agree that there can scarcely be better practice in

composition than translation. 1 It is not long ago

that in many of the best American schools it was the

custom to exclude rhetoric and composition entirely

from the curriculum, supplying its place by careful

and unceasing drill in oral and written translation

from the classic languages. It is not to be denied,

moreover, that, roundabout and cumbrous as this

method is, it was in most cases successful. At

present the pupil should welcome opportunities

to translate from another language into English.

The differences between the forms of expression in

the two tongues, the inevitable confusion in the

mind, at first, of two trains of association, render

the task a difficult one
;
but he will find pleasure

and profit in proportion to his success.

1 It is to be hoped that the student will, at his convenience, make

friends with some of the many noble and famous English translations,

such as the versions of the Iliad, by Chapman, Pope, and by Lang,

Leaf, and Myers; of the Odyssey, by Butcher and Lang; of the

ALneid, by Dryden; of Faust, by Bayard Taylor; of the Divine

Comedy, by Gary, Longfellow, and Norton.
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The real object of translation is to reproduce in

one language, for the information or pleasure of

those who are familiar with it, what has been said

or written in another tongue. As a rule, moreover,

it is the facts and ideas of the foreign writer that

must be reproduced. The forms of expression

which he uses are of value only in presenting those

ideas clearly to the mind of the translator, whose

business it is to present the same ideas in whatever

form will make them clearest to English readers.

The greatest stumbling-block to the young trans-

lator is foreign idiom. A literal translation from one

language to another leads us almost at once into

absurdities. Notice, for example, the following list of

expressions, wholly un-English in character, which

arise naturally from a literal rendering of foreign

idioms :

Literal Translation Equivalent in English

What to do ! (French.) What should he do !

Clad in buskins with re- Her feet shod with bus-

spect to her feet. (Latin.) kins.

He permits easily to deal He is easily dealt with,

with him. (German.)

Make the door open. Open the door.

(German.)

To him it aches in the His head aches,

head. (Italian.)

To whom does he wish it? Against whom has he a

(French.) grudge?
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They set the camp, a place Having chosen a spot,

having been selected. (Latin.) they encamped there.

Try, of grace, to go. Try, I beg of you, to go.

(French.)

A few having been killed, They killed a few, and

they threw the rest into con- threw the rest into confusion,

fusion. (Latin.)

A stumbling-block scarcely less great is the differ-

ence between languages in point of order of words

and sentence-structure. Notice, for example, the

difference between the two versions given below of a

sentence from Caesar's Gallic War (I, 39).

1. While for a few days he was delaying at Vesontio for

the sake of grain and supplies, because of the inquiries of

our men, and the remarks of the Gauls and the traders,

who declared that the Germans were of great size, of in-

credible valor and skill in arms (oftentimes, they said,

they themselves meeting with these were not able to bear

even their countenances and the keen glances of their eyes),

such fear suddenly took possession of all the army as dis-

turbed not slightly the minds and souls of all.

2. While he was waiting at Vesontio a few days for

grain and supplies, our men learned, through their own

inquiries and the remarks of the Gauls and the traders,

that the Germans were of great size, and of incredible

valor and skill in warfare. Oftentimes, said the Gauls, they

themselves, when meeting the Germans, were not able to

bear the sight of their countenances and the keen glance

of their eyes. Because of these reports such fear took

possession of the army that the minds of all were not a

little disturbed.
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After mastering, in a given passage, the difficulties

that spring from differences in idiom and differences

in sentence-structure, the student must do his best to

give to his version the same general tone which an

English composition of the same sort would have. It

is perhaps scarcely necessary to add that this must be

done without departing any further than is absolutely

necessary from the actual expressions of the text.

The illustrations below a boy's translation of a

passage from section 21 of Cicero's Archias, and a

better version of the same show the wide differ-

ence between a bad and a good translation of a not

difficult piece of Latin prose.

1. How many writers of his affairs was that great Alex-

ander said to have had with him ! And he nevertheless,

when he restored the tomb of Achilles in Sigeum : he says,

O fortunate youth, who found Homer the herald of your

valor ! And in truth. For unless that Iliad would stand

forth, the same tomb, which had covered the body of this

one, also would cover up his name.

2. How many persons is Alexander the Great reported

to have carried along with him to write his history ! And yet,

when he stood by the tomb of Achilles at Sigaeum,
"
Happy

youth," he cried, "who could find a Homer to blazon thy

fame !

" And what he said was true
;

for had it not been

for the Iliad, his ashes and his fame had been buried in the

same tomb. Translation by WILLIAM DUNCAN.

In translating verse, the student must show his ap-

preciation of poetry by turning it, not into bald prose,

but into prose which has, if possible, grace and ease,
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and which preserves something of the spirit of the

original. Compare, in this respect, the following

excellent version of lines 511 ff. of Book 24 of the

Iliad, with a student's ignorant and unpoetical ren-

dering :
J

1. And Achilles wept for his own father, and now again

for Patroklos, and their moan went up throughout the house.

But when noble Achilles had satisfied him with lament, and

the desire thereof departed from his heart and limbs,

straightway he sprang from his seat and raised the old

man by his hand, pitying his hoary head and hoary beard :

and spake unto him winged words and said :

"
Ah, hapless !

many ill things verily thou hast endured in thy heart. How
durst thou come alone to the ships of the Achaians and to

meet the eyes of the man who hath slain full many of thy

brave sons ? of iron verily is thy heart. But come, then, set

thee on a seat, and we will let our sorrows lie quiet in our

hearts, for all our pain, for no avail cometh of chill lament.

This is the lot that the gods have spun for miserable men

that they should live in pain ; yet themselves are sorrowless."

Translation by LANG, LEAF, and MYERS.

2. Moreover, Achilles lamented the father and then

again Patroklos, and the lamenting of them went (arose)

throughout the house. Moreover, when godlike Achilles

had satisfied himself with weeping, to him from his hair

came sweat and from his limbs, and immediately he rose

from his seat and took the old man by the hand gray beard

and gray head, and addressing him, he spake winged words :

1
Quoted from the Report of the Committee on Composition and

Rhetoric, to the Board of Overseers of Harvard College.
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" O wretched one, indeed you have many bad things in your

heart. How did you endure to go alone to the ships of the

Achaeans in the eyes of a man who killed for you many and

noble sons. There is a heart of iron to you. But come

sit down on your chair, and let us allow sorrows to lie firmly

in our hearts although grieving. For not any deed is of

chill weeping, for thus the gods allot to wretched mortals to

live sorrowing, but they themselves are without care."

EXERCISE 80. i. If you are studying a foreign language,

make a list of five or more idioms, adding their equivalents

in good English.

2. If you are studying a foreign language, find three sen-

tences so different from English in their structure that they

must be entirely recast. Then turn them into good English.

3. As a third exercise, which should be, if possible,

repeated many times, it is suggested that the instructor

in one of the foreign languages be asked to cooperate with

the instructor in English in selecting passages suitable for

translation, and in criticising and correcting the versions

handed in.

167. Paraphrase. Closely akin to translation is the

exercise known as paraphrase, by which is meant the

turning into clear and definite prose of a piece of

verse or of intricate or impassioned prose. The

exercise has its dangers. One may easily get the

impression that the full effect of verse can actually

be obtained in prose. It is hard, too, to put verse

into simple prose, and the young writer who does

much paraphrasing runs the risk of acquiring a some-

what inflated and unnatural style. On the other
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hand, paraphrase, like translation, forces the writer

to grasp his author's meaning completely, and to set

about finding the best ways of reproducing it in

another form. On the whole, the practice of para-

phrasing should not be neglected, especially in con-

nection with the study of Shakespeare, where the

student is greatly benefited by stopping to make sure

of the exact sense of what he reads.

Examples :

Upon my head they placed a fruitless crown,

And put a barren sceptre in my gripe,

Thence to be wrench'd with an unlineal hand,

No son of mine succeeding. If t be so,

For Banquo's issue have I filed my mind ;

For them the gracious Duncan have I murder'd ;

Put rancors in the vessel of my peace

Only for them
j
and mine eternal jewel

Given to the common enemy of man,

To make them kings, the seed of Banquo kings !

Rather than so, come, fate, into the list,

And champion me to the utterance !

Macbeth, III, i.

i. They gave me a valueless crown, with little power in

my hand to be taken away by one not of my line. If it is

so, I have worried my mind for Banquo's children. I have

killed Duncan for them, also putting snakes into the vessel

of my peace for them. My precious ability has been lost

only in order to make the descendants of Banquo kings.

Rather than have this, I would go into the list to champion

my utterance.
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2. They have placed a fruitless crown upon my head,

and have given me a barren sceptre. This -has been

wrenched from me with an unlineal hand, since no son of

mine succeeds me. If this be so, I have put rancors in the

vessel of my peace only for them'. I have filed my mind

for Banquo's sons, and for them I have murdered the gra-

cious Duncan. It seems that I have given my eternal jewel

to the common enemy of man, just to make the sons of

Banquo kings. If so, I would rather call fate into the list,

and have it champion me to the utterance.

3. The crown is for me alone
;
no heir of mine will suc-

ceed me, but one who is no relation. If the prophecy is

true, I have committed murder for the benefit of Banquo's

descendants
; destroyed my peace for them

; given my soul

to the devil for other men. Rather than let this be, I will

oppose fate to the bitter end.

4. They put a crown upon my head, but it carries with it

no promise of succession
; they put a sceptre into my hand,

but, though I hold it as firmly as I may, it shall be torn

from me by one who is no descendant of mine. My son

shall never succeed to my kingship. If this be so, it is not

for my own sons but for the sons of Banquo that I have de-

filed my mind with wicked ambitions and imaginings. For

them I have murdered Duncan, whom I knew to be noble

and kindly ;
for them only for them I have made my-

self live in discord with myself; and I have given to the

devil, the common enemy of man; my priceless and im-

mortal soul not that I might purchase glory and happi-

ness for my own line, but that the seed of Banquo, the

children of my inferior, might be kings ! Rather than sub-

mit without a struggle, I call fate itself into the lists to fight

against me a challenge to final, mortal combat !
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[Here the failures are of various kinds. The first at-

tempt shows lack of comprehension, on the writer's 'part, of

the actual language of the text and of the figurative expres-

sions employed. The second simply changes the form from

verse to prose, without any essential change in the language.

In the third, the writer has understood the thought but has

merely made an abstract of it, without bringing out the

ideas implied in the original. The fourth is a good piece

of paraphrase. Note that it not only translates the obscure

or unusual language of the original, but also tries to follow

out the ideas implied in such words as "gripe,"
"
wrench'd,"

"gracious," and to indicate the implied antithesis between

the " eternal jewel
"

given as price and the purchased

result "the seed of Banquo kings."]

EXERCISE 81. i. Write a paraphrase of the following

passage from Macbeth (IV, i) :

Time, that anticipat'st my dread exploits ;

The flighty purpose never is o'ertook,

Unless the deed go with it : from this moment

The very firstlings of my heart shall be

The firstlings of my hand. And even now,

To crown my thoughts with acts, be it thought and done :

The castle of Macduff I will surprise;

Seize upon Fife
; give to- the edge o' the sword

His wife, his babes, and all unfortunate souls

That trace him in his line. No boasting like a fool :

This deed I'll do before this purpose cool :

But no more sights !

Be sure that you understand (a) the language of the

passage, () the circumstances under which the lines were

spoken. Why is each one of these points important ?
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Notes on the passage : anticipate here means prevent;

flighty means flying; trace means follow (how does it

come to have this meaning ?) ; firstling means, literally,

first-born (what does it mean here ?). What is implied in

the phrase,
" from this moment "

? Is the same thought sug-

gested elsewhere in the lines quoted ? What is the allusion

in " But no more sights
"

?

2. Select from the literature that you are studying some

passage which seems to you suitable for paraphrase. Why
does it seem to you to be suitable for this exercise ?

3. Make such suggestions and annotations as would aid

another person to paraphrase the passage you have selected.

4. Write paraphrases of such passages as your instructor

may designate.

168. Letters. The letter is obviously the form of

composition most frequently used, and that in which

skill is most indispensable. A business man often

is obliged to write or dictate thirty or forty letters,

or even more, in a single day, and every one who

has much to do with people must find it convenient

or desirable to communicate frequently with others

in writing. It is very important, therefore, that each

student should think carefully over the various sides

of the subject of letter writing, understand the main

principles involved, and attain a certain amount of

skill by actual practice. Certainly no work he does

in his school course will stand him in better stead in

the affairs of life.

169. The Essential Principle. The essential princi-

ple involved in letter writing is simply this. Every
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letter a man writes is his personal representative, and

must be so designed that it will convey information,

or give expression to feelings and sentiments, with the

same courtesy and effectiveness which he would em-

ploy if his interview with the person addressed were

carried on directly by conversation, and not indirectly

by writing.

170. Paper and Ink. Business letters may be writ-

ten on large paper, about ten inches by eight in size.

Personal letters should be written on paper of a more

convenient form, usually less than seven inches in

length, by about four in width. 1 Lined paper is

rarely employed for letters of any description, inas-

much as it seems to show that the writer is so un-

skilled in penmanship as to need the aid of a ruled

line. 2 The paper used in personal letters should be

white or delicately tinted. Black ink is used almost

invariably. Any other color seems to imply as

1 On a four-page sheet of such paper, one may, if the letter exceeds

a page, use pages I and 3, though some writers spread the sheet and,

to save blotting, use pages i and 4. If the letter exceeds two pages,

one may use pages i, 2, and 3, or I, 3, and 2. In the latter case, the

lines on page 2 follow the length of 'the paper. If the letter exceeds

three pages, one may adopt the order I, 2, 3, 4, or I, 3, 2, 4. The least

confusing order for the reader is always the best. If the letter exceeds

one sheet, each sheet should be numbered. "
Crossing

" a page, or

writing on it twice, once up and down the page and once across, is a

most annoying practice.
2 Within the author's knowledge, a young man was recently refused

an excellent position because his letter of application was on ruled

paper. The employer decided, quite properly, that one so deficient in

knowledge of the customary practice in such matters would be defi-

cient also in his knowledge of men and social customs in general.
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does the use of perfumed paper affectation on the

part of the writer. Business letters may be dictated

and typewritten, but the personal letter, which is a

substitute for one's own visit or call, cannot lightly

be turned over to other hands.

171. The Envelope. It is a matter of the first im-

portance that a letter should reach its destination

promptly. On the envelope, therefore, all the infor-

mation (the name 1 and address) necessary for that

purpose should be written in a legible hand, e.g.

3/0 (frcuk,

It is becoming more customary to omit all punc-

tuation at the end of lines on envelopes, except the

period after abbreviations, but many continue to

place commas at the end of each line except the

last, which they close by a period. In general, it is

best to use as few abbreviations as possible.
2

1 The first and middle names are sometimes written in full; more

usually the first name alone is given in full
;

or both the first and

middle names are indicated by initials. If the person addressed has

no middle name, the first name should be written in full.

2 Names of states are usually abbreviated. " Street
"

is also fre-

quently abbreviated. "Avenue" it seems better to write in full. The

punctilious writer, especially in personal letters, avoids all that might

give the impression of haste. It is certainly unpleasant, for instance,

to be addressed as follows : Prof. G. Carpenter, Col. Univ., cor. Boule-

vard and 116 St., N. Y. City.
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It is also important that the name should be

not only definitely, but courteously, stated. Women
should be addressed as Mrs. or Miss. In addressing

a married woman, it is customary to use her hus-

band's initials. To use her own ordinarily implies

that she is a widow. Men should usually be ad-

dressed as Mr. 1 A firm may be addressed as Messrs.

Clergymen, physicians, men holding political or judi-

cial office, and officers in colleges and universities,

and in the army and the navy, are addressed as Rev.,

Dr., Hon., Prof., Col., etc. When a man may be ad-

dressed in several ways, the form most suitable for

the occasion should be chosen. Punctilious writers

are inclined to use Mr. or Esq. in all personal letters,

even to those who would naturally be addressed in

other ways.
2 A personal letter to a college professor

would thus be addressed to Mr. F. C. Brown
;
an offi-

cial letter, on the other hand, to Prof. F. C. Brown.

EXERCISE 82. What is the proper form of superscription

on the envelope of a letter to :

1. The Mayor of New York City?

2. The President of Cornell University, in Ithaca, New
York?

1 In England and in parts of the United States, particularly in and

around Boston, it is customary to use Esq. with precisely the same

force with which Mr. is used elsewhere. In general, American usage,

tends to restrict Esq. to lawyers or men of prominence in the com-

munity (and especially to men of middle age or older) who have no

other title.

2
Excepting clergymen and physicians, perhaps because it is diffi-

cult as a rule to disassociate either class from its professional duties.
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3. The firm of Stern Brothers, dry goods merchants of

23d Street, New York City?

4. Helen A. Brown, the widow of William J. Brown,

living on Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, O.?

5. The eldest Miss Warren, of Washington, D.C.
,
num-

ber 419 New York Avenue?

6. Her sister, Anna Warren?

7. Both Miss Warren and her younger sister?

8. A doctor in your own town ?

9. The wife of a clergyman in your own town ?

10. Miss Grace Mortimer, visiting her friend, Mrs. E. J.

Sandford, at The Beeches, Lexington, Kentucky ?

172. The Beginning of a Letter. The Romans were

logical in beginning letters with the name of the

sender, e.g. "Marcus Tullius Cicero to Caius Julius

Caesar," for on receiving a letter our first desire

obviously is to know from whom it comes. Business

firms and organizations supply the same need by
their letter-heads, but in general the modern custom

is to put the name at the end rather than at the

beginning.

At the beginning of a letter, according to modern

usage, come (i) the place and date, and (2) the name

of the person to whom the letter is sent, with such

accompanying words as shall most courteously and

pleasingly indicate the relation between the writer

and the receiver.

i. The place and date should, as a rule, always
be indicated, for the convenience of the person ad-

dressed, e.g. 501 West 1 1 3th Street, New York City,
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June 29, 1900. The usual custom is to put them

both at the beginning of the letter, on the right of

the page. Some writers, especially in personal let-

ters, put the date at the end of the letter, on the left

of the signature, a practice that has the disadvan-

tage of separating the place and the date, which it

is convenient to have together for reference.

2. In business letters the name and address of

the receiver are usually put at the beginning, though

they are sometimes put at the end, to the left of the

signature. Even in personal letters, it is often wise

to follow the latter method, which does not savor

unduly of formality, and which provides a means of

identifying the proper owner of the letter in case it

should go astray.

Whether the name and the address of the receiver

are stated or not, the letter proper should begin

with Sir (exceedingly formal), My dear Sir (formal),

Dear Sir 1
(a little less formal, perhaps), Dear Mr.

Smith (less formal), Dear Smith, Dear John, etc.

Madam corresponds to Sir, and may be used in

addressing either married or unmarried women.
" Friend Smith "

is a form of salutation not now

used, perhaps because we find it hard to think of

friend as an adjective.

173. The End. Letters should be closed in an

appropriate and courteous fashion, e.g. Very truly

yours (the usual business form), Respectfully yours,

1 In addressing a firm or group of individuals, one may say Dear

Sirs, or Gentlemen.
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Cordially yours, Faithfully yours, Affectionately

yours, etc. It is only necessary to add :

1. That in any case, this closing formula should

begin with a capital letter. It was formerly the cus-

tom to begin with a capital letter every word in it,

but this practice is less and less commonly followed.

The "yours" should, as a rule, not be omitted.

2. That the closing formula must be appropriate to

the relations between the sender and the receiver.

3. That the closing formula is often woven in, as it

were, with a closing sentence, e.g. Give my love to

your mother, and believe me, Faithfully yours; or,

With many thanks for your kindness, I am, my dear

Sir, Faithfully yours. Care should be taken that

this sentence is properly constructed, e.g. not as

in 'the following: Hoping to hear from you soon,

believe me, Faithfully yours. Here the participle

hoping must, from the point of view of grammar,

modify the subject of believe ; but that would make

nonsense.

4. Except in intimate personal letters, the name

should be signed in the form in which the writer pre-

fers to be addressed, e.g. John James Smith, John

J. Smith, etc. An unmarried woman should prefix

[Miss] to her signature when writing to strangers.

A married woman should, under the same circum-

stances, unless she wishes to be addressed by her

own first name or initials, add at the left her hus-

band's name. For example, Mrs. Smith signs herself,

Very truly yours, Martha J. Smith, and writes, at the
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left, Mrs. John J. Smith
; or, if a widow, Very truly

yours, [Mrs.] Martha J. Smith.

EXERCISE 83. Write the proper forms for the begin-

nings and the endings of the following letters :

1. From a boy at a boarding-school to his father.

2. From the same boy to his brother, who is a stu-

dent at Yale University, New Haven.

3. From a publishing house to one of its patrons.

4. From a student to the principal of his school.

5. From one schoolboy to another.

6. From one lady to another who is an utter stranger.

7. From a lady to a casual acquaintance.

8. From yourself to a business house.

9. From a country-house, The Beeches, where you are

staying, to a friend in Little Rock, Arkansas.

10. From a girl living in New York to the mother of

one of her friends.

174. Letters in the Third Person. A curious, but

on the whole convenient, custom has arisen of mak-

ing formal invitations and similar announcements or

requests as impersonal as possible. The form of

such communications can best be understood from

the examples given below, which will give a general

idea of the customary forms, though individuals, as

well as communities, differ with regard to minor

details. Note that in all no statements are made in

the first and second l
persons and that abbreviations,

1 In invitations which are wholly engraved or printed the second

person is necessarily used (e.g. "your company," etc.), inasmuch as

the name of each person addressed could not be inserted.
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and all forms of expression that would imply haste

or familiarity, are sedulously avoided.

Examples :

(0
The Lyndhurst Literary Society

requests the pleasure of your company
at its Twelfth Annual Reception,

on Wednesday evening, May the third,

from eight until ten o'clock.

R. s. v.p?
47

^ Broad Street'

(2)

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Wallace

request the pleasure
3

of Dr. Mortimer's company
on Friday evening, January tht third,

at nine o'clock.

Dancing. Elm^vood.

(3)

Dr. Mortimer regrets his inability to accept

the invitation of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace for

Friday evening, January the third.

13 Gramercy Park.

1 Often written in letters (Forty-seven).
2 For Repondez s'i! vous plait. The phrase

" The favor of an answer

is requested
"

(or perhaps the less graceful "Please reply") is often,

and with good reason, used instead of the foreign words.
8 The writer may so arrange the length of the lines as to give the

page a pleasing appearance, or, as in (3), make them all of the same

length.
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(4)

Dr. Mortimer

accepts with pleasure

Mr. and Mrs. Fairfield's invitation

to dinner

on Friday evening, January the tliird,

at half-past seven o'clock.

(5)

Mrs. William Lord Clark,

The Misses Clark

A t Home

Tuesday afternoons in February.

14.51 Madison Avenue.

(6)

Miss Warrington

regrets that a previous engagement
makes it impossiblefor her to accept

Mrs. Hall's invitation for luncheon

on Thursday, October the twelfth.

EXERCISE 84. i . Write, in proper form, Mrs. Arthur

W. Morton's invitation to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Seacroft

to dine with her on Thursday next, at eight o'clock.

2 . Write an acceptance to the foregoing invitation
;
a

regret.

3. For the trustees of the University of Minnesota, Min-

neapolis, invite the President of the University of Chicago
to be present at the laying of a corner-stone.
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4. Miss Edith Allen is giving a card party for her friend

Miss Margaret Rogers. Write her invitation to Miss Mary

Simpson, and Miss Simpson's regrets.

5. Invite Mr. and Mrs. George Whiting to an evening

reception at which there is to be dancing after ten o'clock.

Write their acceptance.

6. The graduating class of your high school are sending

out invitations for their class-day exercises. How should

the invitations be worded ?

7. Miss Anderson invites Mrs. Carl Andrews to a formal

luncheon a week from Tuesday. Write the invitation, and

Mrs. Andrews' reply.

8. Prepare a card for a school concert, exhibition of

school work, exhibition of work in Physical Culture
;
for

a play given by the school Dramatic Society.

175. The Body of the Letter. With regard to the

body of a letter the following advice is worth heed-

ing:

1. Be courteous. Even in business letters, which

must naturally in many cases follow set forms, there

is no need of omitting words necessary to the sense

or to the syntax.
1 Be concise, but not unless you

wish to rebuke your correspondent curt.

2. In a business letter be sure that you have made

your meaning perfectly clear without undue words.

3. In a personal letter, written for the sake of

friendship, make sure that you show your friend the

1
E.g, Yours of 4th rec., and contents noted. Will ship goods

C. O. D. on receipt of order.

Resp'y, SMITH & JONES.
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best and most entertaining side of you. Write

much as you would talk, and tell what you think

your friend would like to know.

4. Take pains about the appearance of what you
write. Take pains also about the effect of what you
write. Try to write with ease and grace.

5. There is a current superstition that it is

"
wrong

"
to begin a letter with /. Pay no attention

to it. Two times out of three you may find it most

natural to begin your letter with /, just as you would

find it equally natural to begin a conversation in the

same way. Avoid, however, in writing, an undue

use of the first person, just as you would in con-

versation.

6. Notice letters written by others which are good
either because of the skill with which they- make

statements of fact or business, or because of the skill

with which the writer has transferred his own indi-

viduality to his pages, and entertained, informed, or

stimulated you as he could have done by his spoken

words.

7. Never write,
"
Thanking you in advance for this

information," etc. Say, if it is appropriate,
"

I shall

be obliged if you will inform me," etc., and then, on

receipt of the information, write a note of thanks if

courtesy requires it.

In the examples given below (i) represents a

formal personal letter to a stranger, (2) a business

letter, (3) an official letter, and (4), (5), and (6) per-

sonal letters of various degrees of intimacy.
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170 MAIN STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

June 28, 1900.

My dear Sir,

I take the liberty of inquiring whether you can tell me if

I can find in this country a copy of the first edition (1722)

of Defoe's Plague in London. I have consulted the cata-

logues of all the large libraries, and have communicated

with several of the largest collectors of rare books, but

have so far not succeeded in finding any trace of the vol-

ume I want. It occurred to me that your interest in Defoe

and your familiarity with the period might, perhaps, have

led you to a knowledge of the facts in the case.

With excuses for troubling you about so small a matter,

I am, with great respect,

Faithfully yours,

THOMAS J. BROWN.

PROFESSOR R. K. SMITH,

Yale University.

CO

213 W. STTH ST.,

NEW YORK CITY,

June 28, 1900.

THE MACMILLAN Co.,

64-66 FIFTH AVENUE.

Dear Sirs,

Will you have the kindness to send me, by the Man
hattan Delivery Company, the books indicated on the

enclosed list, charging them to my account? As I am

leaving the city for the summer on Monday next, I shall
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be obliged if you would take pains to have them reach me

by Saturday afternoon, the 3oth, at the latest.

Very truly yours,

R. J. SMITH.

(3)

HARVARD UNIVERSITY,

CAMBRIDGE, April 26, 1897.

To the President of the United States :

SIR : I desire to testify that Dr. William T. Harris has

done admirable work as Commissioner of Education, and

that he is the best-qualified person for the office in the

United States, by reason of 'his natural capacity, his

studies and training, and his experience. The reports

which he has published are far the best that have ever

proceeded from the Bureau of Education, and through his

extraordinary industry and very intelligent supervision, they

have been issued with a rapidity and promptness never

before attained. All the teachers and educators of the

country earnestly desire that he should be retained as

Commissioner of Education, and that the salary attached

to his office should be made more commensurate with its

dignity and importance.

I am, sir, with respect, your obedient servant,

CHARLES W. ELIOT, President.

(4)

SALEM, November 21, 1848.

DEAR LONGFELLOW : I will gladly come on Thursday,
unless something unexpected should thrust itself into the

space between. Thoreau is to be at my house, as he is

engaged to lecture here on Wednesday evening; and I
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shall take the liberty to bring him with me, unless he have

scruples about intruding on you. You would find him

well worth knowing ;
he is a man of thought and origi-

nality, with a certain iron-poker-ishness, an uncompromis-

ing stiffness in his mental character which is interesting,

though it grows rather wearisome on close and frequent

acquaintance. I shall be very glad to see Ellery Chan-

ning, gladder to see you.

Your friend,

NATHL HAWTHORNE.

(5)

LONGFELLOW TO HIS FATHER 1

DECEMBER 5, 1824.

I take this early opportunity to write to you, because I

wish to know fully your inclination with regard to the pro-

fession I am to pursue when I leave college.

For my part I have already hinted to you what would

best please me. I want to spend one year at Cambridge

for the purpose of reading history, and of becoming

familiar with the best authors in polite literature
;
whilst

at the same time I can be acquiring a knowledge of the

Italian language, without an acquaintance with which I

shall be shut out from one of the most beautiful depart-

ments of letters. The French I mean to understand

pretty thoroughly before I leave college. After leaving

Cambridge, I would attach myself to some literary period-

ical publication, by which I could maintain myself and

still enjoy the advantages of reading. Now, I do not

1 From Samuel Longfellow's Life ofHenry Wadsworth Longfellow.
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think that there is anything visionary or chimerical in my
plan thus far. The fact is and I will not disguise it in

the least, for I think I ought not the fact is, I most

eagerly aspire after future eminence in literature
; my

whole soul burns most ardently for it, and every earthly

thought centres in it. There may be something visionary

in this, but I flatter myself that I have prudence enough

to keep my enthusiasm from defeating its own object by
too great haste. Surely, there never was a better oppor-

tunity offered for the exertion of literary talent in our own

country than is now offered. To be sure, most of our liter-

ary men thus far have not been professedly so, until they

have studied and entered the practice of Theology, Law, or

Medicine. But this is evidently lost time. I do believe

that we ought to pay more attention to the opinion of phi-

losophers, that "
nothing but Nature can qualify a man for

knowledge."

Whether Nature has given me any capacity for knowledge
or not, she has at any rate given me a very strong predilec-

tion for literary pursuits, and I am almost confident in

believing that, if I can ever rise in the world, it must be by
the exercise of my talent in the wide field of literature.

With such a belief, I must say that I am unwilling to engage
in the study of law.

Here, then, seems to be the starting-point : and I think

it best for me to float out into the world upon that tide

and in that channel which will the soonest bring me to

my destined port, and not to struggle against both wind

and tide, and by attempting what is impossible lose every-

thing.

[The pupil may be interested to look up the reply of Long-
fellow's father, which was in the negative. See Life, Vol. I, p. 56.]
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(6)

GLEN HOUSE, N.H.,

July 10, 1890.

DEAR TOM,
I may safely assume that by this time you and B. are

past the perils of the deep, and safely domiciled in the

Quartier Latin, or some other equally delectable section of

ancient Lutetia. And I suppose that you are living a some-

what busier and more entertaining kind of life than I am

up here, stuck in between Mt. Washington and Mt. some-

thing else, without six other people in the house within

ten years of my own age. It is so far the most dead-and-

alive sort of place, considering all the circumstances, that I

have ever been in. The society is considered to be the

best in the mountains, which means the best in Boston,

which again means that I have been here a week and have

hardly made a speaking acquaintance.

I have been introduced to just two people, one of whom
has since left the house. There is one young fellow of

twenty or so whom I felt warranted in addressing without

an introduction, and who does well enough to go walking

and play tennis with
;
and on his account his parents (by

the way, the whole three of them sit at the same table with

us, the young man opposite me, the mother beside me)
have spoken a "good morning," or something of the sort,

twice each. There is a young married couple with an old

maid sister and a very lively boy. The aforesaid boy has

made my acquaintance, and the old maid is trying to.

A Trinity professor is one of the two to whom I was intro-

duced
;

I tried to start him on the marking system, etc.,

and was succeeding fairly
well when he left, The family
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with whom I am living comprises five persons, and there

are only three people with whom any of them exchange a

word beyond ordinary civilities. The family who sit at our

table, mentioned above, seem never to speak with any one

whatever.

We get up to breakfast at eight, sit round till ten, when

I go to work with my pupil, finish at twelve, sit round till

two, eat dinner, sit round till seven, eat supper, sit round

till bedtime, go to bed, get up at eight, and repeat the

programme. The arrival and departure of coaches is about

the only excitement. There are plenty of excursions, and

the fishing is good ;
but the whim of Mr. C. to have our

work exactly in the middle of the day lets me out of every-

thing of the kind except Sundays, when I suspect it is not

exactly "good form." Nevertheless, young Brown and I

went up to Tuckerman's Ravine yesterday, and I enjoyed it

hugely. One of the men discovered a rock behind the

house which he announced as a petrified tree. It was very

evidently blasted from a whole ledge just like it near by,

but every one in the house had to go out and look at it,

and the discussion furnished material for a ripple of.interest

which lasted all day. You can judge by that what the style

of life here must be. We are to have a tennis court next

week, says the man in the office
;
but so we are to have

various other things at that time, such as water in the

bathroom, a light in the elevator, and hooks in our bed-

rooms (closets are unknown, and the only place to hang up

anything is the floor). The whole affair is like getting the

mitten, or falling on the ice greatly amusing to outsiders,

but rather hard on the victims.

Give my love to B., and look for a letter with my Berlin

address about the fifteenth of October. If you think there
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is a chance of hitting me with an answer to this before

September 10, send one to the address at the head of this

sheet.

Ever yours,

E. S. DUNCAN.

EXERCISE 85. i. Write to a school friend, inviting her

to take luncheon with an old classmate of hers at your

home. Be specific as to date and hour.

2. Write to a lecturer who is to address your high

school literary society, thanking him for his willing-

ness to come, and giving him information as to the

location of the school, the arrangements for his recep-

tion, etc.

3. Write a note of thanks for a book received as a

birthday gift.

4. Apply to a business house for a position as stenog-

rapher. State your qualifications and recommendations.

5. Write to the principal of your school, asking for the

use of room No. 319, on Wednesday afternoon, for a class

meeting.

6. Write a letter of introduction to your clergyman for

one of your friends.

7. Write a letter of recommendation for a servant; for

a boy who wishes to obtain a position as bookkeeper in a

retail dry-goods house.

8. Write to your teacher a note of excuse for tardiness.

9. Write a note, to be signed by your mother, asking

the principal of your school to give you a week's leave of

absence because of your illness.

10. Write a note of apology for having failed to keep

an appointment with a friend. Explain how you were

delayed, and arrange for another meeting.
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1 1 . Write to a classmate, announcing his election to a

class office.

12. Write a letter to some member of your family who

has been away from home for a week. Tell her what things

of interest to her have occurred during her absence.

13. Write to a friend whom you have just been visiting.

14. Invite your cousin to visit you for two weeks. Set

the date of his or her visit, give information concerning

routes, time of trains, etc., and make arrangements for

meeting him or her.

15. Write to an intimate friend who is abroad, and who

is specially interested in some one of the following topics :

school affairs, literary matters, local politics, social events,

music.

1 6. Write to your family from some place which you
have visited.

17. Write, for the bulletin board, a notice of the meet-

ing of a society or class.

176. Letters in Literature. The student is advised

to look up at his convenience one or more of the

great English letter-writers. He should not neces-

sarily use them as models, but he may profit by ob-

serving how they gave freshness, interest, and vigor

to what they wrote, even on trivial subjects ;
the

good taste they displayed ;
and the degree to which

they revealed their character. In the eighteenth

century the most interesting collections of English

letters are those written by Sir Richard Steele, Lord

Chesterfield, and Benjamin Franklin. In the last

century almost every great author in England and
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America left an entertaining correspondence, which

was not long in finding its way into print. The
student will perhaps be most drawn by the letters of

Longfellow, Lowell, and Stevenson to mention only
three out of many.



CHAPTER XIII

DESCRIPTION

177. The Various Kinds of Prose Composition. The

forms of prose composition with which we are most

familiar are the novel, the short story, the essay, the

biography, the book of travels, the sermon, the play,

etc., and, if we chose, we might take these up one

by one, discussing the principles applicable to each.

The disadvantages of such a method would be two-

fold.

First, the young writer should not, at this stage in

his progress, attempt to compose novels, books of

travel, plays, or sermons, and much of our inquiry

would hence be ill-timed
;
and second, several of the

forms mentioned have much in common, the novel

and the biography, for example, both being narra-

tives, and we should thus be constantly retracing

our steps.

It is wisest, therefore, to treat only the few kinds

of composition which are, as it were, elements, and

of which all the others may be regarded as composed

by a process of combination.

We may say roughly that there are only five such

kinds of writing. In all prose composition we try :

299
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1. To reproduce in the minds of others a picture

of persons or things like that existing in our own

minds (Description).

2. To reproduce in the minds of others a picture

of a series of events like that present in our own

minds (Narrative).

3. To explain or expound to others, in a systematic

way, what we think (Exposition).

4. To convince others of the truth of what we

believe (Argument).

5. To persuade others to do what we wish (Per-

suasion).

178. The Aim of Description. In description the

aim of the writer is to reproduce, in the mind of

another, a picture as like as possible to one existing

in his own mind. This can be done in two ways,

(i) by giving details, one by one, in an orderly fash-

ion, until the total picture is built up; or (2) by

choosing details that will suggest others, and thus,

as it were, conjure up the images desired.

179. Plan, Details, and Point of View. Let us first

consider the method that makes use of many details,

arranged in an orderly fashion. Read carefully the

following extracts, noting the total picture which

arises in your mind as the result of each.

(a) CHIMNEY SWIFT. Length, 5 to 5.45 inches. About

an inch shorter than the English sparrow. Long wings

make its length appear greater. Deep sooty gray ;
throat

of a trifle lighter gray. Wings extend an inch and a half

beyond the even tail, which has sharply pointed and
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elastic quills, which serve as props. Feet are muscular and

have exceedingly sharp claws.

BLANCHAN : Bird Neighbors.

(V) George Washington may be described as being as

straight as an Indian, measuring six feet two inches in

his stockings, and weighing 175 pounds when he took his

seat in the House of Burgesses in 1759. His frame is

padded with well-developed muscles, indicating great

strength. His bones and joints are large, as are his feet

and hands. He is wide-shouldered, but has not a deep

or round chest
;

is neat-waisted, but is broad across the

hips, and has rather long legs and arms. His head is

well-shaped though not large, and is gracefully poised on

a superb neck. A large and straight rather than promi-

nent nose
; blue-gray penetrating eyes, which are widely

separated and overhung by a heavy brow. His face is

long rather than broad, with high round cheek-bones, and

terminates in a good firm chin. He has a clear though

rather a colorless pale skin, which burns with the sun.

A pleasing, benevolent, though a commanding counte-

nance, dark brown hair, which he wears in a cue. His

mouth is large, and generally firmly closed, but from time

to time discloses some defective teeth. His features are

regular and placid, with all the muscles of his face under

perfect control, though flexible and expressive of deep

feeling when aroused by emotion. In conversation he

looks you full in the face, is deliberate, deferential, and

engaging. His voice is agreeable rather than strong.

His demeanor at all times composed and dignified.

Quoted from George Nurse in FORD'S The True George

Washington.
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(V) The scene [on entering New York Harbor] is

among the finest that the eye can look upon. To the

right hand is the Long Island shore, handsomely shaded,

with pretty villas and hamlets peeping out from their

screens of foliage. On the left hand the hills of Staten

Island rise much higher, crowned with noble mansions,

while bustling villages line the edge of the bay. The

water presents a constantly changing panorama. Tall,

white-sailed ships, swiftly moving, snorting and puffing

tugs, great arklike ferry-boats, of unique style, looking

like houses built on rafts, large and stately steamboats

with cabins tier above tier, graceful pleasure yachts, tall-

masted and broad-sailed schooners, flotillas of barges and

lighters, with fleets of vessels anchored, representing all

nationalities, are scattered over the wide expanse. A

background is formed by the distant cities, and the

steamer moves northward towards the statue of Liberty

on Bedloe's Island, and the cluster of green foliage flanked

by the round building of Castle Garden in Battery Park.

A Visit to the States. A Reprint of Letters from

the Special Correspondent of the London Times.

(d) The city of Granada lay in the centre of the king-

dom, sheltered as it were in the lap of the Sierra Nevada,

or chain of snowy mountains. It covered two lofty hills,

and a deep valley that divides them, through which flows

the river Darro. One of these hills was crowned by the

royal palace and fortress of the Alhambra, capable of

containing forty thousand men within its walls and towers.

. . . Opposite to the hill on which stood the Alhambra

was its rival hill, on the summit of which was a spacious

plain, covered with houses, and crowded with inhabitants.
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It was commanded by a fortress called the Alcazaba. The

declivities and skirts of these hills were covered with

houses to the number of seventy thousand, separated by
narrow streets and small squares, according to the custom

of Moorish cities. The houses had interior courts and

gardens, refreshed by fountains and running streams,

and set out with oranges, citrons, and pomegranates ;

so that, as the edifices of the city rose above each

other on the sides of the hills, they presented a mingled

appearance of city and grove, delightful to the eye. The

whole was surrounded by high walls, three leagues in cir-

cuit, with twelve gates, and fortified by a thousand and

thirty towers. IRVING : Conquest of Granada.

(e)
In all New England there is no pleasanter town

than Portland, in the state of Maine. Built upon a pen-

insula in Casco Bay, it looks down upon the waters from

a central ridge, and at each end rises into a hill. The

eastern one of these commands an enchanting view down

the bay and over its wooded islands. From the western

height extends a charming prospect over lowlands and a

tide-river indented with many shady coves; far away to

the hill-ranges whose summits lie along the horizon.

Highest of these is the peak of Mount Washington, some

seventy miles away as the bird flies, softly blue in summer,

in winter dazzling white, in the northwest. The streets

are shaded with arching elms, under which one gets

glimpses of the water, and are cooled in summer by the

sea-breezes. The houses, of wood or brick, stand mostly

apart from each other in green yards and gardens.

On the outskirts of the town are fields and pastures, and

a pretty piece of woods a grove of oaks long known
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as Deering's Woods
; now, by gift of its inheritors, pre-

served as a park.

SAMUEL LONGFELLOW : Life of H. W, Longfellow.

(f) All visitors to Cambridge are familiar with the spa-

cious old-fashioned house [Craigie House], painted in

yellow and white, which stands far back from Brattle

Street on the right, as one goes from Harvard Square to

Mount Auburn. A gateway in the oddly patterned fence

opens through a lilac hedge into the long walk, at the end

of which, up low flights of steps, the house stands on its

grassy terraces. Its ample front of two stories extends,

including the broad verandas, to a width of more than

eighty feet. There are large clumps of lilac bushes upon
the greensward, and on the left an aged and lofty elm

tree throws it shadows upon the house, and sighs for its

companion, killed many years ago by canker worms and

too vigorous pruning. An Italian balustrade along the

first terrace is a late addition
;
but the roof is crowned

with a similar railing of the old days. Between the tall

white pilasters which mark the width of the hallway, the

front door still retains the brass knocker which announced

many a visitor to the ancient hospitalities, and which even

now occasionally answers to the hand of a stranger, or

the small boy who does not see the modern bell-knob, and

whose wonder is duly roused by the cumbrous old lock,

with its key that might have belonged to a Bastile. In

the white-wainscoted hall is a handsome staircase, with

broad, low steps, and variously twisted balusters. On the

left opens the drawing-room, which, with its deep window-

seats, its arched recesses, its marble mantel surmounted

by a broad panel set in an architectural frame, remains a
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fine specimen of a " colonial
"
interior. Opposite to this is

a similar room, of much simpler, but still substantial style,

in all the later years the poet's study. Beyond is a

spacious apartment now used as a library, whose windows

command the garden and grounds. Above are the cham-

bers, whose broad fireplaces are framed in old-fashioned

Dutch tiles. Ibid.

(<") When he was within the gate, Gilbert saw three

broad roads before him, stretching downward from the

higher land on which the city wall was built. Vast and

magnificent, Constantinople lay at his feet, a rich disorder

of palaces and churches and towers. On the left, the

quiet waters of the Golden Horn made a broad, blue path

to meet the Bosphorus in the hazy distance before him
;

on the right, the Sea of Marmora was dazzling white

under the morning sun, where its mirror-like reflections

could be seen between the towers of the sea-wall. . . .

Far before him, and, as it seemed, near the end of the

central street, a dome rose above the level of the sur-

rounding city, raising its golden cross to the deep sky.

Without hesitation, Gilbert chose that road and followed it.

CRAWFORD : Via Cruets.

(K) The plateau suddenly breaks upon a precipitous

declivity, and Orvieto, till that moment unseen, appears

crowning a rocky height which rises solitary and abrupt

from a deep valley. So narrow is the valley that, from the

point where the plateau breaks, the city seems almost

within musket-shot. But the perfect isolation of the

mountain upon which it stands, no spur or ridge connect-

ing it with those that lie nearest to it, makes the approach

to the city slow and difficult, and gives to it a peculiar and
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striking character of inaccessibility. The truncated oval

cone of an extinct volcano, the height lifts itself with

almost perpendicular sides for more than seven hundred

feet, rising from the valley like a solitary islet of rock. . . .

The city with its gray walls set upon the topmost edge of

the scarped reddish cliff, with the towers of its churches

and the gables and pinnacles of its cathedral showing
clear against the sky, and shining with various color in

the sunlight, looks like a bas-relief cut on the smooth face

of the rock. Near behind it, hah: encircling it, lies an

uneven range of brown and purple mountains, as if to shut

it out from the world in a seclusion of its own. The

lower slopes of the height are rich with vineyards, farms,

and wide-spread convents set deep in trees. The little

Paglia winds through the green valley on its way to the

Tiber, and vanishes among the hills. . . . The city loses

something of its apparent beauty, as, after the long ascent

to its gates, one enters its dark and dirty streets. Its walls

are too big for it, for it has shrunk since they were built.

Its palaces are mostly deserted, more than one of its old

churches is neglected, an air of decay pervades it, save

only in the square on which its cathedral stands, where

its ancient splendor remains undiminished, and seems

even more brilliant than of old, from contrast with the

surrounding changes of decline.

NORTON : Notes of Travel and Study in Italy.

In these excellent descriptions there are several

points worthy of especial notice :

i. Particularly in the first three extracts the lan-

guage is simple. Indeed, in none of them except (g)

and (Jt) is there any attempt at richness of style.
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A good picture can, then, be produced in the mind of

the reader merely by the clear and orderly statement

of details, without resorting to means for making the

picture impressive. You should feel that, by care

and thought, you can write as good descriptions as

have the authors of the first six extracts.

2. In each of the extracts there is a distinct plan.

In (a), the author, who is purposely writing in the

form of notes or memoranda, mentions successively

the size, color, wings, and tail of the bird. In (b\

Washington's size, frame, head, and face are taken

up in the order mentioned. In (c\ the scene on the

right is first described
;
then those on the left, around,

and ahead.

3. In (d), (/), (g\ and (//), there is not only an

obvious plan, but an obvious "
point of view," and

this expression must be taken in its literal sense, as

indicating the position of the spectator, and not his

mental attitude. In (c\ the spectator is supposed to

be on the deck of a steamer entering New York

Harbor
;
in (/), he approaches the Longfellow house

from in front
;

in (g\ he views Constantinople from

an eminence
;

in
(/*), he describes the hill-town of

Orvieto, first as seen from a distance, and then as he

enters it.

EXERCISE 86. I. Explain, in writing or orally, the

plan of each of the descriptions quoted in the preceding

section.

II. Select from your own reading at least two descrip-
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tions which clearly show plan. Can you determine the

writer's point of view ?

III. Write, with especial reference to plan and to accu-

racy of detail, one-paragraph descriptions of

(a) A bird, animal, or plant.

(If)
A building, e.g. the school building, the town hall.

Choose a building familiar to your classmates. If necessary,

make a special survey of it to verify your details.

(c) A scene, from some definite point of view, e.g. from

a hill
;
from a window

;
from a definite point in a street or

square. Do not fail to make your point of view and your

plan of description quite clear.

(d) Your town, or some part of it. Be careful not to

lose your general plan in too many details.

(e) Some person known to the class. Try to keep the

picture altogether accurate and to make it full, but avoid

any indication of personal feeling or bias. Test your

description by seeing how many of the class know whose

portrait it is and are willing to accept it as fair.

IV. Describe the same object from two different points

of view
; e.g. a building as seen from the front and from the

rear
;
a town seen from a distance and from a point near by ;

a city seen from a housetop or a steeple, and from a street

below your high point of observation.

V. Write a description several paragraphs in length,

keeping your plan quite clear, but under each general divi-

sion of your plan giving enough details to make your

picture full.

180. Selection and Suggestion. The aim of all the

extracts quoted in the preceding section was to pro-

duce in the reader's mind a clear picture. Only a
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few of them attempted to arouse our emotions and

to make us realize the beauty or power of a particular

scene. Let us turn now to another sort of description,

that which, by artful selection of details and by sug-

gestions of various sorts, attempts to put us into a

given mood with regard to a given person or scene.

Read carefully the following extracts, noting what

picture is brought before your mind by each, and

what your feeling is regarding it :

i. Standing, Sir Arnold was scarcely of medium height,

but seated he was not noticeably small
; and, like many

men of short stature, he bestowed a constant and thoughtful

care upon his personal appearance, which resulted in a sort

of permanent compensation. His dark beard was cut to a

point, and so carefully clipped as to remind one of those

smoothly clipped trees representing peacocks and dragons,

which have been the delight of the Italian gardener ever

since the days of Pliny. He wore his hair neither long nor

short, but the silky locks were carefully parted in the middle

and smoothed back in rich dark waves. There was some-

thing almost irritating in their unnatural smoothness, in the

perfect transparency of the man's healthy olive complexion,

in the mouselike sleekness of his long arching eyebrows,

and in the perfect self-satisfaction and confidence of his

rather insolent reddish brown eyes. His straight, round

throat, well proportioned, well set upon his shoulders, and

transparently smooth as his own forehead, was thrown into

relief by the exquisite gold embroidery that edged the shirt

of finest Flemish linen. He wore a close-fitting tunic of fine

scarlet cloth, with tight sleeves slightly turned back to dis-

play his shapely wrists
;

it was gathered to his waist by a
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splendid sword-belt, made of linked and enamelled plates

of silver, the work of a skilled Byzantine artist, each plate

representing in rich colors a little scene from the life and

passion of Christ. The straight cross-hilted sword stood

leaning against the wall near the great chimney-piece, but

the dagger was still at the belt, a marvel of workmanship, a

wonder of temper, a triumph of Eastern art, when almost

all art was Eastern. The hilt of solid gold, eight-sided and

notched, was cross-chiselled in a delicate but deep design,

picked out with rough gems, set with cunning irregularity ;

the guard, a hollowed disk of steel, graven and inlaid in gold

with Kufic characters
;
the blade, as long as a man's arm

from the elbow to the wrist-joint, forged of steel and silver

by a smith of Damascus, well-balanced, slender, with deep

blood-channels scored on each side to within four ringers of

the thrice-hardened point, that could prick as delicately as

a needle or pierce fine mail like a spike driven by a sledge-

hammer. The tunic fell in folds to the knee, and the close-

fitted cloth hose were of a rich dark brown. Sir Arnold

wore short riding-boots of dark purple leather, having the

tops worked round with a fine scarlet lacing ;
but the spur-

leathers were of the same color as the boot, and the spurs

themselves of steel, small, sharp, unornamented, and

workmanlike. CRAWFORD : Via Crucis.

[Here the author's aim obviously is, by the careful selec-

tion of details, both to acquaint us with the form, features,

and attire of the villain of his story, and to arouse in us

distrust and dislike for one so polished in his manners and

so pettily perfect in his garb.]

2. It was, as I have said, a fine autumnal day. The sky

was clear and serene, and nature wore that rich and golden
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livery which we always associate with the idea of abun-

dance. The forests had put on their soberbrown and yellow,

while some trees of the tenderer kind had been nipped by
the frosts into brilliant dyes of orange, purple, and scarlet.

Streaming files of wild ducks began to make their appear-

ance high in the air
;
the bark of the squirrel might be

heard from the groves of beech and hickory nuts, and the

pensive whistle of the quail at intervals from the neighbor-

ing stubble-field.

The small birds were taking their farewell banquets.

In the fulness of their revelry they fluttered, chirping and

frolicking, from bush to bush and tree to tree, capricious

from the very profusion and variety around them. There

was the honest cock-robin, the favorite game of stripling

sportsmen, with its loud, querulous note
;
and the twittering

blackbirds flying in sable clouds
;
and the golden-winged

woodpecker, with his crimson crest, his broad black gorget,

and splendid plumage ;
and the cedar bird, with its red-tipt

wings and yellow-tipt tail, and its little monteiro cap of

feathers
;
and the blue jay, that noisy coxcomb, in his gay

light blue coat and white underclothes, screaming and chat-

tering, nodding and bobbing and bowing, and pretending

to be on good terms with every songster of the grove.

IRVING : Legend of Sleepy Hollow.

[Note the definiteriess of the details used, and the degree

to which our imaginations are stimulated by suggestions

of color, sound, and motion.]

3. Ichabod was a suitable figure for such a steed. He
rode with short stirrups, which brought his knees nearly up
to the pommel of his saddle

;
his sharp elbows stuck out

like grasshoppers' ;
he carried his whip perpendicularly in
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his hand, like a sceptre, and as his horse jogged on, the

motion of his arms was not unlike the flapping of a pair of

wings. A small wool hat rested on the top of his nose, for

so his scanty strip of forehead might be called
;
and the

skirts of his black coat fluttered out almost to the horse's

tail. Such was the appearance of Ichabod and his steed

as they shambled out of the gate of Hans Van Ripper.

Ibid.

[Compare this with (i), and note that this is a bold out-

line sketch, giving us a distinct impression of Ichabod's

awkwardness and rusticity.]

4. Pretty soon it darkened up, and began to thunder

and lighten ;
so the birds was right about it. Directly it

begun to rain, and it rained like all fury, too, and I never

see the wind blow so. It was one of these regular summer

storms. It would get so dark that it looked all blue-black

outside, and lovely ;
and the rain would thrash along by so

thick that the trees off a little ways looked dim and spider-

webby ;
and here would come a blast of wind that would

bend the trees down and turn up the pale under side of the

leaves
;
and then a perfect ripper of a gust would follow

along and set the branches to tossing their arms as if they

was just wild
;
and next, when it was just about the bluest

and blackest fst! it was as bright as glory, and you'd

have a little glimpse of tree-tops a-plunging about away off

yonder in the storm, hundreds of yards further than you

could see before ;
dark as sin again in a second, and now

you'd hear the thunder let go with an awful crash, and then

go rumbling, grumbling, tumbling down the sky towards the

under side of the world, like rolling empty barrels downstairs
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where it's long stairs and they bounce a good deal, you
know.

MARK TWAIN : The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.

[In this description of a thunderstorm seen from a cave,

it will be noted with what skill Mr. Clemens, speaking

through the lips of an uneducated but acute boy, uses

sound, color, and motion to make us realize the impres-

siveness of the scene.]

5. There had been a hesitating fall of snow in the

morning, but before noon it had turned to a wild and fitful

rain that had finally modified itself into a clinging mist as

evening drew near. The heavy snow-storm of the last week

in January had left the streets high on both sides with banks

that thawed swiftly whenever the sun came out again, the

water running from them into the broad gutters, and then

freezing hard at night, when the cold wind swept across the

city. Now, at nightfall, after a muggy day, a sickening

slush had spread itself treacherously over all the crossings.

The shop-girls going home had to pick their way cautiously

from corner to corner under the iron pillars supporting the

station of the elevated railroad. Train followed train

overhead, each close on the other's heels
;
and clouds of

steam swirled down as the engines came to a full stop

with a shrill grinding of the brakes. From the skele-

ton spans of the elevated road moisture dripped on

the cable-cars below, as they rumbled along with their

bells clanging sharply when they neared the crossings.

The atmosphere was thick with a damp haze
;
and there

was a halo about every yellow globe in the windows

of the bar-rooms at the four corners of the avenue.

More frequent, as the dismal day wore to an end, was
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the hoarse and lugubrious tooting of the ferry-boats in

the East River.

BRANDER MATTHEWS : Outlines in Local Color.

[Note that here a scene in a particular city is described

under such conditions of the atmosphere as to put the

reader into a certain mood, and to awaken in his mind

many associations connected with the same city or

similar cities under such circumstances.]

6. Even when he was being lionized in London he had

held before him his dream of peace and quiet the long,

white, dusty Indian road, printed all over with bare feet,

the incessant, slow-moving traffic, and the sharp-smelling

wood smoke curling up under the fig trees in the twilight,

where the wayfarers sit at their evening meal.

KIPLING : SecondJungle Book.

7. It was a windless night. The katydids and an

occasional cricket were the only sounds Rob could hear as

he stood beside his team and strained his ears to listen.

At long intervals a little breeze ran through the corn like

a swift serpent, bringing to the nostrils the sappy smell

of the growing corn. The horses stamped uneasily as the

mosquitoes settled on their shining limbs. The sky was

full of stars, but there was no moon.

GARLAND: Main-Travelled Roads.

[In each of these descriptions the author suggests far

more than that which he actually states.]

8. The universal stare made the eyes ache. Towards

the distant line of Italian coast, indeed, it was a little re-

lieved by light clouds of mist, slowly rising from the evapo-

ration of the sea
;
but it softened nowhere else. Far away
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the staring roads, deep in dust, stared from the hillside,

stared from the hollow, stared from the interminable plain.

Far away the dusty vines overhanging wayside cottages, and

the monotonous wayside avenues of parched trees without

shade, drooped beneath the stare of earth and sky. So did

the horses with drowsy bells, in long files of carts, creeping

slowly towards the interior; so did their recumbent drivers,

when they were awake, which rarely happened ; so did the

exhausted laborers in the fields. Everything that lived or

grew was oppressed by the glare ; except the lizard, passing

swiftly over rough stone walls, and the cicala, chirping his

dry, hot chirp, like a rattle. The very dust was scorched

brown, and something quivered in the atmosphere as if the

air itself were panting.

Blinds, shutters, curtains, awnings, were all closed and

drawn to keep out the stare. Grant it but a chink or key-

hole, and it shot in like a white-hot arrow. The churches

were the freest from it. To come out of the twilight of

pillars and arches dreamily dotted with winking lamps,

dreamily peopled with ugly old shadows piously dozing,

spitting, and begging was to plunge into a fiery river,

and swim for life to the nearest strip of shade. So, with

people lounging and lying wherever shade was, with but

little hum of tongues or barking of dogs, with occasional

jangling of discordant church-bells, and rattling of vicious

drums, Marseilles, a fact to be strongly smelt and tasted,

lay broiling in the sun one day.

DICKENS : Little Dorrit.

[Here the object was to reproduce the effect of intense

heat. Note the variety of means by which that result is

accomplished. The danger in such attempts to secure a
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marked effect by throwing great emphasis on one trait or

characteristic in a person or object, lies in the fact that

exaggeration may easily end in a complete distortion of

what we feel to be the true facts of the case. Such a re-

sult rarely pleases us, except in caricature, where the

exaggeration of detail brings out, with striking force and

usually with a humorous intent, traits which imply domi-

nant characteristics.]

9. The one common note of all this country is the

haunting presence of the ocean. A great, faint sound of

breakers follows you high up into the inland canons; the

roar of water dwells in the clean, empty rooms of Monterey
as in a shell upon the chimney; go where you will you
have but to pause and listen to hear the voice of the

Pacific. You pass out of the town to the southwest, and

mount the hill among pine woods. Glade, thicket, and

grove surround you. You follow winding, sandy tracks

that lead nowhither. You see a deer
;

a multitude of

quail arises. But the sound of the sea still follows you,

as you advance, like that of wind among the trees, only

harsher and stranger to the ear
;
and when at length you

gain the summit, out breaks on every hand and with

freshened vigor, that same unending, distant, whisper-

ing rumble of the ocean; for now you are on the

top of Monterey peninsula, and the noise no longer

only mounts to you from behind along the beach towards

Santa Cruz, but from your right also, round by Chinatown

and Pinos lighthouse, and from down before you to the

mouth of the Carmello River. The whole woodland is

begirt with thundering surges. The silence that imme-

diately surrounds you where you stand is not so much
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bring before your own mind the person or scene, and see

what details stand out clearly in your mental picture ;
then

make these details clear in your description. Describe

nothing that you have not seen or experienced.]

1. Write two one-paragraph descriptions of persons or

of the same person. Let the first give only the most

striking details
;
the second full details. Use color-words,

similes, or any device which has power to suggest, but

avoid straining after effect.

2. Describe a street scene a definite place at a defi-

nite time. Make the description rather full. Think what

things really constitute the picture in your mind. Does it

depend on color ? light and shade ? noise ? movements of

passers-by? odor?

3. In like manner describe a house or church
;
a scene

in the country.

4. What things seem to you most associated with a hot

day in the country ? in the city ? with a cold day ? Write

a paragraph describing either the city or the country (a

definite place) on a day in winter or in summer, and men-

tion the details associated with the heat or the cold.

[Note that sounds, smells, etc., may convey these impres-

sions. See the description of the heat in Marseilles

quoted from Little Dorrit, on page 314.]

5. Write a descriptive paragraph in which the sense of

smell helps to suggest a scene, e.g. a description of some

place on the Fourth of July ;
the seashore

;
a spring morn-

ing ;
a peanut vender.

6. Write a description based on contrast between the

conditions inside a house during a storm and those outside .

between some building or street as it is now and as it used
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to be
;
between some place or street as it is at night and

as it is in the daytime.

7. What place or time seems to you the quietest of all

you can remember ? Were there any sounds ? If so, what

were they ? Describe the scene, trying to give the impres-

sion of stillness. Write a description (one paragraph) of

any scene you please, emphasizing some other impression

than stillness.

8. Describe a person's appearance, trying through your

description to suggest his character.

9. Write brief descriptions of several of the following

things, trying to select just those details which will call up
the picture and the impression made by the object de-

scribed : a building ;
a town (general impression) ;

a sum-

mer storm
;
a forest

;
a street in winter

;
a railway station

;

a garden. Add other topics if you choose.

181. Suggestion (continued}. There are three

ways in particular in which the mind can be incited

by suggestion to build up a picture for itself.

i. We may say that the thing which we wish

to describe is like something else with which the

reader is familiar, or which will impress him strongly

in the way we desire, as in the following illustra-

tions :

(a) Along the level floor of sand and gravel cast up by
the mighty lake, the city has swelled and pushed, like a

pool of quicksilver, which, poured out on a flat plate, is

ever undulating and altering its borders, as it eats its way
farther into the desert expanse. Railroad lines, like

strands of a huge spider's web, run across the continent in
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all directions, wilfully, strenuously centring in this waste

spot, the swampy corner of a great lake.

HERRICK : The Gospel of Freedom.

() Young John Chinn was decanted at the veranda

of the Wuddars' lonely messhouse from the back seat of a

two-wheeled cart, his gun-cases cascading all round him.

The slender little hookey-nosed boy looked forlorn as a

strayed goat. KIPLING : The Tomb of his Ancestors.

(c) Then there rose up, with a rattle, as straight as an

arrow, a little white-haired wizened ape of a man, with

medals and orders on his tunic. Ibid.

2. Instead of describing a person or scene, we may
represent it in action. Knowing the act, the mind will

tend to frame for itself the picture of the person of

whom such an act would be characteristic, or the scene

with which we should naturally associate such an act.

(a) In short, Harthover was a grand place, and Sir

John a grand old man, whom even Mr. Grimes respected ;

for not only could he send Mr. Grimes to prison when he

deserved it, as he did once or twice a week
;
not only did

he own all the land around for miles
;
not only was he a

jolly, honest, sensible squire as ever kept a pack of hounds,

who would do what he thought right by his neighbors, as

well as get what he thought right for himself
;
but what

was more, he weighed full fifteen stone, was nobody knew

how many inches round the chest, and could have thrashed

Mr. Grimes himself in fair fight.

KINGSLEY : The Water-Babies.

(3) The roosters were calling near and far, in many

keys and tunes. The dogs were barking, cattle-bells were

Y
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jangling in the wooded pastures, and as the youth passed

farm-houses, lights in the kitchen windows showed that the

women were astir about breakfast, and the sound of voices

and the tapping of curry-combs at the barn told that the

men were at their morning chores.

GARLAND : Main-Travelled Roads.

3. We may also help the mind to make its own

picture by telling how some one was affected by the

person or scene. The stock illustration of this is the

passage in the third book of the Iliad, where Homer,
instead of describing Helen in detail, shows that,

even in the midst of the disastrous siege, the aged

Trojans, scarcely sensible to woman's charms, did

not marvel that so great a war should have its cause

in her beauty. The following illustration, however,

is also good. By showing how the sea acted (com-

pare the preceding example) and the effect upon the

narrator, the author helps the reader to imagine how

it looked.

The Hispaniola was rolling scuppers under in the ocean

swell. The booms were tearing at the blocks, the rudder

was banging to and fro, and the whole ship creaking, groan-

ing, and jumping like a manufactory. I had to cling tight

to the backstay, and the world turned giddily before my
eyes ;

for though I was good enough sailor when there was

way on, this standing still and being rolled about like a

bottle was a thing I never learned to stand without a qualm
or so, above all in the morning, on an empty stomach.

STEVENSON : Treasure Island.
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EXERCISE 88. I. Try to find at least one illustration

of description which gains force through reference to :

1. What things are like.

2. What things do.

3. What effect things have on the spectator.

II. i. It is sometimes said that every person resembles

some animal. Do you know any one of whom this is strik-

ingly true ? Do you know any one who resembles or sug-

gests a historical or public character ? Can you write a

description which shall gain clearness from mention of such

a likeness ?

2. Imagine yourself describing to a stranger some rather

oddly shaped building you know, the plan of some town, the

shape of a certain hill, or the course of a river. Could you

make any of these descriptions clearer by comparison to

some well-known object, e.g. a mathematical solid, a letter

of the alphabet ? Write the description you would give.

Be careful not to force a likeness.

3. Think about some person whom you like of your

own age or older, as you choose. What are the things in

his or her character that you admire most? How have

you seen these traits shown? Can you sum up the actions

in a few sentences so that they may suggest the character

of your friend ?

4. In like manner describe some machine
;
a storm

;
a

drought; a wild animal. Suggest its size or force or

delicacy by describing what it does.

5. If you were to go into a theatre at the very end of a

performance, do you think you could judge from the appear-

ance and actions of the audience whether the play had been

tragic or amusing? What things might help you to judge?

6. Do the attitude and expression of people entering
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a cathedral or church convey any impression of the effect

the church has of solemnity, beauty, etc. ?

7. Write a short description, giving the impression of

some place or thing by telling of the effect it produces on

the spectators.

182. Description in Literature. It is important that

the student should, profiting by the instruction given

in the first part of this chapter, learn to describe per-

sons, objects, and scenes by the orderly grouping of

definite details. It is not to be expected that he will

attain much skill in the art of describing by sugges-

tion that has been so fully illustrated in the second

part. People differ widely in their natural ability in

this respect. It is to be hoped, however, that whether

the student acquires skill in the process or not, he will

learn to appreciate the value of description by this

means. To it literature and especially poetry

owes much of its charm, and he who learns to love

literature and to appreciate the art revealed in it is an

educated man, whatever else he knows or is ignorant

of. It is suggested, therefore, that the student, in his

daily reading of good literature, keep his eyes open
for description. He will not often find it standing

by itself, for it is a necessary adjunct of narrative.

Wherever it occurs, let him try to realize vividly the

picture it presents and to judge how successful it is

in its attempt. By taking account in this way of the

effect of literature upon him, he will learn to value it

more justly to cherish good literature and to under-

stand, to a great extent, the difference between good
literature and bad.
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EXERCISE 89. The following subjects and forms of

exercise may be found suitable for younger students or

suggestive for older students :

*

I. i. Look for one minute by the clock at your teacher's

desk, and then without another glance see who can

describe it with the most accuracy and completeness.

2. Turn to the title-page of this book, look at it for a

moment, and then try to reproduce it. 3. Examine your

own shoe for a moment and see how clearly you can

describe it. 4. The stove or steam radiator in your room.

5. What you see from the window nearest you after a

moment's gaze. 6. Just how the inside of your desk

looks now exact place of books, pencils, note-books, etc.

7. Just how the pupil next you is dressed, with as many
details as a two-minute gaze will show you. 8. The

exact arrangement of maps, pictures, reports, etc., about

the wall of your class room.

II. Write a description from a fixed point, and as if

after only a few moments' look, of the general impression

made upon the observer by any of the following subjects,

trying to catch some characteristic trait or quality, which

you can state in one metaphor or comparison, as the

predominating effect :

[Make your descriptions brief and try to convey vividly

the first impression.]

The front of your school building, your home, an old

barn, the handsomest house in your neighborhood, a

country church, the kitchen of your home, your own room,

a hen house with the hens just going to roost, a dove-cote,

any public monument you may know, the inside of a

1 Taken, with slight changes, from Canfield and Carpenter's

Elementary Composition (The Macmillan Co.).
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public library, the post-office, a drug store, a carpenter's

shop, a blacksmith's, an iron foundry, a milliner's shop, a

beehive, a crow's nest, an ant-hill, a spider's web, an

aquarium, a farm-house, a tall office building, an ocean

steamer, a sailboat, any curious house you may have

seen.

III. i. Try to give a brief, vivid impression of an ex-

press train passing at full speed, an automobile, a steamer, a

race-horse, a man running, a dog chasing a cat. 2. De-

scribe how you are impressed by the passage through a

short tunnel of a train you are on, by a village you pass on

an express, by a bit of forest your train darts through.

IV. Describe, in a paragraph or two, any of the follow-

ing subjects, trying to catch the most characteristic points,

such as would impress you after a moment's observa-

tion, and to state them vividly and briefly, so that the

description may be recognizable :

An iceman
;
a policeman ;

a washerwoman
;
a janitor ;

a street-car conductor; a postman; an organ grinder;

a newsboy ;
a farmer

;
a classmate

;
a messenger boy ;

a

butcher
; any one of unusual appearance who has passed

you in the street or whom you have seen in the cars.

V. Write a paragraph or two describing the personal

appearance of any noted man or woman with whose por-

trait you are familiar. Try to reproduce the most strik-

ing traits, describing them as if you were speaking of a

living person.

(a) Sir Walter Scott, George Eliot, Hawthorne, Long-

fellow, James Russell Lowell, Whittier, Bryant, Dickens,

Tennyson.

() George Washington, Daniel Webster, Abraham

Lincoln, General Grant, Alexander Hamilton, Bismarck,
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Napoleon, Julius Caesar, Queen Victoria, Queen Wilhel-

mina.

VI. Think over some of the fictitious characters given

below; try to imagine how they would look, and write

a brief description as of a living person. Do not

begin writing until you have a complete picture in your

mind.

Robin Hood, Robinson Crusoe, Sindbad the Sailor,

Uncle Remus, Shylock, King Lear, St. George, Santa

Clans, Bluebeard, Ruth, Samuel, David and Goliath.

VII. In treating such of the following subjects as your

teacher may indicate, try to notice odor, noise, and move-

ment as well as form, color, and position :

i . A very cold day in a city street, in a barnyard full of

animals, in our class room, on the playground, in the

woods, beside a river or brook, on a street car, in a rail-

way train, at the station. 2. A very rainy day in our

garden, in summer, in spring, in autumn, inside a barn,

in an attic, in a henyard, in a crowded business street, on

a boat, at the door of a department store, or church, or

theatre, at a country fair, at a picnic. 3. A snowstorm in

the country, in the city. 4. Muddy walking on a country

road, in a ploughed field, in a city street, on the playground,

at the door of our school. 5. A hot night on our piazza,

indoors, in a public square, in the woods, in a theatre, in a

flower garden, in the street in front of our house, at a

pleasure resort. 6. A high wind in the country, in the

city, in summer, in autumn, in winter, on the harbor or

river, at sea, in a tall tower, in an attic (this mainly for

sounds), in a pasture full of horses, in a group of pine

trees, in a cornfield, in a city park, in a city court on

wash-day.
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VIII. As a class exercise, try writing on some one sub-

ject and comparing the results. See who has been able to

produce the clearest impression, and why his description is

successful. The subjects should be only those of which

the whole class has an equal knowledge, e.g. a description

of some public person who has addressed the school
;
of

the walk to school on a snowy, rainy, or hot day, of the

playground at recess time, of the aspect of the halls

directly after school is dismissed, of the schoolroom, of

any incident which all the pupils saw, a fire in the neigh-

borhood, etc.

IX. Imagine that you are about to paint a picture

of any one of the following scenes, and describe what

comes into your mind when you think of the incident.

Do not tell the story simply describe the scene at a

given moment.

i. Columbus sighting land. 2. Columbus landing.

3. The burial of De Soto. 4. Pocahontas saving the

life of John Smith. 5. Penn making a treaty with the

Indians. 6. A scene in the attack on Braddock by Indian

skirmishers. 7. A night attack by Indians on a colonial

settlement. 8. The discovery of Major Andr. 9. King
Alfred and the cakes. 10. The rain of manna on the

Children of Israel.

X. Try in the following subjects to make a picture

which would serve as illustration to a story. See if you

can make the picture recognizable, so that your class-

mates can tell what the story is from the one scene from

it which you present them.

i. Horatius at the bridge. 2. The Sleeping Beauty.

3. William Tell and the apple. 4. Cinderella trying on

the slipper. 5. Ivanhoe and Rebecca during the progress
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of the battle which Rebecca is describing. 6. Ulysses,

returned to Ithaca, is recognized by his old dog Argus.

7. Uncle Remus telling stories to the little boy. 8. Bar-

bara Frietchie. 9. Robinson Crusoe and the footprints.

XI. The following topics are given as subjects for

description only, and you are to try to give as vivid a

picture of the two scenes as you can, letting the story tell

itself by inference :

1. Boys skating at top speed along a river with a pack

of wolves in the distance. A camp of wood choppers

beside the river, a fire burning, the boys fallen exhausted

and men starting up with guns in their hands.

2. People on a raft waving coats and handkerchiefs

wildly. On board a big ocean steamer, with passengers

gathered around the group of rescued castaways.

3. A Christmas tree inside a richly furnished room with

well-dressed children gathered around it. Outside in the

snow a group of poor children looking in at the window.

4. A boy with a swollen jaw in the dentist's chair. A

group of smaller children to whom the boy proudly holds

up a tooth.

5. A hen calling wildly to her chickens and trying to

cover them with her wings, and a farmer running up with

a gun. The farmer has his gun in one hand, and with the

other holds up a big hen-hawk for a group of people to

see.

6. A street with everybody running in one direction,

pointing ahead. A house on fire with firemen climbing

up on ladders.



CHAPTER XIV

NARRATION

183. Narration in General. Much of our composi-

tion, as well as of our conversation, consists of narra-

tion. The aim of narration is simply to produce in the

reader's mind images of a series of real or imaginary

events, and to comment, if necessary, on their cause,

importance, or relation to each other. The reader,

with the eye of the imagination, sees what the narra-

tor says has taken place, much as if he were watching

the ever changing pictures of a kinetoscope. The

narrator, unlike the kinetoscope, is powerless to make

us really see with our own eyes that which actually

happened ;
he can, on the other hand, do three things

which the kinetoscope cannot. He can select, from a

series of acts, those which seem to him most signifi-

cant
;
he can at will transport the reader from one

scene to another, or from one part of a scene to

another; and he can, if he chooses, continually add

comments which express his judgment of the impor-

tance or relation of the various acts. Macaulay's

History of England, Boswell's Life of Johnson,

Franklin's Autobiography, Scott's Ivanhoe, Tenny-
son's Idylls of the King, and Milton's Paradise Lost

are typical narratives.

330
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184. The Essential Elements. Three elements are

essential to narrative: (i) the actors in the events

to' be mentioned
; (2) the circumstances under which

they act; (3) the acts or events themselves. The

value and the interest of good narrative depend

upon our understanding clearly (i) who the persons

were who did such and such things ; (2) under what

circumstances of cause or effect or environment they

did them ; (3) what were the things which they did.

185. The Actors. It is important, in almost any

narrative, that we should have a clear impression of

the character, and often of the appearance, of those

who take part in it. Sometimes, of course, in very

simple narratives such, for example, as ^sop's
Fables we are satisfied with the statement that the

actors in the tale are merely a fox and a stork or a

man, knowing that, to get the effect of the story, all

that we need to do is to keep in mind the general

characteristics which all foxes or storks or men have

in common. But if the narrative is more than the

merest fable or parable, it owes in all probability

much, or at least part, of its effect to the knowledge,

on the part of the reader, that it was to persons of

such and such a sort that such and such things hap-

pened. In a composition on " How We Climbed Mt.

Washington," for example, the whole point of the

narrative may come from the fact that " we " were

women, or that one of us had a weak ankle, or

was fat, or lazy, or venturesome. One of the great

charms of narrative, too, lies in its giving a series of
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clear or vivid pictures. A dull historical work often

describes the character of the -actors sufficiently well

for us to understand why under such and such cir-

cumstances they did such and such things. It is

dull because it does not allow us to form distinct

images of the looks and ways of the persons in-

volved, and thus to see them clearly before us as

they take their parts in the series of events related.

As has been shown in the preceding chapter,

information as to the appearance and even of the

character of persons is sometimes conveyed, in-

directly, by suggestion, and especially by inference

from what they do. It is often wise, however, at

the very outset of a narrative to give, plainly and

clearly, such information of this kind as is absolutely

necessary for the proper appreciation of what fol-

lows. A good illustration of this method is to be

found in extract (i), on page 309, from Mr. Craw-

ford's Via Cruets. Here the author evidently felt

what is indeed the fact that a great part of the

effect of the narrative would be lost if the reader did

not obtain, as early as possible in the story, a distinct

conception of the appearance and bearing of one at

least of the chief actors. His description deals largely

with the physical characteristics of the person, but

throughout runs the implication that the mental char-

acteristics are closely allied. Of the illustrations

given below, (i) and (3) deal largely with mental

characteristics
; (2) introduces one of the famous

heroes of romance by calling attention to his great
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size and his harmless vanity ; (4) takes the mental

and physical characteristics, both of Uncle Remus
and the little boy, and of Brer Fox and Brer Rabbit,

largely for granted.

(i) England's one hope lay in the character of her

Queen. Elizabeth was now in her twenty-fifth year. Per-

sonally she had more than her mother's beauty ;
her figure

was commanding, her face long but queenly and intelligent,

her eyes quick and fine. She had grown up amidst the

liberal culture of Henry's court a bold horsewoman, a good

shot, a graceful dancer, a skilled musician, and an accom-

plished scholar. She studied every morning the Greek

Testament, and followed this by the tragedies of Sophocles

or orations of Demosthenes, and could " rub up her rusty

Greek" at need to bandy pedantry with a Vice-Chancellor.

But she was far from being a mere pedant. The new lit-

erature which was springing up around her found constant

welcome in her court. She spoke Italian and French as

fluently as her mother-tongue. She was familiar with

Ariosto and Tasso. Even amidst the affectation and love

of anagrams and puerilities which sullied her later years,

she listened with delight to the Faerie Queene, and found

a smile for " Master Spenser
" when he appeared in her

presence. Her moral temper recalled in its strange con-

trasts the mixed blood within her veins. She was at once

the daughter of Henry and of Anne Boleyn. From her

father she inherited her frank and hearty address, her love

of popularity and of free intercourse with the people, her

dauntless courage, and her amazing self-confidence. Her

harsh, manlike voice, her impetuous will, her pride, her

furious outbursts of anger, came to her with her Tudor
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blood. She rated great nobles as if they were school-

boys ;
she met the insolence of Essex with a box on the

ear
;
she would break now and then into the gravest delib-

erations to swear at her ministers like a fishwife. But

strangely in contrast with the violent outlines of her Tudor

temper stood the sensuous, self-indulgent nature she de-

rived from Anne Boleyn. Splendor and pleasure were with

Elizabeth the very air she breathed. Her delight was to

move in perpetual progresses from castle to castle through

a series of gorgeous pageants, fanciful and extravagant as

a caliph's dream. She loved gayety and laughter and wit.

A happy retort or a finished compliment never failed to

win her favor. She hoarded jewels. Her dresses were

innumerable. Her vanity remained, even to old age, the

vanity of a coquette in her teens. No adulation was too

fulsome for her, no flattery of her beauty too gross.

GREEN : Short History of the English People.

(2) D'Artagnan, rallying a little from his first surprise,

had now time to study the dress and expression of those

around him. In the midst of the most animated group was

a musketeer of great height, of a haughty countenance,

and so fantastical a costume as to attract general attention.

He did not wear his uniform cloak, but a coat of celestial

blue, faded and worn, but trimmed with embroidery, which

glittered like goldfish in a sunlit stream. A long mantle of

crimson velvet hung gracefully from his shoulders, revealing

the front alone of his splendid belt, from which hung
his enormous rapier. This musketeer, who was but just off

guard, coughed occasionally with affectation, and com-

plained of having caught cold. Hence, as he averred, he

had put on his cloak. While he was talking loudly and
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proudly curling his mustache, every one admired the em-

broidered belt, and D'Artagnan more than any one else.

DUMAS : The Three Musketeers.

(3) For some moments Hale remained silent. He was

a civic-bred man, with an intense love of law and order
;
the

kind of man who is the first to take that law and order into

his own hands when he does not find it existing to please

him. He had a Bostonian's respect for respectability, tra-

dition, and propriety, but was willing to face irregularity and

impropriety to create order elsewhere. He was fond of

Nature with these limitations, never quite trusting her un-

guided instincts, and finding her as an instructress greatly

inferior to Harvard University, though possibly not to

Cornell. With dauntless enterprise and energy he had built

and stocked a charming cottage farm in a nook in the Sierras,

whence he opposed, like the lesser Englishman that he was,

his own tastes to those of the alien West. In the present

instance he felt it incumbent upon him, not only to assert

his principles, but to act upon them with his usual energy.

How far he was impelled by the half-contemptuous passive-

ness of his companions it would be difficult to say.

BRET HARTE : Snow-boundat Eagle's.

(4) One evening recently, the lady whom Uncle Remus

calls
" Miss Sally

" missed her little seven-year-old boy.

Making search for him through the house and through the

yard, she heard the sound of voices in the old man's cabin,

and, looking through the window, saw the child sitting by
Uncle Remus. His head rested against the old man's arm,

and he was gazing with an expression of the most intense

interest into the rough, weather-beaten face that beamed so

kindly upon him. This is what " Miss Sally
" heard :
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"
Bimeby, one day, arter Brer Fox bin doin' all dat he

could fer ter ketch Brer Rabbit, en Brer Rabbit bin doin'

all he could fer to keep 'im fum it, Brer Fox say to hisse'f

dat he'd put up a game on Brer Rabbit, en he ain't mo'n

got de wuds out'n his mouf twel Brer Rabbit come a lopin'

up de big road, lookin' des ez plump, en ez fat, en ez sassy

ez a Moggin hoss in a barley patch."

HARRIS : Uncle Remus.

EXERCISE 90. i . State briefly, either in writing or orally,

just what are the important traits of character of each of

the persons described in the extracts quoted in the preced-

ing section.

2. Describe a historical character at some period of

his career, in such a way as to make his actions at that

time seem consistent and natural, e.g. Charles I, Oliver

Cromwell, George Washington, Napoleon, Andrew Jackson,

General Gordon, Frederick the Great.

3. A boy is about to start out from a country town to try

his fortune in the city. Describe him.

4. Describe the man who stops a runaway horse.

5. A girl who has had money is called home from board-

ing-school by her father's failure in business. Describe the

girl in such a way that we may judge how she will take the

change in her circumstances.

6. A woman, whose farm is heavily mortgaged, and who

cannot get money, goes to ask the holder of the mortgage,

a notoriously keen business man, for an extension of time.

Describe the two characters.

7. The "
lucky

"
boy in a school has got into some sort

of trouble and goes to explain to the principal. Decide for

yourself just what the situation is and what the outcome is

to be. Then describe the man and the boy.
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8. In like manner describe five other characters, real or

imaginary. Let the class judge what each one of them would

do under circumstances which you outline.

9. Find two or three good descriptions qf the same sort,

from narratives with which you are acquainted.

186. The Circumstances. We understand the full

meaning of events, and are able to picture them vividly

to ourselves, not only when we see that the actors

are men and women of certain definite characteristics,

but when we can similarly realize the situations in

which they act and the environment which influences

them, when, in short, we have in our minds a clear

picture of the circumstances. And, as the proverb

goes, circumstances alter cases. The mood of a

winter day is not that of a summer day. The atmos-

phere, so to speak, of an Oriental tale is different

from that of one the scene of which is laid in New
York. Julius Caesar and Napoleon may have been

actuated by much the same motives, but we cannot

write effectively of either without showing that his

career was modified in many ways by peculiar histori-

cal and social conditions. Illustrations occur at every

hand, and the pupil cannot fail to notice them in

any narrative with which he is familiar. It will be

sufficient for our present purposes to refer only to the

extract on page 313 from Mr. Brander Matthews's

Outlines in Local Color, where the circumstances

described give the incidents verisimilitude and have

a distinct bearing on the plot of the story. Of the

extracts given below, (i) shows the historical setting;
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(2) gives in detail the physical circumstances, intro-

ducing a tale in which everything turns on the loneli-

ness and gloom of the place described. The student

should also reread extract (4) in the preceding

section, where, both in the story itself and in the story

within the story, the circumstances are left almost

entirely to the imagination.

(i) Such being our chief scene, the date of our story

refers to a period toward the end of the reign of Richard I,

when his return from his long captivity had become an

event rather wished than hoped for by his despairing sub-

jects, who were in the meantime subjected to every species

of subordinate oppression. The nobles, whose power had

become exorbitant during the reign of Stephen, and whom
the prudence of Henry the Second had scarce reduced

to some degree of subjection to the crown, had now re-

sumed their ancient license in its utmost extent, despising

the feeble interference of the English Council of State, forti-

fying their castles, increasing the number of their depend-

ants, reducing all around them to a state of vassalage, and

striving, by every means in their power, to place them-

selves each at the head of such forces as might enable him

to make a figure in the national convulsions which appeared

to be impending. SCOTT : Ivanhoe.

2 . During the whole of a dull, dark, and soundless day in

the autumn of the year, when the clouds hung oppressively

low in the heavens, I had been passing alone on horseback

through a singularly dreary tract of country, and at length

found myself, as the shades of evening drew on, within

view of the melancholy House of Usher. I know not how
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it was but, with the first glimpse of the building, a sense

of insufferable gloom pervaded my spirit. I say insufferable,

for the feeling was unrelieved by any of that half-pleasur-

able, because poetic, sentiment with which the mind usually

receives even the sternest natural images of the desolate or

terrible. I looked upon the scene before me upon the

mere house, and the simple landscape features of the

domain upon the bleak walls upon the vacant, eyelike

windows upon a few rank sedges and upon a few white

trunks of decayed trees with an utter depression of soul

which I can compare to no earthly sensation more properly

than to the after-dream of the reveller upon opium the

bitter lapse into everyday life the hideous dropping of

the veil. There was an iciness, a sinking, a sickening of the

heart an unredeemed dreariness of thought which no

goading of the imagination could torture into aught of the

sublime. What was it I paused to think what was it

that so unnerved me in the contemplation of the House

of Usher ? It was a mystery all insoluble
;

nor could

I grapple with the shadowy fancies that crowded upon

me as I pondered. ... It was possible, I reflected, that

a mere different arrangement of the particulars of the

scene, of the details of the picture, would be sufficient

to modify, or perhaps to annihilate, its capacity for

sorrowful impression, and, acting upon this idea, I reined

my horse to the precipitous brink of a black and lurid

tarn that lay in unruffled lustre by the dwelling, and

gazed down but with a shudder more thrilling than

before upon the remodelled and inverted images of the

gray sedge, and the ghastly tree-stems, and the vacant

and eyelike windows.

POE : The Fall of the House of Usher.
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EXERCISE 91. i . Give the historical setting of some

battle, the events which one must know in order to

understand the battle itself.

2. Describe the place in which some battle occurred.

3. Describe either fully or by a few suggestive sen-

tences, the place or circumstances under which the stories

suggested in Exercise 90, 2-7, are enacted.

4. Give an appropriate setting for a ghost story ;
for a

story of camp life
;
for the story of a business " deal "

;
for

the story of a Christmas party.

5. Select from the list in Exercise 90, two situations in

which the story might begin without character-description

or "setting." Write beginnings for these stories.

187. Action in Short Narratives. In short narra-

tives, especially in those of only a single paragraph
or two paragraphs, the actors and the circumstances

can be very briefly disposed of. Unless in excep-

tional cases, no more than a fifth of the space can be

devoted to them. Usually a sentence or two will

suffice. These once indicated with sufficient clear-

ness and definiteness, our main business lies with the

most important element, the action. Certain events

are to be recounted, and this is best done in the

simplest and most straightforward manner possible,

keeping in mind the following points :

1. Omit all incidents that have not a direct bearing

on the point of the narrative.

2. In general, follow the chronological order of

events.

3. Work toward a climax.
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The following illustrations, which are purposely of

the simplest kind, are scarcely necessary, for good
models are to be found on every hand. Before at-

tempting longer narratives, the student should make
sure that he is able, in a single paragraph of two or

three hundred words, to relate an anecdote or inci-

dent, or to give a biographical sketch, with simplicity,

clearness, definiteness, and force.

(i) During the reign of Charlemagne, there arose a

great dispute at Cologne concerning the election of a

bishop. The emperor heard so much of it that he deter-

mined to go himself to decide the difficulty and appoint

such a bishop as should seem best to him. He went

without a retinue, aad as he reached Konigsdorf, the bell

called the people to hear mass. The pious monarch dis-

mounted, and entered the church. When the service was

ended, he approached the priest to give him a piece of

gold as an offering. This the priest refused, saying that

he had no need of such money, and that it was not the

custom of his church to receive it.
"
But," he added,

"you have the appearance of a hunter, and if you will

give me a hide from a stag or roe, you will do a good

work, for my mass-book is in sad need of a binding."

This simplicity and earnestness impressed the emperor, and

he resolved to remember the priest. When he was come

to Cologne, he summoned the clergy, and told them he

would himself appoint the new bishop. Each party

attempted to influence him in its favor, and large sums of

money were paid him to secure his interest. The gold he

ordered to be used to pay the debts of the bishopric, and

at length he told them that they had endeavored in vain
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to bribe him, and that he found none so worthy as the

poor priest of Konigsdorf, for he despised gold, and

seemed intent only upon his mass-book. He had there-

fore determined to make him bishop. The astonishment

of the priest was great when he learned the high dignity

to which he was called
;
but he possessed the grace of

God, and by it was instructed how to conduct himself

in his new office, and the name of Bishop Hildebold is

still remembered in Cologne, where he founded St.

Peter's, on the same spot on which the present cathedral

stands.

CLEMENT : A Handbook of Legendary and Mythologi-

cal Art.

(2) In Boston the British troops made themselves still

more unpopular. There was soon a quarrel between them

and the boys, for the soldiers used to beat down the snow-

hills that the boys had heaped up on the Common. After

appealing in vain to the captain, the boys finally went to

Governor Gage and complained.
" What !

" he said,
" have

your fathers been teaching you rebellion, and sent you
here to exhibit it ?

" "
Nobody sent us, Sir," said one of

the boys.
" We have never injured nor insulted your

troops ;
but they have trodden down our snow-hills and

broken the ice on our skating ground. We complained,

and they called us young rebels, and told us to help our-

selves if we could. We told the captains of this and they

laughed at us. Yesterday our works were destroyed the

third time, and we will bear it no longer." The governor

said with surprise to one of his officers,
" The very

children here draw in a love of liberty with the air

they breathe. You may go, my brave boys, and be
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assured, if my troops trouble you again they shall be

punished."

HIGGINSON : Young Folks' History of the United States.

(3) I will illustrate this [the fact that there is a certain

redeeming nobleness in the physical horrors of warfare]

by one more anecdote from the some campaign, to

which allusion has already been made Sir Charles

Napier's campaign against the robber tribes of Upper
Scinde.

A detachment of troops was marching along a valley,

the cliffs overhanging which were crested by the enemy.

A sergeant, with eleven men, chanced to become separated

from the rest by taking the wrong side of a ravine, which

they expected soon to terminate, but which suddenly

deepened into an impassable chasm. The officer in com-

mand signalled to the party an order to return. They
mistook the signal for a command to charge ; the brave

fellows answered with a cheer, and charged. At the sum-

mit of the steep mountain was a triangular platform,

defended by a breastwork, behind which were seventy of

the foe. On they went, charging up one of those fearful

paths, eleven against seventy. The contest could not long

be doubtful with such odds. One after another they fell
;

six upon the spot, the remainder hurled backwards
;
but

not until they had slain nearly twice their own number.

There is a custom, we are told, amongst the hillsmen,

that when a great chieftain of their own falls in battle, his

wrist is bound with a thread either of red or green, the red

denoting the highest rank. According to custom, they

stripped the dead, and threw their bodies over the preci-

pice. When their comrades came, they found their corpses
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stark and gashed ;
but round both wrists of every British

hero was twined the red thread !

F. W. ROBERTSON : Lectures.

EXERCISE 92. Write short narratives on the following

topics, continuing the exercise until the process is thor-

oughly familiar :

(i) A local incident, based, if necessary, on information

taken from a local newspaper ;

1

(2) a recent event of

national importance, based on information obtained in a

similar way ; (3) an anecdote
; (4) an incident in your own

experience ; (5) a short biography, based on the data con-

tained in a book of reference
; (6) an incident narrated in

some book you are reading.

188. The Aim of a Narrative. Whatever the char-

acter or subject of the narrative is, the writer will do

well to consider what his aim is in composing it. He

may decide to give a simple, dispassionate record of

the facts, or a record that shall show the causes of

certain events, or throw light on what must result from

them
;
or one that shall point toward a moral, or be

as picturesque or striking as possible. Whichever

aim he chooses he should keep clearly in mind, modi-

fying his statements though never departing from

the truth with this end in view.

189. Action in Longer Narratives. After the pupil

has become familiar with the writing of narratives of

two to three hundred words in length, he is ready to

attempt work somewhat larger in scope. As a rule,

1 Use the facts stated, but put them, so far as possible, into your

own words.
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he is advised not to try to compose imaginary stories,

but to stick, so far as possible, to history, biography,

and facts derived directly from his own experience.

The writing of longer narratives does not differ in

any marked way from that of other kinds of compo-
sition. The following advice may, however, be profit-

ably kept in mind :

1. Look well to your plan (see 128). Decide on

the main divisions of your subject before you begin

actual composition. If, for example, you contemplate

an account of the ascent of Mt. Washington, in one

thousand words, you might settle on this plan and

note under each head the proper details :

\d) The party and the circumstances.

(V} The ascent.

(c) The summit.

(d) The descent.

2. Make sure of proper proportion in your
work. If, for example, the point you want most to

bring out in your account of the trip up and down

Mt. Washington is an incident that occurred dur-

ing the descent, subordinate everything else to that.

Your first paragraph might then contain all the

necessary introductory matter, the party, the cir-

cumstances, the ascent, the summit, leaving the

body of the essay for the important or interesting

incident. Be careful, also, to leave out unimportant

details, and to render the less necessary details as

unconspicuous as possible (see 126).

3. Work toward a climax.
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4. Avoid conventional expressions, such as, "We
then returned, having had a most enjoyable trip."

EXERCISE 93. Write at least three narratives of several

paragraphs each, selecting the subjects, if no others occur

to you, from the following lists :

History. i. The charge of the Light Brigade. 2. The

battle of Stony Point. 3. The battle above the clouds.

4. Sheridan's ride. 5. The Boston tea-party. 6. A heroine

of history. 7. An incident of the War. 8. Xeno-

phon's march to the sea. 9. One of Caesar's campaigns.

10. A biographical sketch of .

Personal Experience. i . My trip to . 2 . Why I

was late. 3. The first money I ever earned. 4. Catch-

ing the train. 5. The story of a fishing party. 6. Our

class elections. 7. The best day I ever had. 8. A base-

ball game. 9. The history of our club. 10. A story that

was told me. n. An attempt that failed. 12. The story

of a haunted house. 13. The laying of a corner-stone.

Miscellaneous. i . The autobiography of a book.

2. The story of the sewing machine. 3. A fable. 4. A

Thanksgiving story. 5. How they kept Memorial Day.

6. How I broke a habit. 7. The story of my fellow-pas-

senger. 8. Why I quarrelled with . 9. Our burglar.

10. How Jim stopped the train, n. A village fire.

12. What stopped the school clock. 13. How we won the

race. 14. My experience as a job-hunter. 15. Mrs.

Smith's bargain. 16. A Christmas in the country. 17. The

beginning of the war. 18. An unfamiliar story of a famous

man.

190. Narrative in Literature. In prose literature

description rarely stands by itself, and commonly
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appears as an adjunct to some other kind of com-

position. Narrative, however, has necessarily been,

since literature began, the most natural form of

speech or writing, whether in prose or in verse. The

most famous form of poetical narrative is the epic,

represented by the Iliad, the Odyssey, the ALneid,

and Paradise Lost. Several other names, which it

is not necessary to mention here, are given to shorter

forms of narrative in verse. Narrative in prose may
be divided, according to whether it is based on fact

or on fancy, into the two main classes of history and

fiction. History includes biography and autobiog-

raphy, and fiction may roughly be said to consist

of the novel and the short story.
1

With history the earnest young student is advised

to make acquaintance as early as possible. He
should not be satisfied with summaries, abstracts, or

text-books. He should acquire a passion for histori-

cal works of the more solid, permanent, and authori-

tative sort, especially with those of such masters

as Motley, Prescott, Parkman, Macaulay, and John
Fiske. The writings of these men and of men like

these he should read carefully and slowly, chapter

by chapter, realizing, so far as he can, the meaning
and bearing of what he reads, and, without being a

prig or a pedant, appreciating the fact that one of

the best equipments for life is the knowledge of what

1 For the essential distinction between the two, see Mr. Brander

Matthews's essay, in Pen and Ink, on " The Philosophy of the Short

Story."
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has been going on in the world. In this way he will

acquire not only useful information, but a degree of

real pleasure that cannot always be obtained from

fiction.

Prose fiction has for many centuries proved its

value in entertaining, instructing, and stimulating the

human mind, and it seems improbable that its power
should ever grow less. Young folks are not likely

to need much introduction to it, for it presents itself

to us at every hand. It may be wise, however, to

say a few words as to its forms, and to caution our-

selves in one or two particulars.

Novels can be classified in various ways, according

as they follow different methods in dealing with

the materials on which they are based, or according

to the materials on which they are based. Any
elaborate classification of prose fiction is unnecessary

here, but it will be interesting for the student to

notice that the kinds of fiction most spoken of nowa-

days are the historical, the romantic, the realistic,

and the ethical.

i. The historical novel is best represented by

Scott, who was followed by Bulwer-Lytton in Eng-

land, to mention but one, Cooper in America,

Dumas in France, and others in every European
nation. It is an open question sometimes, and one

often discussed, how far such works of the imagina-

tion are valuable as history, but it is clear that books

like Ivanhoe, The Last Days of Pompeii, and The

Three Musketeers have been loved by several genera-
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tions of young people, and often scarcely less by
their elders, and are likely long to continue in our

affections.

2. The romantic novel, which is often historical

in character, but which includes also the novel of

adventure, attempts to present the more stirring and

picturesque sides of life, as is done in the novels of

Victor Hugo, Bret Harte, Charles Dickens, and

Stevenson, to choose authors widely different in many

respects.

3. The realistic novel tries to present life as it

actually is, especially on its more prosaic and un-

emotional sides, as in the works of Jane Austen, Mr.

Howells, and Mr. James.

4. The ethical novel, or the novel with a purpose,

such as Uncle Tom's Cabin, or any one of the later

works of George Eliot, tries to represent life in such

a way that certain moral or ethical inferences can be

drawn from the imaginative facts presented.

Many are the disputes among readers and writers

as to the relative merits of the forms just mentioned.

The romanticists think realistic novels are stupid, the

realists think that romantic novels are untrue to life,

and often both agree in belaboring the unfortunate

writers who wish to teach by their novels, declaring

that moral instruction is wholly incompatible with

the aims of any art. The young or unsophisticated

reader will scarcely need to be told that these vari-

ous parties are all wrong and all right, and that

the laws of art and the approval of the public favor
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all forms almost equally. Each is good in its own

way.

The student should not permit himself to read

novels to the exclusion of works of more solid infor-

mation. He should read good novels, as well as

other good books, with care, not skimming their pages

for the plot ;
and he should endeavor to educate his

own taste. A novel is good or bad for one or both

of two reasons, first, because the author has suc-

ceeded or failed in producing the effect he wishes to

make upon the reader's mind
; and, second, because

the view of life which he presents is likely to make

men and women more noble, more sympathetic, more

human, more alive to the vital qualities in character

and in action, or just the reverse. 1

191. Summary of a Narrative. It is useful, though by
no means a simple, exercise to summarize in narrative

form a novel or a story. This can, of course, be done

on any scale required. In a sentence, for instance,

one could give some idea of the contents of Ivanhoe.

Ivanhoe, we could say, a disinherited Saxon knight,

returns from a crusade in the time of Richard I to

find his king imprisoned and the Normans every-

where in power ;
but with the help of a few faithful

Saxon followers, of Robin Hood and his Saxon yeo-

men, and of a beautiful Jewess, Rebecca, he succeeds,

1 It is suggested that, at this point, if time allows, the class

discuss a number of novels or stories known to them. With regard to

each they may ask : Of what kind or class is it and what are its chief

merits?
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after many adventures, in overcoming his Norman

enemies, and winning his Saxon bride. With greater

space at command, a correspondingly greater num-

ber of details can be given, as in the following

illustrations :

(i) Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, by Robert Louis Steven-

son, is a psychologic romance illustrating the complex

quality of man's nature. The scene is London. Dr.

Jekyll is a physician of position and good character, a

portly, kindly man. In his youth, however, he showed-

that he had strong capacities for evil, which he succeeded

in suppressing for years. His professional tastes lead him

to experiment in drugs, and he hits on one whereby he is

changed physically, so that his lower nature receives an

external dress. He becomes Mr. Hyde, a pale, misshapen,

repulsive creature of evil and violent passions. Again

and again Dr. Jekyll effects this change, and gives his bad

side more and more power. His friend Utterson, a lawyer,

is puzzled by JekylPs will in favor of Hyde, and seeks to

unravel the mystery. The brutal murder of Sir Danvers

Carew, which is traced to Hyde, who, of course, disappears,

adds to the mystery and horror. At last, by the aid of

letters left by Dr. Lanyon, another of Dr. JekylPs friends,

to whom he has revealed the secret, and who is killed by
the discovery, the strange facts are exposed. Utterson

breaks into JekylPs laboratory only to find Hyde, who has

just taken his own life, and Jekyll is gone forever. 1

(2) In Cyrano de Bergerac the author has presented a

clear picture of an intensely loyal man, a man loyal to

1
Quoted from Library of the World's Best Literature, Vol. 30.
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his country, to the woman he loves, and to his friend, even

when that loyalty costs him his own happiness. As the

name of the play suggests, this one figure stands out in

bold relief, and about it group themselves the other char-

acters. Indeed, they sometimes pale into insignificance

before the strong personality of the hero, who, brave and

defiant in battle, is willing to suffer complete self-efface-

ment for the happiness of the woman he adores. Cyrano
is in love with his cousin Roxane, but, conscious of his

outward unattractiveness, hesitates to reveal the depths of

his passion. He finds that she has become attracted by'

a young cadet who has beauty but little intellect. This

lover, Christian, is the opposite of Cyrano, and when

Roxane appeals for aid to her cousin, he resolves not only

to protect Christian, as she asks, but to try to make him

the brilliant man she thinks him. He puts all his talents

at the service of Christian, writes his letters, teaches him

poetic phrases, and succeeds so well in the deception that

he brings to light the true womanliness of Roxane, and she

loves, not Christian's beauty, but the soul that shines in the

letters. The knowledge of this wakens Christian to a

realization of his true position, and he refuses to accept

blindly the love to which he has no right. He bids Cyrano
tell all, and for one brief moment happiness seems within

Cyrano's reach. But Christian is killed in battle, and

loyalty to his dead friend seals Cyrano's lips. He

strengthens Roxane's belief in Christian's ability and tal-

ents. He himself remains simply Roxane's helpful, cheer-

ful friend, until, as he is dying, he allows the last letter

he wrote in Christian's name, and which, as Christian's,

had been treasured by Roxane, to speak again a farewell

to her, this time his own.
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(3) The Livery of Honor? like Hugh Wynne and Richard

Carvel, treats of Revolutionary times in America. The

scene is laid with General Burgoyne's army during its

invasion of New York and subsequent detention at Cam-'

bridge, where the betrothed of a young Oxonian lives.

The narrative deals especially with his quest of her.

Robert Heatherington, just from Oxford, gets himself

appointed to General Burgoyne's staff, ostensibly to fight

for his king, but really to lend succor to his betrothed,

Dorothy Vaughn, who, residing at Cambridge with her

father, is an a'dherent of the king. Among the regimental

officers in General Burgoyne's army is Raoul Wilde, for-

merly a playmate of Robert's, but now a wild, dissolute

fellow, who hopes to win Dorothy's affection. Robert

Heatherington, owing to the suspicious conduct of Raoul

Wilde, through whose means he had lost money at cards,

is not on good terms with Wilde. However, they get

along without clashing until after the taking of Ticon-

deroga. At this place Captain Heatherington is captured

by American woodsmen, and confined in a cabin, where

he overhears a British officer betray plans to an American

militiaman. His surprise is great when, peering through

a crack in the wall, he recognizes the traitor as Raoul

Wilde. Captain Heatherington subsequently escapes to

the British camp. Before reporting the treason to General

Burgoyne, Heatherington, out of memory of his boyhood

days, gives Wilde an opportunity to reach the American

lines. After this episode there follows the series of British

1 The Livery ofHonor : a Tale of Certain of the King's Adherents

in America. By Mark Lee Luther, in Lippincotfs Magazine for

November, 1899.

2A
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defeats culminating in the surrender of Burgoyne. Then,

in accordance with the treaty, the British, under the charge

of American officers, are transported to Cambridge to em-

bark for England. In this town they are kept for months,

because the Continental Congress failed to carry out the

provisions of the treaty of Saratoga.

In Cambridge, Heatherington is afforded the opportu-

nity for which he had endured the severe trials and hard-

ships of the campaign. All the toils, all the privations, all

the slights of the commanding officers, the ignominy of

defeat, are forgotten in the chance he now has for renew-

ing his love for Dorothy Vaughn. The Vaughns, who have

remained true to King George, are threatened time and

again with the wrath of the mob. Chief among the insti-

gators of the rabble is Raoul Wilde, who has become a

spy in the patriotic army. After the proverbial roughness

of the course of true love Captain Heatherington wins

Dorothy. Just as Judge Vaughn has blessed the betrothed

couple the house is attacked by the mob. Judge Vaughn,

Captain Heatherington, and Dorothy meet them at the

head of the stairs. A hand-to-hand encounter between

Captain Heatherington and Raoul is imminent when the

venerable judge, after denouncing the mob and calling

upon God to save his king, falls back dead from heart

disease. The mob, overawed by the spectacle, retire in

silence. Shortly after, Captain Heatherington and Dorothy
are married, and when the former is exchanged they return

to England. Raoul Wilde, after a checkered career, drifts

to Paris, where he is guillotined during the reign of terror.

In a summary, whether of one or of several para-

graphs, the following hints may be kept in mind :
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1. Begin, if possible, by a statement of the pur-

pose, the main actors, and the circumstances.

2. Then take up the action, omitting all incidents

that do not bear on the main plot.

3. If the summary permits more than one para-

graph of some length, take the action in one para-

graph up to a sort of crisis, such as you would find

at the end of an act in a play. Then continue or

conclude the action in another paragraph.

4. Use past tenses, preferably, throughout ; or, if

you choose, use present tenses
;
but do not, unless it

is really necessary, change from one to the other.

5. Try to keep to the spirit of the original.

6. Try to bring out the purpose of the author.

EXERCISE 94. i. In a single paragraph give a sum-

mary of a familiar or recent piece of fiction.

2. In a single paragraph summarize, from an historical

work, an account of a battle.

3. In several paragraphs summarize a novel or an

historical work
;
a play.

EXERCISE 95. The following subjects and forms of

exercise may be found suitable for younger students or

suggestive to older students :

l

A. Find out all you can about the life of any older

member of your family. See if you can pick out the

natural divisions into which these facts fall, and write a

brief biography. Do not divide in a conventional way, as

into childhood, youth, maturity, and old age, but try to

1 Taken, with slight changes, from Canfield and Carpenter's Elemen

tary Composition (The Macmillan Co.).
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select periods which are separated from each other by

some feature peculiar to the individual life you are relat-

ing. Sometimes divisions are naturally made by change

in residence, sometimes by change in occupation, and

sometimes simply by the general character of a life be-

tween certain dates. Your own judgment must tell you

how best to arrange the facts of the story you wish to tell.

B. Write in the same way, the biography (i) of the

mayor of your own town, (2) of the President of the

United States, (3) of a schoolmate (continuing this in an

imaginary account of what you fancy his life may be),

(4) of your minister, or of any person whom you know

well enough to ask the facts of his life, or about whom

you can learn through other people.

C. See how complete a biography you can write of

either your grandfather or grandmother, or of any of your

ancestors about whom you have heard stories, or of any

of the early settlers of your town.

D. Then, using the same method of collecting your

facts first, and arranging those that naturally fall together

in three or four groups, write the story of the life of (i)

Joan of Arc, (2) Julius Caesar, (3) Hannibal, (4) Alfred

the Great, (5) Washington, (6) Lee, (7) Lincoln, (8) Thor-

waldsen, (9) Giotto, (10) Christopher Columbus, (n)

Pocahontas, (12) Whittier, (13) Longfellow, (14) Miles

Standish.

E. Write the history of any town, village, or farming

community you know, treating particularly the way in

which any conditions general throughout the country af-

fected your subject. For instance, if it is an old town,

how it was affected by the Mexican War, the Civil War,

any great panic, etc. Mention not only great events in
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the history of the town, fires, floods, building of fac-

tories, etc., but try to give some idea of the general

character of the life, whether the interests are chiefly

manufacturing, farming, marine, railroad, etc.

F. Write a brief history of (i) Detroit, (2) St. Louis,

(3) New Orleans, (4) New York, (5) San Francisco,

(6) Boston, (7) Charlestown, (8) Lawrence, Kansas, (9)

Deerfield, Mass., (10) Quebec, (n) St. Augustine,

(12) Monterey, California (early Spanish mission),

(13) Havana.

G. Write an account of (i) Penn's treaty with the

Indians, (2) The first year of the settlers in Virginia,

(3) The taking of Old Manhattan by the English, (4) How
La Salle happened to come to this country, (5) How Grant

came to be a soldier, (6) The invention and first expedi-

tion of the first steamboat, (7) The first railroad, (8) The

founding and first journey of the Mormons.

H. Write a newspaper account of any of the following

events. Do not try to describe the occurrence particularly ;

simply put down as clearly as possible the facts, given in

their proper order.

i. A burglary in the daytime. 2. A rescue of a

drowning boy by two playmates. 3. A flood which

washes away part of a railroad track how long cars

were delayed, what passengers did, how track was repaired,

etc. 4. How a dog, supposed to be mad, frightened an

entire neighborhood. 5. The burning of a department

store. 6. The dedication of a church, a hospital, an

asylum of any kind. 7. A lost child and how he was

returned to his parents. 8. An accident to a street car.

9. A runaway. 10. A steeple climber faints away half-

way up a steeple, where he hangs suspended by the rope
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attached to his belt. Tell how he was saved, n. A
bear belonging to a circus escapes, and after roaming

about for a day or so is captured by the circus men.

12. A high wind blows down telegraph poles, unroofs

barns, and throws trees across the roads. Write an

account of the amount of damage done.

7. Write a newspaper account of any event at your

school :

i. A commencement day. 2. A reception day. 3. A

play or entertainment. 4. A panic over a supposed

fire. 5. A boy is locked in and has great difficulty in get-

ting out. 6. A water pipe is broken, and stopped by the

presence of mind of one of the teachers.

/. Write on any of the following subjects :

i. The story of a convalescent's afternoon. 2. The

story of one day in house-cleaning time. 3. What we do

on Sunday afternoon. 4. The first day at school after a

vacation. 5. Our school picnic. 6. Two hours spent at

a junction, waiting for a delayed train how we amused

ourselves. 7. The first time I ever rode horseback or

tried to sail a boat. 8. The cook's last fifteen minutes

before dinner is served. 9. An hour in a department

store. 10. A visit to a flour mill, blacksmith shop, large

bakery, candy factory, or any manufactory. n. An

afternoon spent just as I should like it best. 12. What

a country boy does to amuse himself in two leisure hours
;

a city boy. 13. The hardest hour's work I ever did.

14. The hour on a farm spent in feeding the animals.

15. How we hurried to catch the morning train. 16. The

half-hour when I tried to amuse the baby.

K. Look up the facts about any of the following sub-

jects, think them over, make the persons and scenes real
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to your own mind, and write as though trying to make

the story clear, intelligible, interesting, and vivid to a boy

or girl eight years old.

i. Robin Hood. 2. William Tell and his little son.

3. King Alfred and the cakes. 4. John Smith and Poca-

hontas. 5. The youth of Hannibal and his vow of

revenge on the Romans. 6. Leonidas and the Spartans

at Thermopylae. 7. Nathan Hale's capture and death.

8. The Spanish Armada. 9. Guy Fawkes and his con-

spiracy. 10. The story of Marcus Curtius. n. Dick

Whittington.

All these subjects have been selected because they

naturally suggest to your mind one vivid and dramatic

picture toward the end. After you have studied the facts

of each story, see if a picture does not rise before you

of the most exciting or characteristic moment.

L. Re-tell the following well-known stories, selecting

two or three incidents for particularly detailed and careful

treatment. Choose those that appeal to you as affording

a good chance either for animated dialogue, which is an

excellent means of making a scene lifelike, or for descrip-

tion which shall make the persons and action seem more

real. Never put in any description for its own sake,

only so much as will help to interest your reader and make

him feel and see the incidents of your story. In these

stories taken from well-known poems, be careful not to let

yourself be influenced by the words of the poem. Think

of the'story as apart from its poetic expression, and write

it in your own language.

i. Ulysses and the Cyclops. 2. Ulysses and the Sirens.

3. Ulysses's arrival at home. 4. Iphigenia. 5. The Pied

Piper of Hamelin. 6. The story of the wooden horse in
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the siege of Troy. 7. Jason and the Golden Fleece.

8. The story of Pegasus and Bellerophon. 9. The One-

Hoss Shay. 10. The Falcon, n. John Gilpin's Ride.

12. Paul Revere's Ride. 13. Yussouf (James Russell

Lowell). 14. Herv Riel (Browning). 15. A story from

the Bible, such as that of David and Goliath.

M. Tell any incident, either real or invented, suggested

by the following subjects :

i. Our cat and the dry leaves. 2. Our canary bird

and the thunder-storm. 3. The butcher and the sick

dog. 4. The tired street car conductor and the lame

man. 5. The mother and child and the little beggar.

6. How a horse got rid of his halter. 7. The hen and

the duck eggs. 8. The elevator boy, the irritable man,

and the soft answer. 9. The teacher's watch left in the

class room and the janitor's little boy. 10. How I lost

my belief in Santa Claus ;
in fairies, n. A queer idea I

had when I was younger ; e.g. that the North Pole is an

actual pole sticking out from the ground, etc.



CHAPTER XV

EXPOSITION

192. What Exposition is. Next to narration, expo-

sition is certainly the most natural form of human

expression, for exposition is simply explanation,

and the explanation or elucidation of our ideas

occupies, after the narration of what we have seen or

heard or experienced, the greater part of our speech

and our written composition. We use exposition

when we set forth our ideas on politics or the

weather, when we explain how bread is baked

or bicycles are manufactured, when, in short, we

explain or expound
1
any conceivable idea. Exposi-

tion is thus definitely distinguished from narra-

tion. With description it is in certain circumstances

closely connected. We sometimes speak of describ-

ing a machine an automobile, for example or of

describing a man's character. In each case we are

likely to give the physical details in such a way that

the reader can make a mental picture of the object

concerned, and what we write is thus in a way de-

scription. But we are also explaining the idea of the

1 We have, unfortunately, no English verb of the same meaning

cognate with the noun exposition ; that is, we do not say that we
"
expose

" a subject, but that we explain or expound it.

361
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automobile, so to speak, and the theory of the char-

acter. That is, we are giving such details about each

that the reader will understand the plan on which the

machine is built, and that, in the case of the man's

character, he will be prepared to understand why,
with such and such a physical structure, a person

may be expected to act in such and such a way. It

is better, then, to call, technically, a piece of writing

description when its chief object is simply to build up
in the reader's mind a picture of persons or objects ;

and to class as exposition a piece of writing that

makes use of physical details in order that the

reader may understand the theory or plan that

underlies these details.

193. Method in Exposition. Examples of exposi-

tion are at our hands on every side. Our text-books,

the contents of our books of reference, the editorials

in our newspapers, the articles in our magazines (ex-

cept of course the stories), the books we read (with

the exception of novels, biographies, and histories), are

largely or wholly expository in character. It will not

be necessary, then, to give a detailed account of pro-

cedure in a form of writing so thoroughly familiar,

especially as almost all the previous instruction the

student has received in rhetoric has dealt, explicitly

or implicitly, with the principles involved in exposi-

tion. In general, however, it may be said that clear-

ness is the one essential. The reader must under-

stand the writer's idea. In order that he may do so,

it is obvious that an exposition should usually begin
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with some statement that will give a clew to the main

idea. That is, it should begin with an introductory

or topic sentence. Once the reader has caught sight

of the main topic, and understands what, in general,

the author wishes to discuss, he will naturally want

to know what plan the author means to follow in his

explanation. After the introductory sentence or

sentences, therefore, it is often worth while to give

some hint as to the plan or structure of the essay,

though when the essay is short this is frequently not

necessary.

Now that the reader understands what the main

idea of the essay is, and especially if he can see how

in general it is to be discussed, he is prepared to

listen patiently to the body of the essay the expla-

nation itself. If the exposition is only a single para-

graph in length, the writer should simply bear in mind

the ordinary principles of paragraph structure
;

if the

exposition is longer, it must follow the precisely

similar principles applied to the whole composition.

It is often well to close with a summary sentence or

a summary paragraph.

Almost all the illustrations in Chapters VIII and

IX will serve as good models of expository paragraphs,

and it is scarcely necessary to add others, particularly

as the student may find them for himself in the edi-

torials of any good newspaper. For convenience'

sake, however, the following short theme is given. It

has the merit of being perfectly simple and adequate

in structure and expression, without being, as a model,
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beyond the reach of the young writer's ambition. The

subject is the diverse effect of hot weather, in New
York City and in Ohio, on two different persons.

A friend of mine left central Ohio ten or twelve years

ago, and came to live in one of the suburbs of New York.

Since then we have had frequent discussions as to the com-

parative merits and evils of the climate there and here.1

My friend, looking back, thinks that the summers used to

be far pleasanter in her old home than they are here
;
she

thinks the heat was not so intense and not so long continued,

and above all not so humid. Here, she says, the neighbor-

ing sea keeps the air so laden with moisture that there is

no relief from the oppressive heat, and all exertion is a risk.

And, besides, every one here is filled with racking rheumatic

pains. But I believe that her fond memory retains only the

agreeable impressions, and that she recalls only those days

when she could do pleasant things.

She forgets that there we generally have in the early

summer many days, sometimes several weeks, of almost

tropical weather, when every afternoon or evening brings

a thunder-storm
;
when the showers, so eagerly looked for-

ward to to cool the air, only leave us gasping and perspiring

in a frightful steam bath
;
when it seems impossible not only

to follow any active occupation but even to endure life

any longer. Later in the summer, in August and Septem-

ber, comes the long drought. The stale air, drifting lazily

up from the south and west over the great stretches of the

Mississippi Valley, has no mountains and no sea, not even a

lake, to purify and freshen it, and it seems to be utterly dead.

1
Throughout the essay,

" here " refers to New York and " there
"

to Ohio.
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This is the time when night brings no relief. What little

breeze there may be in the daytime, always drops at sunset.

The air is stifling and breathless. No one attempts to go
to bed before midnight, and even then it is only for a little

rest of the tired eyes and muscles, and with no hope of re-

freshing sleep. The grass is parched and brown
;
the

leaves hang dry and dusty on the trees
;
and all the people

look worn and haggard, and their voices sound thin and

irritable.

But here we are, my friend and I, each defaming her

own climate. My friend says that when she goes back to

dear old Ohio, the torturing rheumatic twinges entirely

leave her. So does the languor. During her last visit

west, which was in hot June weather, she could keep going

at high pressure all day long, and not feel so tired as she

does here with slight exertion. But I find the same thing

here. Even while I perceive the humidity, I detect a

bracing quality in the air, which I think must be due to

the salt of the sea. I go about from one end of New York

to the other, even in the middle of the day, when, at home,

with the thermometer at ninety, I should not venture out

of the door.

Can it be that, in the monotony of everyday life, we grow
oversensitive to bodily discomforts and exaggerate them

all ? That under the stimulation of change of scene and

change of occupation, in a word, of renewed interest, we

rise superior to trifles or forget them altogether ? I think

this must be the true explanation.

[Here it should be noticed that, in the first paragraph,

the first two sentences are introductory. As the third sen-

tence begins with "
my friend thinks," we take it for granted

that we are to hear first one side of the question and then
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the other, and do not need any further hint as to the plan

to be employed in the discussion.

The plan followed is simple. The remainder of the first

paragraph is devoted to the friend's conception of the dif-

ference in climate
;
the second to the author's conception ;

the third to the fact that the difference in opinion is due to

a difference in sensation
;
and the fourth to a possible ex-

planation of that difference.]

194. Common Faults in Exposition. The common
faults in exposition are :

i. An introduction that is too long or not suffi-

ciently definite, as in the following from an essay on

the use of words of Anglo-Saxon origin :

The latest conclusions of science tend toward a unity

which comprehends the widest and most complex diversity.

The chemist of to-day finds that many of the elements so

called in earlier stages of that science are in fact but modi-

fications of one essential element, to which they have now

been traced. Indeed, many chemists hold that there is

really but one primal substance, of which all the elements

are component parts. In like manner scientists refer the

various forces to one elementary energy, working through

one subtle, all-pervading medium, which for lack of a better

name, they call ether.

[Here it is plain that the writer has wasted his words.

There can be no real parallel between the physical sciences

and languages, and if there were, it could scarcely be in

place here. The writer is to tell us about the use of words

of Anglo-Saxon origin, and he should begin by a clear state-
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ment that would indicate just what part or side of the topic

he is to discuss.]

2. Absence of a definite plan, or a definite line of

thought, in the body of the exposition, as in the

following illustration :

New York has some of the largest public parks which

exist. Of course one must exclude in his reckoning such

places as Yellowstone Park in Wyoming and the Garden

of the Gods in Colorado, as they are too vast to be included

in the list of parks.

Unlike London, the New York parks are almost all in

a bunch. We have Central Park, which is bounded by

59th and noth streets on the south and north respectively,

and on the east and west by 5th and 8th Avenues, Bryant

Park at 426. Street and 6th Avenue, and Morningside,

Riverside, and Mount Morris parks, these three being the

most northerly parks on the island. Here are five parks,

the largest in New York City, within a circle of about two

and one-half miles' radius. There are several minor parks

only a block or so in size, which are situated far down-

town, so that the poor people may obtain some pleasure.

But these are few and far between. The city officials in

laying out the parks have not considered the poor.

The rich are really the only ones who reap any benefit

from these parks and grounds. The poor man when he

goes into a park likes to wander at will among the bushes

and trees, but he may not. The parks, laid out as they

were several years ago, have had time fo assume pleasing

contrasts, shady nooks on one side, bright lawns on the

other. The larger parks are so far removed from the poor

that they cannot go, so what is their use ?
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London has its parks all over, where the poor as well as

rich can go ;
in fact, they are more for the poor than rich.

[There is nothing like a plan here, and it is impossible

to find any connected line of thought.]

EXERCISE 96. Write six or more expository essays

some of one paragraph, some longer on topics

approved by the instructor. If necessary, they may be

taken from the list given below. Many of the essays

should, if possible, be read aloud in class, and freely

discussed there. In listening to the essays, each student

should ask himself :

" Do I understand from the outset

what point the writer is discussing ? Is the discussion

well planned? Is it clear?" And in writing he should

remember that the same audience will be asking the same

questions with regard to his work.

i. Our coast defences. 2. The significance of the

battle of . 3. Modern railway systems. 4. Some

common applications of the theory of the lever. 5. Why
a baseball curves. 6. The George Junior Republic.

7. The English colonial system. 8. How a President is

elected. 9. The meaning of the markings of flowers.

10. Our immigration laws. n. The kinds of money in

use in the United States. 12. The curriculum of our

school. 13. The advantages and disadvantages of military

training. 14. The meaning of civil rights. 15. The object

of the Society. 16. Some artistic qualities in the

work of . 17. What is a novel ? 18. The education

of our Indian tribes. 19. Birds of this neighborhood.

20. Volcanoes and earthquakes. 21. The best type

of automobile. 22. Some causes of change in the

natural features of this locality. 23. Industries controlled
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by the government. 24. What is municipal control?

25. The organization of a labor union. 26. The Pan-

ama Canal. 27. Roman architecture. 28. The work of

William Morris. 29. Methods of character delineation,

as shown in . 30. Other topics from the literature

study of the school, such as descriptions of nature in

;
the meaning of dramatic climax, etc.

195. The Expository Summary. There is scarcely

any better or simpler practice for the unskilled writer

than the attempt to summarize the thought of a some-

what long piece of expository work. It cannot be

done successfully unless the reader has grasped the

dominant thought of the book, and made it completely

his own. The student is advised, in and out of school,

to practise himself in this kind of exposition,

until he is able, without difficulty, to express in a few

words, either spoken or written, the main thought of

any essay or volume which he has read. The process

does not differ from that used in ordinary exposition.
'

It is best to begin with a sentence stating clearly the

main topic of discussion in the book, and then to

explain this topic in an orderly fashion.

The following illustration,
1 which is merely a

careful and sensible piece of work, will show what

lies in the power of any intelligent and industrious

writer :

America, and the Americans, from a French Point of

1 A summary of the book mentioned, taken from the Library oj

the World's Best Literature.

2B
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View is a swift external judgment of civilization as seen

in the United States of to-day. The spectator, whose

knowledge appears too intimate to be that of a foreigner

and a tourist, passes in review the streets, hotels, railroads,

newspapers, politics, schools, homes, children, habits of

thought, and manners and customs of social life, chiefly

in the larger cities and watering-places of the country.

He sets down naught in malice, even if he extenuates

nothing. In the mirror, which he holds up the candid

American sees himself at full length, as a very imperfectly

civilized person, extravagant and superficial, placing far too

much value on money and the material things of life, and

far too little on genuine refinement and culture. The

book is extremely entertaining, and the reader who takes

it up in the proper frame of mind will not only read it

through, but be apt to make the comment of Benedick,
"
Happy are they who bear their detractions, and can put

them to mending."

[Here, in less than one hundred and fifty words (for

the last sentence is more criticism than summary), the

writer has given an excellent idea of the general char-

acter and contents of what is apparently an exceedingly

interesting and surprising book. If more space had been

allowed him, he would undoubtedly have gone on to show,

in the same orderly way, what, in each of the particular

fields mentioned, makes the author of the book summa-

rized think that we are semi-civilized.]

EXERCISE 97. Write several expository summaries,

some of one paragraph, others longer. Subjects may be

chosen from current literature, particularly from articles

in the Forum, North American Review, Atlantic Monthly,
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Review of Reviews, etc., or from standard volumes in

the school library.

196. Criticism. Criticising a book is even a greater

pleasure and better practice than summarizing

it, for it involves not only a sound knowledge of the

contents of the book, but sound judgment in weigh-

ing the contents. The critic's first duty, especially

in treating a new book, with which the public he

addresses is wholly unfamiliar, is to give the reader a

fairly definite idea of the contents. His second duty

is to record his opinion as to the skill and faithful-

ness with which the author has performed his task.

A third duty, in many cases, is to record his opinion

as to whether in his judgment the task was worth

attempting. The illustrations given below, though

obviously the work of skilled hands, are not beyond
the reasonable ambition of the young writer. It

should be noticed that in (t) the critic scarcely at-

tempts to pass judgment on the book, except by

saying that it belongs to the class of books that are

always worth reading ;
and that in (2) the critic not

only thinks that the author has not performed his

work well in this particular case, but that he would

have done better to attempt work of a wholly differ-

ent style.

(i) Recollections of a Lifetime. By General Roeliff Brink-

erhoff. Illustrated. The Robert Clarke Co., Cincin-

nati. 5! x 8^ in. 448 pages. $2.

The autobiography of a man of parts and power is
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always worth reading, especially so when he has lived

through eventful periods and has been closely connected

with men of large influence on the course of events. Such

a man is General Brinkerhoff, in early life a tutor at Gen-

eral Jackson's family residence in Tennessee, a leading

organizer of the Republican party in 1856 and of the

Liberal Republican movement in 1872, an officer in the

Civil War, and since 1878 a leader in the department of

philanthropy which is concerned with charitable and cor-

rectional institutions. Among his personal experiences

one therefore finds many historical incidents before un-

published, and personal notices of men whose place and

fame confer interest on all matters of record concerning

them. Among these such men as Hayes and Garfield,

Chase and Elaine, close friends of General Brinkerhoff,

have a prominent place in his memoranda. Of more im-

portance is the record of general progress in dealing with

the dependent, defective, and criminal classes, which

appears in his notes of travel in that interest through

many countries. A deeply religious spirit, both broad

and earnest, characterizes the writer, and has left its im-

press on the book. The Outlook, July 14, 1900.

(2) The Isle of the Winds. By S. R. Crockett. Double-

day & McClure Co., New York. 5^ X yf in. 446

pages. $1.50.

Mr. Crockett has now been before the public as a

novelist for six or seven years ;
in this time he has written

(including the present story and another volume an-

nounced to appear at once) no less than twenty

books, most of which are full-fledged novels, or about

three a year. We may divide this enormous literary out-
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put into two general classes: the one containing charm-

ingly written and delightfully humorous studies of Scottish

character and feeling, of which The Stickit Minister's Love

Story, printed lately in The Outlook, is a good example,

and to which The Lilac Sun-bonnet and Kit Kennedy, in

part at least, also belong ;
the other including semi-histor-

ical stories of adventure and romance, of which The Raiders

is the best example. To our taste, Mr. Crockett's work

is vastly superior in the first class of novels described as

compared with the second. Lively as are his books of

adventure, they show marks of haste and carelessness,

and often descend to mere blood-and-thunder sensational-

ism. That horrors can be found in history on which to

base the fictitious horrors does not in the least affect the

criticism. The Isle of the Winds is too crammed with

crime to be entertaining. In short, the book is one which

no one would think of rereading. Its subject is a novel

one for Mr. Crockett, but not particularly novel otherwise
;

the hero is kidnapped at Aberdeen after a childhood in

which he sees his father murder his grandfather and wit-

nesses other cheerful incidents of the kind, and is taken

to America, where he escapes from pirates, falls under the

power of the Inquisition, and, after many harrowing ex-

periences, returns to Scotland and overthrows the villa-

nous machinations of his enemies.

The Outlook, June 23, 1900.

EXERCISE 98. i. Write several criticisms of books,

some of one paragraph, some longer. The subjects may
be chosen from current literature or from books connected

with the school work.

z. If time allows, write one or two short criticisms of
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plays, pictures, or buildings (from the point of view of

architecture).

EXERCISE 99. The following subjects and forms of

exercise in exposition may be found suitable for younger

students or suggestive to older students :

*

A. Write an explanation of the following processes, as

if to a person wholly ignorant of them :

1 . How to make a dam in a brook
;
to make a snow man

;

a snow fort (with blocks pressed into shape in boxes) ;
to

set up a tent
;
to hang wall paper ;

to teach a pet animal

tricks
;
to build a fire out of doors.

2. How to make cocoa, soup, bread, butter, cheese, cake,

custard.

3. How to grow flowers indoors
;
in a hot bed. How to

plant and grow lettuce, tomatoes, tobacco, corn, mushrooms,

celery, nasturtiums, crocuses, potatoes.

4. How to harness a horse. How to get a trunk from

your house to your cousin's in another town. How to

develop an exposed photographic plate.

B. Write as if in answer to any one of the following

questions from a child :

1. How are bricks made? paper? glass? ink? iron?

steel ? gold leaf ? shingles ? baseballs ? hairbrushes ? mir-

rors?

2. Why are fishhooks made in the form they are ? saws ?

wheels ?

3. Why does an icehouse keep the ice from melting?

4. How does a water wheel work ? a windmill ? a well

sweep ? scissors ? Why does a chimney
" draw "

? What

makes popcorn pop ?

1 Taken, with slight changes, from Canfield and Carpenter's Ele

mentary Composition (The Macmillan Co.).
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C. I. Explain, with a diagram or drawing, the mechan-

ism of the following objects. Letter or number the differ-

ent parts of your diagram, and refer to them in that way.

Plan your exposition as if trying to make the matter clear

to a younger brother or sister.

A pump, lamp, candle, stove, furnace, cistern, switches

on a railroad track, city waterworks, refrigerator, ice-cream

freezer, silo, lime-kiln.

II. Explain how a book is bound
;
how a horse is har-

nessed ; how windows are hung ;
what makes a window

shade go up when you pull the string ;
how thread is spun

and cloth woven
;
how grain is ground into flour

;
how

salt is obtained.

III. Give instructions (using, if necessary, a lettered

diagram) : for making a snare for rabbits
;
a mouse trap ;

a bear trap ;
a mole trap ;

a box
;
a basket

;
a bow and

arrow
;
a needlebook

;
a cover for a book

;
a kite

;
a base-

ball diamond
;
a tennis court

;
a doll's hat

;
a springboard ;

a picture frame
;

a toboggan slide
;

a hasty shelter of

boughs for camping ;
a doll's dress (with pattern).

D. Tell how to play baseball
;

football
;

checkers
;

dominoes
;

basket ball ; marbles
; tag ;

hide-and-seek
;

drop the handkerchief
; any game peculiar to your neigh-

borhood. Explain how a field-day is conducted. What

is a handicap ? What do you mean by
"
playing

Indians"?

E. I. Give good instructions for learning how to swim;

to sail a boat
;
to ride a bicycle ;

to drive ; to shoot a

rifle, a revolver
;
to fish

;
to run a sewing machine

;
to

paddle a canoe
; to ride horseback

;
to go on snowshoes.

Use a diagram, if necessary, and give all the information

you yourself would like to have in beginning a new process,
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mentioning mistakes usually made by beginners and telling

how to avoid them.

II. Tell as well as you can how to bandage a cut, how

to treat a burn, how to make a.road, how to lay asphalt,

brick, or macadam pavements, how to shoe a horse.

F. Using the device of comparison, and adding to it

examples, try to explain the following subjects :

1. Courage. Compare with rashness or foolhardiness,

using as example the character of Hobson as compared
with that of a man who goes over the Niagara Falls in a

barrel.

2. Joy. Compare with contentment, using as example

a mother perfectly contented with her home and children,

who is suddenly overjoyed by a heroic deed of her son.

3. Perseverance. Compare with obstinacy, using as

examples a hen patiently sitting till her chicks are hatched

out ;
and another sitting week after week on china eggs.

4. Extravagance. Compare with liberality, using as

example a man who gives away so much to strangers that

he has not enough left to care for his family.

5. Industry. Compare with drudgery, using as examples

a man who carries stones for road-mending, and the mili-

tary punishment of making an offender carry stones from

one side of the road to another.

G. I. Explain the use and value of the study of geography,

arithmetic, history, manual training, music, drawing, gym-
nasium work, military drill, sewing, reading aloud, spelling,

a foreign language.

II. Explain (as if to a boy or girl younger than you, who

asks,
" What is it for ? ") the purpose and value of the

following :

A debating society ;
a literary club

;
a nature-study club

;
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a " Do as you would be done by
"

association ;
amateur

theatricals
;

athletic contests
;

an aquarium ; zoological

gardens ; city parks ; public libraries
; foreign travel

;

picture galleries.

H. Try to explain fully, as if to your younger brother

or sister, the true meaning of any of the following expres-

sions, using all the devices for exposition which you have

been studying. Think carefully before you begin to write

and make sure that you fully grasp the real meaning. You

will find examples and anecdotes illustrating your point

particularly useful in this sort of explanation.

i. A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. 2. Don't

count your chickens before they are hatched. 3. A rolling

stone gathers no moss. 4. The more haste the less speed.

5. Birds of a feather flock together. 6. Better an empty

house than a bad tenant. 7. Make hay while the sun

shines. 8. Enough is as good as a feast. 9. A burned

child dreads the fire. 10. Strike while the iron is hot.

ii. He laughs best who laughs last. 12. He that lives

in a glass house should not throw stones. 13. Necessity

is the mother of invention.

/. Expound in the same way the following quotations,

as if you were trying to give a full realization of all that

they mean to some one who sees them for the first time .

and does not quite understand them :

1. Sweet are the uses of adversity. SHAKESPEARE.

2. He who loses wealth loses much; he who loses a

friend loses more
;
but he who loses his courage loses all.

CERVANTES.

3. He who knows most, grieves most for wasted time.

DANTE.

4. The wicked flee when no man pursueth.
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5. A soft answer turneth away wrath.

6. A good name is rather to be chosen than great

riches.

7. Books are the best things well used; abused, among
the worst. EMERSON.

8. Charity is a virtue of the heart, not of the hands.

J. Try to explain what Washington's Birthday means

to us
;

St. Valentine's Day ; April Fool's Day ; Com-

mencement Day at a school
;
Arbor Day ; Thanksgiving

Day ;
Christmas

;
New Year's

;
Labor Day ;

Fourth of

July ;
Decoration Day. An exposition of this sort may be

very straightforward and simple, only a paragraph long,

or it may be as elaborate a composition as you can make

it
;
but in either case you should try to express sincerely

the deep feeling which underlies most of these festivals.

Choose some favorite of yours in the above list and try to

express why you are fond of it and impressed by it.

K. Following the same method, look up the facts in

regard to some foreign customs, and write an explanation

of what you imagine to be the feeling underlying All

Souls' Day in Paris
;
the pilgrimage to Mecca of the

Mohammedans
;
the pilgrimage in India to the Ganges ;

cherry-blossoming time in Japan ;
Primrose Day in Eng-

land
;
the Fourteenth of July in France ;

and other festivals

of which you can learn.



CHAPTER XVI

ARGUMENT AND PERSUASION

197. Argument and Persuasion Defined. Finally, we
must take up the two forms of prose composition in

which the writer's aim is not to amuse the reader

or give him information, but to induce him to espouse

a certain belief, or to perform certain acts. Writing

that attempts to convince the reader by logical proof,

we call argument ; writing that attempts to induce

the reader to do something, we call persuasion. It

is argument when we try to prove that it is a citizen's

duty to vote a certain ticket; it is persuasion when

v/e try to induce him to vote that ticket. With rea-

sonable men, argument is by far the greater part of

persuasion ;
but even the most reasonable people

sometimes need to be appealed to in other ways than

by argument before they actually do what they
know is logically right or just.

198. The Statement of the Proposition. There can

be no good argument when the proposition in ques-

tion is not clearly denned. You cannot convince the

reader when he does not understand precisely what

it is which you wish him to believe. It is necessary,

then, in the first place, to use care in framing your
379
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proposition. Do not state that you are proving that

foreign languages should be taught in the high school,

when you mean that German and French should be

compulsory studies in the high school
;

or that all

states should establish free professional schools, when

you refer only to professional schools in law and

medicine, but not in theology or other professions.

In the second place, explain in your introduction, if

necessary, any special meaning you are giving to the

terms you employ in your proposition. If your

proposition is that Aaron Burr was guilty of treason,

give the reader fair warning that you mean morally

guilty, not legally guilty. If your proposition is that

Latin should be a compulsory study in the high

school, be sure to state such necessary limitations as

that, for example, you mean only so many years of

Latin, and that you do not mean to include manual

training high schools. Otherwise, you may find too

late that the reader thought you had a different end

in view.

199. Method of Proof. The method of proof in

argument is precisely similar to that ordinarily em-

ployed in geometry. It is desired to prove that such

an angle, let us say, is equal to another angle. After

looking at the problem, we say that this can be shown,

provided that it is true that two other angles are

equal to each other, and that this can be shown pro-

vided that something else be proved true, and so on

until we reach facts that are either self-evident or

have been already established. Similarly, in argu-
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ment, we have a definite proposition, by no means

self-evident, of the truth of which we wish to con-

vince the reader. We can logically do so only by

showing him that, from certain other facts which

he already believes or can be brought to believe, the

proposition in question can be inferred.

To prove a proposition to the satisfaction of a

reader or hearer, it is always necessary to reason from

facts or principles which he accepts as true. If, for

example, I would prove to you _
that it rained last

night, it might not be sufficient to show you that this

morning the grass is soaked, because that might have

been caused by a heavy fall of dew; nor perhaps to

show you that water is standing in a pail left out of

doors, because the pail might not have been empty
the night before, or might have been used subse-

quently. It would be necessary to show you traces

of the rain which you would accept as settling the

matter.

Even when one is logically convinced that a propo-

sition is true, he may not be inclined to accept it

until his objections have been explained away. I may
see every reason to believe you when you say that

there was a heavy thunder-storm last night, and yet

hesitate to acknowledge myself convinced so long as

I cannot understand why I was not awakened by it.

If, however, you show me there are not only indubi-

table traces of such a storm, and that you and others

heard it, but that I did not because my windows

were closed, and I was so fatigued as . to sleep with
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unusual soundness, I can then no longer refuse to be

convinced.

200. Difficulty of Obtaining Absolute Proof. Particu-

larly if the reader is somewhat obstinate, or insists on

complete proof of a proposition, it is often difficult to

convince him. If, for example, I should attempt to

convince you that Mr. A has tuberculosis of the

lungs, and should proceed to infer this from his cough,

or other similar symptoms, you might properly reply

that these signs might be due to other causes. If I

should argue that young Dr. B said that Mr. A had

tuberculosis, you might perhaps still reply that young
doctors have before now been in error. If I should

argue that Dr. C, an acknowledged expert in such

matters, gave the same verdict, you might possibly

refuse to be convinced until you heard the positive

statement from Dr. C's own lips. Even then it is con-

ceivable that, if you were vitally interested in the

matter, you would refuse your belief until you had

with your own eyes seen under the microscope the

tuberculosis germ, which to your own knowledge had

been derived from the sputum of the patient, and

convinced yourself by further investigation that, so

far as human science has gone, this germ is

infallibly present under such conditions, and only

under such conditions. Similarly, a jury frequently

hesitates to condemn a prisoner to severe punish-

ment, such as the loss of life, on merely circum-

stantial evidence. Even if it is proved that he was

seen to have committed the crime in question, the
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sceptical mind, when great issues are involved, may
feel forced to admit the possibility of mistaken

identity, or conspiracy among the witnesses.

If such be the great difficulty in obtaining absolute

proof in questions of existing or recent fact, it is

obvious how- doubtful must be the validity of at-

tempted proof when the alleged facts upon which

the proposition is based are centuries old, or when

the proposition deals not with facts, but with opin-

ions. In questions of political or personal ethics,

for example, it is often possible that the right lies

on both sides of a disputed question, and that

absolute proof is not to be secured.

From such considerations we may draw several

inferences of importance for the student :

I. Do not suppose for an instant that you are likely

to arrive at the final truth upon intricate problems,

particularly such as involve questions of sentiment,

taste, or policy. You may, and perhaps should, haye

your ideas on such subjects, and, if so, it is worth your
while to understand your reasons for holding them.

But beware of believing that another is wrong because

you are sure that you are right. An old proverb runs,

de gustibus non disputandum est, one must not argue
on questions of personal taste. For example, one could

not convince another that Byron was a greater poet

than Shelley, or Whittier than Longfellow, any more

than one could convince another that Aunt Sarah's

apple pies were better than Aunt Jane's, unless in

the one case the two were wholly agreed as to what
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constituted greatness in a poet and how it could be

measured, and, in the other, as to what constituted

goodness in apple pies and how it could be measured.

In both cases personal taste or temperament would

play a large part. In the same way, many questions

of ethics, religion, and politics are impossible of exact

solution, because the disputants have wholly irrecon-

cilable beliefs with regard to the principles involved.

2. In questions of the kind referred to above,

exposition is often more powerful than argument.

Whether it is wise to prohibit by law the sale of

alcoholic drinks, except in sickness, is, for example,

a point that thoughtful people sometimes disagree

about. To argue positively concerning the question,

though often proper and necessary, frequently leads

to ill-feeling and similar bad effects. If I, believing

with all my heart in prohibition, were to attempt to

prove logically to an equally positive friend on the

other side that he was utterly wrong, I might, under

ordinary circumstances, simply succeed in prejudicing

him still further against my case. On the other

hand, I might succeed in partly convincing him

were I to say :

" This is the way I feel about the

matter. My idea is that the duty of the state lies

in this direction, and I am convinced that such and

such a law could be adopted with advantage. To
be sure, we should run the risk of such and such

evils, and I acknowledge that you have much evi-

dence that points in that direction, but," etc. Once

an opponent can understand that you are logical in
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your judgment, granting your point of view, he is

forced to see that he differs from you, not so much

in the point actually under discussion, but with regard

to more fundamental principles, and is thus brought

face to face with the real ground of difference.

Won by your courtesy, honesty of mind, and charity,

he is predisposed in your favor.

3. In set or formal arguments or debates, try to

make the subject one that rests on fact rather than on

opinion.

4. In written argument, keep in mind a typical

opponent and do not regard anything as evident or

obvious or proved, unless you feel sure that he would

agree with you in thinking so. Remember that you
must convince by a process of reasoning, a series

of steps, and there is no use in passing from one

step to another unless a fair-minded opponent would

grant you that step. If the step in question is a point

of fact, substantiate it by an authority. If your au-

thority is a man of reputation, an expert in that sub-

ject, his testimony should hold, unless another equally

good authority states the opposite.

5. Accustom yourself to the idea that not many
things can be proved absolutely and to the satisfaction

of everybody. Usually, all one can do is to have the

greater probability on his side.

6. Be fair-minded and tell the truth. It is better

to have no proof at all than to pretend to have proof.

EXERCISE 100. i. Find five subjects, questions of fact,

on which you think you could, after proper inquiry, write

2C
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a satisfactory argument. State, in a sentence, what you
think now your position would be on each of these questions.

2. Indicate five interesting subjects which involve per-

sonal opinion or taste to such a degree that you would not

feel justified in arguing on them. Why ?

201. The Brief. In attempting to prove a given

proposition, the first thing to do is to make an orderly

and logical plan of the steps you mean to take in

your argument. This plan is usually called a brief.

It should indicate so clearly the process of thought

which you mean to adopt that a reader could agree

that, if you could substantiate each of the steps

there stated, he would be willing to acknowledge that

you had proved your point.

Suppose, for example, that you wished to prove that

the Northmen discovered America about 1000 A.D.

Your brief might then run as follows :

x

I. The Norse mediaeval historians state that about 1000

A.D. certain Norse sailors found, to the southwest of Green-

land, a land which they called Vineland. This account is

worthy of credence because

(1) It is given as history, not as fiction.

(2) It is related or referred to in many Norse books of

history, dating from contemporary times on.

II. It is not unnatural that the Northmen should have

discovered the coast of North America, because

(i) They were of a roving disposition, good seamen, and

had vessels capable of taking long voyages, as is shown by

1 The reasoning is taken from the interesting and convincing ac-

count in John Fiske's Discovery ofAmerica, Vol. I, pp. 148-226.
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(a) Their voyages to Constantinople and the White

Sea, etc.

(b} By the fact that they had settled in Iceland, and

(f) That they had settled in Greenland and ex-

plored Baffin Bay.

(2) The settlers in Greenland had a motive in exploring

for and visiting new coasts, for the sake of

(a) Wood, which was scarce in Greenland and

Iceland, and which they needed for shipbuilding, and

(<) Barter with the natives.

(3) The relative position of the northeastern coast of

North America is such that ships could easily be driven

there from the vicinity of Greenland by northeast gales and

currents.

III. The accounts given of Vineland obviously refer to

the North American coast, because

(1) Vineland was said to be southwest of Greenland

and

(2) The statements regarding the character of the coast,

the vegetation, animals, and inhabitants, could apply only

to the American coast, for the narrative speaks of

(a) Shorter days.

(b} Corn.

(c] Grapes.

(d) Inhabitants corresponding accurately to the In-

dians.

IV. If the account had been the work of imagina-

tion, the narrators would in all probability have, as was

common, peopled the land with dragons, unicorns, and

similar marvels, instead of which they refer throughout

to objects and incidents of which a knowledge must have

been gained by observation rather than by the imagination.
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[Note that I, II, III, and IV are all reasons why the

proposition in question is true, and that if we believe I, II,

III, and IV, we must believe the main proposition. The

problem, then, is, by use of evidence, to prove I, II, III,

and IV. If (i) and (2), under I, are true, we can regard

I as true. Point II is more intricate. We can scarcely

believe that, unless we are convinced of the truth of (i),

(2), and (3) ;
and we can scarcely believe (i), unless we

believe (a), (), and (c). The essence of the proof, then,

comes down to the establishing of certain facts from which

inferences may be drawn. The brief could be extended to

show the proof of these facts, but enough has been done to

show the candid reader that our logical process is cor-

rect, and that all he needs to attend to is the evidence

brought forward to substantiate the points already men-

tioned.]

EXERCISE 101. Draw up several briefs on subjects

approved by the instructor. They may, if necessary, be

chosen from the list given on page 390. So far as possible,

they should be questions of fact rather than of opinion.

202. The Expansion of the Brief. When the brief

has been criticised and approved by the instructor,

the writing of the argument itself is a simple, though

often a tedious, matter. In structure argument does

not differ from exposition. The writer should take

pains to make the meaning of the proposition per-

fectly clear, should indicate what general line of

proof he means to adopt, and then, slowly and

clearly, develop point by point and step by step his

process of reasoning.
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203. The Citing of Authorities. Unless the in-

structor prefers some other method, the authority

for every important statement in an argument should

be given in a footnote. The usual formula is this :

Fiske's The American Revolution, Vol. I, pp. 297-304.

204. The Syllogism and its Parts. By common

sense, experience, and the study of mathematics the

student has already learned to reason correctly. It is

not necessary, for general purposes, that he study

logic, which deals with the theory of reasoning ;
but

the meaning of certain terms in logic which are often

used in argument should be clear to him. When we

reason, we infer or deduce a third statement or propo-

sition from two statements already accepted as true.

For example, if we believe that x-= y, and that_y = z,

we conclude that x = z. If we believe that all birds

have wings, and that a canary is a bird, we conclude

that a canary has wings. If we believe that the

Northmen settled in a land they called Vineland, and

that Vineland can be identified as Rhode Island, we

conclude that the Northmen settled in Rhode Island.

The two propositions we accept are called premises.

The third which is deduced from them is called the

conclusion. The three together form a syllogism.

Each premise states a relation between two things,

called terms, and the two premises must have one

term in common, or no conclusion could be reached.

Thus, in the syllogism,
" All men are mortal

; John
is a man

;
therefore John is mortal," the first premise

states a relation between " men " and "
mortality,"
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the second between "John" and "men." The com-

mon term, or middle term, is
"
man," and because it

appears in both premises we are able to state a rela-

tion between "John
"
and "mortality." The process

is precisely the same as in algebra.

EXERCISE 102. After completing satisfactorily Exer-

cise 101, the student should expand at least one of his briefs.

The resulting argument will probably be one thousand

words in length, if not longer. It should be written care-

fully, with an eye to the strict logic of the thought as well

as to accuracy and ease of expression.

The subjects given below are merely suggestions. Very
few students will have sufficient information to discuss

thoroughly questions involving a close knowledge of eco-

nomics, politics, or public affairs. As a rule, it is better

to choose subjects such as i or 19, in which the student's

information on local affairs will be of service to him. Sub-

jects like 14 are of course mere matters of opinion, but

some classes will enjoy and profit by the discussion of

them.

i. Physical training should be compulsory in public

schools. 2. The "eight-hour day" should be enforced.

3. The United States needs a greater navy. 4. Woman

suffrage should be established. 5. The civil service sys-

tem should be abolished. 6. Macaulay's estimate of Steele

(in the Essay on Addisori] was unjust. 7. The term of

supreme court judges should be limited. 8. Shakespeare

did not write the plays attributed to him. 9. The ancient

languages Latin and Greek should not be required

for admission to college. 10. should be annexed to

the United States, n. The United States should adopt a
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free-trade policy. 12. Cabot should be recognized as the

discoverer of America. 13. Major Andre should not have

been executed. 14. Thackeray is a greater novelist than

Scott. 15. The President should be elected by direct

popular vote. 16. should be prescribed in the

high school. 17. Greece has done more than Rome for

modern civilization. 18. Capital punishment should be

abolished. 19. We should have a school paper. 20. The
" honor system

" should be used in examinations. 2 1 . The

present distribution of vacation periods is not satisfactory.

22. The study of current events should form a part of the

school work. 23. High school secret societies should not

be allowed. 24. An athletic field should be given us by
the school board. 25. Recitation periods should be an

hour in length. 26. The weekly holiday should be

changed from Saturday to Monday. 27. The citizens of

this town should not be taxed to support . 28. The

water supply system should be improved. 29. The paving

of our streets with asphalt would be unwise. 30. The

town should be lighted by electricity.

205. Persuasion. Persuasion partakes of the nature

of both argument and exposition. In his effort to

induce the reader to enter on a certain line of action,

the writer attempts partly to convince him that such

a line of action is logical under the circumstances,

partly to induce him to undertake it because it can be

shown to be for his interest, or pleasure, or for the

welfare of others. No hard and fast principles or

rules can be laid down on the subject. Usually it is

well to begin with a clear statement of the action de-

sired, and then to give, one by one, the chief reasons
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why the reader should adopt that line of action, and

to answer possible objections, ending with whatever

reasons seem, under the circumstances, most potent.

Or, one may begin by drawing a vivid picture of an

existing situation, show that nothing else than a cer-

tain action would solve the problem, and close by

urging that action upon the reader.

EXERCISE 103. The class should first prepare, under

the direction of the instructor, a list of a dozen or more

questions of local or general importance, of the same

character as those suggested under Exercise 102. On one

of these each student should write an essay of several

hundred words, in which he should attempt to persuade

the members of the class to accept a certain line of thought,

or adopt a certain line of action.

206. Exposition, Argument, and Persuasion in Litera-

ture. Argument and persuasion often occur together

in literature; each is necessarily often mingled with

exposition. In most writing that is not fiction, all

three will be found. Argument may perhaps be best

studied in the great speeches of Burke and Webster
;

persuasion in these also, and in less celebrated ad-

dresses, such as the speeches of Wendell Phillips, or

the sermons of Phillips Brooks
; exposition in the

famous English and American essayists of the nine-

teenth century.



CHAPTER XVII

COMPOSITION IN VERSE

207. The Essential Elements. In verse composition,

or poetry, all the kinds of writing which we have

discussed are represented, though argument, on ac-

count of its more abstract nature, occurs only rarely.

The essential characteristics of poetry, however, can-

not be properly understood by reference to narration,

description, exposition, argument, and persuasion.

Whether the element of narrative or that of descrip-

tion is the more prominent in a poem, the method

and the aim are the same, the appeal to the emo-

tions of the reader rather than to his understanding.

This appeal is made in two ways : (i) by the sound

of words
; (2) by the associations connected with

them. In the first respect the poet is a musician.

He chooses words of such a sort as to gratify the

ear; he combines them so that their accents fall at

regular intervals
;
and at regular intervals he may also

make use of rhyme. By these means the senses are

stimulated, the emotions aroused, and the mind made

ready for the reception of the poet's thought. In

the second respect the poet is more like the painter.

He deals with the concrete rather than with the

393
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abstract. His aim is to enable the reader to construct

a series of visual images, whereby he shall behold the

world of fact or the world of imagination in a new,

fresh, and beautiful light. He does this by means

of illustration, example, figure, by using words that

are potent to awake in us delightful associations.

Many or most of us have no difficulty in appre-

ciating poetry. We have learned as children to love

and understand it. Those to whom poetry still

seems a strange and unnatural sort of composi-

tion will find that they come nearer to the appre-

ciation of its beauty if they put themselves into the

receptive mood of children, and simply let themselves

be delighted by the charm of its pictures and its

pleasing sounds and measures. They will also be

helped by understanding better the ways in which

sounds are so combined as to please the ear, and

by trying themselves so to -combine words
;
and

those who have already learned to enjoy verse

will find that study and experiment of this sort

will increase their enjoyment. The side of the

poet's art that has to do with the awakening of

delightful associations is not a proper subject for

study here; the simpler side the more mechanical

side of verse we shall now take up in its main

outlines.

208. Accents in Verse. One marked point in which

verse differs from prose is in the use of rhyme. But

rhyme is not essential to verse, for much poetry

is not rhymed. All English poetry, however, is
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rhythmical or metrical
;

l that is, the accents which

we naturally give to the words occur, not in any

order, as in prose, but at regular, or approximately

regular, intervals, as in the lines that follow :

(1) The curi&^i tolls the knell of parting day.

(2) Say that health and wealth have missed me.

(3) For a /<zgard in love and a dastard in war

Was to wed the fair .fi'/len of brave Lochinz/ar.

(4) T/fo'-r is the/tfrest priw<?val. The murmuring pines

and the /*<?#zlocks.

Here, in (i) and (2), we can scarcely read the words

/without emphasizing every other syllable ; and, in (3)

and (4), without emphasizing every third syllable. In

(i) and (3) the verses begin with the unaccented

syllables ;
in (2) and (4), with the accented syllables.

In each case the pleasing quality of the line arises

from the fact that the ear comes to understand the

system, and expects to find the accent recurring

regularly. It is like keeping step to a drum. An

arrangement of accents according to a system is

called metre.2

1 Metre is more regular than rhythm. Writing is rhythmical when
the accent tends to recur with something like regularity. In metre

it recurs, as in music, at approximately regular intervals.

2 It should be noticed that the poems of certain modern writers,

such as Walt Whitman, have, strictly speaking, no metre, though they
often have a rough but beautiful rhythm, eg. :

There was a child went forth every day :

And the first object he look'd upon, that object he became,
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In order that we may gain the pleasure that comes

from metre, it is necessary that as a rule the natural

accents we give to words should occur according to

some simple system. It does not offend the ear,

however, when the verse accent occasionally falls

upon a syllable to which we should naturally give

only a slight accent, as in

Music when soft voices die

Fzbrates in the memory.

We should certainly not naturally say
"
memory,"

and we do not accent this third syllable strongly in

verse
;
but our sense of the metre leads us to accent

it lightly, just as, to help out the metre, we throw a

light stress on the comparatively unimportant word

in.

209. Lines and Feet. Poetry consists of a series of

lines or verses. 1 With each line we begin again to

arrange the accents according to a system, though

the system may vary from line to line. For con-

venience' sake we sometimes regard the syllables in

each line as divided into several groups, each of which

And that object became part of him for the day, or a certain part of

the day, or for many years, or stretching cycles of years.

The horizon's edge, the flying sea crow, the fragrance of salt marsh

and shore weed,

These became part of that child who went forth every day, and who

now goes, and will always go forth every day.

WALT WHITMAN.
1 A verse is, strictly speaking, a line. The term is sometimes

/oosely applied to a stanza or group of lines.
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contains one, and only one, accented syllable. It

is customary to call such a group a foot, just as

in music we call a similar group of notes a bar or

measure.

The basis of Latin and Greek poetry was to a

large degree quantity, not accent. Syllables were

felt to be either long or short, and the essence of

classical verse was that it combined long syllables

and short syllables according to some regular system.

In marking the metre of Latin or Greek verses, it is

customary to use two symbols, a straight line to

indicate a long syllable, and a curved line to indicate

a short syllable, and to indicate the close of a

group or foot by a vertical line. Thus we represent

the metre of the first line of the ALneid by the

following formula :

\j\j
I \j\j

I I I
\j \j

I

In English we frequently use the same symbols,

though we mean by them not long syllables and short

syllables (for in English we cannot regularly distin-

guish syllables in this way), but accented syllables

and unaccented syllables. Another way is to use the

curved line to indicate the unaccented syllable, and a

diagonal line that by which an accent is usually

denoted to mark the accented syllable. Thus, one

may show the metre of the line,
" Now sleeps the

crimson petal, now the white," by either of the fol-

lowing formulae :
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It should be noticed that in a given line, or group
of lines, the time given to the pronunciation of each

foot is approximately the same. Here again it is

plain that poetry is a kind of music.

Sometimes a line ends with an incomplete foot,

e.g.'.

Up and
|

down the
| z>*71age |

streets.

Such lines are technically called catalectic, or cut-

off.

EXERCISE 104. Indicate the accents in the following

lines, and mark off the feet :

(1) O Solitude ! where are the charms

That sages have seen in thy face ?

(2) O tell her, Swallow, thou that knowest each,

That bright and fierce and fickle is the South,

And dark and true and tender is the North.

(3) O ! it was pitiful,

Near a whole city full,

Home she had none.

(4) Slowly and sadly we laid him down,

From the field of his fame fresh and gory ;

We carved not a line, and we raised not a stone,

But we left him alone in his glory.

(5) Like a poet hidden

In the light of thought,

Singing hymns unbidden,

Till the world is wrought
To sympathy with hopes and fears it heeded not
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210. Kinds of Feet. Feet commonly consist of two

or three syllables, and are of two kinds: (i) those in

which the accent comes at the beginning ; (2) those

in which the accent comes at the end. See the ex-

amples given below.

(10) Music
|

when soft
|
voices

\

die

F/brates
|

in the
| memo\ry.

(\b) One more un|/0rtunate,

Weary of
|
breath,

J?asMy im|/<?rtunate,

Gone to her
|

death.

(20) The sun
\

that brief \ Defcm\ber day

Rose cheerless 0|ver hills
\

of gray.

(26) For a /ag\ga.rd in love
\

and a dfo.sjtard in war
Was to wed

\

the fair
-fiVjlen of brave

\
Lochinvar.

Feet of two syllables are called trochaic or iambic,

according as the accent falls on the first or the second

syllable. In (i#) all the feet, except the last in each

line, are trochaic; in (2a) all the feet are iambic.

Feet of three syllables are called dactylic or ana-

pestic, according as the accent falls on the first or

the third syllable. In (i) all the feet, except the

last in the second and fourth lines, are dactylic. In

(2b) all the feet are anapestic. Instead of applying

to feet the adjectives trochaic, dactylic, iambic, and

anapestic, we may call them trochees, dactyls, iambs,

and anapests. All these terms come from the classi-

cal languages, and it is unfortunate that we have not
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simple English equivalents that can be used in their

place.

Feet of one syllable sometimes occur, as in

Break,
\
break,

\
break,

On thy cold
\ gray stones, \

O sea f

Some prefer, however, to consider such a foot as

theoretically composed of two or three syllables, on

the ground either (i) that the one syllable is pro-

longed to fill the time of three
;
or that (2) a pause

or rest, as in music, fills the time of the omitted syl-

lables. On the latter supposition, the metre of the

two lines quoted could be indicated as follows :

A A~
|
A A~

|
A A~

211. Hovering Accent. It frequently happens in

verse, particularly in a foot of two syllables, that the

rhythmical or verse accent falls on one syllable, and

what may be called an accent of sense or meaning on

another. Thus, the opening lines of the third stanza

of Wordsworth's Ode on Intimations of Immortality,

which are intended to be iambic, should, metrically,

be read as follows :

Now, while
\

the birds
\
thus sing \ a/<?y[ous song,

And while
\

the young \
lambs bound.

But now, in the first foot of the first line, and lambs

in the last foot of the second line, must also, for the

sake of the sense, receive an accent. We therefore

read the lines :
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Now, while
\

the birds
\

thus sing \ a/<?j'|ous song,

And while
\

\h& young \

lambs bound.

In such cases, an accent may be said to be given to

both syllables, or to hover between them.

Having two accents in one foot in English is analo-

gous to having two long syllables in a foot in Latin

or Greek. The classical name for such a foot ( )

was spondee, and that name is often used in English

for the corresponding foot of two syllables and two

accents.

EXERCISE 105. In the extracts given in Exercise 104,

classify the feet as iambs, anapests, trochees, or dactyls.

212. Kinds of Lines. Lines are classified according

to the number of feet or accents which they contain.

The following quotations illustrate lines of from one

to eight feet in length :

(1) And what
\

will the ra^jin do then,

Poor thing?

(2) Zz'/tle Miss
| Mufiet

Sat on a
|
#//fet.

(3) Red as a
|

rose is
|

she.

(4) The sun
\

came up \ upon \

the left.

(5) The day \

is come
\

and thou
\ wilty?y |

with me .'

(6) Far above
|

0cean and
|
shore, and the

| peaks of

the
|

isles and the
|
#za/#lands.

(7) And all
\

the signs \

in heaven
\

are seen
\
that glad \

the -^^[herd's heart.

(8) Comrades,
\

leave me
|

here a
|

/z'/tle, |
while as

| yet

'tis
| early \

morn.
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A line may be described as being a line of one

foot, two feet, three feet, etc.
; or, following classical

terms, as monometer, dimeter, trimeter, tetrameter,

pentameter, or hexameter.

A line may be further described as trochaic, iambic,

dactylic, or anapestic, in accordance with its general

character. Thus (3), above, may be called a dactylic

line of three feet
; (6) a dactylic line of six feet (or a

dactylic hexameter); (4), (5), and (7) iambic lines of

four, five, and seven feet respectively. (8) is a

trochaic line of eight feet. The first line of (i) is

virtually an anapest of three feet, though the first

foot is an iamb
;
the second line consists of one foot,

an iamb. (2) is both dactylic and trochaic.

EXERCISE 106. Classify, so far as possible, all the

lines quoted in Exercise 104.

213. Different Feet in the Same Line. It should be

remembered that a poet's object is to present his

thoughts in the most appropriate musical form, not

to follow slavishly any mechanical system for arrang-

ing syllables and accents. It will be readily seen

that the great danger attending the use of metre is

that of producing, by regularity of accentuation, a

monotonous effect. This may be avoided to some

extent by combining in the same line feet of different

kinds, as in the following examples :

(i) From cape \

to cape, \
with a bridge-^&o. shape,

6>ver a I /<?rrent I sea.
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(2) This is the
| forest pri\meva\. The

|

murmur-

ing | pines and the
|

hemlocks

Stand like
|

Druids of
|
eld, with

|
voices

\

sad and

(3) What was he-| doing, the
| great God |

Pan,

Down in the
|

reeds by the
|

river ?

214. The Caesura or Verse-pause. Another means

of avoiding monotony is by allowing a pause neces-

sary to the sense (called the verse-pause or caesura)

to fall now in one part of the line, now in another.

This is especially noticeable in unrhymed verse (blank

verse). In the following passages, notice in what

different feet the verse-pause, as denoted by the

punctuation, falls :

At break of day |

the College Portress came :

She brought us Academic silks,
|

in hue

The lilac,
|

with a silken hood to each,

And zoned with gold ;
|

and now when these were on,

And we as rich as moths from dusk cocoons,

She, | courtseying her obeisance, |

let us know

The Princess Ida waited :
|

out we paced,

I first,
|

and following thro' the porch that sang
All round with laurel,

|

issued in a court

Compact of lucid marbles, |
boss'd with lengths

Of classic frieze,
|
with ample awnings gay

Betwixt the pillars, |

and with great urns of flowers.

TENNYSON : The. Princess.

215. Famous English Metres. A favorite and fa-

mous English metre is unrhymed iambic pentameter,
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commonly known as blank verse. It is the metre of

Shakespeare's plays, of Paradise Lost, of the Idylls

of the King, and much similar narrative poetry.

A good example is the quotation given in the preced-

ing section.

The dactylic hexameter, that used in the Iliad and

the ^Lneid, was the most famous classical metre.

Though it was, of course, based upon quantity rather

than accent, it has been often imitated in English as

a purely accentual system, especially by Longfellow,

in Evangeline. See the second illustration under

213-

EXERCISE 107. Write ten lines of blank verse and ten

of hexameter.

216. Stanzas. Stanzas are groups of lines ar-

ranged systematically. The system is based on the

length or character of the lines, on the rhymes, or on

both.

A stanza of two lines is called a couplet ; of four,

a quatrain. The terms triplet, quintet, sestet, septet,

and octave are also sometimes applied to stanzas of

three, five, six, seven, and eight lines respectively.

217. Famous English Stanzas. The most famous

English stanzas are the following :
-

i. The iambic pentameter rhymed couplet, made

famous by Pope :

Know then thyself, presume not God to scan
;

The proper study of mankind is man.
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2. The Spenserian stanza, made famous by Spen-

ser in the Faerie Queene, but now not often used. It

is a stanza of nine lines, of which the first eight are

iambic pentameter, and the ninth iambic hexameter.

The system of rhymes is shown in the following

example :

And on his brest a bloodie crosse he bore,

The deare remembrance of his dying Lord,

For whose sweete sake that glorious badge he wore,

And dead, as living, ever him ador'd :

Upon his shield the like was also scored,

For soveraine hope which in his helpe he had.

Right faithfull true he was in deede and word,

But of his cheer 1 did seeme too solemne sad ;

Yet nothing did he dread, but ever was y-drad.
2

SPENSER : The Faerie Queene.

3. The familiar iambic quatrain. Several forms

are especially common or interesting :

(a) We cross the prairie as of old

The Pilgrims crossed the sea,

To make the West, as they the East,

The homestead of the free.

WHITTIER.

() O listen, listen, ladies gay !

No haughty feat of arms I tell
;

Soft is the note, and sad the lay

That mourns the lovely Rosabelle. SCOTT.

(f) The curfew tolls the knell of parting day,

The lowing herd winds slowly o'er the lea,

1 Countenance. 2 Dreaded.
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The ploughman homeward plods his weary way,

And leaves the world to darkness and to me.

GRAY.

((T) Thou seemest human and divine,

The highest, holiest manhood, thou :

Our wills are ours, we know not how
;

Our wills are ours, to make them thine.

TENNYSON.

(<?)
So when the Angel of the darker Drink

At last shall find you by the river-brink,

And, offering his Cup, invite your Soul

Forth to your Lips to quaff you shall not shrink.

FITZGERALD.

(a) is the old ballad metre iambic tetrameter

alternating with iambic trimeter. The second and

fourth lines rhyme regularly ;
the first and third

sometimes rhyme, (b} is iambic tetrameter through-

out. The rhymes follow the same system as in (a),

(c) is iambic pentameter, less light and tripping than

(a) and (<5); the alternate lines rhyme, (d) is a less

usual form of the quatrain used by Tennyson in his

In Memoriam. The metrical system is the same as

in (6), but the lines rhyme differently, (e) is the very

unusual form of the quatrain adopted, in imitation of

the Persian, by Edward Fitzgerald, in his translation

of Omar Khayyam. The metrical system is the same

as in
(*r),

but the lines rhyme differently.

There are many English stanzas of more than four

lines, with more or less intricate systems of rhyme.
But they scarcely have names, except as merely
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mechanical terms, like quintet, etc., may be applied

to them, and they vary greatly among themselves,

owing their origin and form wholly to the poet's skill

and ingenuity. The general term "ode" is often

applied to poems consisting of such stanzas. A good

illustration is Wordsworth's Ode on Intimations of

Immortality, of which the following is the fifth

stanza :

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting :

The Soul that rises with us, our life's Star,

Hath had elsewhere its setting,

And cometh from afar :

Not in entire forgetfulness,

And not in utter nakedness,

But trailing clouds of glory do we come

From God, who is our home :

Heaven lies about us in our infancy !

Shades of the prison-house begin to close

Upon the growing Boy,

But He beholds the light, and whence it flows
;

He sees it in his joy ;

The Youth, who daily farther from the east

Must travel, still is Nature's Priest,

And by the vision splendid

Is on his way attended;

At length the Man perceives it die away,

And fade into the light of common day.

EXERCISE 108. Write several couplets and quatrains.

218. The Sonnet. The sonnet, consisting of four-

teen lines, is complete in itself, and rather a poem
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than a stanza, though series of sonnets on connected

themes are not uncommon. The form was originally

Italian, and was brought to perfection by Petrarch.

The so-called Petrarchan form of the sonnet is

divided into two groups of lines, eight and six

respectively in number, called the octave and the

sestet. The lines are iambic pentameter, and are

rhymed as in (a) below in the octave and commonly
in the sestet, though other arrangements of rhymes
in the sestet are common. A division of the thought

corresponds to the division in form between the

octave and the sestet. In England, particularly in

Shakespeare's time, there was a tendency not to

divide the sonnet, in the Italian fashion, into octave

and sestet, and not to rhyme it so intricately. The

so-called Shakespearian form of the sonnet, illustrated

in (), consists of three quatrains, with lines rhyming

alternately, and a rhyming couplet.

(a) Much have I travell'd in the realms of gold,

And many goodly states and kingdoms seen
;

Round many western islands have I been

Which bards in fealty to Apollo hold.

Oft of one wide expanse had I been told

That deep-brow'd Homer rul'd as his demesne
;

Yet did I never breathe its pure serene

Till I heard Chapman speak out loud and bold :

Then felt I like some watcher of the skies

When a new planet swims into his ken
;

Or like stout Cortez when with eagle eyes

He star'd at the Pacific and all his men
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Look'd at each other with a wild surmise

Silent, upon a peak in Darien.

KEATS: On First Looking into Chapman's Homer.

(ft)
Full many a glorious morning have I seen

Flatter the mountain tops with sovereign eye,

Kissing with golden face the meadows green,

Gilding pale streams with heavenly alchemy ;

Anon permit the basest clouds to ride

With ugly rack on his celestial face,

And from the forlorn world his visage hide,

Stealing unseen to west with this disgrace :

Even so my sun one early morn did shine

With all-triumphant splendor on my brow
;

But, out, alack 1 he was but one hour mine,

The region cloud hath mask'd him from me now.

Yet him for this my love no whit disdaineth
;

Suns of the world may stain when heaven's sun

staineth. SHAKESPEARE : Sonnet 33.

The composition of a good sonnet is not an easy

matter, and the attempt should perhaps be, as a rule,

reserved for years of greater maturity than those

of high school study. The ambitious pupil or the

ambitious class should, however, be encouraged to

make the attempt. That success is not beyond the

reach of one or several is shown by a pleasing little

volume of Lyrical Essays, composed by a group of

students in the Hyde Park High School of Chicago,

from which the following sonnet is taken :

The cows come loitering through the lane,

And from the branches round about is heard,
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Bidding the last good night, the chirp of bird,

As sunset glories round the farm-house wane.

Then, when the last rays sink into the west,

Homeward with joy the laborer bends his way,

Where peace awaits him till another day

Shall break. All nature softly sinks to rest.

And as the evening thus doth gather round

Within the cherished folds of her embrace

The struggling world, all torn by storm and strife,

So doth my soul at close of day feel bound

By tender power unseen, and gains a grace

To bear the toils that lead to higher life.

219. French Forms of Verse. If time allows, the

class desires the pleasure, and more weighty matters

of English instruction are not too pressing, a few

entertaining days may be spent in the study of several

of the old French forms of verse which have recently

been naturalized, as it were, in English the ballade,

the rondeau, the triolet, etc. They are somewhat

mechanical forms, intricate in their structure, having

for the composer the attraction of a puzzle to be

solved, but, at their best, full of the charm of clever-

ness, delicacy of feeling, and the ingenuity of art.

Models will be found in the poems of Mr. Austin

Dobson and Mr. Edmund Gosse, and detailed rules

of construction in The Rhymester (Appleton & Co.).
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WORDS FREQUENTLY MISUSED

[This list contains words which young students

frequently misuse. The writer suggests that pupils

learn to distinguish between literary usage and col-

loquial usage, and to understand that many words are

appropriately used in familiar conversation that would

be inappropriate in serious writing intended for the

general public. He suggests also that pupils recog-

nize that there is such a thing as " divided usage."

That is, that many men of scholarship and education

approve words and uses of words which are not

approved of by men of equal scholarship and

education.]

Accept. Sometimes confused with except. We accept a

present ; we except some one from a general statement.

Admire. Used for "
like

"
: "I should admire to go."

[Vulgar.]

Affect. Sometimes confused with effect. Pain affects us

unpleasantly. We effect a result when we bring it about.

Aggravate. See page 29.

Ain't, as in " I ain't going." [Vulgar.]

Allow. "
I allowed (declared) that I wouldn't go." Used

only in certain parts of the country.

411
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Allude does not mean " to mention," but "to touch on in

passing."

Among. We go among the trees
;
between two trees.

Animalculae. The singular is animalcule or animalculum ;

the plural, animalcula.

Anybody else's. The possessive of anybody else is either

anybody else's or anybody's else. The former has been

much objected to by some critics, but is perfectly

correct.

Any place. A vulgarism for anywhere. The same mistake

occurs with regard to every place and same place.

Anywheres. A vulgarism for anywhere. The same

mistake occurs with regard to everywhere and somewhere.

As. As is a relative pronoun in " such as I saw I liked,"

that is,
" I liked those which I saw." It is now used

in this sense only after such. " If I do say so as

shouldn't
"

is incorrect.

Assist at.
"
Many guests assisted at the ceremony." An

incorrect expression, taken from the French, for " were

present at."

Automobile, autotruck. Words which have recently come

into use. They were at first violently objected to.

No substitutes likely to be accepted have yet appeared,

however. Cf. electrocute, telegram, and cablegram.

Avocation. Vocation means a man's calling or profession ;

avocation is what he takes up as an amusement or side

issue. " His vocation was law
;
his avocation, garden-

ing."

Badly. See page 45.

Balance. " Balance of the day or the party," a harmless

figure of speech, derived from commercial language.

Not in literary usage. Cf. posted.
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Behave. "
Why doesn't he behave ?

" A colloquial, or

perhaps vulgar, expression for "
Why doesn't he behave

well?"

Being built. A long warfare has been waged over this

and similar expressions, but they are perfectly correct.

Such expressions as " the house is building" common

in eighteenth-century literature and not yet obsolete,

are equivalent to the progressive form of the passive,

e.g. "the house is being built," and were the regular

forms before the participle being and the resulting form

of the progressive passive came into use. The form in

-ing> in " the house is building" is historically, however,

not the participle, but the infinitive in ing; for the

expression originally was " the house is in build-

ing" which was weakened to a-building and then to

building.

Between. See Among.

Both. Used only with reference to two persons or objects.

Cablegram. Formed on the basis of telegram, and con-

demned by purists, who hold that the word is unneces-

sary. They would have us telegraph to London, and not

cable or send a cablegram. Both cable and cablegram are

likely to survive, however, because they are more specific ;

and, though now chiefly colloquial, they will probably be

admitted into full literary usage.

Calculate. Sometimes used loosely, outside of its strictly

mathematical meaning, as equivalent to think or guess,

or to purpose, intend, or design.
" You are wrong there,

I calculate." To be avoided.

Can. See page 43.

Claim. Best used when a real claim is involved, as in "
I

claim that land," or "
I claim that you have broken the
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rules," and not when merely equivalent to "
assert," as

in "
I claim that it is going to rain."

Combine, for "combination," as in "a great combine.'
1 ''

[Vulgar.]

Commence. Exactly synonymous in all ordinary uses with

begin ; the latter, however, is a simpler word.

Complected.
" A light complected m'scn." [Vulgar.]

Complement. Sometimes confused with compliment.

Corporal. Sometimes confused with corporeal.

Council. Sometimes confused with counsel.

Deadly. Sometimes confused with deathly.

Definite. Sometimes confused with definitive, which means
"
final." Definite action on a question is not necessarily

definitive action, though it may usually be so.

Demean. Strictly,
" to demean oneself" means " to carry

oneself," "to behave oneself." Demeanor is practically

the same .as "behavior." But by association with the

adjective
" mean " the word has acquired in popular

usage the sense of " debase." This meaning is avoided

by scrupulous writers.

Depot. The French word means a " storehouse " and

is inappropriate in its popular use. Station is rapidly

taking its place.

Different than (to). See page 46.

Directly.
"
I will come directly I hear from you," for " as

soon as I hear from you," is an incorrect expression

common in Great Britain.

Discover. Sometimes confused with invent.

Don't. A common colloquial contraction of " do not."

Sometimes used colloquially, even by educated people,

for " does not."

Drive. In England the somewhat artificial distinction is
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made between driving (in a carriage) and riding (on

horseback). In the United States we sometimes make

the same distinction, though we are more inclined to use

drive of a carriage when we actually hold the reins, and

ride of a carriage when we are carried passively, e.g.
"
I

rode over the mountains in a stage-coach
"

;
but we use

ride rather than drive of saddle-horses.

Each other. It used to be said that each other was used

of two people and one another of more than two. The

distinction does not hold good, but it is true that each

other is more naturally used of small bodies. " Love one

another'
1

'
1

refers to people in general.
"
They loved each

other" would naturally refer to a pair or small group.

Eat (pronounced et). An old preterite of eat, now sup-

planted by ate, but still sometimes heard. Cf. a similar

preterite of heat, which must be classed as vulgar Eng-
lish.

Editorial. The American equivalent of the British leader.

Cf. elevator and lift.

Elective. Colloquial, in some colleges, for "
elective

course."

Electric. Colloquial or vulgar for "electric car."

Electrocute. See page 25.

Elegant. See page 257.

Emigrant. Sometimes confused with immigrant.

Endorse. Used first in its business sense, of notes
;

after-

wards, metaphorically, of acts or character
; e.g.

" I will

endorse anything he does." In this use it is not approved

by most rhetoricians.

Enthuse. See page 26.

Exceptional. Sometimes confused with exceptionable.

Excessively. Sometimes improperly used for exceedingly.
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Exposition. A French word, precisely the, equivalent of

exhibition. It has been generally adopted instead of

exhibition with reference to national or international

fairs, etc.

Factor, feature. Two metaphors which are becoming

very trite; e.g. "his honesty was a great factor in his

success
;

" "a roof garden is of the features of the

theatre."

Fetch. A good old word, meaning
" to bring

" or " to go

and bring," which seems in danger of dying out.

Fire. Slang for " throw."

Firstly. Properly we sxy first, secondly, thirdly, last; but it

is not uncommon to hear firstly and lastly.

Fix. " To fix
"
for "

to repair" and " to be in ayfce
"
are

common colloquial (not literary) phrases in the United

States. They are not often used in England, and they

frequently figure in British jokes at our expense.

Flee, fly, flow. The principal parts of these verbs are often

confused. Flee, fled, fled; fly, flew, flown ; flow, flowed,

flowed.

Gent.

The thing named ''pants" in certain documents,

A word not made for gentlemen, but "
gents."

O. W. HOLMES.

Gentleman, lady. Any persons of good breeding, when

spoken of in their social relations. Neither term should

be applied indiscriminately.

Give upon. An incorrect expression, imitating a French

idiom for "
open on "

; e.g.
" the windows give on the

garden."

Got. Better omitted, unless it means " have acquired
"
or

"come into possession." The form is perfectly correct,
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though chiefly colloquial, and the prejudice against it, on

some sides, seems unreasonable. "
I have got a cold,"

for instance, slightly differs in meaning from "
I have

a cold." Gotten is a recent revival of an old form

of the same word. What applies to one, applies to the

other.

Grind. College slang.

Guess. The British laugh at us for saying
" I guess it's time

to go." The idiom is an ancient and a harmless one,

now wholly colloquial, though it is not often used in

Great Britain.

Gums. Otherwise, rubbers, overshoes, etc. These words

are excellent examples of the variety of terms naturally

used in different parts of the country for approximately

the same article. Cf. bucket, pail, and hod ; pitcher and

Hadn't ought to. A vulgarism for "ought not to have."

Hain't got. A vulgarism for "haven't got," or "haven't."

Hire. Often confused with let.
" I hire something from

him and let something to him." Rent and. lease are used

indiscriminately of either owner or tenant.

Home. "
Stay home "

is a vulgarism for "
stay at home."

House, home, residence. House has merely a physical mean-

ing ; e.g.
"

I made my home in his house.'
1

'
1

It is incorrect

to say
" his home is lighted by electricity." Residence is a

somewhat pretentious word. "I live on this street," or

"
this is my house," is better than "

I reside on this

street," or "
this is my residence."

How. " How do you say?
"

Vulgarism for what.

Individual. Properly, a single thing regarded as a unit,

especially a human being.
" And the individual withers,

and the world is more and more." Improperly, a
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person merely, a man
; e.g.

"
I saw a tall individual,

leaning on the fence."

In our midst. This expression is sometimes objected to,

but not on good grounds.

Into. Used with verbs of motion. " I am going into

town," not " in town."

Invite. Vulgarism for invitation. Cf. combine.

Latest, last, latter. It is proper to say
" his last words "

(of a man who is dead),
" his latest order "

(of a man

who may still give other orders). We sometimes use

last, however, where latest might strictly be more appro-

priate ; e.g.
" his last book "

(of a living author). Latter

refers to one of two persons or objects ;
last to one of

more than two.

Learn. Once proper in the sense of teach ; now a vulgar-

ism
; e.g.

"
I am learning him arithmetic."

Lease, let. See Hire.

Leave. " Leave him go," "leave him be"; vulgarisms for

"
let him go,"

"
let him alone."

Less, fewer. Less usually refers to quantity in general ;

fewer to number
; e.g.

"
less noise,"

"
less corn," "fewer

people," "fewer potatoes."

Liable, likely. Liable implies that what may happen is

unfortunate or unpleasant.
" It is likely to rain

"
;

" the

dam is liable to break."

Lie. See page 43.

Loan. Sometimes used for lend, as in " I loaned him my
knife

"
;
but this use is not approved by the rhetori-

cians.

Lot. "A lot of people," colloquial. "Lots of people,"

exceedingly colloquial, with a tinge of vulgarity.

Majority. Often confused with plurality.
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Materialize. Used only colloquially and jocosely.

May. See page 43.

Most. Used colloquially for almost ; e.g.
" most all the

time." Not in literary use.

Mutual. Properly, reciprocal ; e.g.
" a mutual affection."

Loosely used for common ; e.g.
" a mutual friend." This

second use was at first a vulgarism, but it has, since the

publication of Dickens's novel, become more and more

reputable, especially in this phrase.

Nice. Colloquially used of anything pleasing ; e.g.
" a nice

day," "a nice dinner." Its literary use implies dis-

crimination :
" nice in his habits,"

" a nice calculation."

One. It is a question whether we should say
" one has

such luck as one deserves," or " one has such luck as

he deserves." Punctilious people have a prejudice for

the former method of reference.

Onto. Onto is the result of a desire for a preposition

formed from on, in the same way that into is formed

from in. If it were accepted, we should say,
"
I lay on

the bed but I jumped onto the table." It is, however,

usually regarded as a vulgarism. On has long been

used with verbs of motion.

Oral. Oral, expressed in spoken words. Verbal, properly,

relating to or concerned with words only ; improperly

confounded with oral. The words are correctly used

as follows :

" It was an oral message, but I will vouch

for its verbal accuracy."

Party. Vulgarly used for person, man, etc.; e.g. "he is a

nice old party."

'Phone. Slang for telephone.

Plenty. Used colloquially for enough, etc.
" He

to do."
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Posted. Originally a commercial expression. Common

colloquially in its figurative sense, e.g. "a -well-posted

man "
;
but not in wide literary use.

Practical. Sometimes confused with practicable.

Pronounced. An expression in imitation of a French

idiom
; e.g.

" his most pronounced habit," for " his most

prominent or conspicuous habit." Not yet in thoroughly

good literary use.

Propose, purpose. The strict meanings of the two words

are obvious: "
I purpose proposing this plan." Collo-

quially, propose is often used with the force of purpose,

however; e.g.
"

I propose to go to town this afternoon."

Proven. We usually and properly say proved; e.g.
" the

thing is not proved." There is, however, an old Scotch

legal phrase,
" not proven" which has of late years

become common, and we now hear frequently that " this

or that has been proven false, or notproven at all."

Quite. Properly used in the sense of "
entirely

"
; e.g.

"
quite dead." It has also been long used, chiefly collo-

quially, to mean "moderately," "to a certain extent";

e.g.
"

it is quite a warm day." But the latter use has

not been widely accepted in literature.

Raise. Sometimes improperly used for rise ; e.g.
" there

is likely to be a raise in prices."

Real. Sometimes improperly used with the force of

"
very

"
; e.g.

"
it's real hot."

Recipe, receipt. These words are often confused.

Recollect of, remember of. Vulgarisms.

Resume. Vulgarism for sum up. It is an imitation of a

French word. See Assist at, Give upon, Pronounced.

Right. Improperly used with the force of "
very

"
; e.g

"
it's right hot." See Real.
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Sang, sung. It is more usual to say "he sang" "he has

sung.'" It is wrong to say
" he has sang," but it is per-

fectly proper to say
" he sung.'

1
'
1

Many verbs have two

preterites or two past participles, of which one is a little

more commonly used than another; e.g. "he dived

(dove)," "he was hanged (hung) for murder." The

lists of principal parts in most grammars are incomplete

and misleading. Consult a good dictionary whenever

you are in doubt.

Sit, set. See page 43.

Some. Not to be used as an adverb, as in " I am
some better," nor with quite, as in " I have quite some

books."

Stop. It is proper to say that we stopped at an inn for

supper, or for the night, or for a week, and then con-

tinued our journey. But the purists are right in pre-

ferring stay unless the intention is merely to indicate a

break in a journey ; e.g.
"

I am staying (not stopping) for

the present at the Hotel St. George."

Team. A set of animals or men, not a horse and wagon.

Telegram. See page 25.

These kind (or sort). An old-fashioned expression, now

almost or quite a vulgarism.

Transpire. To escape from secrecy, to ooze out; not

simply to happen or to occur.

Very. Very is not properly used alone with passive parti-

ciples ;
i.e. we say,

"
I was very glad to see him," but "I

was very much pleased to find him at home."

Ways. A colloquialism or vulgarism ; e.g.
"

I am going a

ways further."

Whatever. Improperly used as an interrogative pronoun ;

e.g.
" whatever do you mean by coming here ?

"
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Wire. See Telegram, Cablegram, Automobile, 'Phone, etc.

One of the words forced upon the language by modern

inventions. It should be noticed that this word, like

'phone, has remained in commercial and colloquial use,

without reaching literary use.



SIGNS SUGGESTED FOR USE IN COR-
RECTING COMPOSITIONS

MS. Bad manuscript.

Sp.
- Bad spelling.

p. Fault in punctuation.

cap. Fault in the use of a capital letter.

I, 2, 3, etc. Words, clauses, or sentences to be rearranged in con-

formity with the numbering.

[ ] Passages within brackets to be omitted.

| Against a clause, sentence, or paragraph incurable by correction,

and requiring to be recast.

x Some fault too obvious to require particularizing.

B. Barbarism.

I. Impropriety.

W. Wordy. \- Words.

H. Highflown or inflated.

V. Vague.
S. Solecism.

L. Structure too loose.

U. Lacks unity. [ Sentences.

E. Emphasis lacking or wrongly placed.

C. Structure incoherent.

*|T Proper place for a paragraph.
No ^f Improper place for a paragraph.

If U. Lacks unity. Paragraphs.

^f E. Emphasis lacking or wrongly placed.

^[ C. Structure incoherent.

T. U. Lacks unity.

T. E. Emphasis lacking or wrongly placed. > Whole Theme.

T. C. Structure incoherent.

O., A., V. Obscure, ambiguous, vague.

F. Feeble.

M. Misuse of metaphorical language.

K. Awkward, ugly, or unpleasing.
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INDEX

I. TOPICS TREATED

Abbreviations, 74.

Accents in verse, 394.

Accuracy, importance of, 16.

Adjective for adverb, 44 ; superlative
for comparative, 45.

Adverb for adjective, 44.

Ambiguity, 246.

Americanisms, 21.

Analysis, of simple sentences, 62 ; of

complex and compound sentences,

64.

Anapest, 399.

Anglo-Saxon element in English, 219.
Answers to questions, 266.

Antithesis, 237, 250.

Apostrophe (mark of punctuation),

85 ; (form of expression), 237.

Argument, distinguished from persua-

sion, 379 ;
statement of the propo-

sition, 379 ; method of proof, 380 ;

difficulty of obtaining absolute

proof, 382; questions of taste or

opinion, 383; the brief, 386; ex-

pansion of the brief, 388 ; citing of

authorities, 389 ;
the syllogism and

its parts, 389.

Art : an art defined, i ; fine arts, 2.

Authority as to usage, 21.

Ballade, 410.

Ballad metre, 406.

Barbarisms, 24.

Blank verse, 403.

Brackets, 85.

Brief, in argument, 386.

Briticisms, 21.

Caesura, 403.

Capitals, 90 ; in titles, 10.

Catalectic or cut-off verse, 398.

Clause, 59.

Clearness, 239 ; how secured, 240 ;

not precision, 240 ; devices for

securing, 243 ; figures for sake of,

245 ; lack of, 246.

Climax, 237, 250.

Coherence, of sentence, 146; of para-

graph, 180
;
of whole composition,

194.

Colon, 78.

Comma, 79.

Composition, English, relations to

rhetoric, 3 ; thought the basis of

expression, 4 ;
habit of good writ-

ing and good speaking, 5 ; impor-
tance of composition work, 5 ;

importance of accuracy in, 16
;

kinds of, 299.

Compositions, form of, 9 ; first es-

sentials of, 12
; subjects for, 6

;

scale of, 212. See also Whole

Composition.

Conjunctions, use of, 149.

Construction of sentences, intricate,

97. 140-

Correlatives, position of, 46.

Couplet, 404.

Criticism, 371.

Dactyl, 399.

Dactylic hexameter, 404.

Dash, 85.

Description, 299 ; aim of, 300; by
orderly arrangement of details,

300 ; by selection and suggestion )

308 ;
in literature, 324 ; distin-

guished from exposition, 361.

Dictionaries, 22, 203,
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Elegance, 239, 257.

Emphasis, in the sentence, 144; in

the paragraph, 168 ; in the whole

composition, 191.

Examination papers, 266.

Exclamation, 237.

Exclamation point, 84.

Exposition, 361 ; method in, 362 ;

common faults in, 366 ; expository

summary, 369 ; criticism, 371.

Figures of speech, 25, 232, 245, 253.
" Fine writing," 224.

Force, 249; devices for securing,

250 ; emphasis, climax, antithesis,

250 ; figures for the sake of, 253.

Grammar, how different from rhet-

oric, 3; incorrect, 30; grammat-
ical structure of the sentence, 58.

Hexameter, dactyllic, 404.

Hyperbole, 237.

Hyphen, 89.

Iamb, 399.

Idiom, 27.

Improprieties, 27.

Infinitive, split, 45.

Interrogation, 237.

Italics, 89.

Latin element in English, 219.

Letters, 278.

Lines, 401.

Litotes, 237.

Metaphor, 233.

Metonymy, 236.

Metre, 395.

Models, use of, 259.

Narration, 330 ;
essential elements of,

331 ;
actors in, 331 ; circumstances

in, 337 ; action in short narratives,

340; aim of a narrative, 344; action

in longer narratives, 344 ;
narrative

in literature, 346; summary of a

narrative, 350,

Negative, double, 45.

Nominative case of pronouns, 34;
nominative absolute, 151.

Note-taking, 263.

Nouns.plural of, 31 ; possessive of, 33.

Novels, 347.

Number, of nouns, 31 ; of pronouns,

38 ; of verbs, 40.

Objective case of pronouns, 34.

Obscurity, 246.

Ode, 407.

Omission of verb or principal clause,

67.

Paragraph, general instructions, 17;

importance of, 157 ;
the paragraph

by itself, 157 ; principles of compo-
sition applied to, 158 ; unity, 159 ;

test of unity of, 161
; emphasis, 168 ;

topic sentence, 168; summary sen-

tence, 174; emphasis through de-

tails, 177; coherence, 180; plan of,

181
; sequence, 185 ; connectivesi

186.

Paraphrase, 274.

Parentheses, 85.

Participial construction, false, 46, 68,

151; participle for verbal noun,

34-

Period, 74.

Personification, 236.

Persuasion, 391.

Phrase, 59.

Plan, of the paragraph, 181
;
of the

whole composition, 197.

Plural of nouns, 31.

Poetry, 393.

Possessive, of nouns, 33 ; use of, 33 ;

of pronouns, 37.

Precision, 240.

Principles of composition. See

Unity, Emphasis, Coherence.

Pronouns, nominative and objective
cases of, 34 ; possessive case of, 37 ;

relative pronouns, 37; number of,

38 ; false reference of, 149.

Proof, method of, 380; difficulty of

obtaining absolute proof, 382.

Punctuation, 74.
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Qualities of style, 239.

Quatrain, 404.

Question marks, 84.

Question, rhetorical, 237.

Quotation marks, 86.

Rhetoric, defined, i
;
definition ex-

plained, 1-3. See Composition,

Rhythm, 395.

Science, a, i.

Semicolon, 76.

Sentence, 58 ; simple, complex, and

compound, 61
; analysis of simple,

62
; analysis of complex and com-

pound, 64 ;
fundamental errors in

the construction of, 66; "comma
sentences," 68; grammatical struc-

ture evident in, 94 ; length of, 100
;

periodic and loose, 108
; parallel

structure in, 123, 141 ; balanced,

124 ; value of imitation in construc-

tion, 127; unity of, 135; emphasis,
144; coherence, 146; topic sen-

tence, 168
; summary sentence, 174.

Sequence of tenses, 42.

Simile, 233.

Sonnet, 407.

Spelling, hints as to, 13.

Spondee, 399.

Stanza, 404.

Story, short, 347.
Structure of sentence, grammatical,

58 ; rhetorical, 94.

Subjects for compositions, 6.

Summary of a narrative, 350; of an

exposition, 369.

Summary sentence, 174.

Syllogism, 389.

Synecdoche, 236.

Synonyms, 206.

Tenses, sequence of, 42.

Titles, capitals in, 10; for composi-
tions, 190.

Topic sentence, 168.

Translation, 269.

Trochee, 399.

Unity, of sentence, 135; of para-

graph, 159 ; of whole composition,

189.

Usage, importance of, in language,
18

; literary, colloquial, and vulgar,

18; correct, 20; local, 21; author-

ity as to, 21.

Vagueness, 246.

Verbs, number of, 40; sequence of

tenses, 42 ;
omission of, 67.

Verse, composition in, 393; accents

in, 394.

Verse-pause, 403.

Vocabulary, extent of the English,
201

; extent of the individual, 202;
how to increase the individual, 203.

Whole composition, 189; unity of,

189; emphasis, 191; coherence,

194; plan, 197; details, 197; for-

mula for, 199.

Words, new, 24 ; misused, 27 ; dis-

puted, 29; synonyms, 206; too

many, 209 ;
too few, 211

; long and

short, 217 ; Anglo-Saxon and

Latin, 218, 221 ; simple and affect-

ed, 224; specific and general, 229.

"Writing, fine," 224.



II. WORDS SPECIALLY COMMENTED ON

Accept, 27, 411.

Admire, 411.

Affect, 27, 411.

Aggravate, 29.

Ain't, 30.

Allow, 411.

Allude, 412.

Also, 187.

Among, 412.

And, 187.

Animalculae, 412.

Anybody else's, 412.

Any place, 412.

Anywheres, 412.

As, 412.
Assist at, 412.

Automobile, 412.

Avocation, 412.

Badly (bad), 45.

Balance, 412.

Banjoist, 26.

Behave, 413.

Being built, 413.

Betwen, 413.

Both, 413.

Boycott, 24.

Bucket, 417.

Bulldoze, 24.

Burglarize, 26.

But, 35.

Cablegram, 25, 413.

Calculate, 413.

Can, 43.

Cinch, 25.

Claim, 413.

Clumb, 30.

Combine, 414.

Commence, 414.

Complected, 414.

Complement, 414.

Compliment, 414.

Corker, 25.

Corporal, 414.

Corporeal, 414.

Council, 414.

Counsel, 414.

Deadly, 414.

Deathly, 414.

Definite, 414.

Definitive, 414.

Demean, 414.

Depot, 414.

Different, 46.

Directly, 414.

Discover, 414.

Donate, 29.

Don't, 46, 414.

Drive, 414.

Dude, 24.

Each other, 415.

Eat, 415.

Editorial, 21.

Effect, 27.

Either, 46.

Elective, 415.

Electric, 415.

Electrocute, 25.

Elegant, 257.

Elevator, 21.

Emigrant, 415.

Endorse, 415.

Enthuse, 26.

Everybody (they), 38.

Except, 27.

Exceptional, 415.

Exceptionable, 415.

Excessively, 415.

428
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Exposition, 416.

Factor, 416.

Fancy, 21.

Feature, 416.

Fetch, 416.

Fewer, 418.

Fire, 416.

Firstly, 416.

Fix, 416.

Flee, flow, fly, 416.

Gent, 416.

Gentleman, 416.
Give upon, 416.

Got, gotten, 416.

Grind, 417.

Guess, 21.

Gums, 417.

Hadn't ought, 417.

Hain't, hain't got, 19.

Her's, 37.

Hire, -417.

His'n, 30.

Hod, 417.

Home, 417.

House, 417.

How, 417.

Immigrant, 415.

Individual, 417.

In our midst, 418.

Into, 418.

Invite, 418.

It's, 37.

Lady, 416.

Latest, last, latter, 418.

Lay, 43.

Leader, 21.

Learn, 418.

Lease, let, 418.

Leave, 418.

Less, 418.

Liable, 418.

Lie, 43.

Lift, 21.

Like, 46.

Likely, 418.

Loan, 418.

Lot, lots, 418.

Luggage, 21.

Majority, 418.

Materialize, 419,

May, 43.

Me, it is, 35.

Most, 419.

Mutual, 419.

Neither, 46.

Nice, 419.

One, 419.
One another, 415.

Only, 46.

Onto, 419.

Oral, 419.

Overshoes, 417.

Pail, 417.

Party, 28.

'Phone, 419.

Pitcher, 417.

Plenty, 419.

Plurality, 418.

Posted, 420.

Practicable, 420.

Practical, 420.

Pronounced, 4200

Propose, 420.

Proven, 420.

Purpose, 420.

Quite, 420.

Raise, 43, 420.

Real, 420.

Receipt, recipe, 420.

Reckon, 21.

Recollect of, 420.

Remember of, 420.

Residence, 420.

Resume, 420.

Ride, 414.

Right, 420.
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Rise, 43.

Rubbers, 417.

Sang, sung, 421.

Set, 43.

Shall, 51-55.

Should, 56.

Sit, 43.

Snap, 25.

So, 152, 188.

Some, 421.

Stay, 421.

Stop, 421.

Swipe, 24.

Team, 421.

Telegram, 25.

Than, 34, 36.

The, 30.

These kind, 421,

Transpire, 421.

Typewriter, 25.

Verbal, 419.

Very, 421.

Was (you) , 30.

Ways, 421.

Whatever, 421.

Which (and,) 37.

While, 152.

Who (whom), 34, 35.

Whose (of which), 37.

Will, 51-55.

Wire, 422.

Without, 45.

Worser, 19.

Would, 56.



III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXTRACTS

Arnold, The Forsaken Merman, 231.

Barrows, What the Southern Negro
is doing lor Himself, 193.

Bible (Judges), 218.

Blanchan, Bird Neighbors, 300.

Bryce, The American Common-
wealth, 185.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, 221.

Clemens, The Adventures of Huckle-

berry Finn, 312.

-Clement, Handbook of Legendary
and Mythological Art, 341.

Cooper, The Pilot, 66.

Crawford, Via Crucis, 305, 309.

Curtis, Public Duty of Educated

Men, 124.

De Quincey, Essay on Style, 180.

Dickens, Little Dorrit, 314.

Dumas, The Three Musketeers, 334.

Eliot, The Forgotten Millions, 251 ;

letter, 291.

Fiske, Francis Parkman, 166.

Fitzgerald, Omar Khayyam, 406.

Ford, The True George Washington,

301.

Franklin, Autobiography, 166.

Garland, Main-Travelled Roads, 314,

321.

Gaskell, Cranford, 178.

Gray, Elegy, 405.

Green, A Short History of the

English People, 333.

Harris, Uncle Remus, 335.

Harte, Snow-bound at Eagle's, 335.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, 114;
Mosses from an Old Manse

(Feathertop), 223; letter to Long-
fellow, 291.

Herrick, The Gospel of Freedom,

320.

Higginson, Young Folks' History of

the United States, 342.

Homer, The Iliad, 273.

Hugo, Ninety-Three, 101.

Huxley, On a Piece of Chalk, 242.

Irving, Rip Van Winkle, 165 ;
The

Alhambra, 172; Oliver Goldsmith,

178; Conquest qf Granada, 302;

Legend of Sleepy Hollow, 310,

Jefferson, Declaration of Indepen-
dence, 114.

Keats, On First Looking into Chap-
man's Homer, 254, 408.

Kinglake, Eothen, 87, 169.

Kingsley, Madam How and Lady
Why, 245; The Water-Babies,

321.

Kipling, The Jungle Books, 230,

314; The Tomb of his Ancestors,

321 -

Library of the World's Best Litera-

ture, 351, 369.

Lockhart, Life of Scott, 169.

Longfellow, H. W., Outre-Mer, 135;
letter to his father, 292.

Longfellow, S., Life of H. W. Long-

fellow, 303, 304.

Lounsbury, History of the English

Language, 181.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 224.

431
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Macaulay, Hampden, 106; Life of

Samuel Johnson, 171 ; History of

England, 175, 192.

Mather, Magnalia, 103.

Matthews, Introduction to American

Literature, 174 ;
Outlines in Local

Color, 313.

Motley, Rise of the Dutch Republic,

95-

Newman, Parting of Friends, 115;
Idea of a University, 161.

Norton, Notes of Travel and Study
in Italy, 305.

Outlook, The, 159, 160, 371, 372.

Parkman, Conspiracy of Pontiac, 62,

117, 128, 167.

Poe, Fall of the House of Usher, 205,

338.

Ringwalt, Modern American Oratory,
182.

Robertson, Lectures, 343.

Ruskin, Stones of Venice, 96; Sesame
and Lilies, 114, 179.

Russell, The Life of the Merchant

Sailor, 241.

Scott, Ivanhoe, 338 ; 405.

Seton, The Trail of the Sandhill

Stag, 160.

Shakespeare, Macbeth, 275, 277;

Sonnet, 409.

Spenser, The Faerie Queene, 405.

Steevens, In India, 317.

Stevenson, Across the Plains, 316;
Treasure Island, 322.

Taylor, A Journey to Central Africa,

170.

Tennyson, The Princess, 403; In

Memoriam, 406.

Times, The London, Correspondent
of, 302.

Twain, Mark, The Adventures of

Huckleberry Finn, 312.

Tyndall, About Common Water, 169.

Wallace, The Wonderful Century,

242.

Webster, The Presidential Protest,

102; Second Speech on Foote's

Resolution (Reply to Hayne), 102.

Whitman, 305.

Whittier, Snow-Bound, 60, 405.

Woodbridge, 255.

Wordsworth, Ode, 407.
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Professor Willis Boughton, Ohin University, Athens, Ohio: "There is no
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ers."

Professor James M. Dixon, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. :
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Professor of Rhetoric aud English Philology in Western Reserve

University.

12mo. Cloth. $1.00, net.

The Dial : This book is marked by the same excellences as his

longer work on the same subject, published less than two years ago.

. . . One of the noticeable features of the book is the stress laid upon

spoken language as a factor in shaping English, past and present ; and

this, in the hands of an enthusiastic and skilful teacher, may be made

the means of original work on the part of students.

The Citizen : Professor Emerson's work is scholarly, his style

pleasing, and his presentation clear. It is to be hoped that this book

will be an effective means in giving the students of the high school an

exact understanding of the history of their native speech.

Evening Post : We know of no book on this difficult and impor-

tant subject which can with confidence be put into the hands of begin-

ners. It is also to be heartily recommended to that large class of

mature readers who wish to get an accurate knowledge of the history

of our mother tongue, but have scanty leisure, and are frightened by

technicalities.
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With an Introduction by GEORGE R. CARPENTER, Professor of Rhetoric
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"The author has used rare discrimination in selecting the essays
which he discusses, insisting that they should be of the highest class of

modern literature, and that they should serve as models to the student.
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the book will be found a most valuable one as a text in the higher
American institutions of learning."
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University of California, and CLEMENT C. YOUNG, B.L., Head of the

English Department in the Lowell High School, San Francisco. Cloth.

i-iiio. $1.10 net.

" The introduction on ' The Principles of Poetry
' should be an inspiration to

both teacher and pupil, and a very definite help in appreciation and study,

especially in the portion that deals with the '

Rhythm of Verse.' The remarks

on the different centuries, in their literary significance and development, are

helpful, and the notes to each poem, lucid and sufficient."

HARRY S. Ross, Worcester Academy, Worcester, Mass.

"
It is the most comprehensive collection for school purposes that I have seen,
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